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This research is an exploratory research, applying mixed research methods of
both qualitative and quantitative, aims to study typology, domain, and characteristics
of cultural indices and measurement for media. The research was conducted in 3
stages. The first stage was the stage of documentary research on related theories,
concepts, and articles, and of gaining experts’ opinions by Delphi Technique. The
second stage was the stage of factor extraction towards cultural sub-components and
indicator factors, conducted with 720 mainland-ASEAN representatives from 6
regions in Thailand. The last stage was a test of developed instrument by verifying
program content from the studied common-culture indicators gained from the second
stage. The results of each stage were found as followed:
For documentary research, primary data from the previous studies and
humanistic evidence was arranged according to the UNESCO Framework for Cultural
Statistics or UNESCO FCS and ESSnet-Culture, and applied with ASEAN CultureSpecific attributes. As a result, preliminary indicators and component variables
consisting of 7 sub-components or domains, and 29 indicator variables were formed.
At the stage of trend forecasting by Delphi Technique method, the preliminary
variables (7 sub-components and 29 indicator variables) were proposed to 7 experts
for refinement. From using this technique for two rounds, 9 sub-components, and 47

iv
indicator variables were rated by 7 experts at very appropriate to the most appropriate
level, namely Me 4-5, IR ≤ 1.50, with consensus.
The following stage was Confirmatory Factor Analysis in which 47 ASEAN
cultural indicator variables were tested by Structural Equation Model and found to be
congruent with empirical data gained from 720 subjects. The findings also showed
that a model for ASEAN common-culture indices composed of 1 principal component
(ASEAN), 9 sub-components (A-I), and 47 indicator variables (X1-X47). According
to statistical value of Model Fit Indices, the expected model was found to be
congruent with empirical data model, namely (χ2/ df = 1. 761, GFI = . 912, AGFI =
.895, NFI = .956, RMSEA = .033 (PCLOSE = 1.00), RMR = .019, with regression
weight or path coefficient of .726 - .940 and with estimating predicted coefficients at
52.7 - 88.3% (R2 between .527 - .883).
At the last stage, the efficiency of all 47 ASEAN cultural indicator variables
was tested for the practicality by developing numerical tally sheet instrument and
testing them on informative content of 100 selected episodes in the television program
with quantitative content analysis. From the testing, the model and instrument was
proved to be efficient in tallying ASEAN common culture inclusively and had a
potential in extracting culture from program content satisfactorily.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Statement of the Problems
The establishment of the ASEAN Community arose from the regional
integration policy of Southeast Asia or ASEAN, aimed to increase ASEAN
negotiating and competitive capabilities on the international stage in every aspect,
including their capabilities in dealing with new global problems affecting the region.
The formal formation of ASEAN Community occurred in October, 2003, in which all
ASEAN leaders signed in the Declaration of ASEAN Concord II or Bali Concord and
approved to establish the Community at large within 2020 A.D..

Later, during the

12th ASEAN Summit in Cebu, the Philippines, a commitment to accelerate the
establishment of an ASEAN community by 2015 was approved as well as three pillars
of ASEAN cooperation: ASEAN Political-Security Community (APSC), ASEAN
Economic Community (AEC), and ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community (ASCC).
(Office of the National Economics, the House of Representatives, 2012).
Nevertheless, a number of scholars expressed their concerns about the impact,
in terms of economic and military security, occurred amid the integration of ten
ASEAN nations, which would bring about conflicts of interest and incongruence in
the region.

Accordingly, scholars in various areas offered to study the issues on

cultural communication earnestly, especially due to some witnessed wars and
diplomatic relations, so as to relieve some conflicts, hostility, neutrality, and antipathy
among ASEAN members. (Judhaphan Padungchewit, 2007). Thus, this is the reason
why ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community is highlighted as another important pillar of
ASEAN Community, which covers both social and cultural domain, offered by the
ASEAN Commission, whose purposes are to strengthen regional stability and to
enhance better understanding and unity in the region. Cooperation in social,

2
educational, and communication development through educational and cultural media
has been boost towards common perception, attitude, culture, and identity to ensure
lasting sustainable unity.
The integration of ASEAN Socio and Cultural Community bases on the
assumption of “ One Family and One Culture” with a hope that this will strengthen
ASEAN stability, mutual trust, safety, well-being, and better quality of life. It is aimed
to be a people-centered community, full of helps and sharing, together with wellrounded development to maintain valuable human and natural resources sustainably.
Most of all, strong ties and deepened understanding in the region will lead to create a
strong ASEAN Identity. (Office of Foreign Public Relations, the Department of Public
Relations, 2012).
Besides, it can be seen that ASEAN cooperation is not just a recent happening,
but the strong ties among ten ASEAN nations can be traced back since the old days,
particularly through shared culture and dynamic cultural exchange, on the common
land named, “ Aurea Chersonesus1 or Suvarnabhumi” as shown in written evidence
starting in early 15th century. (Warunee Osatharom, 2004). Due to its geographic
nature, this vast plain becomes a center of land and sea transportation routes calling
for diversity of ethnic groups who share similar religious belief system which induces
close kinship subsequently. Such kinship becomes one of the most influential factor
which facilitates cultural exchange in the region lastingly and sustainably since then.
(Sujit Wongted, 2006).

1

Recorded in Southeast Asia map, a part of Ptolemy’ s World map, written around

15th century, identifying the land called “ Aurea Chersonesus or Golden Peninsula” , covering
the land of Southeast Asian countries at present. (Warunee Osatharom, 1997; 2004).
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Cultural exchange in ASEAN can be considered as a type of communication
applying cultural transmission mechanism through various kinds of media as
communication tools or instruments. In the past, traditional media, such as religious
and ritual performance, folk plays and tales, folk dance, or even personal media
through cross-cultural marriage of every class of people, (i.e. A marriage between a
Singaporean-Chinese and a Malay, or between a couple of monarchy from different
kingdoms) or cross-cultural migration ( i. e. Oversea Chinese migrants to Southeast
Asia, or Mon migrants to Siam) (Sujit Wongted, 1996), has created some common but
distinctive culture, both concrete and abstract, within the region. Examples of ASEAN
common culture are rice culture (Rice-consumption, rice plantation, rice-related
ceremonies, etc.), river-related culture, beliefs in ghosts, class-system culture, dancing
culture (Barong Dance, Thai Dance, Apsara Dance, Lao Dance, Jayantha Dance, etc.),
folk plays, clothing and weaving culture, food culture, and similarities in alphabets,
language and literature or social values, i. e. a respect to the elder, interdependent
relationships, etc.
At present, communication and transportation technologies play a great role in
cultural exchange, especially due to globalization where the world is borderless,
communication across borders is thus inevitable and people can expose to media more
widely, specifically entertainment, such as drama or series,

television programs,

films, songs, etc. A number of surveys and research found that CLMV people
(Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, and Vietnam) exposed entertaining media across
countries widely, especially among ASEAN Maritime countries: Malaysia, Singapore,
and Brunei. To illustrate this, popularity of Lao songs in Thailand, or an increasing
trend of regional film imports can be witnessed. Other examples are Thai drama and
entertaining programs dubbed in Burmese Tai, and Thai language broadcast on
Malaysian television (Aswin Netphokaew, n. d. ), the popularity of “ Hormone” in
Vietnam, commercials of Lao products in Thai mainstream media, or the popularity of
modern Lao songs of “ Cells” and “ Over Dance” Band in Thailand. (ASEAN Beyond,
2015).
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Moreover, mass media play a key role in shaping the viewers’ perception and
understanding about each ethnicity or nation, particularly about their culture, image,
and lifestyle. People can access and can feel other people without direct contact or
traveling to each country. (Metta Vivatananukul, 2005).
The aforementioned cultural exchange, which helps in creating ASEAN
common culture and unity, either through direct interaction or through mediators like
mass media, in both formal and informal ways, seems to be more apparent in the
present time. Besides, policies and ways of promoting cultural exchanges are
relatively supported, such as policies towards governmental readiness in intercultural
communication, educational policies which emphasize increased knowledge of
ASEAN culture, the publicity of books, or textbooks about ASEAN, the informative
function of mass media in providing ASEAN knowledge, or all kinds of activities
which can enhance better understanding or tighten cultural connection among
ASEAN members. All of these can be considered as a pathway to help people in the
region learn to live together, to bring about ASEAN harmony, and strengthen ASEAN
culture once more from the past, but this will be a more planned and systematic
cultural exchange than before.
It is remarkable that due to cultural condition around the world nowadays, the
level of apparent culture of each country has been paid more attention. More amount
of criteria or measurement have been developed in order to be used as indices
recently.

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

(UNESCO) acknowledged the importance of measuring the level of culture of
countries around the world, and thus initiated to design a measurement instrument in
doing so.
In addition, quantitative measurement is developed to replace the previous
abstract one. Cultural condition can be measured quantitatively and be tallied more
empirically. Such instrument is called formally as “ UNESCO Framework for Cultural
Statistics or FCS” and is used to measure the level of culture of each country so as to
encourage the joint-exploration of each culture as fundamental standards.
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UNESCO Framework for Cultural Statistics is used as an index to measure
cultural- general of each country or each cultural group. Formerly, it was developed
from cultural indices of Leadership Group Culture or LEG-Culture which was first
implemented in 2004. The modification of the framework towards standardized
indices was conducted in 2007 and completed in 2009. Later, the European Union
(EU) adopted this cultural indicator instrument and modified it to suit their cultural
aspects until they achieved their own measurement instrument under the name of
“ European Statistical System Network on Culture” or ESSnet-Culture” which was
utilized in 2012.
Likewise, Asia has different cultural aspects from those of the western,
especially Southeast Asia which owns quite unique culture.

Particularly, with

continual cultural connectivity and cultural exchange from the past up to present
where a strong commitment on part of ASEAN Community members to strengthen
ASEAN common culture has been agreed and signed in ASEAN declaration. Besides,
this agreement has been presented and reproduced without cease through various
kinds of media as mediators.
From the above rationales, the researcher intends to investigate mass media
functioning as cultural communication tools in ASEAN countries, especially
televisions which provide ASEAN knowledge, by applying with the concept of sociocultural connectivity according to the Master Plans of ASEAN Community.
Communication process in creating ASEAN common culture, in the context of
ASEAN Community, is highlighted in this study by analyzing what is communicated
through mass media to gain cultural awareness. The researcher believes that if the
level of ASEAN common culture appearing on the media could be measured, it
should be applied as an index in measuring the effectiveness of cultural
communication via media which play a major role as a cultural diffusion and
exchange tool as well. Therefore, the focus of this study is to search for ASEAN
cultural indices and cultural measurement for media, and to develop them to be a
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quantitative tool from which the level of receivers’ perception on ASEAN culture can
be studied and to be a standardized ASEAN cultural measurement tool in future.

1.2 Research Objectives
1) To study typology, characteristics, and origin of ASEAN common culture.
2) To examine frames of ASEAN cultural indices and indicators.
3) To develop an ASEAN common-culture quantitative tool for measuring the
quantity and level of culture appearing in media.

1.3 Research Questions
1) What are the structure, dynamism, and patterns of transmission of each
ASEAN country’s culture? Are there any abstract and concrete aspects in common?
2) What are the components of ASEAN common culture?

Is there any

tangible and intangible component which can be applied as a significant indicator of
ASEAN common-culture?
3) How can the level of culture be quantified? And how can such tool be
applied to measure mediated cultural communication?

1.4 Scope of the Research
This research is aimed to develop fundamental or basic Indices of ASEAN
culture by studying historical background of each ASEAN country’ s culture,
composing of 5 mainland countries: Thailand, Laos, Myanmar, Cambodia, and
Vietnam, and 5 maritime or insular countries: Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines,
Brunei, and Singapore. Survey subjects are all from Thailand. The study is conducted
in 3 stages. The first stage is the stage of documentary research on related theories,
concepts, and articles, and of gaining opinions of scholars in the field of humanities
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and social science: cultural studies, Southeast Asia, and international communication
to extract major ASEAN common culture, and to find out predominant structure of
ASEAN culture, compared with that of other regions. At this stage, primary data from
the previous studies and humanistic evidence is arranged according to the UNESCO
Framework for Cultural Statistics or UNESCO FCS and EU (ESSnet-Culture) and
applied with ASEAN Culture-Specific attributes, weighed and extracted by 7 experts
to find fundamental indicators and component variables of ASEAN common-culture,
and tested by Confirmatory Factor Analysis with 120 subjects from each of 6 regions
of Thailand, totaling 720 subjects with similar attributes and related knowledge to
those of the experts. The opinions of the subjects are tested for content validity, based
on interquartile range of 7 experts, and for reliability by Cronbach’s Alpha analysis.
The last stage is a test of developed measurement of the level of ASEAN
culture. Cultural media displaying content of Southeast Asian culture in two types of
television informative programs: feature and documentary, and news magazine, are
selected by the objectives and content of the programs. The content of the programs is
analyzed with the developed ASEAN cultural measurement to see if it is accorded
with any of ASEAN common culture, and is enumerated to test the efficiency of the
applied instrument in quantifying the ASEAN common culture fully. The congruence
between ASEAN common culture displayed in television programs and that gained
from the indices is also tested.

1.5 Expected Benefits
1) The research findings can be applied in media production industry,
especially in the process of media creation in accordance with ASEAN culture. The
measurement instrument developed from this study can help determine the level of
culture appropriate or needed for each media, or it can be used as a basic guideline for
message design related to ASEAN common culture.
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2) In terms of academic benefits, the findings from this research bring about a
fundamental cultural indices and measurement to indicate the level of ASEAN culture
displayed in various media. Further studies can develop more comprehensive cultural
measurement instrument and can be conducted with media of other ASEAN countries
in future.

1.6 Operational Definition
1) Southeast Asia or Southeastern Asia: SEA
The region which comprises 10 countries, divided by geographic location into
2 parts, namely, mainland consisting of 5 countries: Thailand, Laos, Myanmar,
Vietnam, and Cambodia, and maritime or insular consisting of another 5 countries:
Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Brunei, and Singapore.
2) ASEAN or Association of Southeast Asian Nations
The integration of 10 Southeastern Asian countries under same charter,
cooperative policies, and compliance mission, for political, economic and sociocultural growth and stability.
3) Basic Cultural Indicator Variables or Basic Cultural Domain
Fundamental quantitative factors and variables used to indicate the level of
ASEAN common culture, and used as a frame to testify statistical significance,
consisting of 7 sub-components and 29 indicator variables, resulted from integrating
primary data from documentary research with UNESCO Framework for Cultural
Statistics (UNESCO FCS, 2007; 2009) and European Statistical System Network on
Culture (ESSnet-Culture, 2012).
4) ASEAN Cultural Homogeneity
Common culture found in Southeast Asia, shared by more than 2 Southeast
Asian countries, and /or approved by ASEAN Committee to be regional culture which
is divided into two kinds of culture according to socio-cultural concepts: tangible
culture and intangible culture.
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4) Efficiency of the Measurement
Capacity of the measurement instrument with cultural indices developed from
the study, which can be fully quantified, extracted, and classified.

CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL CONCEPTS AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In this research, the following theories, concepts, and research articles are
reviewed and used as guidelines in conducting the study:
1) Communication and Cultural Communication Theory:
Intercultural Communication: Theoretical Standpoint and Basic Assumptions,
Cultural Element Study,
Non-centric theory: Cultural Studies of Media, Symbolic Interaction, Social
Construction of Meaning.
2) Anthropology Theory: Cultural Studies of Humanities, Cultural Ecology
Theory, and Cultural Diffusion Theory.
3) Southeast Asian Studies: Concepts on Southeast Asian region, Southeast
Asia Culture Area, Typology, Characteristics, and Origin of ASEAN Common
Culture.
4) The Cultural Indicator of United Nations and European Union: UNESCO
Framework for Cultural Statistics (UNESCO FCS), and European Statistical System
Network on Culture (ESSnet-Culture).

2.1 Communication and Cultural Communication Theory
2.1.1 Intercultural Communication Theory
Intercultural communication theory is the theory which explains about
communication interaction between people of different cultures. However, leve l of
cultural differences varies, from the broadest range between western and eastern
culture to the narrower ones, such as national level, regional level, or even differences
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in sex, occupation, religion groups, etc. For instance, communicators may come from
the same country but from different regions of the country, i.e. between Thai people in
the central part and in the northern part of Thailand, etc. or come from different
countries. Culture can be reflected in various forms, either abstract, such as lifestyle,
rituals, beliefs, values, etc. or concrete, such as clothes, object, artifacts, etc., and it is
learned, shared, transmitted, and inherited from generation to generation. (Paisarn
Kanjanawong, 2010)
Besides, intercultural communication is the process of transmitting,
perceiving, and interpreting interactive symbols of different cultures in a particular
context at cultural level and sub-cultural level. In general, intercultural communication
can be experienced in the following contexts: (Petcharee Rupavichet, 2007; Cushner
and Brislins, 1999, cited in Metta Vivatananukul, 2005)
(1) Studying abroad
(2) International business
(3) International cooperation
(4) Diplomatic affairs
(5) Settling
(6) Tourism
(7) International sports tournaments
(8) Religious purpose or pilgrimage
It is remarkable that the aforementioned contexts are mostly face-to-face
between people across cultures, the contexts in which people can learn cultural
differences through their direct interaction. However, cultural differences can be
learned through mediated communication and other indirect communication as well,
such as through mass media, museums, books, etc.
Kim and Gudykunst (1988, cited in Kanjana Kaewthep, 2001) identify levels
of cultural differences as follow:
1) Interracial communication emphasizes biological aspects or perceived
physical appearance, i. e. skin color, body structure, etc. Though race may not
necessarily cause communication problems, it plays a great role in terms of attraction
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and perceived cultural differences. To illustrate this, Thai students may tend to sit with
other Asian students in class rather than with western ones.
2) Interethnic communication focuses on communication within a cultural
group who descend from the same ancestors, speak the same language, and practice
common rites and rituals. Amara Pongsapich (1989 cited in Metta Vivatananukul,
2005) classifies ethnic groups in Southeast Asia into 3 groups by their group
formation and migration:
2.1) Straying group, such as Mlabri people in Thailand and Laos, Sakai
(or Senoi, or Mani) in the south of Thailand, Myanmar, Malaysia, the Philippines, and
Indonesia.
2.2) Semi-permanent settling group, such as hill tribes (Garo, Shin, and
Naga in Myanmar, Karen in Myanmar and Thailand, Black Tai in Thailand, Laos, and
Vietnam), including other hill tribes, i.e. Haw or Chinese Yunnan, Hmong or Miao,
Lisu, Lahu, etc., or islanders, i.e. Iban, Dayak in Malaysia, etc.
2.3) State group or ethnic groups who settle in a place permanently or
who establish their own kingdom or country.
For this research, all 10 Southeast Asian countries are classified under the
third category as 10 ethnic groups within one same larger ethnicity.
Besides the above two contexts of intercultural communication, Darunee
Chawachart (1972, cited in Metta Vivatananukul, 2005) adds another 4 levels of
intercultural communication:
3) Individual level or Intrapersonal communication is the fundamental level
of human communication, which composes of:
3.1) Information acquisition: communication through sensory organism,
i.e. listening, reading, tasting, etc.
3.2) Information processing: thinking process, learning, memory, etc.
3.3) Information transmission:
nonverbal expression, etc.

speaking, writing, body movement,
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4) Interpersonal level or interpersonal communication is a communication
process or interaction between 2 people, or 2 sides with more than 2 people, i. e.
interview, conversation, etc. It includes small group communication, such as meeting,
group discussion, etc. At this level, attraction, trust, feedback, role and status
relationship is very vital.
5) Intergroup or organizational level or organizational communication is a
communication process in which a communicator defines himself as a part of a group
or of an organization. Patterns of communication are more formal, and cover more
people, such as company, office, etc.
6) Mass level or mediated communication or mass communication is a
communication to a large group of people through mass media, i.e. radio, television,
newspaper, magazine, and internet, etc. At present, mass media are functioned to
present stories or information, including culture, across nations.
This study focuses on mass level or mass communication with the assumption
that through mass media, cultural exchange can be transmitted between senders and
receivers. A cultural indicator measurement is thus developed to enumerate the
quantity of ASEAN common culture displayed in television programs, which perform
as media used to create and convey ASEAN common culture.

2.1.2 Theoretical Standpoint and Basic Assumption of Cultural
Communication Theory
It is noted that there is a variety of theoretical standpoints of cultural
communication theory from different schools of thought; for instance, school of
“ cultural imperialism” perceives cultural communication in a negative way by
claiming that cultural interaction induces “ cultural assimilation” , caused by the
domination and oppression of colonists. Nevertheless, this study positions cultural
exchange oppositely by viewing that it can enhance cultural enrichment based on
three assumptions: (Kanjana Kaewthep, 2001)
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1) Assumption about cultural commonality. In spite of cultural diversity in
ASEAN region and unique culture of each nation which is different from one another,
ASEAN still shares some commonality which helps to connect all members in the
region. The commonality of ASEAN is reflected in 4 domains: perception (Belief,
value, attitude, worldview, and norms), verbal language (Words, alphabets, linguistic
structure and grammar) nonverbal language (Physical appearance, time, territory
arrangement) and communication context (Cultural Context).

PERCEPTION
VERBAL

PERCEPTION
Diferrent of A

Different of B

VERBAL

NON-VERBAL

NON-VERBAL

CONTEXT

CONTEXT
PERCEPTION

NON-VERBAL
Commonality of A and B

VERBAL

CONTEXT

Figure 2.1 Exhibits Cultural Commonality
Note: Adapted from Kanjana Kaewthep, 2001.

2) Assumption about nature of culture. Every culture needs to adapt and
change continually. The adaptation can easily occur whenever there is an interaction
between one culture and the other. Besides, cultural adaptation leads to an adoption
and a change of some cultural attributes. According to the concept of socialization,
every individual all learns things and behavioral patterns, including the ways he or she
perceives and interprets the received message, both verbal and nonverbal, through
socialization process which is influenced by culture. Since childhood, people needs to
learn their own culture as an enculturation process or socialization within one own
society, and then they learn other cultures when they move to a new surrounding or
place, which is an acculturation process. The effectiveness of their adaptation to the
new culture depends on their understanding about new culture they face, and their
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searches for some commonalities and differences between their culture and new
culture. Thus, their prior understanding will help them be familiar and adjust
themselves properly in a new culture. During their acculturation process or their
entering into a new culture, some of their old culture, which is not in accordance with
the new culture, may need to be omitted temporarily, and the process of leaving from
one’ s own culture is called “ deculturation” process. (Metta Vivatananukul, 2005).
Adaptation process thus is found to be similar to cultural adaptation process. After
combining these two processes together, the following diagram displays the
connection between the two processes.
Acculturation
Decision and Implementation
Old Culture

Deculturation

New Culture
Deculturation
Resocialization
(Acculturation)
Adaptation

Socialization
(Enculturation)

Confirmation

Plurality/Multiplicity

Integration

Adaptation

Figure 2.2 ExhibitsAacculturation and Adaptation Process
Note: Adapted from Metta Vivatananukul, 2005.

Nevertheless, to leave out all the old culture of an individual is very difficult.
Thus, some scholars suggest that it is unnecessary to leave our old culture completely,
but people can adapt themselves through integration process2 or by combining the old
and new culture together, or they can adopt and live amidst cultural diversity or
2

Cultural integration is a way of adaptation in which a person can maintain his

traditional or distinctive culture while trying to be a part of new culture.
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pluralistic society, and by doing so, such people will possess adaptive characteristics,
or will become to be a bicultural man or biculturalism. (Judhaphan Padungchewit,
2007)
Furthermore, Berry et al (1987, cited in Metta Vivatananukul, 2005) presented
cultural adaptation in 4 directions:
(1) Ethnic-oriented identity: The direction of adaptation in which a
person does not open himself or herself to a new culture, or a person can reject that
new culture completely while strongly holds his old culture or his ethnic identity. For
instance, one remains his traditional rituals strictly and does not open to accept any
changes, or rejects the fact that things can change over time.
(2) Bicultural identity: The direction of adaptation in which a person
keeps his or her traditional culture and maintain his or her identity while able to adjust
himself or herself in a new culture effectively. Such ability is called “biculturalism”, as
seen in cultural negotiation during colonial period, where unique and local design of
ASEAN was maintained in the western dress.
(3) Assimilation identity: The direction of adaptation in which a
person totally accepts new culture and omits his or her old culture or the old culture is
dominated and assimilated to become the new culture, i.e. the worship of frogs and
dogs, which was the traditional belief in classical period of Southeast Asia,
disappeared after the acceptance of new religion in Traditional Era.
(4) Marginal identity: The direction of adaptation in which a person
rejects both his or her traditional or old culture and new culture and does not feel
being belonged to any group.
The researcher views that ASEAN culture is an integration of various
cultures of people from different regions in each period, and the adaption direction
can be classified into 5 directions: (Tseng, 1977, cited in Metta Vivatananukul, 2005)
(1) One-way adjustment: A stronger culture will dominate the weaker
culture until the latter one is assimilated into the stronger one. An example of this is
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the influence of Indian culture over Southeast Asia and a great deal of traditional
culture was adapted or devalued.
(2) Alternative adjustment: Two cultures agree to alternate while
maintaining both cultures in different conditions, i.e. in international schools, teaching
patterns will comply with American or western culture, but all the manner and
disciplines in class will comply with Thai value.
(3) Mid-point adjustment: A mid-way adaptation in which both
cultures cut down some values to avoid conflicts, i.e. to let children work for salaries,
and not ask money from parents (Western Value), but work at home, not outside, so
that parents can look after them (Thai Value).
(4) Mixing adjustment: Each culture respects the other culture without
change, i.e. one eats with a spoon and a folk while the other uses chopsticks on the
same table.
(5) Creative adjustment: a new or third culture is created when two
cultures are not accepted to be changed, i.e. a father is a Catholic and a mother is a
Muslim, so both decide to allow their children to choose their own religion which
might be a different one from both religions.
3) Assumption about cultural differences. In cultural interaction, there are not
only cultural commonalities, but also cultural differences. If cultural differences
overwhelm commonalities, conflicts will occur. Thus, to avoid such conflicts which
are mostly caused by some misunderstanding or lack of cultural knowledge, it will be
helpful to study about cultural differences and tentative conflicts.
The researcher views cultural differences of 10 ASEAN members as a
monoculture, or namely a claimed specific culture caused by land separation by
borders to be a state or a country, and by the stimulated concept of nationalism of
each nation. To illustrate this, in spite of some commonalities in foods, each country
boosts a kind of food to be their national food so as to create their national identity.
Therefore, the purpose of this study will not highlight ASEAN cultural differences,
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but will focus on their commonalities to strengthen the sense of unity among ASEAN
members.

2.1.3 Cultural Element Study
In order to enable to extract cultural components to determine cultural
indicators variables, it is essential to understand the following elements of culture and
apply them to the concept of socio-cultural approach. (Kanjana Kaewthep, 2001; and
Siriwan Sereerat, 2007).
1) Instrumental and Symbolic Objects: a creation of human beings in the
form of objects or symbols used to convey their meaning. Thus, it is “material”, which
man create for use in their daily life, possessing “ tangible” attributes and “ contains
symbolic meaning” such as arts, architecture, houses, tools and instruments, etc.
2) Association or Organization: human relationship system within a formal
structure, equipped with rules and regulations, and planned goals, in which certain
behavioral patterns are specified and commonly perceived as guidelines or standards.
It is a complex structured society with common culture, i.e. class system, hierarchy
system, family, religious system, etc.
3) Usage: expressed culture in the form of rites, rituals, and tradition which
are widely accepted within the society, most of which are influenced by religion or
religious belief. This element of culture can be changed in relations to social and
environmental changes, i. e. wedding ceremony, teachers’ worship ceremony, funeral
rituals, celebration ceremony etc.
4) Concepts or Idea: element of culture which relates to cognition, attitude, or
belief which is reflected in various forms, such as belief system, concepts, knowledge,
ideology, and understanding.

It also includes norms or patterned behaviors, both

written and oral, i.e. religious belief, belief in Karma, social manner or etiquette, rules
and regulations, and common guidelines of behaviors within the society, etc.
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Furthermore, Kanjana Kaewthep (2001) collected and proposed some more
elements of culture, which researchers can use to study and compare culture across
cultures. The researcher also uses these elements in his analysis towards developing
cultural indicator measurement. Such elements of culture are as follow:
1) Verbal communication system: The study aims to analyze the influence
and relationship between language and culture. The study of verbal communication
system was developed from linguistics which gives importance to the study of words,
or vocabulary, including borrowed words and translation, used in each culture and
makes comparison across cultures. Besides, the study covers the origin or roots of
words and language, language family or protolanguage, and grammatical patterns of
each language.
Scholars in socio-linguistics believe in the relationship between language,
society, and culture, and propose that the study of one’s language can help understand
the worldview, attitude, belief, expectation, and motivation of the language owner.
Besides, language can determine behaviors of people as well.
2) Nonverbal communication system: communication without words, but can
convey meanings through 3 main nonverbal cues: (1) non-letter symbols (2) kinesics or
body movement (3) paralanguage or vocalic (Supreedee Suwannaboon, 2014). In
addition, nonverbal communication can be classified into sub-categories as follow:
2.1) Oculesics or eye movement and eye contact between a sender and a
receiver which conveys some meaning, such as to have eye contact with someone, it
shows one’ s acceptance to communicate, or to narrow one’ s eyes means doubts or
uncertainty. Nevertheless, eye expression must correspond to facial expression in
order to convey more trustworthiness and to replace verbal communication
effectively.
2.2) Kinesics or body movement: The movement of each part of the
body, including facial expression, can convey meanings without words, i. e. waving
hands, shrugging, smiling, nodding, shaking hands, lifting eyebrows, etc.
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2.3) Vocalic and paralanguage: this element of culture comes with verbal
communication, such as tone of voice while speaking, accents, loudness of voice,
frequency and rhythm of voice, yelling, whispering, the usage of thick or thin letters,
underlining, space, etc. Not only can it convey meanings of expressed words, it shows
emotion and attitude, such as to raise high voice in Japanese language means “asking a
question” etc.
2.4) Objects: materials or things used or performed as a signifier to
convey meanings, mostly belief-related, i. e. a ring signifies “ engagement” , a cross
signifies “ Christ” , including things or objects a person uses, such as accessories,
clothes, handbags, shoes, a watch, a pen, glasses, etc.
2.5) Proxemics or space: this element of culture conveys meanings
related to places, spacing, and interpersonal distance, which reflects the relationship
between a sender and a receiver, such as an interpersonal distance across sex in
Muslim countries, an interpersonal distance between a monk and a woman in
Buddhism, the order of seating in English dining tradition. Thus, two people sit
closely on the same bench can interpret their intimacy, etc.
2.6) Chronemics or time: this element of culture conveys meanings
related to time, timing, occasions, etc. Each part of the time all has meanings of its
own and people of different culture view time and perceive time differently. Time can
be divided into 2 types: (1) Monochromic or M-time, which gives importance to
accurate time, on-time appointment, schedule, etc. In Japan, to come late or not being
on-time means great insult. (2) Polychromic or P-time, which is more flexible in terms
of time. Time is not as important as relationships. Appointment time and being on
time is not so strict.
2.7) Haptics or touching:

The element of culture which conveys

meanings related to feeling, emotion, and will of a sender to a receiver, such as to
shake hands as a sign of greeting, to pad one’s head as a sign of consolation, or to hug
someone as a sign of missing or love, etc. E.T. Hall (1959 cited in Kanjana Kaewthep,
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2001) classified culture according to this element into “high contact” culture (Touching
is valued.) and “low contact” (Touching is prohibited and highly aware.).
3) Value System
Value is a person’ s cultivated and deep-rooted attitude and belief which
Influences his or her behaviors and way of life in every aspect. Some values are easily
perceptible (i.e. Clothes) and some are abstract and complex (i.e. Expression of idea,
respect for someone or something). Value is vital for human existence, and plays
great roles in determining what is right or wrong, or what should do and should not
do. However, values can be changed over time. In general, value is divided into
“individual value” and “social value”.
Individual value is a person’s own decision to choose things or to do things he
or she wants. It is personal interest and will, such as Mr. A wants to be a hard-working
and successful man, so his personal value leads him to behave in certain ways to reach
what he plans for.
Milton Rokeach (1973, cited in Metta Vivatanaukul, 2005) studied another set
of value which composes of “terminal value” or the destination or goal people of each
culture or country perceive as important, i. e. Asian people view harmony or
relationship is more important than achievement, and “ instrument value” or the action
or behavior people of each culture or country perceive as good, appropriate, or correct
or vice versa, i.e. in one culture, lying is viewed as bad no matter what the purpose of
lying is, while the other culture lying may be viewed as good because the sender has
good intention in lying.
4) Religious, Morality, and Ethics Study
Religious teachings and beliefs are important and influential in society. To
understand culture, it is essential to study about religions of the region. Each culture is
derived from different religious belief and philosophy. Religions determine social
structure, behavioral patterns, code of ethics and institution manner in each society. In
Southeast Asian countries, religious rituals or talismans are often seen as bringing
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good luck, prosperity, or safety, i.e. a taxi driver places a Buddha image in his car for
good luck and safety, a Yin-Yang symbol is hanged in a workplace to remind workers
of balancing things, etc.
5) Comparison of Cultural Approach
Based on the assumption that every region has both cultural commonalities
and differences, to understand such assumption is; therefore, a way of learning and
enhances cultural exchange in a positive way. In this study, cultural commonalities
and differences are analyzed as follow:
5.1) Cultural Universals. Every culture contains sub-element of culture
and these sub-elements can be considered as “ cultural universals” shared in every
culture, such as sports, body decoration, calendar, courtship, education, family, folk
tales, funeral ceremony, gift-giving, taboos, humor, emotion control, drugs, etc.
(Murdock, 1945 cited in Kanjana Kaewthep, 2001)
5.2) Cultural Distance Comparison. Each culture, either at societal level
or sub-culture level, has commonalities and differences at different distance, which is
called, “ cultural distance.” Cultural distance can be compared across cultures by the
following criteria:
5.2.1) Physical description or attributes, i.e. body structure, size of
the country, etc.
5.2.2) Religion/ philosophy
5.2.3) Economic system
5.2.4) Social attitude
5.2.5) Language
5.2.6) Cultural heritage
5.2.7) Personal and world perspective
5.2.8) Technology
All these eight criteria are used as cultural indices of UNESCO FCS and
ESSnet-Culture of European Union, which is also used as a framework for this study.
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5.3) The process of commonness creation and of searching for perceived
similarity. When an interaction across cultures occurs, perceived similarity will play
an important role in intercultural interaction. The more perceived similarity one finds,
the easier the interaction will be. Perceived similarity can be both physical similarity,
i.e. same race, religion, language, etc. and psychological similarity, i.e. attitude, value,
such as hierarchy value, etc.
Due to the importance and role of perceived similarity or cultural
commonality in communication across cultures, this notion is used as one of the
ASEAN cooperative policies, namely ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community (ASCC),
which is one the three major pillars of ASEAN.
Besides, in the field of communication, it is believed that some perceived
cultural similarities are more powerful and influential in communication than other
similarities, including in intercultural relationship development, as supported by some
previous research, such as from the study of Simard (1967, cited in Metta
Vivatananukul, 2005) , it was found that English-Canadians and French-Canadians
gave more importance on language and attitude similarity than occupation or social
class similarities. In addition, Belch (2011) found that universal advertising and media
which was adapted to be in congruence with local culture could draw attraction and
positive attitude more than global advertising whose content emphasized universal
structure and focused on mass culture which was standardized culture.

2.1.4 Non-Centric Theory
The following non-centric theories, which mostly view media as an important
mechanism to create ASEAN common culture, are applied in this study as
supplementary explanation to basic assumptions and principle theories. Besides,
content appearing on media is considered as one kind of concrete culture which can
be shared and exchanged.
2.1.4.1 Cultural Studies of Media
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This theory was developed from structuralism theories, with theoretical
standpoint that the relationship between media and society is a dynamic process, and
has mutual effect. Another eminent assumption of this theory is the relations between
culture and communication by viewing that communication is not just “an instrument”
in transmitting culture, but communication itself is culture as it functions as a
generator, transmitter, descender, and modifier. This reflects main thought of this
school that, “ Media play a vital role in forming culture, and culture itself is also a
heart of forming and changing society” . (Kanjana Kaewthep and Nikom
Chaichumporn, 2012).
From critical criticism perspective, cultural studies have altered their
perspective by paying more attention to media consumption and role of mass media in
daily life. Thus, besides the studies of media, this approach studies mass media as a
kind of cultural product as well.
Such theoretical assumptions of these theories coincide with the
researcher’ s point of view that under ASEAN integration as ASEAN community,
mass media is highly used as a creator of ASEAN common culture in the region.
Furthermore, the content appearing on the media, which functions as a cultural
transmitter of those common culture, can show the level of concrete culture to the
consumers or receivers who can absorb common culture communicated through mass
media. The content of mass media is thus a cultural product which can be measured
concretely and quantitatively, and also be evaluated in terms of its efficiency from this
concrete measurement.
2.1.4.2 Symbolic Interaction
This theory tries to answer the question, “how can people learn culture?”
with the assumption that culture people learn is from their daily social interaction and
action through meaningful symbols which perform as a mediator in their cultural
relations. (Yuthapong Chantornvarin, 2007). It also explains that “ people of the same
culture will have common social interpretation system.” Subsequently, it is possible to
predict people in the same culture. (Kanjana Kaewthep, 2011).
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Compared with general communication theories, it shows that by the
definition of communication itself, communication involves with symbolic interaction
because all communication behaviors are symbolic interaction which requires shared
meaning of those involved. (Kanjana Kaewthep, 2011). As an example, to greet each
other by hugging and kisses is very usual in western culture, but will be interpreted as
inappropriate in eastern culture, etc. In short, communication involves with symbolic
interaction in the following ways:
1) Human beings interpret and perceive their world and environment
through communication. In other words, what people know about each part of the
world depends on how they communicate (Get information about that part. For
instance, Thai people know that Malaysians also believe in filth-eating spirit (Kra-sue
in Thai) like them via a television program, or they know that in Myanmar, people
also have a watering or Songkran tradition like Thailand. This knowledge can be
gained without traveling or direct experience.
2) Communication patterns people choose to use in any circumstance
depends on their understanding about symbols which are created by three main things:
spirit (or Mind), self, and society. Experience from personal spirit, or mind, or
consciousness creates our understanding or perception about his self, and create
knowledge about his society, which, in turn, determines a person’ s expectation. To
illustrate this, when a man with high self-confidence and perceiving himself as good
looking walks on Khao-Sarn Road (Place) to join Songkran festival (Circumstance),
he then takes off his shirt to show his physical beauty (Communicate) to others, and
expects what kind of others’ reaction towards him will be.
In summary, symbolic interaction theory does not view communication
as only a transmission of message, but as a symbolic exchange and people can learn
culture through their interaction with media (i.e. They know how to dress themselves
to participate in Muslims’ wedding from watching a documentary program on
television without their direct experience). Media themselves involve with symbols.
Therefore, according to cultural studies of media, people can learn culture directly
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through media since media are culture and symbols by themselves. This assumption is
thus used in this study to see the level of culture displayed in mass media.
2.1.4.3 Social Construction of Meaning
This concept was developed from cultural studies approach, which
believes that, “ Reality is not as given, but depends on the meaning out there.” Reality
is constructed, or is a construct. This concept further explains that there are two levels
of surrounding: the first level is “ physical world” , which naturally occurs, i.e. river,
mountains, sea, rocks, sky, etc. , and the second level is “ social world” , which is
constructed by society. Thus, social world in each place at each time can be
interpreted differently. Thus, physical world can be the same, but social world is
different. As an example, A is a rural boy who believes that solar eclipse is caused by
Rahu (Spiritual belief). Thus, when he witnesses solar eclipse, he will use some wood
to beat loudly or make loud noise to chase Rahu from the sun, while B is an urban boy
who believes in empirical or scientific evidence. When he witnesses solar eclipse, he
will think with scientific reasoning what causes that kind of phenomena, or how long
it will take, etc.
Mass media play a significant role in creating social world or in
constructing meaning of the society or what happens in the society. On the other hand,
it also plays a great role in making understanding of the physical world despite no
direct experience with that physical world, such as most Thai people never see or
touch snow directly, but they can know the reality about snow from the role of mass
media. (Kanjana Kaewthep, 2011).
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Figure 2.3 Effect of Mass Media from Cultural Studies Perspective
Note: Adapted from Kanjana Kaewthep, 2011.

From the above illustration, it shows the effect of mass media in
relation to time, which occurs in steps from short-term (1st Step) to medium-term (2nd
Step), and then to long-term effect (3rd Step). In details, after exposing to mass media,
the first effect is to store data into knowledge base, which creates attitude and value.
The next step, which is the second effect, produces different responses on part of the
receivers. Over time, the accumulated data becomes larger and is stored systematically
until the receivers are filled with constructed message which finally becomes
constructed reality world.
Such perspective reflects that each time mass media disseminate their
product or production, they cause continuing effect, namely, effect at various terms:
short-, medium-, and long-term. At each term, the effect will be gradually accumulated
until it becomes crystalized as human culture. Accordingly, when a receiver exposes
to any kind of media every day, he or she does not get only information, but he or she
also continually accumulates jigsaws or pictures of life in various types, including a
model of various cultural behaviors. Hence, this means the adaptation of cultural
patterns via mass media prior to his or her direct experience in cultural interaction.
(Kanjana Kaewthep, 2011). This explanation goes along with the researcher’ s belief
that if the content of ASEAN common culture is presented as a product through media
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in a well-planned arrangement, such content or message should be absorbed and
accumulated to the extent that the receivers can perceive and learn about ASEAN
common culture eventually.

2.2 Anthropology Theory: Cultural Studies of Humanities

2.2.1 Cultural Ecology Theory
This theory explains about roots of culture in Southeast Asia Region, part of
which results from connectivity and interaction between people in the region and their
environment or surroundings. Thus, the main focus of this theory is the relationship
between culture and environment. Culture itself has evolved into several forms
depending on the condition of environment and level of human technological
development in each region. Well known thinkers of this school of thought are Julian
H. Steward, Daryli Forde, Clifford Geertz, and Marvin Harris. (Rattana Tosakul, 2006)
Steward (n. d. , cited in Rattana Tosakul, 2006) defined “ ecology” as, “ the
adaptation to the environment”, and “cultural ecology” meant, “a study approach which
examines cultural rules and determinants as a result of the adaptation of people in
each society to their environment”. Cultural ecology differs from social ecology in the
way that it aims to acquire rules which can explain how certain cultural patterns occur
in each environment rather than to find general principles which can be applied to all
culture and environment. The key element of this concept is “core culture”, or a group
of cultural patterns or attributes which are most related to human activities for
survival and for social organization. Thus, this theory pays attention to find out how
differently people bring tangible culture into their livelihood and how such tangible
culture leads to different social and cultural organization in different environment,
with the assumption that environment of each region may be a facilitator or an
obstacle for applying tangible culture in their society.
In the opinion of Steward, human being is a rationale animal, and the
evolution of culture is also based on rationale. However, due to different condition
and environment; therefore, two cultures have different background in adaptation,
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problem-resolution, and evolution. For instance, for people who live near the sea,
fishhooks, net, harpoons, boats, etc. are their major invention while their accumulated
knowledge is mainly fishing and navigation. Whereas the other group of people who
live in tropical rain forest invent different kinds of instruments, such as spears,
arrows, etc. for hunting and food seeking. Thus, it can see that when environment is
different, these two groups have different cultural evolution as well.
To explain ASEAN culture by this theory, it is found that ASEAN common
culture is resulted from similar geographic environment of the region, namely, it is
agricultural. Southeast Asia is a vast low land with wide rivers, and having seas
compressed on two sides: South China Sea, a part of Pacific Ocean, in the east, and
Andaman Sea, a part of Indian Ocean, in the west. Low land, together with Monsoon
from the sea, facilitates agriculture and fishery and brings fruitful crops. Agricultural
culture, i.e. rice and fishery, was estimated to be formed around 5,000-7,000 years ago
in which Southeast Asians knew how to grow rice, and started to invent related
instruments while learned how to do a fishery in the river and sea.
Harris (n.d., cited in Sucheep Kannasut, 2009) studied on Primitive Warfare,
and found that “ A war is kind of mechanism in enabling population to adjust
themselves in a varying environment, such as in each era, properly” , In the Colonial
Period, there was a drastic cultural change in oceanic countries, i.e. The Philippines,
whose majority of population became Christians from the influences of the colonists,
or the widespread of Hinduism-Buddhism which weakened ghost religion of the
indigenous people of Southeast Asia. Naka Ghost was almost entirely replaced by
Hinduism-Buddhism disciples. (Sujit Wongted, 2006). Although ASEAN integration
is not an aftereffect of fighting war, it is of a war of economic and development
competition. Thus, cultural ecology of 10 separating countries needs to be adjusted
when these 10 countries are integrated into one ASEAN unity.
Similarly, Geertz (1963, cited in Sucheep Kannasut, 2009) worked on the
development of agricultural patterns in Indonesia, and found the influence of ecology
on social structure. He pointed that the focal importance of cultural ecology concept
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was the integration of all social, economic, and biological systems and conditions in
developing the society with an emphasis that, “A sound nonsense and irrational belief
and compliance with cultural systems can possibly affect how to use resources
rationally by concerning about the level of technology suitable for each specific
place.” As an example, to eat beef is prohibited in India in spite of starvation in the
country. The reason of this prohibition is due to the fact that cows are used for
ploughing. Without cows, the agriculture in the country will get stuck. This religious
belief is thus aimed to increase the ability of their society for long-term agriculture.
Another example is a belief of funeral tradition in ASEAN, which relates to the
departure ceremony for the dead, either by burial or cremation. The funeral ceremony
is organized at designated place, distant from habitant areas. According to Harris’ s
explanation, this religious belief is used as a way to prevent widespread diseases
owing to sanitary purposes. This causal relationship is identical with the case of
Indian prohibition of eating beef mentioned earlier.
This concept thus highlights the close relationship and mutual effect of culture
and environment inseparably. During the old days, technological development was
low so human beings needed to strive and adjust their way of living to go along with
the surrounding environment, and also potentially changed and adjusted the
environment as well. Even if the forceful influence of environment seems to decline,
some cultural patterns, past experience and familiarity, including traditional ways of
life and rituals still exist and are inherited from generation to generation nowadays.
(Sucheep Kannasut, 2009).
In short, cultural ecology theory helps to understand the relations between
culture, human beings, social environment, and physical environment in the society.
Thus, it can be applied to explain roots of ASEAN culture more clearly.

2.2.2 Cultural Diffusion Theory
This theory is based on the assumption that culture occurs at one specific
center and spreading into other socio-cultural groups. The spreading of new
inventions, concepts and institutions might be gradual or broad. The nearby or farer
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areas can adopt the new inventions and this makes them diffuse all over the territory.
Cultural diffusion mechanism is migration, colonialism, war, religion propagation,
commerce, etc. (At present, it covers tourism, cross-cultural marriage, oversea
working or studying abroad). Like cultural ecology theory, cultural diffusion theory
believes that cultural change is an aftermath of environment, happening, or
phenomena.
Besides, this theory reflects the study through historical perspective, especially
historical particularism, to explain cultural change, originated by Franz Boas, who
proposed that, “ The distinguished feature of cultural diffusion is the adaption
compatible for the new environment while one culture spreading to the other culture”.
Besides, he owns the idea that, “ Culture is measurable, by comparing superiority and
inferiority features of each culture”, together with his counter idea that “no culture is
better or worse”. (Somjintana Ratanasarn, 1997)
H.G. Barnett, an American anthropologist, studied on “ innovation” , which he
perceived as “ a form of cultural representation which can be transmitted to other
cultures.” In his writing, “ Innovation: the Basic of Cultural Change” . (1953, cited in
Somjintana Ratanasarn, 1997), he pointed that “ innovation is thought, behavior, or
anything which is novel or new, or which is qualitatively different from the existing
one.” Barnett viewed that culture is a form of human innovation resulted from cultural
interaction by adopting and applying new culture as social innovation. At the same
time, rejection of new culture might be an obstacle to induce innovation within the
society. Thus, it is essential to encourage cultural interaction in the society.
Rogers (2003), the writer of “ Diffusion of Innovations” , expressed his idea
that, “ Most of social changes come from the diffusion of outside culture rather than
from internal invention within the society, and the transmitted innovation can be idea
in the form of symbolic adoption which is hard to transmit, or be an object in the form
of action adoption which is visible and easier to transmit. ” Rogers also offered 5
qualifications of cultural innovation which is easy to be adopted:
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1) Relative advantage
2) Compatibility
3) Less complexity
4) Divisibility
5) Visibility
By applying Rogers’ concept with historical background of Southeast Asian
countries, it can be seen that the adoption of cultural patterns in this region mostly
relies on “compatibility” criteria as shown in the following studies.
Seree Pongpit (1995) studied about beliefs and religion, and found that beliefs
in the ASEAN region were adopted and integrated from Buddhism, Hinduism, and
Ghost religion by prioritizing and functioning them together congruently without
conflict. For instance, Rocket Festival (or Prapheni Bun Bang Fai in Thai) of Thailand
and Laos is a fertility rites held to celebrate and encourage the coming of the rains
with a belief that Phaya Thaen (or Ghost Elf) will bring fertility to the village. This
festival starts with Buddhism rites, and then Hinduism rites which are ghost or spirit
worship.
Montira Tamuang (2012) studied commonalities and differences of ASEAN
culture and found that the unique or traditional clothing of each Southeast Asian
country which used to be cultural differences was developed to become common
culture by universal clothes, as a consequence of international contact or from the
influence of outsiders. Thus, ASEAN members adopted their traditional clothes to be
compatible with universal clothes, i.e. Women’ s national dress was adjusted to have
long sleeves and Men’s national dress to have an upright collar, etc.
In addition, Rogers (1962, cited in Surapong Sothanasathian, 2013) presented
5 steps in deciding for cultural or innovation adoption: (1) awareness (2) interest (3)
evaluation (4) trial and (5) adoption or rejection. Adopters can adopt any culture or
innovation under these steps rapidly or slowly differently.
Rogers, (1995, cited in Parichart Sthapitanonda, 2002) additionally explained
that this theory is closely related to communication process. Communication is a
channel in diffusing innovation to society members through various kinds of media:
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personal, mass media, specialized media, etc. For Rogers, communication is a
principal component in cultural diffusion accordingly.
In addition, number of studies illustrate roles of communication and media in
cultural diffusion as follow:
Patcharaporn Deewong (2013) studied an assimilation effect of foreign culture
in television and found that all media presenting content about Korea: television
series, reality shows, music videos, or news, were channels in diffusing Korean
culture into Thai society. Korean culture had been penetrating unconsciously into
Thai society until such integration of culture became cultural hybridization reflecting
through expressed behaviors of people in Thai society, such as imitation of Korean
dresses, or of imitation of dancing style of Korean artists, etc.
Kasikorn Research Center (2007) presented the value of Thai-product
consumption of CLMV countries which prefered Thai products to Chinese or
Vietnam because Thai products were more popular and reliable. Besides, Thai
products had well-known brands so most of consumers had high loyalty in Thai
brands due to their perception from television, i.e. advertising, programs, or series, etc.
which reflected consumption culture and value, and hence influenced CLMV
receivers to adopt such value from media they exposed to.
The aforementioned concepts and previous studies illustrate the diffusion from
one culture to another via communication through media as a carrier and driver of
cultural message to a society. This notion accords with the assumption of the
researcher which believes that media are cultural exchange and diffusion instrument.
The notion is also applied to study the level of culture diffused by media in this
research.
Besides, diffusion of innovation (Culture) also helps to explain the efficiency
of diffusion concerning cultural commonalities and differences in relation to cultural
adaptation and adoption.
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2.3 Southeast Asian Studies
In studying ASEAN common culture, it is vital to understand about Southeast
Asian Region because to understand its history, geography, and social structure helps
to understand cultural roots and commonalities of the region. Therefore, Southeast
Asian concepts and theories are applied in this research to construct fundamental
variables for this study.

2.3.1 Southeast Asian Region
Southeast Asia or Southeastern Asia is a sub region of Asia, consisting of the
countries that are geographically south of China, east of India, west of New Guinea
and north of Australia. Southeast Asia is bordered to the north by East Asia, to the
west by South Asia and Bay of Bengal, to the east by Oceania and Pacific Ocean, and
to the south by Australia. The region is located on the intersection of geological
plates, with heavy and continual seismic and volcanic phenomena. Southeast Asia
consists of two geographic regions: Mainland Southeast Asia, or also known
historically as “ Indochina” region, comprising Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, Myanmar
(Burma), Vietnam, and western Malaysia, and Maritime or Insular Southeast Asia,
also known historically as “ the East Indies” , comprising Brunei, Indonesia, eastern
Malaysia, the Philippines, Timor Leste, and Singapore. (Osborn, 2001)

2.3.2 Southeast Asian Cultural Area
To understand ASEAN culture, anthropological knowledge in Southeast Asia
is needed to explain roots and foundation of ASEAN culture. From this approach, it
believes that formally Southeast Asian culture covered only the mainland Southeast
Asia, namely Thailand, Laos, Myanmar, Vietnam, and Cambodia. For other lands,
from Thai Gulf to the land of Malaysia, the Philippines, Indonesia, Singapore, and
Brunei, these lands were classified as different cultures, such as Indonesia Culture
Area, New Guinea Culture or East Indies and Malay Archipelago, etc. Later, scholars
in the field of social science and humanities, political science, linguistics, and
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economics rearranged the cultures of this region by combining mainland and maritime
countries as Southeast Asian Culture Area with three main reasons: (Somjintana
Ratanasarn, 1997)
1) Both mainland and maritime Southeast Asian countries are located

in

same region, namely on tropical equator between Asia and Australia, grouped under
the same environment according to Ecology Theory and concept of Life Zone of
Dobby and Holdridge (1967, cited in Somjintana Ratanasarn, 1997), which displays a
close relationship between animals and plants (or Fauna and flora) and environment.
Also, they assume that environment affects ways of living, and thus the region of
same environment will affect cultural adaptation which needs to be compatible with
the environment and then similar culture occurs. Thus, two sub-regions are combined
consequently.
2) There have been evidences, since 10,000 years ago up to now that there
has been cultural transmission, diffusion, and integration between mainland and
maritime Southeast Asia continually through intercultural interaction, marriage, and
migration, witnessed by material or tangible culture, such as bronze ceremonial
objects, iron implements, etc., and non-material or intangible culture, such as language
family, belief in ghost or spirit, paternalism, etc.
3) Both mainland and maritime Southeast Asia has been influenced by other
similar external culture and shared the same level of civilization. Beside cultural
exchange among Southeast Asian countries, culture of both mainland and maritime
Southeast Asia also has been influenced by external culture, such as Indian, Arabian,
Chinese, and western culture. In the mainland Southeast Asia, Hinduism-Buddhism
civilization and Indianization has played a significant role since 200 B.E., starting by
its influence in Funan Kingdom of Cambodia, and Champa Kingdom of Vietnam
(The central and south of Vietnam) before spreading into other kingdoms in the
region, such as Ancient Angkor, Pagan, Mon, and Siam. For Chinese civilization, its
influence on Vietnamese people has been witnessed since 111 B.E. due to the fact that
northern Vietnam was seized as a part of Guansi province of the Republic of China
until 939 A.D. Thus, Chinese influence has been very eminent in this country.
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For mainland Southeast Asia, the influence of Hinduism-Buddhism and its
civilization appeared around the 4th century, as proved in the Sira Jaruk, or stone
inscription or stele, found in western Indonesia, or the north of Jakarta. In the Sira
Jaruk, it mentioned about how to construct a dam and religious construction of the
King with a Hindu name. Besides, more constructions were found in Srivijaya
Kingdom, Mataram Kingdom, and Majapahit Kingdom on the islands of Indonesia
and Malaysia. Until 1518 A.D., Majapahit Kingdom was defeated by Islam Kingdom,
and hence the influence of Islamism has been predominant in such area ever since.
Same as Malaysia and Indonesia, the southern islands of the Philippines have been
influenced by Islamic culture, while the north of the country has been influenced by
Spanish culture.
Later, in the Colonial Era, the impact of western culture was found in ASEAN
countries almost at the same time. Indonesia got Dutch culture, the Philippines
Spanish and American, Malaysia and Singapore British, Laos, Cambodia and
Vietnam French, and Myanmar got British culture spread from India. For Thailand, it
faced the invasion of England and France, but was not a colony like its neighbors.
Still, western culture entered the country through diplomatic relations.

2.3.3 Typology, Characteristics, and Origin of ASEAN Common
Cultures
From the conceptual framework of all theories concerned:

cultural

communication, anthropology, and cultural ecology, a sketch of ASEAN common
culture can be drawn, and cultural relations among people in the region are found
apparently. Such cultural relations are caused by the interaction with surroundings or
environment, the transmission and adoption between cultures, and the inheritance of
culture from generation to generation. Culture, as a result from the interaction with
natural environment and interaction with people across cultures, can be explained as
following: (Sawitri Suwansathit, 1997).
1) Culture caused by the interaction with natural environment.
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Environment

in Southeast

Asia induced the development

of

communities, large and small, since ancient time. These communities scattered along
the rivers, streams, or on the mountains near water resources. Traces of communities,
both before and after historical era, demonstrate the interaction between culture and
natural environment which reflects a number of cultural commonalities in Southeast
Asia as follow:
1.1) Water – Rice Culture. Most Southeast Asians are water-based
culture, or have a lifestyle related with water due to geographic feature of the
peninsula: lots of islands, rivers and streams, which is convenient to be used as sea
outlet. Besides, from the influence of monsoon which causes a lot of rain, people of
this region thus have similar ways of life and culture related with water in many
aspects as follow:
1.1.1) Housing. From the analysis of historical drawing and
photos, it is found that houses are settled near a river, canal, sea, or partly in the river,
or floated over the river. Under the houses, there is high space. At present many
communities still live amidst water, and this has been inherited for thousand years.
1.1.2) Food. Rice and aquatic animals are main dishes, and
this culture is reflected through idioms. For instance, in Thailand, idioms like “ Kao
Pla Ar Han” (Rice, fish, and food), “Kin Khao Kin Pla” (Eat rice and eat fish) or “Lao
Ya Pla Ping” (Alcohol and charcoaled fish) are often heard.
1.1.3) Transportation. Water transport or transportation by
boat is a part of daily life. Rowing boats, or punting boats are for transport on the
river or canal, but Sampans are for transport in the sea or the ocean.
1.1.4) Tradition and rites. Water-related tradition and rites
are predominant in Southeast Asia, such as pray-for-rainfall tradition, (Hae Nang
Maew or cat-parade tradition) tradition of watering over the elderly’s hand to pay for
respect (Rod Nam), Songkran or watering tradition, the Royal Barge Ceremony, etc.,
including rites and traditional plays about boats, such as tradition of paying respect
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to guardian goddess or ghost of the boat, boat-racing tradition, boat songs, or water
related symbols, such as fish-shape basketwork over a cradle, or seashell decoration,
etc.
1.1.5) Earn of living. Agriculture is the main occupation of
Southeast Asian people, especially growing rice in the low land as it requires
sufficient water, and fishing as their supplementary work in the plantation area or
along the canal. As growing rice is the main occupation while rice is the main dish of
Southeast Asians, variety of traditions, beliefs, and folk plays related to rice are found
widely in this region, i. e. Royal Plowing Ceremony, rice merit-making, belief in
goddess of rice (Mae Pho-sop), harvest songs, collective or harmonious plowing or
harvest tradition (Long Khaek), including some religious ceremonies relating to rice,
such as stirring divine rice tradition, (Khao Thip), and other kinds of rice-related
religious beliefs.
1.1.6) Symbols in Arts and Architecture. Most of arts and
architecture of this region is full of water-related symbols, such as fish, frogs, naga,
dragon, etc. Another distinctive water-related belief of Southeast Asia is illustrated
through a traditional legend or folklore about Naga of Laotians and Northeastern
Thais. These aquatic animals are symbols of prosperity of rain, water, and food, some
of which appear in the form of arts of boats in maritime Southeast Asian countries.
Similarly, symbols of rice are apparent in paintings, woven textiles (i.e. Silk design),
celadon ware, or design of apparels, etc.
1.1.7) Handicrafts. Handicrafts, i. e. basketry, woven fabrics,
earthenware, etc. are produced during free time of people in this region. All of these
handicrafts are their daily utensils whose materials are mainly brought from plantation
area or from the river. For example, they bring soil from the wetlands to mold a pot,
or use plant fiber to do several kinds and forms of basketwork, or use plant leaves, i.e.
banana, coconut, palm, etc., to wrap food. These traditional utensils are very common
in all countries of this region before being replaced by plastic ware. In weaving
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culture, traditional plant fiber, i.e. cotton, silk, etc. is used to spin and natural plants
and herbs are used to dye the spun thread before weaving to be a piece of fabric for
wearing clothes. The style of weaving, designs and techniques of fabric usage is all
alike among the countries in the region, including similar rites about clothes and
clothing. (Sermsakul Thonavanik, 2010)
1.2) Bronze Culture. The region possesses several kinds of
minerals. 4,000 years ago, Southeast Asian people started to melt metal, especially
bronze. There are a number of historical evidence showing bronze culture in the
region, such as Dong Son Culture in Vietnam, or bronze culture in Yunnan, China and
Ban Chiang, Thailand.
1.3) Ghost Worship Culture and Animism. As Southeast Asians
live closely with nature and have good relations with strong harmony with nature, i.e.
soil, water, forest, mountain, etc., they believe in ghost, or elf, or spirit guarding the
nature and their lives, i. e. river ghost, elf of rain, ghost of mountain and forest,
ancestors’ spirit, house ghost, etc. Such belief is a part of their ways of life and
influences their thought. This notion accords with the study of Somjintana Ratanasarn
(1997) about belief in animism of Southeast Asians, which found that the belief in
spirit and ghost was expressed widely in the region and was deeply embedded in their
culture. Despite different religions they held: Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, etc., they
were strongly tied to animism in common. Some beliefs were illustrated in the study,
such as the belief in Gunti Anak, or female ghosts who die during childbirth (or called
“Phee Tai Thung Klom” in Thai or die with big round stomach) or spirit of those who
die abruptly or die because of an accident (or called “Phee Tai Hong” in Thai). These
beliefs can be witnessed in Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Laos, Myanmar,
Cambodia, Vietnam or the Philippines.
2) Culture caused by the interaction among people within the same
society.
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The examples of this kind of culture are tradition of calling back one’s
merit (or called “ Riak Khwan Su Khwan” in Thai), tradition of paying respect to the
ghosts, spiritual healing, etc. They are the inheritance of local wisdom through oral
history, legends, fairy tales, plays, including traditional healing among people in the
community or ethnic groups, to enhance their unique identity or to enhance positive
relationship among members in the group or society.
3) Culture caused by the interaction between insiders and outsiders.
Normally, people of any community or society are not sole groups, or
groups separating from other groups, but they will interact with people of other
communities, either neighboring or distant, directly or indirectly. The forms of
interaction between Southeast Asian people and other outside groups are as follow:
3.1) Commerce. Due to the environment of Southeast Asia which
facilitates water transport or transportation by sea, Southeast Asia becomes a central
point and pathways between Africa, Europe, Asia, etc., and enables to attract a high
number of Arabian, Indian, Chinese, and European merchants and travelers to do
business and have a connection with Southeast Asian people. This kind of commercial
connection induces cultural exchange with outside groups, i. e. food culture from
China, clothing culture from Europe, etc. which is influential and widespread in
Southeast Asian region.
3.2) War, Marriage, Migration, Political and Religious Invasion.
Wars played great role in changing and developing culture in Southeast Asia since the
conquering countries moved people of the defeated countries into their country as the
captives; thus, cultural integration occurred. For instance,

Burma herded Thai

captives and selected skillful Thais to Bago when Ayutthaya was seized. Accordingly,
some Thai architecture remains to be seen in Myanmar nowadays.
While marriage and migration across cultures is cultural
connectivity between one cultural group and the other one, ethnic connectivity brings
about hybridized culture in the region. Baba-Nyonya or Peranakan culture is one
example of hybridized culture, the integration from cross-cultural marriage between
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Malays and oversea Chinese, which creates new pattern of lifestyle in the region.
Another example is multicultural culture in Singapore as a result of the settling of
people from diverse cultures. Likewise, the invasion of political and religious power
from various sources, combined with traditional beliefs, i. e. ghost worship,
supernatural phenomena, ancestors worship, etc. turns to be a significant foundation of
unique religion, and of culture and lifestyle of Southeast Asians in every aspect.
From the aforementioned three major causes of common culture
of mainland and maritime Southeast Asia, it illustrates its accordance with cultural
ecology theory which perceives that culture is mostly a spontaneous outcome of the
interaction with environment and surroundings, as well as is partly an outcome of
planned and created interaction with the media, both personal and mass media, which
leads to the fourth cause of culture.
4) Culture caused by an interaction between man and media.
While the above three causes of culture in the past occurred in
unintended cultural interaction since it happened naturally and indirectly in the forms
of commerce, wars, international politics, marriage, migration, religion promenade,
and of geographic environment, the present cultural interaction occurs intentionally
by well-planned support of each country in the region in order to enhance good
understanding among countries in the region and to create common culture as
declared in the ASEAN charter.
In each era where the nature of occurrence of culture is different, combined
with some cultural connectivity of Southeast Asia, a fused common culture with
distinctive attributes of Southeast Asia has been formed, which reflects some common
symbolic culture and material culture of this region. Thus, by applying historical
knowledge, it illustrates what happened in each era as following:
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Table 2.1 Illustrates the Development of Culture in the Southeast Asian Region
Classified by Era
Era
Prehistory and Early
History (Approx. 500 B.C.)

Traditional
(457 A.D.)

Colonial
(16th – 19th century)
Modern
(20th century)
Post World War II
(1945 A.D.)

Culture Appearing in Each Era
Rice, water, minerals (Bronze, metal, tin, and salt) hut, earthenware,
music instruments, ghost and animal beliefs (Frog, bird, snake, dog),
language origin, wood and other local plants (Banana, bamboo,
coconut, Vetiver grass, Tong-Tung, Phluang, Melaleuca, palm, rattan,
fragrant flowering-plants.
Influence from India and China, i.e. language (Alphabets, literature),
governing system (Class, monarchy, nobles), religion (Hinduism,
Buddhism, Islam), performing arts (Dancing, music, musical
instruments, singing), tradition (Play, folklore, legend), nonverbal
language (Wai or paying- respect gesture), clothing culture or different
ways of using cloth on the body (How to wear, bind, cover, and belt),
handicraft (Woven fabric and basketry), arts and architecture, food
culture (Spices, consumption behavior).
Influence from the western colonists, i. e. commercial agriculture
(Rubber, coffee, tobacco, sugar, palm) alphabets and language, arts
and architecture, dancing arts, governing system.
Influence from global or universal culture, i.e. universal dress with
national unique identity, and restoration of traditional culture, i. e.
ASEAN music, rites and rituals.

Source: Osborne, 2000, 2001 and 2013; Sujit Wongted, 1994, 1999, 2004, and 2006;
Somjinta

Ratanasarn,

1997;

Sawitri Suwansathit,

1997;

Sermsakul

Thonavanik, 2012; Montira Tamuang, 2015; Udom Arunrat, 1999; and
Anantachai Jindawat, 2012.

Culture in Prehistory and Early History Era is considered as the period of root
of culture, which originates from an interaction with nature and environment of
ancient Southeast Asians. This culture is mostly related to ways of their living. Later,
it has been inherited, widespread, and developed to be various branches of culture.
Kinds of culture in this era left to be historical, anthropological, and archaeological
evidence are as follow. (Sujit Wongted, 2004)
1) Rice: Rice plantation and consumption culture.
From historical evidence, it was found that people in Southeast Asia
started to grow rice since 5,000-7,000 years ago. Supported by archaeological
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evidence, grains aged about 5,000 – 7,000 years old with same kind of cracks like
pestle and peeled rice was found. Thus, the possible assumption is that Southeast Asia
people knew that wild rice could be eaten, so they learned how to grow rice in
different ways: sowing the seeds or by punching holes on the soil and then putting rice
grains into those holes. During the initial stage, no knowledge about agitation had
been invented yet, so rice plants could grow wildly from dew or rainfalls. After the
agitation system was developed, it has become an agricultural and plantation pattern
which boosts rice to be principal plant of Southeast Asia, in terms of both
consumption and economic product.
2) Huts: Hut building culture.
After rice culture, Southeast Asians gradually adapted themselves from
straying for food from nature to permanent settling with vital food: rice and meat from
nearby areas. Earlier, or 5,000 years ago, the huts were built simply by bamboo and
tree leaves, but in the later time, the stronger huts and then houses were built on the
plain among the valleys. Still, the dominant aspect of their houses is high – pillar, as
having been inherited up to now.
3) Bronze, Iron, Soil, Stone, and Minerals: Culture of inventing metal
instruments and of searching for minerals from nature.
For over hundred thousand years, people in Southeast Asia created
their utensils from soil and stone until 4,000 years ago, they learned how to use hightemperature heat to fuse metal, and then changed to use metal instruments for their
daily life, i.e. fishing bait, spear, axe, etc. However, the most predominant metal was
bronze: a mixture between copper, tin, and lead. Another important metal was iron,
which could find in nature generally.
4) Ghost Religion: Worship of animals.
In the past, ghost religion was a kind of belief system. It was a religion
involving beliefs in ghost and supernatural power of each ethnic group in Southeast
Asia. In spite of exposing to influence of other new religions, they had a common
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belief in the spirit of some animals, such as snakes, frogs, etc., which has been tightly
embedded in their culture ever since.
5) Ceremonial Music Culture: Drums, gongs, bells, and ceremonial
musical instruments.
All these musical instruments are distinctive common culture of
Southeast Asia, widespread all over the region, either mainland or maritime, from the
utmost northern part in Yunnan down to the south at Indonesian Islands (The entire
area of Southeast Asia since 3,000 years ago.)
6) Language culture.
Scholars in Linguistics found commonalities in the language used in
Southeast Asia, which are divided into (1) Commonalities from genetic classification
or from the same root. It is believed that language of the same family came from the
same mother language. (Montira Tamuang, 2013) and (2) Commonalities from
typological classification, or from comparing the similarities and differences in terms
of language structure. (Suriya Ratanakul, 1987 cited in Montira Tamuang, 2012).
These linguistic commonalities are updated language used in ASEAN region up to
present, as shown in the table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 Illustrates Commonalities in ASEAN Language

Linguistic commonalities
1. Commonalities from genetic
Classification

1. Commonalities from genetic
Classification

Group / Language family
1. Tai-Kadai or Tai-Lao

Origin of the language
1. Thai, Laotian, Burmese

2. Mon-Khmer or AustroAsiatic

2. Vietnamese, Khmer, and
Mon

3. Sino-Tibetan

3. Singaporean Chinese, MalayChinese, Burmese (BurmeseLolo-Nasi, Karen family),
Vietnamese, or other countries
where Chinese migrants live.
4. Malay (Malaysia, Singapore,
Brunei) Indonesian (Bahasa),
Tagalog (Filipino)

4. Malay or Austronesian
Polynesian

5. Hmong-Mien or Miao-Yao

2. Commonalities from
typological classification

1. Group of languages with
some endings

5. Other languages found in
high mountains of some
Southeast Asia, i.e. Thailand,
Laos, Vietnam and Myanmar.
1. Thai, Burmese, Lao

2. Group of languages with
subject- verb-object
grammatical structure

2. Thai, Lao, Malay, Khmer
and Vietnamese

3. Group of Languages with
Subject-object-verb
grammatical structure

3. Burmese

4. Group of languages with
intonation or tone marks

4. Thai, Laotian, Khmer, and
Bahasa

5. Group of languages with
time-varying verbs and flexible
position of subject

5. Tagalog (Filipino)

Culture in the Second or Traditional Era.
From the perspective of Anthropological and Southeast Asian Studies, it is
found that the aspects of culture are from 2 causes. The first cause is from the
inheritance of culture from the Prehistory or Early History Era, or from the interaction
of Southeast Asians and their nature and environment, and the second cause is from
their interaction with insiders and outsiders of the region. The predominant aspect of
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culture in this era is the mixture between adoption of outside culture and internal
exchange. Osborne (2013) stated that during the early period of this era, Southeast
Asia was influenced greatly by India and China, together with the interchange of
culture within ASEAN as well. Main cultural exchange is from migration, commerce,
war, religion promenade, and marriage across cultures.
India influenced Southeast Asia in arts, religion, politics, and consumption;
however, it was not an entire adoption, but rather an adoption to fit with internal
culture. For instance, class system of India was not completely adopted, but was
adjusted to be hierarchical relationship between a king or a governor and his people.
In this era, groups of culture can be classified as follow:
Religion. Religion was divided into (1) Hinduism influenced Southeast Asia on
the forms of governance, arts, and architecture at the early stage. A god-like
governance culture was introduced and religious places were built in Hindu style. (2)
Buddhism influenced their belief, arts, and tradition. For Buddhism in mainland
Southeast Asia, it was an integration between Hinduism and traditional belief of root
culture until it became a religion of the region with specific aspects (Buddhism –
Hinduism) and devalued some root cultures, i.e. the worship of sacred animals (The
worship of frogs and dogs disappeared, while the worship of snakes was devalued and
negotiated under the power of Buddhism or the belief of ghost was integrated with the
religion.). For Mahayana Buddhism it expanded its influence in Vietnam (Formerly,
Vietnam was a part of China). (3) Islam spread into maritime Southeast Asia in this
era and hence turned people of this part to change from Hinduism-Buddhism to Islam.
(The Islamic beliefs had a great influence on people on the islands and had an impact
on their worship of frogs and dogs.).
Language. It is found that there had been alphabets development from Tamil
alphabets of India coined, “ Brahmi” or “ Pallava” . Besides, Hinduism and Buddhism
Scripture is a very influential literature. For Buddhism literature, the well-known ones
are “ Lord Buddha’ s Preaching Scripture” and “ Jataka” or “ Buddhism Tales” .
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“ Mahabharata” and “ Ramayana” are Hinduism famous literature, as witnessed in the
name of the cities, and of the kings in this region. Literature influenced by both
religions is inherited and appears in the form of arts, architecture, dancing, and names
of states and important places nowadays. (Sujit Wongted, 2006)
Governance System. Another influence of religion is hierarchical system. In
this era, there were two classes: governors, and the governed. Monarchy institutes
were established, and the notion of hierarchy played a great role in establishing a
kingdom and country at that time. Upon the establishment of the country, unique
forms of arts and architecture were created in the region, but they were adopted forms
rather than newly created ones. This unique form of the region was different, from the
original Indian or Chinese one as the external civilization.

Table 2.3 Illustrates Social and Cultural Development, and the Appearance of Root
Culture in Southeast Asia
Period (Approximated)
27,000 B.E.
12,000 B.E.
8,000 B.E.
7,000 B.E.
6,000 B.E.
5,000 B.E.
4,000 B.E.

3,000 B.C.

Events / Historical evidences / Cultural patterns
Small group formation in searching for food from nature
Living in temporary huts
Evidence of stone utensils of straying groups
Settling in a cliff and cave, originating rice culture (Rice plantation and
consumption)
No straying, and permanent settlement on the plateau near the river, originating
water culture (Fishery and fishery-system learning)
Village community, and hut culture (Bamboo huts covered by leafs, and
grass, with high pillars and a triangle-shape roof)
Culture related to daily utensils, and bronze culture (Mixed metal
between copper, tin, iron, and salt minerals used for making daily
utensils and equipment: fishing baits, spears, axes, etc.).
Handicraft culture: Soil culture (Earthenware, originating molded work)
Wood culture (Wooden equipment for fishing, and basketry work)
Belief system in supernatural power:
1) Belief in ghost, spirit, and supernaturalism
2) Worship of sacred animals: frogs (Bringing water from sky, so frogs often
found while raining), snakes (Later are Naka, having poisonous or supernatural
power, so afraid of; and living in a hole beneath, or bowels of the earth with
pouring water, so being believed to be the possessor of bowels and to bring
water from underneath) and dogs (Bringing rice for plantation and enabling
people to eat rice).
Ancient drawing on cliffs and in caves.
Orchestra Instrument (Root of ASEAN music)
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Table 2.3 (Continued)
Events / Historical evidences / Cultural patterns
1) Percussion instrument made of metal and bronze used in traditional rites (i.e.
Funeral, praying for rainfalls, and fertility).
2) Woodwind instrument made of bamboo, bronze, and buffalo horn, such as
Pompeii pipe organ aged over 2,000 years.
Five Language families (Root of ASEAN spoken language).
A beginning of cultural relations with external culture (Traditional Era/ kingdom)
Arrival of South Asian people on Southeast Asian Coast, coined,
2,547 B.C.
“Suvarnabhumi”
2,000 B.C.
1. The spreading of Hinduism-Buddhism in Southeast Asia (The evangelism
of Phra Sona and Phra Utraracha from South Asia, and the evangelism of
Hinduism)
2. Commercial expansion of China by land and sea, and the establishment of
important port: Takola (Klongtom, Krabi) and Funan (Vietnam)
3. The arrival of Arabians and Persians.
1,500 B.C.
Adoption of Indian civilization, foundation of kingdoms in Southeast Asia:
Class system culture (High-class or nobles or the governor and the Governed)
and monarchical system.
Language culture development (Invention of alphabets and literature).
A beginning of cultural relations with external culture (Traditional Era/ kingdom)
1) The development of Brahmi and Pallava from Tamil of southern India for
inscription (Later it developed to be Dvaravati, ancient Mon, ancient Khmer,
and ancient Thai).
2) Adoption of Buddhism literature (Lord Buddha’s preaching, and Jataka) and
Hinduism literature (Mahapharata and Ramayana).

Period (Approximated)

Note: Secondary data from the work of Sujit Wongted, 1994, 2004, 2006, and
Sawitri Suwansathit, 1997.
Culture in Colonial Era. In 16th century, Southeast Asia played an increasing
role in global commerce since they could supply what European markets needed.
Besides, due to the fact that it was the main shipping route between China and India
with Malacca Strait in between. Thus, it could call Europeans’ attraction to grab huge
benefits from this region. In the early stage of this era, western countries expanded
their power over Southeast Asia for the purpose of commerce and religion
promenade, and wars often took place to scramble for such benefits. Later, these
western countries realized that to fight among themselves won nothing, so negotiation
was organized to accept and divide each governance area to share their benefits. (For
instance, Holland declined to give Melaka to England to trade for a port possessed by
England on Sumatra Island and for a promise from England not to interfere in
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Indonesian islands while Holland also agreed not to interfere in Semenanjung Tanah
Melayu or Malay Peninsula.) This enhanced the widespread of the western over their
targeted region easily and resulted in cultural patterns with western influence over this
region consequently. Even Thailand, which was not a colony of any western country,
the western culture has been influenced their values and thinking patterns due to the
colonists’ impact in this region. (Osborne, 2001; Anantachai Jindawat, 2010). The
roles of each western colonist in Southeast Asia were as followed:
Portugal was the first nation which shipped from Europe to Southeast
Asia in 1511 A.D. Portugal seized Malacca, the center of spicy market during the era.
From their success in spicy commerce, it expanded their power into the islands of
Indonesia (At present), and at the same time disseminated their knowledge in modern
military system to native people. In addition, missionaries were sent for evangelism,
especially towards Roman Catholic, in Southeast Asia.
Spain sent a military troop, led by a navigator named Ferdinand
Magellan, with roundabout route from North America to Pacific Ocean, and then to
the Philippines in 1521 A.D. However, they got a conflict and fought with indigenous
people, and Magellan was killed. Later, King of Spain dispatched battleship with
soldiers to the Philippines several times until Spain could grab the islands
successfully. Hence, Spain governed Filipinos and exerted their evangelism, and
religious teaching by Spanish bishops to the native people, who formerly worshipped
the ghosts. Spanish influence thus changed the Filipinos’ ways of living tremendously,
especially through their religious schools and Spanish culture. This led Catholic into
the country and became their predominant religion up to now, except that some
islands in the south were Muslims.
Holland (Dutch) established East India Company for commerce and for
expanding their power oversea. Holland paid high attention to spicy business in
Southeast Asia, especially East Indies Islands or Indonesian Islands at present. The
islands were fruitful of spicy stuffs; therefore, Dutch vessels guarded by battleships
spread their power over the country. Dutch also did their business with native people
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while penetrating political affairs by providing military support for the Sultan, who
governed the whole islands. Holland thus got a trade benefits as well as a right to
govern some islands. By doing so, it enabled Holland to monopolize the trade on
Indonesian islands, and beyond that it expanded their power in Southeast Asia. Most
of all, when Holland could defeat Portugal and England, all islands of Indonesia were
under the governance of Holland, and plantation system was changed to grow
commercial plants, especially coffee, that they wished.
Great Britain also established East India Company for oversea
commerce, and started their commercial relations in Southeast Asia approximately
five years after Holland. In 1862 A.D., England combined some seized land of Burma
(From the seizure of India) to be a county. During colonial period, Rangoon (or
Yangon now) was a capital of Burma and under control of England or Great Britain.
Besides, in 1874 A.D., England seized all the remaining area and governed Burma as a
county of India under the sovereign of Great Britain. On Malay Peninsula, in 1896
A. D. England gathered Perak, Selangor, Pahang, and Nigeria Sembilan to be
Federations of Malaya, ruled by Great Britain. Later, they seized North Borneo
(Sarawak, and Sabah were bought from the Sultan,) and Brunei (Rewarded by the
Sultan in favor of the victory of Great Britain over the pirates). Moreover, Singapore
also belonged to the Great Britain. Singapore was built as a trade center and key
military base of the Great Britain to watch over benefits of the region, which also
included Penang, Melaka, and Singapore as state settlement.
France set up East India Company performing commercial function
and facilitating power expansion similar to Great Britain and Holland. Besides their
interest in a trade in Southeast Asia, France was also interested in spreading Roman
Catholic like Portugal and Spain. Initially, France contacted Vietnam, and supported
King Gia Long successfully to reign the country, including uniting Vietnam. This
brought about privileges in evangelism and trade in Vietnam. Afterwards, France
united Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos and called them, “French Indochina”. The hidden
reason was that King of Vietnam did not favor France so much. In addition, he
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protested Christianity severely. The conflict later became a war, starting in 1856 A.D.
Eventually, France won, and seized the land, governed by the assigned High
Commissioner who was directly dependent on French government in Paris.
The United States of America. In 1898 A.D., a war between Spain and
the United States of America took place. Spain was defeated and, as a consequence,
made a treaty to give the Philippines to the United States of America. Once, the USA
had governed the Philippines, they applied governance system, laws, economic, and
industrial patterns of their nation as a model. Thus, the concept of liberal democracy
had been widespread in the region ever since.
Culture in the Modern Era or after the World War II. At the early stage, the
integration with universal or global culture was highly witnessed. On the other hand,
due to an effort in bringing up an independence of each nation in the Southeast Asia,
some common culture was often displayed or claimed as an individual identity or
each nation’ s identity to strengthen the sense of nationalism (Osborne, 2001).
Furthermore, mass media played a role of conveying Southeast Asian common culture
as “ my culture” and “ your culture” or a role of reinforcing the competitive or hostile
relationship among ASEAN nations, i. e. Cambodia and Laos were the countries
inferior to Thailand, or Myanmar and Thailand were enemies, or Thai people were
tricky (Kamjohn Louiyapong, 2004).
This induced the tendency for each nation to draw some common culture as
their own culture. For instance, “Wai”, “boxing”, and “Songkran Festival” was claimed
as Thai culture, “ Batik” as Indonesian culture, “ Sarong” as Lao culture, etc. Such
claims were repeatedly presented or portrayed until they became a signified or
memorized culture of each nation, and this diluted connectivity among nations in the
region, especially in the period of declaring independence of each nation which used
to be a colony.
Nevertheless, after ASEAN Community Charter had been drafted, an
understanding about common culture and unique culture of each ASEAN country was
highly promoted through ideological creation of such commonalities among ASEAN
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members. During this modern era, mass media attempted to adjust their portrayal of
the relationship among ASEAN nations from hostile to cooperative relationship by
presenting more cultural connectivity and congruence among them via their common
traditional beliefs, such as the presentation of the belief in ghost and snakes in the
films, i.e. Nang Nak or Ngoo Keng Kong, which were very well known in the region.
The viewers of the films could understand the story very well since such beliefs were
deep-rooted in the culture and inherited strongly. (Kamjohn Louiyapong, 2004)
Furthermore, mass media tried to convey ASEAN connectivity in the sense of
harmony by reflecting the relations and love among people in the region through their
work. For instance, a number of films illustrated love across cultures, i.e. “One love of
Jenjira” (or in Thai, Rak Deuw Khong Jen Jira), “Hoi An, I love you.”, “Love Songs on
the Banks of Mekhong River” , “ Hello Luang Prabang” , etc. , or songs displaying
cultural relations and also common lyrics of the region, i.e. “ Kulab Pak Sun or Pak
Sun Rose” (Laos), “ Sao Kantrum or Kantrum Girl) (Khmer or Cambodia), etc. ,
activities showing harmony among ASEAN, i. e. long-tailed boat racing, ASEAN
musical performance, SEA Games in which contained a lot of traditional sports of the
region, i.e. “ Sepak or Say Pak Takraw” (Rattan ball game), Vovinum, Pencak Silat,
“Shin Down or Chinlone”, “Campo Karate”, “Tarung Derajat or Tangerine”, etc.
The researcher views that the cultures in the modern era mostly have been
inherited from the root culture in previous eras, combined with some common
cultures restored from those disappearing ones. Besides, there have been also some
newly created cultures applied from traditional common cultures mixed with unique
culture of each nation until they become new ASEAN common cultures of the
modern era. Relatively, the modern era can be considered as the age of ASEAN
Cultural Renaissance.
Osborne (2013) suggested that during Colonial and Modern Era, ASEAN
culture was influenced by outside force, especially cultural imperialism and universal
culture (After the World War II) and hence induced the occurrence of new culture
which was universalism-oriented according to the concept of global village. Thus,
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some of new culture lacked the specific and clear attributes, so it was suggested to
study only distinctive culture in Classic or Early History and Traditional Era, and the
most distinctive culture in Modern Era. This suggestion accorded with the study of
Sujit Wongted (2006) who found that most of the present cultures were inherited from
root culture in the Early History Era.

Table 2.4 Illustrates Samples of Dynamism of ASEAN Culture in Traditional Era

Cultural Mechanism
Culture
Rice-water

Inherited

Devalued

Created/Adopted

Negotiated/
Applied/
Branched out

Restored

- Consumption
- Belief in
water/ rain
tradition for
fertility

-

- Traditional
plays related to
rice and water
- Water worship
ceremony from
Indian culture

- Belief in
ghost, and
Thaen, and
religious rites
related to
fertility
- Concept of
housing/city
plan
- Religious
ceremony
(Sacred
water/
watering on
Buddha
image/Songkr
an festival)
- Branched out
to be related
religious
tradition and
rituals (i.e.
Loy Kratong
/water burial
or scattering
ashes over the
sea/ river
worship
ceremony)

-
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Table 2.4 (Continued)

Cultural Mechanism
Culture
Minerals

Musical
Instruments

Inherited

Devalued

Created/Adopted

-

-

-

-

- Meaning
construction of
using percussion
instrument for
victory
- Symbols of
monarchy
-

Percussion
instrument
for worship
ceremony
(Bells,
drums,
gongs)

Ghost

-

Devalued by
religious
influence

Sacred
animals
(Worship of
frogs, snakes,
and dogs)

-

Religion
/Belief

-

- Frogs
(Devalued)
- Dogs
(Disappeared
- Snakes
(Devalued by
religious
influence)
-

Language

-

-

Frogs appeared
in plays, songs,
narration related
to water, but not
sacred animals

Hinduism/
Buddhism Islam
(Influence on
religious places,
governance
system, rules,
and rituals)
Influence from
literature of
South Asia
(1) Buddhism
literature (Lord
Buddha’s
Preaching
Scripture and
Buddhism tales)
(2) Hinduism
literature
(Mahapharata
and Ramayana)

Negotiated/
Applied/
Branched out
Accessories as
signs of
position or
class in the
society

Restored

-

Branched out
culture of
musical
instrument
(Plays and
traditions)

-

- Negotiated
to be more
congruent
with religion
- Applied via
folklore plays
Snakes – Naka
(Sacred
animals in
HinduismBuddhism)

-

Ghost/ elf/
spirit
(Integrated
with religion)

-

Alphabets
(Influence
from Sanskrit
and Chinese,
combined with
root of
traditional)
language,
becoming
letters,
alphabets, and
characters of
language in
ASEAN

-

-
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Table 2.5 Exhibits Samples of Dynamism of ASEAN Culture in Colonial Era

Cultural Mechanism
Inherited

Devalued

Consumption
and symbolic
value
Symbolic
value
-

-

-

Influence of
Christianity

-

Manufacturing
for commerce

Language

Symbolic
value as a
sign of status
Linguistic
structure and
meaning from
traditional era

-

Adopting
mother language
from colonists
(Except
Thailand,
adopted through
diplomatic)

Clothing

-

Traditional
clothing was
devalued due
to cultural
imperialism

-

Culture
Rice-water

Musical
instruments
Religion

Minerals

-

Created/Adopted

Manufacturing
for commerce
-

Negotiated/
Applied/
Branched out

Restored

-

-

-

-

Despite
Christianity
influence as a
new religion,
traditional
belief and
religion still
existed, but
was
negotiated
and fought in
some
countries
-

-

Negotiated by
applying the
colonists’
alphabets
(English and
French) to
create local
ones
-

-

-

-
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Table 2.6 Exhibits Samples of Dynamism of ASEAN Culture in Modern Era

Cultural Mechanism
Culture
Rice-water

Musical
instrument
Religion

Clothing

Inherited

Devalued

Created/Adopted

Negotiated/
Applied/
Branched out

Restored

Consumption
Value as the
main value of
the region
Symbolic
value
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Dogs worship
disappeared

Frogs (Not as
sacred animals,
but was narrated
in the folk plays,
songs, and tales
relating to water
-

-

Naka
worship,
with restored
meaning as a
sacred animal

Adopting
universal
clothes,
suited with
regional
identity, but
sharing some
commonalitie
s with other
ASEAN
nations to be
each nation’s
clothes

Traditional
clothes was
restored but
only in some
specific
occasions,
not daily.

-

-

From cross-cultural comparison between ASEAN culture and other cultures,
based on cultural studies and cultural dynamism, it is found that most cultures in the
modern era are universal, or they possess the same universal attributes. Similarly,
from cultural distance comparison, not so many unique or distinctive attributes are
found. Therefore, the researcher selected only traditional cultures which were roots in
the first and second era, those applied or integrated (As co-culture or common cultures
from mid-point, mixing, and creative adjustment) in third and fourth era, those with
distinguished feature in cultural mechanism, and those restored from cultural
dynamism of the region, as cultural indicators for this study, but excludes universal
culture or pop-culture which are all alike, compared with any other cultures.
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2.4 The Cultural Indicator of United Nations and European Union
2.4.1 UNESCO Framework for Cultural Statistics: UNESCO FCS
For this study, the researcher uses UNESCO Framework for Cultural Statistics
or UNESCO FCS as complementary indicators in extracting quantifiable variables of
common- culture appearing in the media. Such statistical framework is eminent in
tallying substantial concrete culture; hence, it is selected as an instrument in
developing measurement of ASEAN common culture.
UNESCO FCS (2009) is an operational framework aimed to measure the
number of cultural activities, goods, and services3, which are the results of cultural
process, both standardized or industrialized4, and unstandardized or man-made.
UNESCO considers it as a cultural indicator criteria in collecting cultural statistical
data for its members, by classifying into the following domains:
A Cultural and Natural Heritage
B Performance and Celebration
C Visual Arts and Crafts
D Books and Press
E Audio-Visual and Interactive Media
F Design and Creative Services
G Tourism (Related Domain)
H Sports and Recreation (Related Domain)
I

3

Intangible Cultural Heritage (Transversal Domain)

Cultural goods and services mean artistic, aesthetic, and symbolic or spiritual

values, including lifestyles. (Throsby, 2001 cited in UNESCO, 2010)
4

Industrialized culture means culture which is produced by industrial capitalists and

has all the same standards, similar to products from assembly-lines in industrial work, and
diffused by principle mechanism, mass media. (Aswin Natepokaew, n.d.)
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All domains can be classified into constituents which are sub-culture indicators
as follow:
A) Cultural and Natural Heritage
This domain comprises 4 indices: museums, historical places,
archaeological places (Including archaeological area and construction, commonly
called “cultural heritage”), cultural landscape, and natural heritage, such as
(A1) Museum: a non-profit institute or place for social services
with

main

missions

in

developing,

maintaining,

inquiring,

researching,

communicating, and displaying heritage of human beings, both tangible and
intangible, for the use of public in education, knowledge provision, and entertainment
(ICOM, 2007 cited in UNESCO, 2009). It also covers a living museum in the form of
traditional community, rites or rituals, worships, and celebration ceremonies,
including virtual museums in the form of electronic media, i.e. CD rom, websites, etc.
(A2) Cultural Heritage: artifacts, monuments, buildings and sites
with symbolic value and significance, i. e. historic, artistic, aesthetic, etc. or with
ethnological or anthropological value, or with scientific and social significance.
(A3) Cultural Landscape: the making of man and nature,
displaying long and intimate relations between man and nature, i. e. ancient cave
paintings, etc.
(A4) Natural

Heritage:

Natural

features,

geological

and

physiographical formations, preserved plants and reserved animals sites, and natural
places with scientific, preservation, and aesthetic value, including wildlife sanctuaries
and parks, conservation forest, zoos, aquariums, and botanic gardens. (UNESCO,
1972 cited in UNESCO, 2009).
B) Performance and Celebration
This domain covers all living cultural expression as follow:
(B1) Performing Arts:

all professional and amateur activities,

such as dancing, opera, dramatic work, entertainment, etc.
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(B2) Music: everything related to songs of all types and styles,
both live or recorded, music composition, music recording, digital music (Including
download and upload songs) and musical instruments.
(B3) Festivals, Feasts, and Fairs: everything related to cultural
celebration and ceremony of each community. It might be an informal activity.
C) Visual Arts and Crafts
Visual Arts is a manifested artistic work, which does not include some
contemporary arts, i. e. Virtual Arts which requires some assisting equipment for
viewing. (This denotation of visual arts is grouped under domain E.) Visual Arts and
Crafts are classified into 3 constituents:
(C1) Fine Arts: painting, drawing, and sculpture.
(C2) Photography: artistic photos.
(C2) Craft: artistic work in weaving, embroidering, doing
basketry, hand- and machine-assisted sawing, which expresses artistic, aesthetic, and
creative values involving with culture, tradition, belief, religion, or symbolic meaning
in each society significantly. (International Trade Center (ITC) and UNESCO, 1997).
D) Books and Press
This domain covers all kinds of printed media, i.e. books, textbooks,
Newspaper, and any other printed media, i. e. periodicals, electronics, i. e. online
newspaper, E-books, digital printed media. The domain also comprises the following
constituents:
(D1) Books
(D2) Newspaper and Magazine
(D3) Other printed matter
(D4) Library (Archives for keeping originals, printed, or books,
both physical and virtual.)
(D5) Book Fair: Book Exhibitions for general public.
E) Audio-Visual and Interactive Media
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This domain composes of main constituents as follow: broadcasting
television and radio (Including internet live streaming), films, VDO, and Interactive
media5.
(E1) Radio and Television: broadcast by frequency and internet
live streaming.
(E2) Film and Video
(E3) Internet Podcasting: a kind of interactive media on internet
and transmitting message via web portals, such as social network, i.e. Facebook or via
Podcasting, i.e. YouTube, etc.
(E4) Video Games: online games.
F) Design and Creative Services
The domain covers activities, goods, and services as a result of creation,
designing, construction, or landscaping with artistic and aesthetic value.
(F1) Fashion Design
(F2) Graphic Design
(F3) Interior Design
(F4) Landscape Design
(F5) Architectural Services
(F6) Advertising Services
G) Tourism
Despite the fact that tourism is not classified as “ cultural domain”
directly, but as “ related domain” , it is indirectly related to culture, especially in terms
of economic domain. Consequently, UNESCO perceives its relations with culture, i.e.

5

Interactive media: Communication in which all media are integrated to link with

computer system, i.e. audio, video, graphic, still pictures, and all moving pictures. From such
integration, users and program system can interact towards each other or it can induce
interactive feedback. It also includes other channels of communication, i. e. seeing, hearing,
touching, smelling, etc. (Atithep Chaetnalao, 2010)
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cultural tourism, spiritual tourism, ecology tourism, etc. Some of these tourism
activities are, in some ways, related to Domain A, B, and C and also some intangible
culture, i.e. a temple tour, or a performance viewing, etc.
(G1) Charter Travel and Tourist Services
(G2) Hospitality and Accommodation
H) Sports and Recreation
Similar to tourism, sports and recreation is classified under “ related
domain” instead of “cultural domain” because some kinds of sports involve tightly with
cultural identity, i. e. Japanese Sumo, Thai Boxing, etc. , which possesses cultural
typology. Besides, they portray lifestyles and values of each society. According to
UNESCO FCS, this domain comprises the following constituents:
(H1) Sports
(H2) Physical Fitness and Well Being
(H3) Amusement and Theme Parks
(H4) Gambling: legal and socially accepted gambling activities,
i.e. horse-racing, boxing gambling, lotteries, etc.
I) Intangible Cultural Heritage – ICH (Transversal Domain)
This transversal domain reflects culture which relates to thinking
patterns, beliefs, and values in a society. The distinguished feature of this domain is
its intangibility which is hard to be quantified or measured concretely. From the
UNESCO framework, intangible cultural heritage is not classified as “cultural domain”
or “ principle domain” because it cannot be counted in the form of cultural outcomes
apparently.

Thus, it is too vague or ambiguous to be measured statistically.

Consequently, it is classified in combination with cultural or principle domain. For
instance, oral tradition transmitted from one generation to another generation is
considered as cultural heritage in the domain A2, etc.
Nevertheless, the researcher perceives that intangible cultural heritage
can reflect some portrayals of culture via media and thus can be quantified or
measured for its level of significance. Furthermore, even from the study of UNESCO
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(2009), an effort of selecting some intangible cultures which can be viewed concretely
is also witnessed as follow:
(I1) Oral traditions and expressions
(I2) Rituals
(I3) Languages
(I4) Social Practices
(I5) Knowledge
Another three transversal domains, which relates to intangible culture, and
connects with cultural production and transmission, are also listed. All these three
transversal domains can be applied with another other cultural domains and related
domains. UNESCO proposes their three constituents as follow:

Education and

Training, Archiving and Preservation, and equipment and supporting materials.

2.4.2 European Statistical System Network on Culture: ESSnet-Culture
ESSnet-Culture (2012) is the study of cultural indicator framework, extended
from the study of LEG-Culture (Leadership Group Culture, 2004 cited in ESSnetCulture, 2012) and UNESCO FCS (2009), which connects function of culture with
indicator domains proposed by UNESCO FCS (2009). After that, they are reorganized
and regrouped indicators into 10 domains:
1) Heritage domain: museum, historical place, and Archeological site.
2) Archives
3) Libraries
4) Books and Press
5) Visual Arts: Plastic/fine arts, photography, and design.
6) Performance Arts: music, dance, drama, circus, cabaret, combined
arts and other live shows
7) Audio-Visual and Multimedia: film, radio, television, video, sound
recording, and multimedia works including video games.
8) Architecture
9) Advertising
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10) Arts Crafts
Interestingly, the enumeration of the relationship between indicators and
functions of culture; likewise, portrays the functions of indicators which are related to
culture, as summarized in the following table:

Table 2.7 Illustrates the Relationship between Indicators and Functions of Culture

Function of culture
Indicators
HERITAGE

Creation
-

Production/

Dissemination

Publishing

/ Trade

Preservation

Education

Management
/ Regulations

-Museum’s

-Exhibition

-Historical

-Formal and

-Management

Activities

organization

place practice

informal

at local,

activities, i.e.

national, or
any other level

- Museum

(Keeping,

- Historical

searching,

-Museography

-Maintaining

providing

place

or collecting

and

intangible

knowledge

- Archaeologi-

collections)

scenography

cultural

about arts and

activities

heritage

culture

value of

-Arts galleries

-Restoring

historical

activities

displayed

cal Site
-Display of

places

objects in
-Trade of

museum

antiquities
-Restoring
memorial
places
-Archaeological activities
-Applied
research
and techniques
related to
maintenance
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Table 2.7 (Continued)

Function of culture
Indicator

Creation

ARCHIVES

-

Production/

Dissemination

Publishing

/ Trade

Preservation

Education

Management
/ Regulations

-Search for

-Meeting for

-Activities

-Formal and

-Management

valued

evaluating

about

informal

at local,

documents

documents

maintaining

activities, i.e.

national, or
any other level

valued

providing

-Display of

documents

knowledge

valued

(Including in

about

documents

digital form)

documents and

-Searching and

-Lending

-Maintenance

-Formal and

-Management

organizing

activities

of books

informal

at local,

activities

activities, i.e.

national, or

providing

any other level

culture
LIBRARIES

-

document/
books

knowledge
BOOKS/
PRESS

-Creation of

-Publishing

-Organizing

-Activities of

-Formal and

-Activities of

literature

books (Both

meeting,

preserving

informal

supporting

online and

seminars, or

books and

activities, i.e.

copyright laws

offline)

activities

printed media

providing

(i.e. Copyright

knowledge

-Writing
cultural
articles on

-Publishing

-Organizing

newspaper and

newspaper,

exhibition

other printed

magazines,

media

and journals

-Organizing

restoring

(Both online

book or

books

and offline)

printed work

related

fairs

institutes or

-Activities on
translation and
cultural

-News agency

literature

activities

laws)

-Management
at local,
national, or

-Activities of

any other level
-Establishing

associations

criticism
VISUAL
ARTS

-Creation of

-Production of

Dissemination

-Activities of

-Formal and

-Activities of

visual arts

visual arts

of artistic

preserving

informal

supporting

work

work

photography

visual arts

activities, i.e.

copyright laws

work (i.e.

providing

-Plastic/Fine
Arts

-Creation of

-Seminars in

Copyright

knowledge in

-Management

-Photography

photographic

visual arts

laws)

arts

at local,

-Design

work
-Display and

-Activities of

exhibition of

restoring

Visual arts

visual arts

work

work

national, or
any other level
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Table 2.7 (Continued)

Function of culture
Indicators

Creation

Production/

Dissemination

Publishing

/ Trade

Preservation

Education

Management
/ Regulations

Trade/exchang
e of visual arts
work
PERFORM-

-Creation of

-Production of

-Presentation

-Restoration of

-Formal and

-Activities of

ANCE ARTS

songs, lyrics,

performance

of

musical

informal

supporting

harmony,

arts

performances

instruments

activities, i.e.

copyright laws

and equipment

providing

-Music

scripts, and

-Dance

other

-Technical

-Services and

knowledge in

-Management

-Drama

performance

activities

reservation

performance

at

-Circus

arts

supporting

arts

local, national,

-Cabaret

performance

or any other

-Combined

-Creation of

level

arts

techniques,

-Other live

settings/scenes

-Establishing

shows

, or others

related

relating to

institutes or

performance

associations

AUDIO-

-Creation of

-Production of

Dissemination

-Activities of

-Formal and

-Activities of

VISUAL &

audio-visual

film, video,

of multimedia

preserving

informal

supporting

MULTIMEDIA

work

radio and

work and

audio-visual

activities, i.e.

copyright laws

television

video games

work

providing

-Film

-Creation of

programs, and

knowledge in

-Management

-Radio

multimedia

other media

-Seminars in

-Activities of

audio-visual

at local,

-Television

work

production

films

restoring

arts and

national, or

audio-visual

multimedia

any other level

-Video

involving

-Sound

sound

-Rent/lend

and

recordings

recording

services

multimedia

-Establishing

(Tapes,

work

related

-Multimedia
works

-Radio and TV

videos, and

institutes or

including

broadcasting,

CD)

associations

video games

including
online

-Display and
exhibition of

-Film and

audio-visual

video

work

production
projects

-Activities after
production and
dissemination
of audio-visual
work
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Table 2.7 (Continued)

Function of culture
Indicators

Creation

Production/

Dissemination

Publishing

/ Trade

Preservation

Education

Management

-

-Exhibition of

-Maintenance

-Formal and

-Activities of

/ Regulations

ARCHITEC-

-Creation of

TURE

architectural

architectural

of

informal

supporting

work

work

architectural

activities in

copyright laws

work

providing

-Presentation

knowledge in

-Management

of

architecture

at local,

architectural

national, or

work
ADVERTIS-

-Creation of

ING

advertising
work

-

any other level

Dissemination

-

-Formal and

-Activities of

of creative

informal

supporting

advertising

activities in

copyright laws

work

providing
knowledge

ART

-Creation of

-Production of

-Exhibition

-Restoration of

-Formal and

-Management

CRAFTS

art craft work

art craft work

and

art craft work

informal

at local,

presentation of

activities in

national, or

art craft work

providing

any other level

knowledge

From the above table, functions of culture can be defined and scoped as
follow:
1) Creation: The creation of forms, methods, guidelines, concepts, rules, and
practices of cultural products, both material and non-material.
2) Production / Publishing: The process of cultural- product creation, and/ or
factors or elements in cultural creation and production process. It also covers the reproduction and cultural service in industrial system.
3) Dissemination/Trade: The process of transmitting tangible and intangible
culture to socio-cultural system, and also to individuals at individual level.
4) Preservation: The process of inheriting cultural characteristics over time
and periods, aimed to maintain culture in changing society, and to extend lifespan of
culture dynamically.
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5) Education: The process of providing information and of transmitting
cultural knowledge through various kinds of activities in order to help society learn
and understand their cultural patterns clearly.
6) Management/

Regulation:

The process of managing, supporting,

regulating, and/ or preserving cultural products systematically so that culture can
circulate and spread smoothly.
Not only does the study of the ESSnet-culture adapt and amplify UNESCO
FCS with some more domains, but it also displays the connection between indicators
and functions of culture, especially the roles of media which relate to those six
functions of culture. Besides, this study adds “ advertising” as another domain to
illustrate its connection with the function of “dissemination” of culture.
Nevertheless, it is apparent that ESSnet-culture cuts down some related
domains and transversal domains of UNESCO FCS (2007), such as “tourism” “ sports
and recreation” , and “ equipment and supporting materials” , including some
constituents, i.e. natural heritage, etc. with the reasons that such constituents overlap
with other constituents. On the other hand, some constituents which UNESCO FCS
(2007) claimed to enable to be merged with others, are re-classified and grouped under
new domains in ESSnet-culture. For instance, activities relating to printing is regrouped under “Books & Press” domain. While “Intangible Culture” is cut out because
it cannot be quantified as concrete objects clearly, “Software Industry” is omitted due
to its tendency towards economic domain. In addition, some indicators from LEGCulture database, such as “ New Agencies” , “ Architecture” , and “ Multimedia” are
included in the new 10 domains as shown in the below diagram.
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Figure 2.4 Comparison of Cultural Domains with Previous Framework
Source: Cited in ESSnet-Culture, Final Report, 2012.

From the comparison between UNESCO FCS

and ESSnet-Culture

Framework, this can confirm that nowadays there has been increasingly an effort in
creating indicators to measure the number of concrete cultures. Thus, this inspires the
researcher to apply UNESCO FCS, which is suited for this study for measuring
concrete material culture, as complementary indicators to measure ASEAN common
cultures appearing in the media. From arranging variables from both UNESCO FCS
and ESSnet-Culture, together with specific characteristics of ASEAN culture, it is
found that the variables or ASEAN culture as primary data can be fitted into both
frameworks. Namely, most constituents (As sub-indicators) can be arranged under
principle cultural domains.

On the other hand, it is also found that some

characteristics of ASEAN culture cannot be included into both frameworks; thus, new
sub-component (or domains) of ASEAN common culture which do not appear in
UNESCO FCS and ESSnet-Culture are added into the framework of this study.
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Table 2.8 Illustrates Framework of ASEAN Cultural Indicators in the Preliminary
Study

Universal Domain
A: CULTURAL
AND NATURAL
HERITAGE

A: CULTURAL
AND NATURAL
HERITAGE

UNESCO+ESSnet
Sub Indicators
A1: Museum

ASEAN
Cultural
Indicators

Definition and Scope of the
indicators (Variables)

Presented Form/
measured culture in
the media

A1: Museum

1.1 Museum (Place) in which
displays heritage, material,
exhibition, historical
background of ASEAN for
educational purpose,
knowledge, and
entertainment

1.1 Presentation or
activities of National
Museum, National Arts
Museum, Ethnology
Museum or Museum of
Ethnics,
Anthropological and
Historical Museum

1.2 Living Museum in the
form of rituals and
celebrations of ASEAN
communities

1.2 Presentation of
information about
rituals, and worships
which relate to the root
of ASEAN culture, i.e.
rice, water, ghost, etc.

1.3 Virtual Museum in which
displays ASEAN background
and culture in form of
electronic media, i.e. CD
rom, or websites

1.3 Information
providing or inquiry of
virtual museum

A2: Cultural
heritage

A2: Artifacts, Monuments,
Buildings, and Sites

A2: Portrayal of
valuable and significant
cultural heritage:
symbolic, historic,
artistic, aesthetic, or
with ethnological or
anthropological value, or
with scientific or social
significance of the
region.

A3: Cultural
landscape

A3: The making of nature
and human being which
conveys long and intimate
relationship between man
and nature.

A3: Portrayal of cultural
landscape relating to an
interaction between
Southeast Asians and
natural environment, i.e.
ancient wall painting in
the caves.

A4: Natural
heritage

A4: Natural Features,
Geological and
Physiographical Formations

A4: Portrayal of
space/places arranged
for plant or wildlife
preservation, natural
place with scientific,
aesthetic, and
preservative value, i.e.
plant and animal
sanctuary, wetland,
natural park which is
ASEAN ‘s natural
heritage
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Table 2.8 (Continued)

Universal Domain

UNESCO+ESSnet
Sub Indicators
A5: Cultural field

B. PERFORMANCE
ARTS AND
CELEBRATION

ASEAN
Cultural
Indicators

Definition and Scope of the
indicators (Variables)

Presented Form/
measured culture in
the media

A5: Cultural field
A5.1 Cultural field with
agricultural value as ASEAN
unique characteristics, i.e.
water and rice culture which
relates to consumption
culture and commercial
agriculture.

A5.1 Portrayal of
agricultural field (Rice
field), fishery field
(Both sea and river),
commercial agriculture
of predominant
agricultural products of
ASEAN, i.e. rubber,
tobacco, palm, and
ASEAN local plantation
(Banana, bamboo,
coconut, Vetiver grass,
Tong Tung, Phluang,
Melaleuca, rattan,
fragrant floweringplants)

A5.2 Cultural field with
ASEAN ethnological value,
displaying connectivity
among people of various
ethnicity in ASEAN

A5.2 Portrayal of
ethnological field in
which ethnic groups of
ASEAN live, and
display of collective
identity, i.e. Mon
community, ChineseMalays, etc.

B1: Performing Arts

B1: Performing Arts
activities, both professional
and folk play, i.e. dancing,
opera, entertainment, etc.

B1: Portrayal of regional
performing arts, either
high-class or folk, which
is ASEAN culture

B2: Music

B2: Anything relating to
music, of all kinds and
styles, of either live or
recorded, including music or
song composure, sound
recording, and musical
instruments

B2: Music or musical
instruments of unique
ASEAN identity, i.e.
drum, reed mouth, flute,
gong, bell, and ASEAN
local songs

B3: Festivals,
Feasts, and Fairs

B3: Anything relating to
celebration or cultural
festivals of each community,
including those informal
feasts

B3: Tradition, festivals,
celebration ceremony of
the region which
connects to cultural
roots and local belief

B4: Cultural
Combined Arts

B4: Performance in various
forms which integrates
traditional with modern
performance

B4: Applied
performance in
integrative form, by
recreation but still
maintaining ASEAN
specific features, i.e.
puppets, marionette, or
musical plays by using
local and universal
musical instruments, etc.
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Table 2.8 (Continued)

Universal Domain
C. VISUAL ARTS
AND ARTS CRAFTS

UNESCO+ESSnet
Sub Indicators

ASEAN
Cultural
Indicators

C1: Fine Arts

Definition and Scope of the
indicators (Variables)
Manifested artistic work
C1: Painting, drawing, and
sculpture

C2: Photography

C2: Photographic and artistic
work, including photos
displaying ethnological
background.

C3: Craft

C3: Artistic work in weaving,
embroidering, doing
basketry, hand- and machineassisted sawing, which
expresses artistic, aesthetic,
and creative values involving
with culture, tradition, belief,
religion, or symbolic
meaning in each society
significantly.

Presented Form/
measured culture in
the media
Presentation of artistic
work of all kinds
involving culture,
tradition, belief, religion,
or symbolic meaning in
ASEAN society
significantly.

D. LITERATURE

D1: Books
D2: Cultural Press
D3: Other Printed
Matter
D4: Archives

Connected
with ASEAN
language and
literature.

Recorded or printed literary
work of all types: books,
texts, periodicals, etc.

Presentation of literary
work which relates to
ASEAN culture or with
linguistic aesthetics
which relates to roots of
ASEAN languages,
including external
adopted literature with
ASEAN specific
features

E. ARCHITECTURE

E1: Cultural
Architecture
E2: Cultural
Interior Design

E3: ASEAN
Building

Architectural and interior
design work, which relates to
specific culture of each
region, including regional
specific construction of
building, i.e. triangle-shape
roofs, huts, house on stilts,
etc.

Portrayal of architecture
and interior design
relating to ASEAN
specific culture,
including building
construction with
ASEAN distinctive
features.

F. SPORTS AND
RECREATION

F1: Cultural Sports
F2: Cultural
Recreation

Sports and plays relating
tightly to ASEAN cultural
identity.

Portrayal of ASEAN
sports, recreation, and
plays with apparent
cultural patterns
displaying lifestyle and
values of each society.
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Table 2.8 (Continued)

Universal Domain
G. INTANGIBLE
CULTURAL
HERITAGE

UNESCO+ESSnet
Sub Indicators
G1: Oral Traditions
and Expressions

ASEAN
Cultural
Indicators

Definition and Scope of the
indicators (Variables)
A cluster of cultures
involving thinking patterns,
beliefs, and values, and
longitudinal rooted social
practices
G1.1 Ethics: what is
strongly held and practiced
in a society, a moral criteria
in judging what is right or
wrong. No compliance is
considered as a violation.
G1.2 Custom: unconscious,
but learned patterns of
behaviors set by a society.

Presented Form/
measured culture in
the media
G1: Portrayal of social
activities, continually
practiced and inherited
from ancestors, natural
environment, and
ASEAN society.

G1.3 Tradition: guidelines in
daily practice, a should-do
activity. In spite of no
punishment upon violation, a
blame from society can
occur.
G2: Rituals

G2: An acceptance of what is
true. Some beliefs have been
inherited and rooted in the
society since ancient time.

G2: Portrayal of social
or cultural activities
involving rituals or
beliefs of an ASEAN
society.

G3: Languages

G3: A form of
communication, transmitting
thought, belief, feeling and
stories, divided into verbal
and nonverbal languages.

G3: Presentation of
forms of language
family in ASEAN:
formal language, native
language, ethnic
language, and 5 main
language families in
ASEAN.

G4: Social
Practices

G4: Social norms as
behavioral guidelines in
daily life.

G4: Display of social
norms being generally
practiced in ASEAN
region.

G5: Knowledge/
Wisdom

G5: Knowledge, ability, and
beliefs leading to human
problem solving and to recall
knowledge of people in
ASEAN society

G5: Presentation of
knowledge and local
wisdom in ASEAN,
gained from direct life
experience, or adopted
from external world to
show distinctiveness of
the region.

Note: Applied from UNESCO FCS, 2007, 2009; and ESSnet-Culture, 2012.

The researcher applies the abovementioned table as conceptual framework to
classify cultural indicators by combining cultural variables of UNESCO FCS and
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ESSnet-Culture with ASEAN common culture to form adjusted domains or indicators,
and constituents or sub-indicators for this study. For ASEAN common cultures as
additional indicators, they are evaluated by experts from various disciplines.
Furthermore, some new indicators are also gained from exploratory Delphi Technique
Method with experts and scholars at the first stage of the study, and are tested with
confirmatory factors analysis by Structural Equation Model in the second stage. The
final framework for this study is thus proposed as shown below:

Figure 2.5 Illustrates Conceptual Framework of This Study

CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research entitled, “ The Development of ASEAN Cultural Indices and
ASEAN Cultural Measurement for Media” , is an exploratory research, applying
mixed research methods of both qualitative and quantitative, aims to study typology,
domains, and characteristics of cultural indices and measurement for media.

The

research was conducted in 3 stages. The first stage was the stage of documentary
research on related theories, concepts, and articles, and of gaining experts’ opinions by
Delphi Technique. The second stage was the stage of factor extraction towards
cultural indicator variables and indices, conducted with 720 mainland ASEAN
representatives from 6 regions in Thailand. The last stage was a test of developed
instrument by verifying program content through the studied common-culture
indicators gained from the second stage. Details of the research conduction are as
follow:
1) Research Procedure
2) Sample Group and Sampling Methods
3) Research Instruments and Subjects
4) Data Collection
5) Data Analysis and Statistics
In part of qualitative research, the first main objective is to study and create scope of
preliminary common culture by documentary research and review of literature, and
the other objective is to explore proper indicator variables by Delphi Technique with
experts in the relevant fields. For quantitative research, it comprises the Second Order
Confirmatory Factor Analysis and Quantitative Content Analysis by using developed
framework of common cultures as an analysis instrument for statistical support and to
test the efficiency of developed indicator variables for applicability.
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3.1 Research Procedure
In this study, the research was conducted in three stages with 5 steps as follow:

Stage 1
Step 1: The Drawing of Preliminary Framework
The study covered cultural studies in four main areas: communication,
anthropology, Southeast Asian studies, and sociology. Documentary research from
academic books, information, and previous studies, including archaeological evidence
was conducted to achieve a fundamental guideline and the first draft of the study of
ASEAN common culture from anthropological and communication approach. The
found common cultures then were classified through the lens of cultural ecology and
cross-cultural studies. The secondary data received was used to draw a preliminary
framework of ASEAN common culture.
Step 2: The Exploration of Indicator variables of Southeast Asian culture
Secondary data gained from the first step was used for designing projective
questions with experts and scholars by Delphi Technique method. Namely, the first
draft of ASEAN common culture from documentary research was scored to weigh the
level of significance of each variable or indicator by 7 experts and scholars from
various disciplines: cultural studies, intercultural communication, international
relations, and Southeast Asian Studies. The result from this stage was thus the first
factor extraction to gain components and indicator variables of ASEAN common
cultures.

Stage 2
Step 3: Factor Extraction and Development of ASEAN Cultural Indices
The results from the second step of the first stage were used to develop a
survey questionnaire with 5 Likert’s rating scales (1932, cited in Joy Thongklomsee,
2012) to specify ASEAN cultural indices. The questionnaire composes of 2 parts. Part
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one is introductory information about framework of study, definition, characteristics,
and scope of ASEAN culture (Synthesized from step 1 and 2 of the first stage). Part
two are evaluative questions or questions asking the respondents to weigh the level of
importance of each of ASEAN cultural indices.

Survey questionnaires were

conducted with 720 students in the area of cultural studies, anthropology, sociology
and Southeast Asian studies from 6 regions of Thailand, adjacent to the border of
neighboring countries, or within travel distance capacity of the researcher. (Hair et al.,
1995, cited in Hemsworth, Sanchez-Rodriguez, and Bidgood, 2005; Comrey & Lee,
1992, cited in Petchnoi Singchungchai, 2006) The results from the questionnaires
were then tested by Second Order Confirmatory Factor Analysis with Structural
Equation Model to find the congruence of the model with empirical data.

Stage 3
Step 4: The Test of ASEAN Cultural Measurement
The components and cultural indicators gained from the third step were
developed to be an applicable measurement on a tally sheet. At this stage, the
developed measurement or instrument was applied for content analysis on television
informative programs which transmit content about Southeast Asia region. Thus, the
criteria in selecting television programs were the programs’ objectives and their
content. Types of programs selected were feature or documentary programs and
television news magazines. Initially, 6 programs of the two types of television
programs were selected, and then screened by experts in communication and culture
until only one program was finally chosen as a subject for this study.
The trial of content analysis was conducted by tallying cultural indicators
appearing in the program to evaluate the efficiency of the instrument or to see if the
developed measurement or instrument could cover all indicators efficiently, including
to evaluate its potentiality to screen cultural indicators from the content of the
television program satisfactorily.
Step 5: Data analysis and presentation
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All data collected from every step in every stage was analyzed by descriptive
and inferential statistics and presented in the form of tables and description.

3.2 Sample Group and Sampling Method
Samples of qualitative and quantitative research were as follow:

3.2.1 Samples in Qualitative Research
Samples in the stage of trend forecast by Delphi Technique were 7 experts and
scholars in relevant areas. The criteria of choosing the samples were that (1) numbers
of academic performance or pieces of work (No less than 10 pieces) which were
published or presented in any accredited journals or conferences respectively or (2)
numbers of working years or experiences in related field (No less than 5 years).
Names of the experts and scholars in this study were as follow:
1) Assistant Professor Thanawut Naigowit, Ph. D. Director of the
Bureau of International Trade Promotion Strategy, Department of International Trade
Promotion, Ministry of Commerce (An expert in Southeast Asia and International
Relations).
2) Assistant Professor Ladawan Kaewseenual, Ph.D. Dean of Graduate
School, Nakhon Si Thammarat Teachers’ College (An expert in Intercultural
Communication).
3) Assistant Professor Suchada Pongkittiwiboon, Ph.D. Deputy Dean
of Academic and Research Affair Faculty of Humanities and Social Science, Burapa
University (An expert in Cultural Studies).
4) Assistant Professor Sunida Siwaphathomchai. The Institute of
Language and Asian Culture Research Mahidol University (An expert in Cultural
Studies).
5) Ajarn Pariya Rinrattanakorn, Ph. D. Director of Communication
Master’s Program Faculty of Communication Arts, Sripatum University (An expert in
International Communication).
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6) Ajarn Maetavee Keaosanit, Ph. D. Universiti Sains Malaysia,
Malaysia (An expert in International Communication).
7) Ajarn Amornrat Leepen. A scholar of the Department of Cultural
Promotion, Ministry of Culture (An expert in Cultural studies and Archaeology).
3.2.2 Samples of Quantitative Research
Samples were representatives of students from 6 regions in Thailand. The
reason of choosing only samples from Thailand was that geographically Thailand is
considered as the center of ASEAN and has adjacent borders to neighboring countries
the most, both mainland and maritime. (Prachachat Business, 2013). The researcher
selected 720 samples from the major provinces or main destination of the country or
the provinces adjacent to major cities of neighboring countries as follow:
Central Region: Bangkok (The capital and economic center of Thailand).
Northeastern Region: Nongkhai (Adjacent to Wiangchan or Vientiane, the
capital of Laos) and Nakhon Phanom (Adjacent to Kam Muan, Laos, which is
connected to Vietnam via route 12).
Northern Region: Chiangmai (Important destination of ASEAN) Phayao and
Chiangrai (Adjacent to Yangon and Pyinmana Naipyidaw or Nai Pyi Taw, Myanmar).
Eastern Region: Chonburi (Important destination of ASEAN) and Sa-Kaeo
(Adjacent to Cambodia).
Western Region:

Phetchaburi (Important destination of ASEAN) and

Kanchanaburi (Adjacent to Myanmar).
Southern Region: Surat Thani and Songkhla (Adjacent to Malaysia and
Singapore and also important destination of maritime ASEAN).
In short, the reasons for choosing the abovementioned provinces in each
region were their significance in the following aspects: being a capital or important
destinations of ASEAN, an economic, educational and commercial center of the
country with well-equipped domestic and international communication and
telecommunication, adjacent to neighboring countries which facilitate cultural and
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information exchange across cultures and with shared radio and television
broadcasting. (Prayote Pensut, 2013)
For choosing students as samples for this study, the reason was to control the
variable of samples’ educational level and field of study, which will have direct
influence on their perception and ability to understand and interpret the exposed
message. (Akkawan Sangwipak, 2004). Besides, students as a sample group possess
almost alike age, experience, and knowledge capital. (Siriwan Sereerat et al, 2007)

3.2.3 Sampling
Multistage – area cluster sampling was conducted with the following
procedure:
1) Population of this study was divided into 6 groups based on
geographic area of Thailand, which is exclusively different: northern, central,
northeastern, eastern, western, and southern region.
2) In each region, particular area was selected based on certain
criteria: being adjacent to neighboring countries, or being significant area in terms of
economics and important destination of ASEAN.
3) From the aforementioned criteria, provinces where universities are
located, and offer programs in related field: Cultural Studies, Anthropology,
Sociology, Humanities and Social Sciences, Arts, Communication, International
Relations, Southeast Asia Studies, or any other relevant field (Such as Man and
Society, Man and Culture, Man and Nature, Man and Self-learning, History of the
Region, or Khong River Culture etc.), were chosen in each region.
From these three sampling stages, 12 provinces were chosen: Bangkok,
Nongkhai, Nakhon Phanom, Chiangmai, Phayao, Chiangrai, Chonburi, Sa-Kaeo,
Phetchaburi, Kanchanaburi, Surat Thani, and Songkhla.
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3.2.4 Sample Size
The sample size of this study was 720 samples, based on the research of
Arishai Akka-Udom (2009) and Joy Thongklomsee (2012), which studied about
measurement development as well, as supported by the studies of Kunthalee Ruenrom
(2010) and Anothai Trevanich (2009) that sample size should be determined from
previous studies with similar subjects. According to sample -size calculation of Hair,
Black, Babin, and Anderson (2010), only 500 samples are sufficient for this study. In
accordance with Structural Equation Model, for the study with more than 7 variables,
proper sample size should not be less than 500.
Regarding sample size of qualitative research (Delphi Technique with
experts), criteria proposed by California Junior Colleges Association (cited in
Monchai Thianthong, 2005) was used in determining sample size. It is said that for
Delphi Technique, if there are more than 5 experts, the level of deviation will be
relatively very low. This study contained 7 experts with deviation level at .70-.58, and
decreased deviation at level . 12 (MacMillan, 1971, cited in Monchai Thianthong,
2005).

3.3 Research Instruments and Subjects
Instruments of this research comprised research subjects, questionnaires for
experts in Delphi Technique, questionnaires for weighing cultural components and
variables, and tally sheet, with the following details:

3.3.1 Research Subjects
Informative television programs were used as research subjects for testing the
efficiency of developed instrument in classifying content of television programs.
Television programs were of two types: feature or documentary, and television news
magazine or news documentary. The selected television programs must contain
content relevant to research objectives or contain socio-cultural content of Southeast
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Asia, no less than 50% of the entire program. At the initial stage, 6 programs broadcast
during 2013-2014 were chosen and then only one program was selected by experts in
communication and culture. The initial 6 chosen television programs were:
Feature and Documentary: “ Jod Mai Hed Krungsri: Krungsri’ s Archive” ,
broadcast at Channel 7 (Totally 100 tapes. The Program still continues), “ ASEAN
Beyond 2015” (24 tapes), and “ ASEAN Focus” (26 tapes) broadcast at Thai PBS
channel.
Television News Magazine: “1 Week with ASEAN”, (92 tapes, still continued)
broadcast at MCOT, “ The Colors of ASEAN” (34 tapes, still continued), and “ All
Around ASEAN” (66 tapes, still continued), broadcast at NBT channel.

3.3.2 Questionnaire for Delphi Technique Method
Data collection by questionnaires was conducted in two rounds, each of which
took about 3-6 weeks, and all research procedure took about six months. In each round
the following questionnaires were collected:
Round 1: Open-end questionnaires and opinion evaluation.
The questions for experts in this instrument excerpted from previous
studies and review of literature. In this round, experts evaluated the degree of
suitability of variables’ characteristics, definitions, and patterns of measurement.
Besides, experts could propose additional variables or adjusted some indicator
variables. In collecting experts’ opinion, it took about 3-6 weeks.
After collecting experts’

opinion, the researcher analyzed and

synthesized those opinions with data gained from documentary research.
Round 2: Rating-scale questionnaires.
The results gained from the first round were modified by either cutting
some overlaps or correcting some variables opinionated by the experts, and were
utilized for forming a rating-scale questionnaire, which was sent back to the experts
for re-evaluation. The experts rated the degree of significance on each question and
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specified their reasons for agreement or disagreement of each question. Some
additional suggestions were also given.
In analyzing data in this round, means and interquartile range was
utilized. If IR is small (IR ≤ 1. 50), it means that the opinions of the experts are
consensus or consonant, and the tested statement is agreed to be used for the study.
However, if IR is big (IR > 1. 50), it means that the opinions of the experts are
scattered or dissonant, so the tested statement is disagreed to be used for the study, so
the researcher needs to modify a new questionnaire by using the same questions as the
second round, but by adjusting the median position and IR, and re-send to the experts
for their re-evaluation to confirm or to change the existing responses.

3.3.3 Questionnaires for Weighing Cultural Components (for
Quantitative Research)
This questionnaire was divided into 2 parts: demographic data and
measurement of the significance level of ASEAN cultural indicators. The structure of
questionnaire was structured-undisguised, with 5 levels of Likert’ s rating scale to
measure the degree of consonance between the indicator variables and established
criteria.

3.3.4 Tally Sheet
Tally sheet is an applied instrument for quantifying cultural components and
indicator variables gained from the Confirmatory Factor Analysis to test its efficiency
in applicability.
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3.4 Data Collection
In collecting data from Delphi Technique, the researcher contacted the experts
by sending a letter explaining research objectives and research methodology in order
to get a cooperation in this study. After that, a summary of research content and a
drafted questionnaire was sent to each expert.
In collecting data for quantitative research, samples were asked to fill in a selfadministered questionnaire with introductory information about details of the
research.

3.5 Data Analysis and Statistics
All data from Delphi Technique, documentary research, and content extracted
from the study was analyzed by typological analysis, constant comparison or constant
comparative method, and content analysis. The studied data was arranged, interpreted,
and summarized to create preliminary indicator variables in brief.
For data from quantitative research with 720 samples, two kinds of statistics
were applied in data analysis through the use of SPSS and AMOS as following:
1) Descriptive Statistics” was used to explain demographic data and
the samples’ opinion towards studied indicator variables. The results were displayed in
the form of table, frequency, percentage, mean, median, interquartile range (IR),
standard deviation, and skewness values.
2) Many kinds of “ Inferential Statistics” were used: Second Order
Confirmatory Factor Analysis, Structural Equation Modeling (SEM), Kaiser-MeyerOlkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy (KMO), Bartlett Test of Sphericity, Fit Indices
Model Testing, Regression Weight/ Path Coefficient, and Estimating Predicted
Coefficients.

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS OF TREND FORECASTING BY DELPHI
TECHNIQUE METHOD
The research entitled, “ The Development of ASEAN Cultural Indices and
ASEAN Cultural Measurement for Media”, is an exploratory research, aimed to study
typology, domains, and characteristics of cultural indices and measurement of
indicator variables appearing in the media, conducted by 3 main methods: Delphi
Technique, Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA), and Content Analysis.
The results of the first part, or results from Delphi Technique Method, are
expected to evaluate the suitability of ASEAN cultural indicators from the point of
view of experts. Drafted ASEAN cultural indicators were obtained from secondary
data from the study of ASEAN common cultures through documentary research, and
through the classification of such ASEAN common cultures based on conceptual
framework of Cultural Ecology and Cultural Communication Theories, combined
with UNESCO framework for Cultural Statistics or UNESCO FC, 2007, and 2009
and European Statistical System Network on Culture or ESSnet-Culture, 2012. Then,
the preliminary ASEAN common cultures frame was submitted to 7 experts in the
field of cultural studies, international communication/ relations, and Southeast Asian
Studies for evaluation. From the criteria of Delphi Technique in rating the level of
significance of each variable, data analysis composes of three parts:
Part 1: Median Analysis by interpreting the following meaning of the median
as the level of experts’ opinion (Monchai Thianthong, 2005):
4.50-5.00 = Experts agree that the variables are the most important/ appropriate.
3.50-4.49 = Experts agree that the variables are very important/ appropriate.
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2.50-3.49 = Experts agree that the variables are moderately important/
appropriate.
1.50-2.49 = Experts agree that the variables are little important/ appropriate.
0.50-1.49 = Experts agree that the variables are the least important/ appropriate.
Part 2: Analysis by Interquartile range by presenting the differences between
the third quartile (Q3) and quartile 1 (Q1) according to formula IR = Q3 – Q1 with the
following interpretation:
If IR of each option is less than or equal to 1.50 (IR ≤ 1.50), it means that the
experts have a consensus agreement on the variable, but if IR is more than 1.50 (IR >
1.50), it means that the experts have a dissonant agreement on the variable.
Part 3: Synthesis of experts’ opinions by presenting each expert’s opinion and
also experts’ opinions towards each newly synthesized variable.

4.1 Research Findings from the first Delphi Technique
The results from Delphi Technique are presented into 3 parts: median analysis,
interquartile range analysis, and synthesis of experts’ opinion, as following:

4.1.1 Median Analysis
The median of seven experts’ opinion towards the significance and suitability
of indicator variables is presented in the following table.
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Table 4.1 Illustrates the Median of ASEAN Cultural Indicators of Sub-component or
Domain A: Cultural Heritage and Natural Heritage (Indicator Variable A1:
Cultural Museum)

Indicator,
sub –component
A1: Museum

Type, Definition and Scope of
the indicators (Variables)

Presented Form /
measured culture in the media

A1.1 Museum (Place) in which
displays heritage, material,
exhibition, historical background of
ASEAN for educational purpose,
knowledge, and entertainment.

A1.1 Presentation or activities of National
Museum, National Arts Museum,
Ethnology Museum or Museum of
Ethnics, Anthropological and Historical
Museum.

A1.2 Living Museum in the form of
rituals and celebrations of ASEAN
communities.

A1.2 Presentation of information about
rituals, and worships which relate to the
root of ASEAN culture, i.e. rice, water,
ghost, etc.

A1.3 Virtual Museum in which
displays ASEAN background and
culture in form of electronic media,
i.e. CD rom, or websites.

A1.3 Presentation of Information
providing or inquiry of virtual museum,
including cultural information on
electronic media.

Median (ME)
5

From Table 4.1, it is found that median of the sub-component A1: Cultural
Museum, consisting of 3 indicator variables: A1. 1 Museum (Place), A1. 2 Living
Museum, and A1. 3 Virtual Museum, classified by each indicator variable are as
follow: A1.1 = 5, A1.2= 5, and A1.3 = 5.

Table 4.2 Illustrates the Median of ASEAN Cultural Indicator of Sub-component or
Domain A: Cultural Heritage and Natural Heritage (Indicator Variable A2:
Cultural Heritage)

Indicator,
sub –component

Type, Definition and Scope of
the indicators (Variables)

Presented Form /
measured culture in the media

A2: Cultural Heritage

A2 Artifacts, Monuments, Buildings,
and Sites.

A2 Portrayal of valuable and significant
cultural heritage: symbolic, historic,
artistic, aesthetic, or with ethnological or
anthropological value, or with scientific or
social significance of the region.

Median (ME)

From Table 4.2, it is found that the median of A2 (Cultural Heritage) = 5.

5
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Table 4.3 Illustrates the Median of ASEAN Cultural Indicator of Sub-component or
Domain A: Cultural Heritage and Natural Heritage (Indicator Variable A3:
Cultural Landscape)

Indicator,
sub –component
A3: Cultural
Landscape

Type, Definition and Scope of
the indicators (Variables)

Presented Form /
measured culture in the media

A3 The making of nature and human
being which conveys long and
intimate relationship between man
and nature.

A3 Portrayal of cultural landscape relating
to an interaction between Southeast Asians
and natural environment, i.e. ancient wall
painting in the caves.

Median (ME)
4

From Table 4.3, it is found that the median of A3 (Cultural Landscape) = 4.

Table 4.4 Illustrates the Median of ASEAN Cultural Indicator of Sub-component or
Domain A: Cultural Heritage and Natural heritage (Indicator Variable A4:
Natural Heritage)

Indicator,
sub –component

Type, Definition and Scope of
the indicators (Variables)

Presented Form /
measured culture in the media

A4: Natural Heritage

A4 Natural Features, Geological and
Physiographical Formations

A4 Portrayal of space/places arranged for
plant or wildlife preservation, natural place
with scientific, aesthetic, and preservative
value, i.e. plant and animal sanctuary,
wetland, natural park which is ASEAN’s
natural heritage

Median (ME)

From Table 4.4, it is found that the median of A4 (Natural Heritage) = 5.

5
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Table 4.5 Illustrates the Median of ASEAN Cultural Indicator of Sub-component or
Domain A: Cultural Heritage and Natural Heritage (Indicator Variable A5:
Cultural Field)

Indicator,
sub –component
A5: Cultural Field

Type, Definition and Scope of
the indicators (Variables)

Presented Form /
measured culture in the media

Median (ME)

A5.1 Cultural field with agricultural
value as ASEAN unique
characteristics, i.e. water and rice
culture which relates to consumption
culture and commercial agriculture.

A5.1 Portrayal of agricultural field (Rice
field), fishery field (Both sea and river),
commercial agriculture of predominant
agricultural products of ASEAN, i.e.
rubber, tobacco, palm, and ASEAN local
plantation (Banana, bamboo, coconut,
Vetiver grass, Tong Tung, Phluang,
Melaleuca, rattan, fragrant floweringplants)

4

A5.2 Cultural field with ASEAN
ethnological value, displaying
connectivity among people of various
ethnicity in ASEAN

A5.2 Portrayal of ethnological field in
which ethnic groups of ASEAN live, and
display of collective identity, i.e. Mon
community, Chinese-Malays, etc

5

From Table 4.5, it is found that the median of the sub-component or domain
A5: Cultural Field, consisting of 2 indicator variables: A5. 1 ASEAN Agricultural
Field, and A5. 2 ASEAN Ethnic Field, classified by each indicator variable are as
follow: A5.1 = 4, and A5.2 = 5.

Table 4.6 Illustrates the Median of ASEAN Cultural Indicator of Sub-component or
Domain B: Performance Arts and Celebration

Indicator,
sub –component

Type, Definition and Scope of
the indicators (Variables)

Presented Form /
measured culture in the media

Median (ME)

B1: Performing Arts

B1 Performing Arts activities, both
professional and folk play, i.e.
dancing, opera, entertainment, etc.

B1 Portrayal of regional performing arts,
either high-class or folk, which is ASEAN
culture

4

B2: Music

B2 Anything relating to music, of all
kinds and styles, of either live or
recorded, including music or song
composure, sound recording, and
musical instruments

B2 Music or musical instrument of unique
ASEAN identity, i.e. drum, reed mouth,
flute, gong, bell, and ASEAN local songs

4

B3: Festivals, Feasts,
and Fairs

B3 Anything relating to celebration
or cultural festivals of each
community, including those informal
feasts

B3 Tradition, festivals, celebration
ceremony of the region which connects to
cultural roots and local belief

5
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Table 4.6 (Continued)

Indicator,
sub –component
B4: Cultural
Combined Arts

Type, Definition and Scope of
the indicators (Variables)
B4 Performance in various forms
which integrates traditional with
modern performance

Presented Form /
measured culture in the media
B4 Applied performance in integrative
form, by re-creation but still maintaining
ASEAN specific features, i.e. puppets,
marionette, or musical plays by using local
and universal musical instruments, etc.

Median (ME)
5

From Table 4.6, it is found that the median of sub-component or Domain B:
Performance Arts and Celebration consisting of 4 indicator variables: B1 Performing
Arts, B2 Music, B3 Festivals, Feasts, and Fairs, and B4 Cultural Combined Arts,
classified by each indicator variable are as follow: B1 = 4, B2 = 4, B3 = 5, and B4 = 5.

Table 4.7 Illustrates the Median of ASEAN Cultural Indicator of Sub-component or
Domain C: Visual Arts and Arts Crafts

Indicator,
sub –component

Type, Definition and Scope of
the indicators (Variables)

Presented Form /
measured culture in the media

Median (ME)

C1: Fine Arts

C1 Painting, drawing, and sculpture.

C1 Presentation of artistic work of all
kinds involving culture, tradition, belief,
religion, or symbolic meaning in ASEAN
society significantly.

4

C2: Photography

C2 Photographic and artistic work,
including photos displaying
ethnological background

C2 Presentation of artistic work of all
kinds involving culture, tradition, belief,
religion, or symbolic meaning in ASEAN
society significantly.

4

C3: Craft

C3 Artistic work in weaving,
embroidering, doing basketry, handand machine-assisted sawing, which
expresses artistic, aesthetic, and
creative values involving with
culture, tradition, belief, religion, or
symbolic meaning in each society
significantly.

C3 Presentation of artistic work of all
kinds involving culture, tradition, belief,
religion, or symbolic meaning in ASEAN
society significantly.

4

From Table 4.7, it is found that the median of sub-component or Domain C:
Visual Arts and Arts Crafts, consisting of 3 indicator variables: C1 Fine Arts, C2
Photography, and C3 Craft, classified by each indicator variable are as follow: C1 = 4,
C2 = 4, and C3 = 4.
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Table 4.8 Illustrates the Median of ASEAN Cultural Indicator of Sub-component or
Domain D: Literature

Type, Definition and Scope of
the indicators (Variables)

Presented Form /
measured culture in the media

D1: Scripture/
Classical work/
Books

D1 Literary work by records, notes,
scriptures, writings, or publications in
all forms, ie. books, texts, guidelines,
or religion’s teachings, displaying
socio-cultural development of
ASEAN region.

D1 Presentation of literary work which
relates to ASEAN culture, and of linguistic
aesthetic which relates to roots of ASEAN
languages, including external adopted
literature with ASEAN specific features.

4

D2: Cultural Press

D2 Periodicals

D2 Presentation of literary work which
relates to ASEAN culture, and of linguistic
aesthetic which relates to roots of ASEAN
languages, including external adopted
literature with ASEAN specific features.

3

D3: Other Printed
Matter

D3 Paper sheet, or any printed
materials, including maps, diagrams,
illustrators, announcement, or
anything, displaying historical value.

D3 Presentation of literary work which
relates to ASEAN culture, and of linguistic
aesthetic which relates to roots of ASEAN
languages, including external adopted
literature with ASEAN specific features.

3

D4: Archives

D4 Historical document from
scripture, records, writings, or
publications displaying historical
background and prosperity of
ASEAN region.

D4 Presentation of literary work which
relates to ASEAN culture, and of linguistic
aesthetic which relates to roots of ASEAN
languages, including external adopted
literature with ASEAN specific features.

3

Indicator,
sub –component

Median (ME)

From Table 4.8, it is found that the median of sub-component or Domain D:
Literature, consisting of 4 indicator variables: D1 Scripture/classical work/ books, D2
Cultural Press , D3 Other Printed Matter, and D4 Archives, classified by each
indicator variable are as follow: D1 = 4, D2 = 3, D3 = 3, and D4 = 3.
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Table 4.9 Illustrates the Median of ASEAN Cultural Indicator of Sub-component or
Domain E: Architecture

Type, Definition and Scope of
the indicators (Variables)

Presented Form /
measured culture in the media

E1: Cultural
Architecture

E1 Arts and Science in construction
composing of ASEAN artistic
feature, including construction works
adopting architectural knowledge
from other cultures to form ASEAN
own distinctive structure.

E1 Portrayal of architecture and interior
design relating to ASEAN specific culture,
including building construction with
ASEAN distinctive features.

4

E2: Cultural Interior
Design

E2 Design and the usage of native or
local material of the region, including
the creation of design, decoration,
and design patterns connected closely
with cultural roots, caused by the
interaction between Southeast Asians
and nature, and cultural exchange
between in-group and outgroup
members of ASEAN region.
E3 Architectural and interior design
work, which relates to specific
culture of each region, including
regional specific construction of
building, i.e. triangle-shape roofs,
huts, house on stilts, etc.

E2 Portrayal of architecture and interior
design relating to ASEAN specific culture,
including building construction with
ASEAN distinctive features.

4

E3 Portrayal of architecture and interior
design relating to ASEAN specific culture,
including building construction with
ASEAN distinctive features.

3

Indicator,
sub –component

E3: AEAN Building

Median (ME)

From Table 4. 9, it is found that median of sub-component or Domain E:
Architecture, consisting of 3 indicator variables: E1 Cultural Architecture, E2 Cultural
Interior Design, and E3 ASEAN Building, classified by each indicator variable are as
follow: E1 = 4, E2 = 4, and E3 = 3.

Table 4.10 Illustrates the Median of ASEAN Cultural Indicator of Sub-component or
Domain F: Sports and Recreation

Indicator,
sub –component

Type, Definition and Scope of
the indicators (Variables)

Presented Form /
measured culture in the media

Median (ME)

F1: Cultural Sports

F1 Sports and plays relating tightly
to ASEAN cultural identity.

F1 Portrayal of ASEAN sports, recreation,
and plays with apparent cultural patterns
displaying lifestyle and values of each
society.

4

F2: Cultural
Recreation

F2 Sports and plays relating tightly
to ASEAN cultural identity.

F2 Portrayal of ASEAN sports, recreation,
and plays with apparent cultural patterns
displaying lifestyle and values of each
society.

4
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From Table 4.10, it is found that the median of sub-component or Domain F:
Sports and Recreation, consisting of 2 indicator variables: F1 Cultural Sports, and F2
Cultural Recreation, classified by each indicator variable are as follow: F1 = 4, and F2
= 4.

Table 4.11 Illustrates the Median of ASEAN Cultural Indicator of Sub-component or
Domain G: Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH)

Type, Definition and Scope of
the indicators (Variables)

Presented Form /
measured culture in the media

G1: Oral Traditions
and Expressions

G1 A cluster of cultures involving
thinking patterns, beliefs, and value,
and longitudinal rooted social
practices
1.1 Custom: what is strongly held
and practiced in a society, a moral
criteria in judging what is right or
wrong. No compliance is considered
as a violation.
1.2 Rite: unconscious, but learned
patterns of behaviors set by a society.
1.3 Tradition: guidelines in daily
practice, a should-do activity. In spite
of no punishment upon violation, a
blame from society can occur.

G1 Portrayal of social activities,
continually practiced and inherited from
ancestors, natural environment, and
ASEAN society, i.e. the respect for the
elder or the senior, manner of men and
women in the society, etc.

5

G2: Rituals

G2 An acceptance of what is true.
Some rituals have been inherited and
rooted in the society since ancient
time.

G2 Portrayal of social or cultural activities
involving rituals or beliefs of an ASEAN
society, especially beliefs in ghosts, spirit
and sacred animals.

5

G3: Languages

G3 a form of communication,
transmitting thought, belief, feeling
and stories, divided into verbal and
nonverbal languages.

G3 Presentation of forms of language
family in ASEAN: formal language, native
language, ethnic language, and 5 main
language families in ASEAN.
-Tai – Kadai or Tai- Lao Language family
- Austro-Asiatic language family
- Sino- Tibetan language family
- Austronesian or Malayo—Polynesian
Language family
- Hmong-Mien or Miao-Yao language
family, including nonverbal of people in
each area

5

G4: Social Practices

G4 Social norms as behavioral
guidelines in daily life.

G4 Display of social norms being
generally practiced in ASEAN region.

4

G5: Knowledge/
Wisdom

G5 Knowledge, ability, and beliefs
leading to human problem solving
and to recall knowledge of people in
ASEAN society

G5 Presentation of knowledge and local
wisdom in ASEAN, gained from direct life
experience, or adopted from external
world to show distinctiveness of the
region.

4

Indicator,
sub –component

Median (ME)
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From Table 4.11, it is found that the median of sub-component or Domain G :
Intangible Cultural Heritage, consisting of 5 indicator variables: G1 Tradition, G2
Rituals, G3 Languages, G4 Social Practices, and G5 Knowledge/ wisdom, classified
by each indicator variable are as follow: G1 = 5, G2 = 5, G3 = 5, G4 =4, and G5 = 4.

4.1.2 Analysis of Interquartile Range
From the analysis of Interquartile Range, classified by groups of indicator
variables, of seven experts, the results are found as shown in the following tables:

Table 4.12 Illustrates Analysis of Interquartile Range of Group A

A1.1 Museum
(Place)

A1.2 Living
Museum

A1.3 Virtual
Museum

A2 Cultural
Heritage

A3 Cultural
Landscape

A4 Natural
Heritage

7

7

7

7

7

Interquartile Range

1.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

Percentiles

4.00

5.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

N

Valid

25
(Q1)
50
(Q2)
75
(Q3)

7

A5.1 ASEAN
Agricultural
Field
7

A5.2 ASEAN
Ethic
Field
7

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

5.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

From Table 4.12, from the calculation of the differences between Q3 and Q1
based on IR = Q3 - Q1 it is found that all variables in Group A have IR ≤ 1.5 [Group A.
items IR (A1.2) = 0.0, (A1.1), (A1.3), (A2), (A3), (A4), (A5.1), (A5.2) = 1.0] . This
means that the experts have consensus agreement on these variables in this group.
Table 4.13 Illustrates Analysis of Interquartile Range of Group B and C
B1 Performing
Arts

B2 Music

7

Interquartile Range
Percentiles

N

Valid

25
(Q1)
50
(Q2)
75
(Q3)

B4 Cultural
Combined
Arts
7

C1 - Fine
Arts

C2 Photography

C3 Craft

7

B3 Festivals,
Feasts,
Fairs
7

7

7

7

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

2.0

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

4.00

4.0

5.00
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From Table 4.13, from the calculation of the differences between Q3 and Q1
based on IR = Q3 - Q1, it is found that all variables in Group B have IR ≤ 1.5 [All group
B items IR (B1), (B2), (B3), (B4) = 1.0]. This means that the experts have consensus
agreement on these variables in this group.
For variables in Group C, it is found that only C1 and C2 have IR ≤ 1.5 [ IR
(C1), (C2), = 1.0]. This means that the experts have consensus agreement on variable
C1 and C2 while C3 has IR > 1.5, [IR (C3), = 2.0]. This means that the opinions of
experts on this variable are dissonant.

Table 4.14 Illustrates Analysis of Interquartile Range of Group D and E
D1 Scripture/
Classical
work/Books
7

D2 Cultural
Press

D3 Other
Printed
Matter

D4 –
Archives

E1 Cultural
Architecture

E2 - Cultural
Interior
Design

E3 ASEAN
Building

7

7

7

7

7

7

Interquartile Range

0.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

2.0

2.0

3.0

Percentiles

4.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

1.00

4.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

4.00

4.00

3.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

4.00

N

Valid

25
(Q1)
50
(Q2)
75
(Q3)

From Table 4.14, from the calculation of the differences between Q3 and Q1
based on IR = Q3 - Q1, it is found that all variables in Group D have IR ≤ 1.5, [Group D
items IR (D1) = 0.0, (D2), (D3), (D4) = 1.0]. This means that the experts have consensus
agreement on these variables in this group.
For variables in Group E, it is found that all variables in this group have IR >
1.5, [IR (E1), (E2), = 2.0, (E3) = 3.0]. This means that the opinions of experts on this
variable are dissonant.
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Table 4.15 Illustrates Analysis of Interquartile Range of Group F and G

F1 Cultural
Sports

F2 Cultural
Recreation

7

Interquartile Range
Percentiles

N

Valid

25
(Q1)
50
(Q2)
75
(Q3)

G2 Rituals

G3 Languages

G4 Social
Practices

G5 Knowledge/
Wisdom

7

G1 Oral
Traditions
&Expressions
7

7

7

7

7

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

3.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

From Table 4.15, from the calculation of the differences between Q3 and Q1
based on IR = Q3 - Q1, it is found that all variables in Group F have IR ≤ 1.5, [All group
F items IR (F1), (F2) = 1.0]. This means that the experts have consensus agreement on
these variables in this group.
For variable in Group G, it is found that all variables in this group have IR ≤
1.5, [Group G items IR (G2), (G3) = 0.0, (G1), (G4), (G5) = 1.0]. This means that the
experts have consensus agreement on these variables in this group.

Table 4.16 Illustrates Joint Analysis of Median and Interquartile Range of All
Indicators (A-G)

Domain
A Cultural and Natural
Heritage

B Performing Arts and
Celebration

C Visual Arts and Arts Crafts

Indicator Variables

ME

IR

Interpretation

A1.1 Museum (Place)
A1.2 Living Museum
A1.3 Virtual Museum
A2 Cultural Heritage
A3 Cultural Landscape
A4 Natural Heritage
A5.1 ASEAN
Agricultural Field
A5.2 ASEAN Ethnic
Field
B1 Performing Arts
B2 Music
B3 Festivals, Feasts,
and Fairs
B4 Cultural Combined

5
5
5
5
4
5
4

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

The most important / appropriate (Consensus)
The most important / appropriate (Consensus)
The most important / appropriate (Consensus)
The most important / appropriate (Consensus)
Very important / appropriate (Consensus)
The most important / appropriate (Consensus)
Very important / appropriate (Consensus)

5

1.0

The most important / appropriate (Consensus)

4
4
5

1.0
1.0
1.0

Very important / appropriate (Consensus)
Very important / appropriate (Consensus)
The most important / appropriate (Consensus)

5

1.0

The most important / appropriate (Consensus)

C1 Fine Arts
C2 Photography
C3 Craft

4
4
4

1.0
1.0
2.0

Very important / appropriate (Consensus)
Very important / appropriate (Consensus)
Very important / appropriate (Dissonance)
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Table 4.16 (Continued)

Domain

ME

IR

Interpretation

D1 Scripture/Classical
Work/ Books
D2 Cultural Press

4

0.0

Very important / appropriate (Consensus)

3

1.0

D3 Other Printed Matter

3

1.0

D4 Archives

3

1.0

E1 Cultural Architecture
E2 Cultural Interior
Design
E3 ASEAN Building

4
4

2.0
2.0

Moderately important / appropriate
(Consensus)
Moderately important / appropriate
(Consensus)
Moderately important / appropriate
(Consensus)
Very important / appropriate (Dissonance)
Very important / appropriate (Dissonance)

3

3.0

F Sports and Recreation

F1 Cultural Sports
F2 Cultural Recreation

4
4

G Intangible Cultural Heritage

G1 Oral Traditions and
Expressions
G2 Rituals
G3 Languages
G4 Social Practices
G5 Knowledge and
Wisdom

5

1.0
1.0
1.0

Moderately important / appropriate
(Dissonance)
Very important / appropriate (Consensus)
Very important / appropriate (Consensus)
The most important / appropriate (Consensus)

0.0
0.0
1.0
1.0

The most important / appropriate (Consensus)
The most important / appropriate (Consensus)
Very important / appropriate (Consensus)
Very important / appropriate (Consensus)

D Literature

E Architecture

Indicator Variables

5
5
4
4

From Table 4. 16, the interpretation of Median based on Criteria of Thanin
Silpjaru (2012) with Interquartile range (IR) can be divided into 3 levels of experts’
comments: most appropriate (Me = 5), much appropriate (Me = 4), and moderate
appropriate (Me = 3). The experts’ comments with IR less than 1.50 means the experts
have consensus agreement in the same direction, as shown in the following table:

Table 4.17 Illustrates the Classified Level of Experts’ Comments on Indicator
Variables
The Most Appropriate
(1) A1.1 Museum (Place)
(2) A1.2 Living Museum
(3) A1.3 Virtual Museum
(4) A2 Cultural Heritage
(5) A4 Natural Heritage
(6) A5.2 ASEAN Ethnic Field
(7) B3 Festivals, Feasts, and Fairs
(8) B4 Cultural Combined Arts
(9) G1 Oral Traditions and Expressions
(10) G2 Rituals
(11) G3 Languages

Very Appropriate
(1) A3 Cultural Landscape
(2) A5.1 ASEAN Agricultural Field
(3) B1 Performing Arts
(4) B2 Music
(5) C1 Fine Arts
(6) C2 Photography
(7) D1 Scripture/Classical Works/
Books
(8) F1 Cultural Sports
(9) F2 Cultural Recreation
(10) G4 Social Practices’
(11) G5 Knowledge/Wisdom

Moderately Appropriate
(1) D2 Cultural Press
(2) D3 Other Printed Matter
(3) D4 Archives
(4) E3 ASEAN Building
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For this study, only indicator variables rated at “ very important / appropriate”
and “the most important / appropriate” level (Me = 4-5), with IR equal or less than 1.5
(Consensus) were taken into account, and the researcher did not send these variable
back to the experts for their scrutiny for the second round since these variables were
considered as complete and got consensus agreement from the experts (Except for
the case in which some variables were recommended for change or adjustment, then
such variables were sent back to the experts again).
However, some variables rated at “very important / appropriate” and “the most
important/ appropriate” level, but with IR > 1.50 (Dissonance), the researcher adjusted
them and sent back to for experts’ comments for the second round (C3, E1, and E2).
Likewise, variables rated equal or lower than moderately important / appropriate level
(ME ≤ 3, with IR, either higher or lower than 1.50, and with either consensus or
dissonance, were sent back to the experts (D2, D3, D4, and E3).

4.1.3 Synthesis of Experts’ Opinions
From the opinions of seven experts, variables can be classified, and presented
together with the experts’ comments and suggestions as following:

Table 4.18 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable A1 (A1.1)

Indicator variables
A1.1 Museum

Expert No. 5

Definitions and Scope of
Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Variables
Aspects in Media
Museum (Place) in which
Presentation or activities of
5
1.50
displays heritage, material,
National Museum, National Arts
exhibition, historical background Museum, Ethnology Museum or
of ASEAN for educational
Museum of Ethnics,
purpose, knowledge, and
Anthropological and Historical
entertainment.
Museum.
Statement in the measurement form is not clear enough to show how cultural aspects
are presented.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed.
Name of Index /Indicator Variable:

Keep as original
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Definition and Scope of the Variable:

Keep as original

Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Adjust to “ the portrayal of
photos, provision of information, stories, or activities of National Museum (ASEAN
member country), National Arts Museum, Ethnology Museum or Museum of Ethnics,
Anthropological and Historical Museum.”
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “ the most important/
appropriate” level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 5, IR ≤ 1. 50).
However, as an expert suggested to add the meaning and presentation pattern, this
commented variable was sent back with the median and interquartile range of the first
round to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation.

Table 4.19 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable A1 (A1.2)

A1.2 Living Museum

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
Living Museum in the form of
rituals and celebrations of
ASEAN communities.

Expert No. 1-7

No suggestion is given.

Indicator variables

Presented and Measured
Aspects in Media
Presentation of information
about rituals, and worships
which relate to the root of
ASEAN culture, i.e. rice, water,
ghost, etc.

Me

IR

5

0.0

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable:

Keep as original

Definition and Scope of the Variable:

Keep as original

Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Keep as original
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “ the most important /
appropriate” level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 5, IR ≤ 1. 50).
However, since no suggestion was given, this commented variable was not
necessarily sent back to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation.
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Table 4.20 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable A1 (A1.3)

Indicator variables
A1.3 Virtual Museum

Expert No. 1
Expert No. 5

Definitions and Scope of
Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Variables
Aspects in Media
Virtual Museum in which
Information providing or inquiry
5
1.0
displays ASEAN background
of virtual museum, including
and culture in form of electronic cultural information on
media, i.e. CD rom, or websites.
electronic media.
Propose to add multimedia
What to be measured is too abstract, so it should be changed to be more concrete.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable:

Keep as original

Definition and Scope of the Variable:

Add some words to be, “ Virtual

museum in which displays ASEAN background and culture in form of electronic
media, i.e. CD rom, websites, and multimedia.”
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Adjust to “ The portrayal of
photos, stories, detailed information, the presentation of inquiry methods, and the
explanation of types of virtual museums, including cultural information on electronic
media and multimedia.”
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “ the most important /
appropriate” level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 5, IR ≤ 1. 50).
However, as some experts suggested to add the meaning and presentation pattern, this
commented variable was sent back with the median and interquartile range of the first
round to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation.
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Table 4.21 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable A2

Indicator variables
A2 Cultural Heritage

Expert No. 7

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
Artifacts, Monuments,
Buildings, and Sites.

Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Aspects in Media
Portrayal of valuable and
5
1.0
significant cultural heritage with
symbolic, historic, artistic, and
aesthetic significance, or with
ethnological or anthropological
value, or with scientific or social
significance of the region.
Propose to measure the places registered as world heritage as criteria for measurement.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable: Keep as original
Definition and Scope of the Variable: Modify to be, “ Valuable cultural
heritage, in the form of artifacts, monuments, cultural buildings and sites, inherited
since former time, which narrates cultural background, and maintains the meaning
and cultural value at present time up to the future.”
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Adjust to be “The portrayal of
photos, stories, and detailed information about valuable cultural heritage, and its
symbolic,

historic,

artistic

and

aesthetic

significance,

or

its ethnological /

anthropological value, or with scientific/ social significance of ASEAN region
comprising registered or waiting-to-be registered world heritage of each country as
following: (World Heritage Information Center, Ministry of Culture, 2015)
Cambodia:
1) Angkor
2) Temple of Preah Vihear
Indonesia:
1) Borobudur or Borobudur Temple Compounds
2) Prambanan or Prambanan Temple Compounds
3) Sangiran Early Man Site
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4) Cultural Landscape of Bali Province: The Subak System as a
Manifestation of the Tri Hita Karana Philosophy
Laos:
1) Town of Luang Prabang
2) Vat Phou and Associated Ancient Settlements within the
Champasak Cultural Landscape
Malaysia:
1) Melaka and George Town, Historic Cities of the Straits of Malacca
2) Archaeological Heritage of the Lenggong Valley
Myanmar:
1) Pyu Ancient Cities
The Philippines:
1) Historic Town of Vigan
2) Baroque Churches of the Philippines
3) Rice Terraces of the Philippines Cordilleras
Singapore:
1) Singapore Botanic Gardens
Thailand:
1) Ban Chiang Archaeological site
2) Historic City of Ayutthaya
3) Historic Town of Sukhothai and Associated Historic Towns
Vietnam:
1) Complex of Hue Monuments
2) Hoi An Ancient Town
3) My Son Sanctuary
4) Central Sector of the Imperial Citadel of Thang Long-Hanoi
5) Citadel of the Ho Dynasty
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “ the most important
/ appropriate” level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 5, IR ≤ 1. 50).
However, as an expert suggested to add the meaning and presentation pattern, this
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commented variable was sent back with the median and interquartile range of the first
round to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation.

Table 4.22 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable A3

A3: Cultural
Landscape

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
The making of nature and
human being which conveys
long and intimate relationship
between man and nature.

Expert No. 1-7

No suggestion is given.

Indicator variables

Presented and Measured
Aspects in Media
Portrayal of photos and
information about cultural
landscape relating to an
interaction between Southeast
Asians and natural environment,
i.e. ancient wall painting in the
caves, traces of ancient
communities settlement, traces
of journeys, etc.

Me

IR

4

1.0

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable:

Keep as original

Definition and Scope of the Variable:

Keep as original

Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Keep as original
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “very important/ appropriate”
level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 4, IR ≤ 1.50). However, since no
suggestion was given, this commented variable was not necessarily sent back to all
experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation.
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Table 4.23 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable A4

Indicator variables
A4: Natural Heritage

Expert No. 3
Expert No. 7

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
Natural Features, Geological and
Physiographical Formations

Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Aspects in Media
Portrayal of space/places
5
1.0
arranged for plant or wildlife
preservation, natural place with
scientific, aesthetic, and
preservative value, i.e. plant and
animal sanctuary, wetland,
natural park which is ASEAN ‘s
natural heritage.
Propose to change definition from “Natural Features” to “Natural Creation”.
Propose to measure the places registered as world heritage as criteria for measurement.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable:

Keep as original

Definition and Scope of the Variable: Modify to be, “ Unique sphere
composing of a variety of ASEAN forestry, including natural creation and noteworthy
geological and physiographical formations of the region.”
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Adjust to be “The portrayal of
space or places arranged for plant or wildlife preservation, with scientific, and natural
aesthetic value of ASEAN region, comprising registered or waiting-to-be registered
world heritage of each country as following: (World Heritage Information Center,
Ministry of Culture, 2015)
Indonesia:
1) Ujung Kulon National Park
2) Komodo National Park
3) Lorentz National Park
4) Tropical Rainforest Heritage of Sumatra
Malaysia:
1) Kinabalu Park
2) Gunung Mulu National Park
The Philippines:
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1) Puerto-Princesa Subterranean River National Park
2) Tubbataha Reefs National Park
3) Mount Hamiguitan Range Wildlife Sanctuary
Thailand:
1) Thungyai Huay Kha-Khaeng Wildlife Sanctuaries
2) Dong Phyayayen- Khao-Yai Forest Complex
Vietnam:
1) Ha Long Bay
2) Phong Nha-Ke Bang National Park
3) Trang An Landscape Complex
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “ the most important /
appropriate” level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 5, IR ≤ 1. 50).
However, as experts suggested to add the meaning and presentation pattern, this
commented variable was sent back with the median and interquartile range of the first
round to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation.

Table 4.24 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable A5.1

Indicator variables
A5.1 ASEAN
Agricultural Field

Expert No. 1-7

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
ASEAN agricultural value as
ASEAN unique characteristics,
i.e. water and rice culture which
relates to consumption culture
and commercial agriculture.

Presented and Measured
Aspects in Media
Portrayal of photos and
information about agricultural
field (Rice field), fishery field
(Both sea and river), commercial
agriculture of predominant
agricultural products of ASEAN,
i.e. rubber, tobacco, palm, and
ASEAN local plantation
(Banana, bamboo, coconut,
Vetiver grass, Tong Tung,
Phluang, Melaleuca, rattan,
fragrant flowering-plants, herbs).

Me

IR

4

1.0

No suggestion is given.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable:

Keep as original
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Definition and Scope of the Variable:

Keep as original

Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Keep as original

Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “very important/ appropriate”
level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 4, IR ≤ 1.50). However, since no
suggestion was given, this commented variable was not necessarily sent back to all
experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation.

Table 4.25 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable A5.2

Indicator variables
A5.2 ASEAN Ethnic
Cultural Field

Expert No. 2

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
Cultural field with ASEAN
ethnological value, displaying
connectivity among people of
various ethnicity in ASEAN.

Presented and Measured
Aspects in Media
Portrayal of similar or common
lifestyle culture of ASEAN
ethnicity including culture of
scattering sub-ethnics in all 10
ASEAN nations and the display
of collective ethnological
identity, i.e. Mon community,
Chinese-Malays, etc.
Propose to clarify the definition of “ethnological”.

Me

IR

5

1.0

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable:

Keep as original

Definition and Scope of the Variable:

Keep as original

Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Adjust to be “ Portrayal of
similar or common lifestyle culture of ASEAN ethnicity including culture of
scattering sub-ethnics in all 10 ASEAN nations and the display of collective
ethnological identity (Lifestyle, traditions, or specific culture of a particular society),
i.e. Mon community, Chinese-Malays, etc.
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “ the most important /
appropriate” level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 5, IR ≤ 1. 50).
However, as an expert suggested to add the meaning and presentation pattern, this
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commented variable was sent back with the median and interquartile range of the first
round to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation.

Table 4.26 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable B1

Indicator variables
B1: Performing Arts

Expert No. 1

Definitions and Scope of
Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Variables
Aspects in Media
Performing Arts activities, both
Portrayal of regional performing
4
1.0
professional and folk play, i.e.
arts, either high-class or folk,
dancing, opera, entertainment,
which reflects ASEAN culture.
etc.
Suggest to avoid some overlaps with F2 (Cultural Recreation), and propose to cut plays
from B1 in the columns of definition of variable and measurement aspects in media.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable: Keep as original
Definition and Scope of the Variable: Modify to “Performing Arts activities,
both professional and performance occurring in local and regional areas of ASEAN
by developing, or adopting from high-class or native or indigenous performance of
such area, i.e. dancing, opera, entertainment, etc.”
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Clarify to be “ Portrayal of
photos and information about regional performing arts, either high-class or native/
indigenous, which reflects ASEAN culture, including national performance of each 10
ASEAN nation, namely, Yoke Thay and Oil Lamp Dance (Myanmar), Lam Lao
(Laos), Khon (Thailand), Apsara Dance (Cambodia), Water Puppet (Vietnam), Joget
Dance (Malaysia), Alus Jua Dindang (Brunei), Tinikling (The Philippines),
Bangsawan (Singapore), and Barong Dance (Indonesia).
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “very important / appropriate”
level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 4, IR ≤ 1.50). However, as an
expert suggested to add the meaning and presentation pattern, this commented
variable was sent back with the median and interquartile range of the first round to all
experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation.
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Table 4.27 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable B2

Indicator variables
B2: Music

Expert No. 1
Expert No. 7

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
Anything relating to music, of
all kinds and styles, of either live
or recorded, including music or
song composure, sound
recording, and musical
instruments.

Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Aspects in Media
Music or musical instrument of
4
1.0
unique ASEAN identity, i.e.
drum, reed mouth, flute, gong,
bell, and ASEAN native songs,
including songs relating to
ASEAN culture.
Suggest to clarify the definition of the variable by adding “ without gestures” or
“without performing” to distinguish from B1 Performing Arts.
1) Propose to change from “music” to “ASEAN Instrument”
2) Propose to restrict the scope of variable to cover only musical instrument since the
original meaning is somewhat too broad and abstract. Otherwise, the researcher needs
to frame content of the songs and lyrics within the context of ASEAN; or else, it might
be too difficult to determine the measured aspects in media clearly.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable:

Keep as original

Definition and Scope of the Variable:

Keep as original

Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Classify measured aspects into 3
parts as follow:
1) B2.1 ASEAN Instrument conveying regional identity, i.e. drum, reed mouth,
flute, gong, bell, and ASEAN native songs, including songs relating to ASEAN
culture.
- Cambodia: (1) Krapeu or three-stringed musical instrument (2)
Sampho or a native small long drum (3) Tro or Cambodian fiddle or violin.
- Indonesia: (1) Angklung or Angkalutho (2) Gambang Kayu, a
xylophone-like instrument played in an orchestra in Indonesia and southern
Philippines (3) Gamelan (Comprising Metallophones, Xylophones, Gongs, and
Bamboo Ftute or Khlui).
- Laos: Khene or reed mouth
- Malaysia: (1) Kulintangan, a gong-like instrument with 8-9 small
gongs arranged flatly one by one in order on a base (2) Rebab, or Malaysian native
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stringed instrument, similar to three-stringed instrument. (3) Sape, a guitar-like
instrument (4) Serunai, a flute-like instrument with 7 front closed holes and one back
closed hole.
- Myanmar: (1) Myanma Saing Waing or Burmese orchestra (2) Saung
or ancient lute.
- The Philippines: (1) Chimes, an instrument with a hanging bell (2)
Debakan or Dabakan, a native funnel-like percursion (3) Gandingan, a set of 4
hanging big gongs as a part of an orchestra (4) Kulintang, a gong-like instrument with
8-9 small gongs arranged flatly one by one in order on a base (5) Gangsa, a native
instrument for dancing (6) Kudyapi, a boat-like lute in the same line with Sape of
Indonesia
-Thailand: (1) Khong Wong (2) Khim or Thai cymbalo (3) Ranatt Eak
or Thai alto xylophone (4) Ranatt Thum, Thai bass xylophone (5) Klong-yao or Tomtom or Thai tall narrow drum (6) Sor-Sam-Sai or Thai three-stringed fiddle
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “very important / appropriate”
level with consensus agreement of the experts (ME = 4, IR ≤ 1.50). However, as an
expert suggested to add the meaning and presentation pattern, this commented
variable was sent back with the median and interquartile range of the first round to all
experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation.
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Table 4.28 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable B3

Indicator variables
B3: Festivals, Feasts,
and Fairs

Expert No. 1

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
Anything relating to celebration
or cultural festivals of each
community, including those
informal feasts.

Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Aspects in Media
Portrayal of photos or
5
1.0
information about tradition,
festivals, celebration ceremony
of the region which connects to
cultural roots and local belief.
Propose to switch the order of variables presentation by switching with B4: Cultural
Combined Arts to make it clearer and easier to understand.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable:

Keep as original

Definition and Scope of the Variable:

Keep as original

Presented and Measured Aspects in Media:

Switching the order of

variables presentation by switching with B4: Cultural Combined Arts.

Summary of Results:

The variable was rated at “ the most important

/ appropriate” level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 5, IR ≤ 1. 50).
However, the expert suggested only for switching the order of presentation, which had
no effect on meaning of variable nor measurement aspects, this commented variable
was not necessarily sent back to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation.
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Table 4.29 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable B4

Indicator variables
B4 Cultural
Combined Arts

Expert No. 1

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
Performance in various forms
which integrates traditional with
modern performance.

Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Aspects in Media
Portrayal of photos or
5
1.0
information about applied
performance in integrative form,
by re-creation but still
maintaining ASEAN specific
features, i.e. puppets, marionette,
or musical plays by using local
and universal musical
instruments, etc.
1) Propose to switch the order of variables presentation by switching with B3:
Festivals, Feasts, and Fairs, to make it clearer and easier to understand.
2) Propose to adjust the name of the variable to be “ Cultural Combined Arts and
ASEAN Contemporary Arts”.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable: Adjust to “Cultural Combined Arts and
ASEAN Contemporary Arts.
Definition and Scope of the Variable: Keep as original
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Keep as original, but switch the
order of variables presentation by switching with B4: Cultural Combined Arts.
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “ the most important /
appropriate” level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 5, IR ≤ 1. 50).
However, the expert suggested to change a little: to adjust the name of the variable and
to switch the order of presentation, which had no effect on meaning of variable nor
measurement aspects, this commented variable was not necessarily sent back to all
experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation.
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Table 4.30 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable C1

Indicator variables
C1: Fine Arts

Expert No. 2
Expert No. 5
Expert No. 6

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
Painting, drawing, and sculpture

Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Aspects in Media
Presentation of artistic work of
4
1.0
all kinds involving culture,
tradition, belief, religion, or
symbolic meaning in ASEAN
society significantly.
Specify and determine characteristic and presentation aspects of the variable for
measurement more clearly.
Adjust presented and measured aspects to be more concrete based mainly on its
definition.
Add details of presented and measured aspects more clearly.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable: Keep as original
Definition and Scope of the Variable: Classified into sub-variables or
indicators as follow (Amornrat Leepen, personal communication, February 16, 2016):
1) ASEAN Painting: Pictures drawn from a paintbrush, brush, or
other tools, with a meaningful connection with and display of history and lifestyle of
people in the region, including pictures relating to rituals and religion which influence
the living of ASEAN people.
2) ASEAN Drawing: Pictures drawn from a pen or pencil on surface
of some material to convey the meaning of places, people, and symbols relating to
socio-cultural and historical aspects of Southeast Asian nations.
3) ASEAN Sculpture: Cultural molded and carved work displaying
cultural and historical value of ASEAN, including symbolic work relating to rituals
and lifestyle of ASEAN people, such as religious sculpture, historical clayware, or
sculpture of historical people, etc.
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Presentation of artistic work of
all kinds involving culture, tradition, belief, religion, or symbolic meaning in ASEAN
society significantly:
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1) C1.1 ASEAN Painting: The portrayal and provision of information
of all kinds of painting with a meaningful connection with and display of history and
lifestyle of people in the region, including pictures relating to rituals and religion
which influence the living of ASEAN people, and reflecting social condition in each
period.
2) C1.2 ASEAN Drawing: The portrayal and provision of information
of pictures conveying the meaning of places, people, and symbols relating to sociocultural and historical aspects of Southeast Asian nations.
3) C1. 3 ASEAN Sculpture:

The portrayal and provision of

information of cultural molded and carved work displaying cultural and historical
value of ASEAN, including symbolic work relating to rituals and lifestyle of ASEAN
people, such as religious sculpture, historical clayware, or sculpture of historical
people, etc.
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “very important / appropriate”
level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 4, IR ≤ 1.50). However, since the
experts suggested some changes as mentioned above, this commented variable was
sent back to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation in the second round.
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Table 4.31 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable C2

Indicator variables
C2: Photography

Expert No. 2
Expert No. 5
Expert No. 6
Expert No. 7

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
Photographic and artistic work,
including photos displaying
ethnological background.

Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Aspects in Media
Presentation of artistic work of
4
1.0
all kinds involving culture,
tradition, belief, religion, or
symbolic meaning in ASEAN
society significantly.
Specify and determine characteristic and presentation aspects of the variable for
measurement more clearly.
Adjust presented and measured aspects to be more concrete based mainly on its
definition.
Add details of presented and measured aspects more clearly.
Adjust the name of the variable from “ Photography” to “ ASEAN Historical and
Cultural Photography”.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index / Indicator Variable: ASEAN Historical and Cultural
Photography
Definition and Scope of the Variable: Keep as original
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Presentation of all kinds of
photographs involving culture, tradition, belief, religion, or symbolic meaning in
ASEAN society significantly, dividing into:
1) Photographs of People: the portrayal of photographs or provision
of information relating to people in the region, with psychological value for people in
the society, which can be divided into photographs taken by important people of
ASEAN, photograph of ASEAN significant people, and photographs displaying
lifestyle of ASEAN people.
2) Photographs of historical places
3) Photographs of cultural field
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “very important /appropriate”
level with consensus agreement of the experts (ME = 4, IR ≤ 1.50). However, since the
experts suggested some changes as mentioned above, this commented variable was
sent back to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation in the second round.
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Table 4.32 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable C3

Indicator variables
C3: Craft

Expert No. 2
Expert No. 3
Expert No. 5
Expert No. 6

Definitions and Scope of
Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Variables
Aspects in Media
Artistic work in weaving,
Presentation of artistic work of
4
2.0
embroidering, doing basketry,
all kinds involving culture,
hand- and machine-assisted
tradition, belief, religion, or
symbolic meaning in ASEAN
sawing, displaying artistic and
society significantly.
aesthetic value, and unique
creation.
Specify and determine characteristic and presentation aspects of the variable for
measurement more clearly.
Add “handicraft or artistic work by hand” into the definition of the variable.
Adjust presented and measured aspects to be more concrete based mainly on its
definition.
Add details of presented and measured aspects more clearly.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable: Add sub-variables or sub-indicators: C3.1
Lacquerware, C3.2 Lacquered Wickerwork, C3.3 Nielloware, and C3.4 Basketry
Definition and Scope of the Variable: Artistic work in weaving,
embroidering, doing basketry, hand- and machine-assisted sawing, displaying artistic
and aesthetic value, and unique creation, which is widespread in ASEAN region,
including those found as archaeological evidence (with reference to Thammasat
Museum of Anthropology, Faculty of Sociology and Anthropology, Thammasat
University, 2016; Wiboon Leesuwan, 1995; Theerawat Changsarn, 2007; Nangnoi
Panjapan, 1991):
1) C3. 1 Lacquerware: Objects coated with lacquer sap or varnish
(Black natural glue from Gluta Usitata tree) with decorative design by cinnabar or
vermillion, gold foil or gold leaf, silver foil or silver leaf, shell, eggshell, etc. , and
divided, according to making process, into 7 types: “ Lai Khut decoration” (Engraving
Technique), “ Lai Thong or Lai Rod Nam decoration” (Washing Technique), “ Pearlinlay decoration” , “ dark-red-on-black coloring and engraved decoration” , “ glass-inlay
decoration” , “ colorful – acrylics painted decoration” , and “ eggshell-inlay decoration”
(Boonchai Thongcharoenbuangam and Tira Vanichtheeranont, 2014)
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2) C3.2 Lacquered Wickerwork: Handicraft work prevailing Southeast
Asia, made from wooden material (Distinct from lacquerware which can be made
from other materials besides wood), used as household utensils, worship and
ritualistic utensils, and artistic work in former days. Principally, woven work, i.e. such
as woven bamboo-strip, is covered with black natural varnish or sap.
3) C3.3 Nielloware: Gold-encrusted or silver-encrusted containers or
utensils with silver-color or gold- color engraved decoration against black color of
surface or varnish. Namely, the designs of nielloware are from applying an amalgam
of metals to carved portions of an object to create silver or gold patterns against black
backgrounds.
4) C3.4 Basketry work: daily and agricultural utensils or tools made
from woven and polished strips or lines of bamboo, palm-family trees (i.e. Sugar palm,
coconut, fan palm, etc.), wetland trees (i.e. Pandanus, sea screw pine, etc.) or local
plants in ASEAN region, such as rattan, Gagnep, Donax grandis, reed, saltmarsh
bulrush, Yan Lipao, etc. In general, ASEAN basketry has four designs: crossed,
slanted, looped, and free design. (Wiboon Leesuwan, 2010)
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media:
1) C3.1 Lacquerware: The portrayal and provision of information of 7
types of lacquerware in ASEAN nations: “ Lai Khut decoration” (Engraving
Technique), “ Lai Thong or Lai Rod Nam decoration” (Washing Technique), “ Pearlinlay decoration” , “ dark-red-on-black coloring and engraved decoration” , “ glass-inlay
decoration”, “colorful – acrylics painted decoration”, and “eggshell-inlay decoration”.
2) C3. 2 Lacquered Wickerwork: The portrayal and provision of
information of the following lacquered wickerwork, which is common in ASEAN
nations:
-Pung: a kind of lidded woven container coated with lacquer sap, which
looks like a sticky-rice container or glutinous rice basket, with isthmus-like square
bottom.
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-Khanmark or receptacle for betel: a large bamboo-woven box in
circular cylinder shape, painted with cinnabar, used for putting betel leaves at the
bottom inside and for placing betel-chewing tools, i.e. a knife, a bottle of red lime, etc.
on top lid.
-Khan Dok and Khan Toke: or a tray with a stand for putting flowers
and worship things, possibly influenced by Chinese earthenware or a Chinese plate
with a foot.
-Khan Dok Mai Koeng or Khan See or Khan Teen Thee: a lathed
wooden tray, influenced by Khan Dok of Tai Kuen or Dai Kun. The distinguished
feature is the connected part between the body of lathed tray and its base, made from
sliced wooden sheet attached around the base.
-Khan Oh: a kind of lacquerware, the shape of which developed from
woven-bamboo basket, but smaller and shorter, covered inside with black and outside
with red lacquer sap or varnish, with 4 small holes for carrying ropes.
3) C3. 3 Nielloware: The portrayal and provision of information of
nielloware in ASEAN nations, classified into 3 types: silver-encrusted (or Blackencrusted), gold-encrusted, and Thom Ta Thong (Wet gold covered over silver line)
nielloware.
4) C3.4 Basketry Work: The portrayal and provision of information of
basketry work in ASEAN nations, classified by its functions or applicability:
-For commodity or consumption usage, such as Sa Huad, or Huad
(Sticky Rice Steamer), Kratip (Sticky-rice Box), Ab Khao, Kong Khao (Rice Box),
Krachon (Colander), Kradong (Rice-winnowing basket), etc.
-For containing usage: Krabung (Wicker basket for containing all kinds
of things), Krajaad (Fruit Basket) Sa Krathai (Small cylindrical basket having a wide
mouth), Krabai (A basket like Krabung, but smaller), Kalo (A basket for putting
utensils, i.e. cutting hair scissors, etc.), Lua (A small cylindrical basket for containing
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vegetable or small plants), Chalom (Round bamboo basket for putting fruits or
things), etc.
-For weighing usage: Krathai (For weighing rice), Kra-om (For
containing water), Kra-chu (For containing kapok or charcoal), Sud (For weighing
rice, etc.
-For home furnishing usage: Lam Pan mat, Krajud mat (Made of
Saltmarsh Bulrush), Pa-nan or Pandanus mat, Yang Mat (For covering small area),
Rattan mat, etc.
-For sun and rain protection usage: woven hats in different shapes:
Kalo, Ngob, Muak-Kup, Chinese hat, etc.
-For religious, ceremonial, or ritualistic usage:

For putting or

containing flowers, fruits, candles, etc. to pay respect to the monks or Buddha image
or to celebrate religious ceremonies, etc., i.e. Kong Khao Khwan, Beng Maak, or Khan
Maak Beng, etc.
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “very important/ appropriate”
level, but with dissonant agreement of the experts (Me = 4, IR > 1.50). Beside, the
experts suggested some changes as mentioned above, this commented variable was
sent back to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation in the second round.
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Table 4.33 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable D1

Indicator variables
D1: Scripture/
Classical Work/
Books

Expert No. 2
Expert No. 5
Expert No. 6

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
Recorded or printed literary
work of all types: books, texts,
guidelines, or religious scripture,
which display socio-cultural
development of ASEAN region.

Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Aspects in Media
Presentation of literary work
4
0.0
which relates to ASEAN culture,
and of linguistic aesthetic which
relates to the roots of ASEAN
languages, including externaladopted literature, applied to
own specific features of
ASEAN.
Select distinguished literature of the region for clearer measurement.
Adjust presented and measured aspects in media to be more concrete based mainly on
the definition of the variable.
Add more details in presented and measured aspects to make them clearer.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable: Keep as original
Definition and Scope of the Variable: Keep as original
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Presentation of literary work
which relates to ASEAN culture, and of linguistic aesthetics which relates to the roots
of ASEAN languages, including external- adopted literature, applied to own specific
features of ASEAN, with 4 types of literature as follow: (Adopted from ASEAN
Literature Research of Kusuma Rakmanee, 2015; and Enau (Inao) in ASEAN:
Knowledge and Research Perspective of Thaneerat Jatuthasri, 2015)
1) D1. 1 Ancient Literature:

Literary work influenced by outside

ASEAN and / or caused by cultural exchange within ASEAN region comprising
background and inherited features since traditional era as follow:
-Literature influenced by religion, i.e. Phra Sutra (Buddha’s Teaching),
Tripitaka (Buddhist Scripture or Buddha’ teaching divided into 3 parts), Al-Quran,
Vedas (Holy Book), Jataka Fables (Tales of the former incarnation of the Lord
Buddha), etc.
-Literature influenced by outside ASEAN, i.e. literary work from India,
China, Arab, and western (In Colonial Era), i.e. Mahabharata, Ramayana, The Book of
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One Thousand and One Nights, The Art of War, Romance of the Three Kingdoms,
Epic Poetry of Iliad and Odyssey, Vetala Panchavimshati/Baital Pachisi, etc.
-Literature influenced by internal ASEAN: literary work created from
cultural dissemination and exchange within the region, i. e. Hikayat Panji Semirang
(Panyi- Inao-Intravut), Dalang: Ruangpunya (Nang Tripita – Thailand, Suthammasri –
Myanmar, Nang Kuntri- Indonesia), etc.
2) D1.2 Royal Court Literature or Written Literature: Literary work of
a King, court official, or noble, which is recorded or accepted as a valuable literature
of the region, i.e. Nakasungwad Tri-phoom Phra Ruang, Lilit Phra Law, Lilit Yuan
Pai, Racha Thiraj, San Lueb Phra Soon, Puen Wiang, Kaki (Kakei), Phutthasen Nang
Kungree (Puthisen Niangkongrei), Matthana Phatha, Kun Chang Kun Pan, Sung Sing
Chai (Sin Sai), etc.
3) D1. 3 Folk Literature:

Well-known or popular native or folk

literature of ASEAN countries, i. e. Phra Worawong and Sorawong (Cambodia),
Akawak-Akawen (Cambodia), Toom Diew (Cambodia), Nang Tuntai (Laos), Nang
Sip Song (Thailand), Krai Thong (Thailand), Sri Thanonchai (Thailand), Hikayut
Situngkung (Malaysia), Sangkuri-Ang (Indonesia), Putri Mandarika (Indonesia),
Dodge Dog (The Philippines), Badung (Singapore), Si Parawai (Brunei), Wang Kaan
(Thailand, Laos, Myanmar, and Vietnam), Kulu Nang Hua (Thailand and Laos), etc.
4) D1.4 Contemporary Literature: Modern Literary work, accepted by
National Committee of each ASEAN nation. In this study, only literary works with
“Southeast Asian Writers Award” and “S.E.A. Write” are selected.
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “very important / appropriate”
level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 4, IR ≤ 1.50). However, since the
experts suggested some changes as mentioned above, this commented variable was
sent back to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation in the second round.
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Table 4.34 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable D2

Indicator variables
D2: Cultural
Press

Expert No. 1
Expert No. 3
Expert No. 5
Expert No. 6
Expert No. 7

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
Printed works published at a
scheduled time (Periodicals).

Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Aspects in Media
Presentation of literary works
3
1.0
which relate to ASEAN culture,
and of linguistic aesthetics
which relate to roots of ASEAN
languages, including external
adopted literature, applied to
own specific features of
ASEAN.
Adjust the name of the variable to be “Cultural Press and Journal”.
Adjust the name of the variable to be “Cultural Press and Journal”.
Adjust the definition and scope of the variable to be “ printed work published at a
scheduled time.
Adjust presented and measured aspects in media to be more concrete based mainly on
the definition of the variable.
Add more details in meaning and definition of the variable, especially more focus on
printed work displaying cultural and historical value.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index / Indicator Variable:

Adjust to be “ Cultural Press and

Journal”
Definition and Scope of the Variable: Add more details to be “Printed works
published at a scheduled time (Periodicals), or terms, or in serial, comprising main
content and columns, either informative or entertaining, relating to ASEAN region,
which are divided into 4 types: journal, magazine, newspaper, and newsletter.”
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Add more details to be “ The
portrayal and provision of information about printed media of four types (As
mentioned in the definition and scope of the variable) with content and columns
relating to issues, stories, or happenings in ASEAN region as follow:
1) Journals: Measured from the presentation of journals, divided into
general journals, semi-academic journals and academic journals, which portray
articles, document, and writings in various forms about ASEAN.
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2) Magazines:

Measured from the presentation of periodical

magazines: weekly, fortnight, monthly, bi-monthly, quarterly, semiyearly, and yearly
or annually, whose content provides knowledge or entertainment about ASEAN.
3) Newspaper: Measured from the presentation of newspaper
published at a scheduled time: daily, 3-day, weekly, fortnight, and monthly, whose
content presents socio-cultural news, issues and new movements in ASEAN.
4) Newsletters: Measured from the presentation of newsletter
published at a regular time whose content aims to present news and information about
ASEAN. In this study, only expert newsletters are selected.
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “ moderately important
/ appropriate” level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 3, IR ≤ 1. 50).
However, since some experts suggested some changes as mentioned above, this
commented variable was sent back to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation in
the second round.

Table 4.35 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable D3

Indicator variables
D3: Other Printed
Matter

Expert No. 2
Expert No. 5
Expert No. 6
Expert No. 7

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
Paper sheet or any printed
material, including maps,
diagrams, charts, announcement,
or any other equivalent
materials, displaying historical
value.

Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Aspects in Media
Presentation of literary works
3
1.0
which relate to ASEAN culture,
and of linguistic aesthetics
which relate to roots of ASEAN
languages, including external
adopted literature, applied to
own specific features of
ASEAN.
Select only distinguished work of the region to make the measurement be clearer.
Adjust presented and measured aspects in media to be more concrete based mainly on
the definition of the variable.
Add more details in presented and measured aspects to make them clearer.
Adjust the presented and measured aspects to be more specific according to its
definition.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable: Keep as original
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Definition and Scope of the Variable: Adjust to be “any printed materials or
equivalent, displaying historical value of ASEAN”
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Add more specific aspects to be
measured, “ The portrayal or provision of information of diagrams, charts,
announcement, paper sheet, ancient objects, palm leaves, notebooks made of Khoi
Tree, or Thai long book made of pulp from trees of the family Uricaceae, or printed
work with historical and archaeological value, or displaying culture, or being a
recorder of culture, phenomena, and living condition of ASEAN people”.
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “ moderately important
/ appropriate” level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 3, IR ≤ 1. 50).
However, as the experts suggested some changes as mentioned above, this
commented variable was sent back to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation in
the second round.

Table 4.36 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable D4

Indicator variables
D4: Archives

Expert No. 1

Expert No. 3
Expert No. 5
Expert No. 6

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
Historical documents as a result
of being inscribed, recorded,
written, or printed, displaying
historical background and
prosperity of ASEAN nations.

Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Aspects in Media
Presentation of literary works
3
1.0
which relate to ASEAN culture,
and of linguistic aesthetics
which relate to roots of ASEAN
languages, including external
adopted literature, applied to
own specific features of
ASEAN.
1) Adjust to be archives (Cut down “important documents”).
2) Cut the word “ record” and “ prosperity” (As archives may not mention only
prosperity).
1) Cut “important documents” from the indicator variable.
2) Cut “record” and “prosperity” from the definition of the variable.
Adjust presented and measured aspects in media to be more concrete based mainly on
the definition of the variable.
Add more details in presented and measured aspects to make them clearer.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable: Adjust to be “Archives”
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Definition and Scope of the Variable: “Records or reports of what happens at
certain time in ASEAN nations, as a result of being inscribed, written, or published,
and being selected to be maintained for good (Unable to be destroyed) in a concerned
or responsible institute as historical evidence, including being used as a reference for
education and research in various fields of studies. Recorders can be someone from
governmental, private, or public sector. (Somsuang Pruettikul, 1996: 22-23) The
records and reports are classified into 4 types: (National Archives of Thailand, 1999):
1) Textual Archives: Documents conveying written statements, either
by hand or by printing, such as astrologers’ archives or almanacs, chronicles, public
notice

or

announcement,official

documents,

royal

order

or

command,

correspondences, and minutes or meeting reports.
2) Audio-Visual Archives: Historical document transmitted through
audio or visual media, i.e. photographs, Negative Slides, Posters, Cards, etc.
3) Cartographic Archives: maps, blue prints, charts or diagrams, etc.
4) Machine-Readable Archives: Recorded or Retrieved documents by
computerized technologies.
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Change to “ The portrayal and
provision of information of archives: places of maintenance, selection and evaluation
of document-value process, storage methods, and application for present use,
including the presentation of background and transmitting process of all kinds of
archives in media”.
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “ moderately important
/ appropriate” level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 3, IR ≤ 1. 50).
However, since the experts suggested some changes as mentioned above, this
commented variable was sent back to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation in
the second round.
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Table 4.37 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable E1

Indicator variables
E1: Cultural
Architecture

Expert No. 1
Expert No. 2

Expert No. 5

Expert No. 6

Definitions and Scope of
Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Variables
Aspects in Media
Construction arts and science
Architectural and interior design
4
2.0
composing of unique arts of
work, which relates to specific
ASEAN, including similar
culture of each region, including
constructions adopted from other distinctive constructions
external cultures which are
commonly shared by ASEAN
applied to form ASEAN specific nations.
construction.
Combine variable E1 and E3 due to their similarities.
1) There are some overlaps between E1 and E3.
2) Add “ the adoption of other architecture or the applied architecture from other
outside influences” into the meaning of E1, which seems to focus on the unique culture
of ASEAN only.
There are some similarities between variables. E2 focuses on interior design, but the
focus of E1 and E3 is not clear. Besides, the measured aspects should be more
concrete.
Add more details in presented and measured aspects to make them clearer.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable: ASEAN Cultural Architecture
Definition and Scope of the Variable: Adjust to be “ Cultural architecture
pattern relating to socio-cultural ASEAN, emphasizing cultural architectural products
of ASEAN, which are significant and connected with ASEAN way of living, and are
classified, according to its function, as following: (Noppadol Tungsakul, 2015)
1) Religious places
2) Institutional buildings
3) Commercial buildings
4) Residence buildings
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Adjust to be “ The portrayal of
cultural architectural work, by emphasizing the presentation and provision of
information about important architectural works for the society and are connected
with lifestyle of ASEAN people in four functions:
1) Religious places: Sim or a chapel, Ho Jak or sermon hall, Kuti or a
monk’s house, Hall of Buddha, church, etc.
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2) Institutional buildings: governmental buildings or offices, ancient
school buildings, monuments, memorials, etc.
3) Commercial buildings: shops, traditional commercial buildings, etc.
4) Residence buildings: residence of important people in the history,
ancient noble houses, historical residences, traditional houses of ethnic groups in
ASEAN, etc.
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “very important/ appropriate”
level, but with dissonant agreement among the experts (Me = 4, IR > 1.50). Besides,
the experts suggested some changes as mentioned above, this commented variable
was sent back to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation in the second round.

Table 4.38 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable E2

Indicator variables
E2: Cultural
Interior Design

Expert No. 2
Expert No. 5

Expert No. 6

Definitions and Scope of
Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Variables
Aspects in Media
Design and selective usage of
Architectural and interior design
4
2.0
ASEAN native materials,
work, which relates to specific
including the creation of styles,
culture of each region, including
patterns, and specific protocols
distinctive constructions
connected with rooted culture as
commonly shared by ASEAN
a consequence of interaction
nations.
between Southeast Asian people
and nature and cultural exchange
with both ASEAN members and
outsiders.
Focus on design and interior decoration by using native material to distinguish E1
from E3.
There are some similarities between variables. E2 focuses on interior design, but the
focus of E1 and E3 is not clear. Besides, the measured aspects should be more
concrete.
Add more details in presented and measured aspects to make them clearer.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable: ASEAN Cultural Design and Decoration
Definition and Scope of the Variable: “ Designs, decorations, and specific
design structure connected with rooted culture as a consequence of interaction
between Southeast Asian people and nature, including applied or adopted structure
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from cultural exchange with both ASEAN members and outsiders, classified in 4
functions: (Sujit Wongted, 2015; and Akrasungmonthon Archive Hall (Bangkok),
2012)
1) ASEAN Original Design:

traditional design in Suvarnabhumi

(Before Lai Kanok or Kranok was adopted from India), relating to belief system of
traditional native ghost religion of primeval age, which reflects lifestyle of people and
community in such period since the adoption of Hinduism-Buddhism. It is a drawing
of lines into several shapes, i.e. human beings, or animals, and appears as evidence on
mountain cliffs, cave walls, rocks, etc. It is considered as “ primitive drawing” aged
over 2,500 years.
2) Indian-Adopted or Indo-Persian Design: Design structure adopted
from original structure of ancient Indian arts, or Indian Subcontinent (South Asia), or
from India in the period and after the period of Kupta, around 800 -1,200 B.C.
3) Western-Adopted or Lai Farung Design: The design influenced by
western culture; thus, it is a common design of ASEAN and western countries. It is
believed that some decoration structures of the western nations, i. e. Acanthus Leaf
which is Greek-Roman arts, had been widely seen in the western countries during
Colonial Era before such structures appeared in some ASEAN countries, such as
Cambodia and Laos, which used to be a colony of those western countries (The
colonies of France). Thus, this design is adopted and applied with Lai Kranok of
India, etc.
4) Chinese-Adopted Design: Decoration structure adopted from China
which can be seen widely in Vietnam, (Due to tight relations between China and
Vietnam and Chinese-oriented taste) and some areas or communities where migration
or new settlement of people with Chinese-race or Chinese lineage took place.
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: “The portrayal and provision of
information of designs, decorations, and specific design structure of ASEAN,
including those applied and adopted designs from cultural exchange with both
ASEAN member countries and outsiders, classified into 4 patterns: ASEAN Original
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Design, Indian or Indo-Persian Adopted Design, Western Adopted Design, and
Chinese Adopted Design (As shown in the above definition and scope of the variable).
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “very important / appropriate”
level, but with dissonant agreement of the experts (Me = 4, IR > 1.50). Besides, since
the experts suggested some changes as mentioned above, this commented variable
was sent back to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation.

Table 4.39 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable E3

Indicator variables
E3: ASEAN Building

Expert No. 1
Expert No. 2
Expert No. 5

Expert No. 6

Definitions and Scope of
Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Variables
Aspects in Media
Architectural and interior design Architectural and interior design
3
3.0
work, which relates to specific
work, which relates to specific
culture of each region, including culture of each region, including
regional specific construction of
distinctive constructions
building, i.e. triangle-shape roofs, commonly shared by ASEAN
nations.
huts, house on stilts, etc.
Combine variable E1 and E3 due to their similarities.
E3 is under the domain of ASEAN construction, but it is defined as specific culture of
each nation; thus, it should be focused as ASEAN constructions.
There are some similarities between variables. E2 focuses on interior design, but the
focuses of E1 and E3 are not clear. Besides, the measured aspects should be more
concrete.
Add more details in presented and measured aspects to make them clearer.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable: ASEAN Cultural Building Structure
Definition and Scope of the Variable: “ Science of construction, structure
patterns in structural engineering, and structural architecture, which is specific
structure of ASEAN, including that applied from other cultures and adapted to be
structure of the region, and traditional structure of indigenous ASEAN, divided into 4
patterns:
1) Indian-ASEAN Building Structure: Building and construction
patterns applied and influenced from Hindu-Indian civilization, i. e. Ancient Stone
Castle, temples and religious places of Hinduism.
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2) Chinese-ASEAN Building Structure:

Building and construction

patterns applied and influenced from Chinese culture, i. e. Sanctuary and religious
places in Vietnam, Thai – Chinese monastery, i. e. Structure of Wat Phra Chetipon
Wimol Munglaram and Door-keepers of Wat Bowornniwet, etc.
3) Western-ASEAN Building Structure: Building and construction
patterns influenced by western and European countries during Colonial Era, which are
classified into 7 types: (Somsanouk Mixay, 2004 cited in Anon Chaimanee, 2016)
3.1) Wooden House: built all by wood with square walls and the
floor of the house is raised high from the ground (House is stilt) in traditional style,
with stairs outside the houses or buildings.
3.2) Half-wooden House or Half-Timber House: Buildings or
houses with square pattern and the walls are made of bamboo and animal skin, mixed
with clay and glued with Yang Bong (A kind of rubber tree in the family of Persea
Kurzii).
3.3) Brick and Wooden House
3.4) Brick and Half-Timber House: using integrated construction
technique between western and traditional pattern.
3.5) Colonial House: using western construction technique by
applying cement in making walls and pillars.
3.6) Shop House: influenced by colonial architecture, combined
with Chinese and Vietnamese pattern.
3.7) Colonial Administrative Building: applying western pattern
with traditional pattern, by using western style in constructing the buildings, but using
the design of temples and eastern religious places for building the roof, etc.
4) ASEAN Original Building Structure: Inherited or adopted structure
from culture in the Classical Era, reflecting distinctive design of ASEAN resulting
from an interaction between Southeast Asians and nature, divided into 6 patterns,
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according to geographic aspects of the region: (Sujit Wongted, 2006; and Amornrat
Leepen, personal communication, February 16, 2016):
4.1) House on Stilts Building Structure
4.2) Shed Structure
4.3) Gable Roof Structure
4.4) ASEAN Local Plant Roofing
4.5) ASEAN Bamboo Building Structure
4.6) ASEAN Houseboat and Amphibious Building Structure
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Adjust to be “The portrayal and
provision of information about structure patterns in structural engineering, and
structural architecture, which is specific structure of ASEAN, including that applied
from other cultures and adapted to be structure of the region, and traditional structure
of indigenous ASEAN, divided into 4 patterns: Indian-ASEAN Building Structure,
Chinese-ASEAN Building Structure, and ASEAN Original Building Structure.
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “ moderately important
/appropriate” level, but with dissonant opinions of the experts (Me = 3, IR > 1.50).
Besides, as the experts suggested some changes as mentioned above, this commented
variable was sent back to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation in the second
round.
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Table 4.40 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable F1

Indicator variables
F1: Cultural Sports

Expert No. 1

Expert No. 2
Expert No. 3
Expert No. 5
Expert No. 6
Expert No. 7

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
Sports and plays relating tightly
to ASEAN cultural identity.

Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Aspects in Media
Portrayal of ASEAN sports,
4
1.0
recreation, and plays with
apparent cultural patterns
displaying lifestyle and values of
each socio-cultural society.
1) Separate between “sports” and “plays”.
2) Add the meaning of “ sports” as “ the competition which reflects strong cultural
identity of the region.
There is an overlap between F1 and F2.
Separate between “sports” and “plays” to make the distinction more clearly.
“ Plays” under this variable overlaps with B1 Performing Arts in which plays are
included.
Separate between “sports” and “plays” in the definition and scope of the variable.
1) Separate between “sports” and “plays” more clearly.
2) In the presented and measured aspects in media, it should identify clearly the
aspects to be measured to be “native sports” of the region.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable: ASEAN Traditional Sports
Definition and Scope of the Variable: “ Activities, skill, and competition
regulated by some certain rules, focused on skill development, and connected with
living skill of human beings, including displaying cultural patterns, social values, and
reflecting strong cultural identity of the region.
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: “The portrayal and provision of
information of the competition reflecting strong cultural identity of the region,
including national and popular sports of ASEAN countries, such as Pradal Serey
(Cambodia), Muay Thai or Thai Boxing (Thailand), Top (Laos), Vovinam (Vietnam),
Pencak Silat (Indonesia, Brunei), Kempo Karate (Indonesia), Tarung Derajud
(Indonesia), Silat (Malaysia), Arnis (The Philippines), Rattan Ball (Widespread in all
ASEAN countries). (Center of Library and Media (CLM) Learning Center, Suranaree
University of Technology, 2016)
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “very important / appropriate”
level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 4, IR ≤ 1.50). However, as the
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experts suggested some changes as mentioned above, this commented variable was
sent back to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation.

Table 4.41 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable F2

Indicator variables
F2: Cultural
Recreation

Expert No. 1
Expert No. 2
Expert No. 3
Expert No. 6
Expert No. 7

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
Sports and plays for recreation
or entertainment relating tightly
to ASEAN cultural identity.

Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Aspects in Media
Portrayal of ASEAN sports,
4
1.0
recreation, and plays with
apparent cultural patterns
displaying lifestyle and values of
each socio-cultural society.
Separate between “sports” and “plays”.
There is an overlap between F1 and F2.
Separate between “sports” and “plays”
Separate between “sports” and “plays” in the definition and scope of the variable.
Separate between “sports” and “plays”

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable: Change to “ASEAN Cultural Recreation”
Definition and Scope of the Variable: Adjust to be “Recreation activities for
entertainment or relaxation, without being regulated by strict rules or with flexible
/informal rules. The activities, relating to culture, traditions, and lifestyle of ASEAN
people, mainly focus on enjoyment and are used as media in connecting people’ s
relationship.”
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Adjust to be “The portrayal and
provision of information about recreation activities of ASEAN nations which reflect
cultural identity and connectivity in the region. The measured aspects are native or
folk plays, which are inherited, recognized, and unique (or similar) as follow: Congkak
(Malaysia – Mak Khum (Mancala) :Thailand), Gasing (Malaysia and Singapore – Tops
or Luk Khang: Thailand and Laos), Kites or Wao (Thailand and Malaysia), Silat
(Malaysia), Chol Chhoung (Cambodia), Bos Angkunh (Cambodia), Leak Kanseng or
Konsaeng (Cambodia – Mon Son Pa: Thailand), Bay Khom (Cambodia), Chab Kon
Kleng (Cambodia – similar to Ngoo Kin Hang: Thailand) Banh Kli (Cambodia – similar
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to Look Kaew :Thailand, and Laos), Ree Ree Khaosan (Thailand – similar to Louli
Khaokan: Laos), Kee Ma Song Muang or Horseback Riding (Thailand – similar to
Chaij: Laos), Maak Keb (Thailand – similar to E-Keb: Laos), Capteh (Singapore and
Malaysia), Alus Jua Dendang (Brunei), Bola Tin (Malaysia and Singapore), Hide and
Seek (Cambodia, Thailand, and Laos), Sipa (The Philippines), Kyak Hpa Khut
(Myanmar), Day Gay (Vietnam), Bit Mat Bat De (Vietnam), etc. (UNESCO,
“Children’s Games in South-East Asia” , http://www.unescobkk.org/culture/ich/childrengames/games/a-z/)
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “very important/ appropriate”
level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 4, IR ≤ 1.50). However, as the
experts suggested some changes as mentioned above, this commented variable was
sent back to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation.
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Table 4.42 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable G1
Indicator
variables
G1: Oral
Traditions
And Expressions

Expert No. 1
Expert No. 6

Definitions and Scope of
Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Variables
Aspects in Media
A cluster of cultures
Portrayal of socio-cultural
5
1.0
involving thinking patterns,
activities, oral history, rules
beliefs, and value, and
or rites, continually practiced
longitudinal rooted social
and inherited from ancestors,
practices
natural environment, and
1) Ethics: what is strongly
ASEAN society, i.e. the
held and practiced in a
respect for the elder, social
society, a moral criteria in
practices of men and women,
judging what is right or
etc.
wrong. No compliance is
considered as a violation.
2) Custom: unconscious, but
learned patterns of behaviors
set by a society
3) Tradition: guidelines in
daily practice, a should-do
activity. In spite of no
punishment upon violation, a
blame from society can
occur.
Cut “oral history” and “etc.” from the measured aspects.
Investigate in the definition and scope of the variable if the meaning of
“tradition” should be “norm” instead.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable:

Keep as original

Definition and Scope of the Variable:

Keep as original

Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: “The portrayal and provision of
information about socio-cultural activities, rules, rites or tradition, continually
practiced and inherited from ancestors, natural environment, and ASEAN society, i.e.
the respect for the elder, social practices of men and women, “ Adat Temenggong”
tradition, “ Adat Minangkabau” or “ Adat Perpatih” tradition, Patriline, Heet Sibsong
Kong Sibsee or the Twelve Traditions and Fourteen Ways of Life” , etc. (Amornrat
Leepen, personal communication, February 16, 2016)
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “ the most important /
appropriate” level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 5, IR ≤ 1. 50).
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However, since the experts suggested for some small changes as mentioned above.
Besides, the researcher had re-examined the definition and scope of the variable
proposed by the expert no. 6 and found that the definition concerning tradition was
correct, so this variable was appropriate as suggested by the experts, and thus, this
commented variable was not necessarily sent back to all experts for re-scrutiny and reconfirmation.

Table 4.43 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable G2

Indicator variables
G2: Rituals

Expert No. 1-7

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
An acceptance of what is true.
Some rituals have been inherited
and rooted in the Southeast
Asian society since ancient time.

Presented and Measured
Aspects in Media
Portrayal of social or cultural
activities involving rituals or
beliefs of an ASEAN society,
especially the beliefs in ghost,
spirit and sacred animals in
ASEAN region.

Me

IR

5

0.0

No suggestion is offered.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable:

Keep as original

Definition and Scope of the Variable:

Keep as original

Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Keep as original
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “ the most important /
appropriate” level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 5, IR ≤ 1. 50).
Besides, no comments and suggestions were proposed by the experts, so this
commented variable was not necessarily sent back to all experts for re-scrutiny and reconfirmation.
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Table 4.44 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable G3

Indicator variables
G3: Languages

Expert No. 1-7

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
A form of communication,
transmitting thought, belief,
feeling and stories, divided into
verbal and nonverbal languages.

Presented and Measured
Aspects in Media
Presentation of forms of
language family in ASEAN:
formal language, native
language, ethnics language, and
5 main language families in
ASEAN:
-Tai-Kadai or Tai-Lao
-Austro-Asiatic
-Sino-Tibetan
-Austronesian or MalayoPolynesian
-Hmong-Mien or Miao-Yao

Me

IR

5

0.0

No suggestion is offered.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable:

Keep as original

Definition and Scope of the Variable:

Keep as original

Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Add more details of nonverbal
language to be “The portrayal and provision of information about nonverbal language
or communication without words, but through symbolic expression via gesture and
body movement, (Sawanit Yamapai and Tiranan Anawushsiriwongse, 1996) such as
Wai (A gesture of pressing hands against each other and raising the hands up to show
respect or greeting, influenced by Hinduism and culture in Traditional Era), courtesy
manner to show respect for the elder, i.e. not standing over one’s head, bending head
and body while passing the elder, not walking ahead the elder (As evidenced in some
Thai proverbs, such as “One who walks after the older will not be bitten by a dog.” ),
laying one’s (A lady) head, hands, or hair on a respected person to express his or her
utmost respect (Influenced by /applied from Indian-Hindu culture in the Traditional
Era), taking the elder’ s hand to touch one’s head to show respect (Influenced by or
adopted from Islam religion).
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Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “ the most important /
appropriate” level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 5, IR ≤ 1. 50).
However, the experts suggested some changes as mentioned above, this commented
variable was sent back to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation.

Table 4.45 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable G4

Indicator variables
G4: Social Practices

Expert No. 1
Expert No. 2

Expert No. 6

Definitions and Scope of
Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Variables
Aspects in Media
Social norms as general
Display of social norms widely
4
1.0
behavioral guidelines in ASEAN practiced in ASEAN region.
daily life.
Change the variable to be “norms and folkways”.
1) The presented and measured aspects are quite abstract, so they should be more
specific in order to measure them most accurately.
2) Some examples of what to be measured should be given for more accurate
measurement.
“Norms” seem to have same meaning as “tradition”.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable: ASEAN Norms and Social Practices
Definition and Scope of the Variable: Modify to be “Order, rules, behavioral
patterns, or ideology set by each society to determine behavioral guidelines for proper
practice in various situations, or normative patterns shared by people in a society to
live orderly in a society, (Prasert Yamklinfung, 2001) through 2 types of regulating
mechanism: rewards and punishment.
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: “The portrayal and provision of
information of social norms generally practiced in ASEAN nations. The measured
aspects are the presentation of 3 kinds of norms and social practices in ASEAN: (1)
Folkways, i.e. fashion, fad, craze, ceremony, rites, etiquette, etc. (2) Mores (3) Laws.
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “very important / appropriate”
level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 4, IR ≤ 1.50). However, since the
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experts suggested some changes as mentioned above, this commented variable was
sent back to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation.

Table 4.46 Illustrates Additional Opinions and Suggestions from the Experts for
Indicator Variable G5

Indicator variables
G5: Knowledge/
Wisdom

Expert No. 1

Expert No. 2

Definitions and Scope of
Variables
Knowledge, ability, and belief
leading to human problem
solving and to recall knowledge
of people in ASEAN society.

Presented and Measured
Me
IR
Aspects in Media
Presentation of knowledge and
4
1.0
local wisdom in ASEAN, gained
from direct life experience, or
adopted from external world to
show distinctiveness of the
region.
Add the meaning of “knowledge, ability, and belief of ASEAN people” which leads to
creative and better quality of life, including to solve human problems, and to be a
cognitive foundation of ASEAN people.
1) The measured aspects are too abstract, so they should be more specific to achieve
more accurate measurement.
2) Some examples of what to be measured should be given for more accurate
measurement.

From the experts’ comment, the following are modified or changed
Name of Index /Indicator Variable: ASEAN Knowledge and Wisdom
Definition and Scope of the Variable: Modify to be “knowledge, ability, and
belief of ASEAN people” which leads to creative and better quality of life, including
to solve human problems, and to be a cognitive foundation of ASEAN people.
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media: Modify to be " The portrayal
and provision of information about similar patterns of local knowledge and wisdom of
ASEAN inherited, developed, and adopted from cultural exchange among ASEAN
members, such as food preservation, creation of living equipment, the application of
surrounding natural resources to construct local equipment and utensils, healing with
local herbs, occupational techniques, etc.
Summary of Results: The variable was rated at “very important / appropriate”
level with consensus agreement of the experts (Me = 4, IR ≤ 1.50). However, since the
experts suggested some changes as mentioned above, this commented variable was
sent back to all experts for re-scrutiny and re-confirmation.
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Table 4.47 Additional Observation, Opinions, and Suggestions of the Experts

Number of Experts
Expert No. 3
Expert No. 4

Expert No. 7

Additional Suggestions
Adjust the indicator variable V5 to be “Agricultural and Ethnics Field”
In this study, the researcher defines and determines widely both manifest and latent
culture: cognition, beliefs, and practice. However, “ Food Culture” and “ Clothing
Culture”, can be added as indicator variables.
Add “Clothing Culture” as another indicator variable of culture, as it is one of apparent
cultural identity.

From the experts’ additional suggestions, the following are added:
Name of Index /Indicator Variable: H. Cultural Foods:
H1: ASEAN National Foods
H2: ASEAN-Indian and Arabian Foods
H3: ASEAN-Chinese Foods
H4: ASEAN-Western Foods
H5: ASEAN Lineage Local Foods
Definition and Scope of the Variable:
H1 ASEAN National Foods: Formally designated as national foods of each
ASEAN nation, which is well-known and accepted by native people, and is
determined to be a national identity.
H2 ASEAN-Indian and Arabian Foods: Adopted or applied foods from India
or from the Middle Eastern countries.
H3 ASEAN-Chinese Foods:

Food influenced from Chinese culture, and

applied to suit for lifestyle and native raw material of each ASEAN country.
H4 ASEAN-Western Foods: Adopted foods from western countries during
the Colonial Era, or applied food by mixing between western and local or native
foods.
H5 ASEAN Lineage Local Foods: Local or native foods reflecting living
culture of people in the Southeast Asia, or hybrid foods among ASEAN nations (From
the cultural exchange within the region).
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Presented and Measured Aspects in Media:
H1 ASEAN National Foods: “The portrayal and provision of information about
background and cooking process of national foods of each ASEAN country, such as
1) Amok (Cambodia)
2) Lahpet (Myanmar)
3) Luang Prabang Salad and Laos Chicken Soup (Laos)
4) Vietnamese Spring Rolls (Vietnam)
5) Tom Yam Goong (Thailand)
6) Nasi Lemak (Malaysia)
7) Laksa (Singapore)
8) Adobo (The Phillippines)
9) Gado Gado (Indonesia)
10) Ambuyat (Brunei)
H2 ASEAN-Indian and Arabian Foods: “ The portrayal and provision of
information about adopted or applied foods from India or from the Middle Eastern
countries, such as foods cooked with all kinds of curry or spices (i.e. Yellow or Kari,
Masman curry, green curry, red curry, etc. ), flour or flour sheet (i. e. Naan, Roti,
Chapati, Paratha, etc.), curry or soup made from beans, and preserved/ fermented rice
with spices (i.e. Biryani, etc.)
H3 ASEAN-Chinese Foods: “ The portrayal and provision of information of
information of influenced and applied foods from Chinese culture, such as various
kinds of rice and egg noodles (Made of rice powder), various kinds of fried or boiled
food with Chinese herbs, watery rice (i.e. Congee, boiled rice, etc.)
H4 ASEAN-Western Foods: “ The portrayal and provision of information of
adopted foods from western countries or applied foods by mixing between western
and local or native food, such as food made of flour and yeast, various kinds of soups,
and some desserts, i.e. Thong Yip, Foy Thong, Mo Kang, or Farang Kudee jin, etc.
H5 ASEAN Lineage Local Foods: “The portrayal and provision of information
of background, ingredients, raw materials, and cooking methods of local or native
foods which are distinctive or different from other cultures outside ASEAN countries.
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Name of Index/ indicator Variable: I: Cultural Costume
I1: ASEAN National Costume
I2: ASEAN Fabric
I3: ASEAN Original Cultural Dressing
Definition and Scope of the Variable:
I1: ASEAN National Costume: Costume which is formally designated
to represent the identity of the nation or as a symbolic to display the value of their
nationality or ethnicity, composing of 10 kinds, each of which representing each
ASEAN nation.
I2: ASEAN Fabric: Something made of fiber available in the region, i.e.
cotton, silk, animal hair, etc. , and formed to be a sheet by weaving, binding, or
pressing with some inherited technique of ASEAN nations.
I3: ASEAN Original Cultural Dressing: Ancient and unique dressing
culture of Southeast Asians which is distinctive from other cultures, i.e. How to put on
a dress, to cover the body, to bind the fabric, etc.
Presented and Measured Aspects in Media:
I1: ASEAN National Costume: The portrayal and provision of
information of background, stories, and pictures of national costume of each ASEAN
country (Formally designated) as follow:
-Brunei: The name and style of the national costume is similar
to that of Malaysia. Namely, men’s dress is called “ Baju Melayu” , a dress with long
sleeved and knee-long blouse and long trousers covered by Sarong. Women’s dress is
called “ Baja Kurung” , a long colorful dress covering all over the body from head to
feet.
-Cambodia: The national costume is called “ Sampot” or
“ Cambodian Wearing Cloth” , made from either silk or cotton or both and woven by
hand. Such cloth is belted either loosely or fit over a blouse. For women, the dress is
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similar to Lao and Thai, but is in various styles while men wear a short or long
sleeved blouse made of silk or cotton and long trousers.
-Indonesia: “ Kebaya” is the name of the national costume.
Women wear a long-sleeve with front-buttoned shirt in bright colors and sometimes
with embroidered lace pattern. The fabric used is a batik Sarong. Men wear a batik
shirt and trousers or Teluk Beskap. This costume combines a coat and short Javanese
sarong which can be sarong worn at home or ceremonial prayers at a mosque.
-Laos: Lao women wear sarong and long cylinder sleeves. Men
are often dressed in international dress or wear Panung. They wear a tunic with seven
buttons which is similar to Thai Royal bestowed shirt. (Phra Ratchanthan)
-Malaysia: The name and style of the national costume is
similar to that of Brunei. Namely, men’s dress is called “ Baju Melayu” , a dress with a
long- sleeve blouse and long trousers made of silk, cotton, or polyester and covered by
Sarong. Women’s dress is called “Baja Kurung”, a long blouse and long skirt.
-Myanmar: “ Longyi” is called for the national dress, which is
designed to have long cylindrical wearing cloth from waist to feet and the end of the
cloth at the waist is blended together without binding, or is folded up to the knees for
convenient wearing.
-The Philippines: Men wear trousers and shirt called Barong
Tagalog made of pineapple fabric, having shoulder, stand-up collar, and long sleeves.
The end of the shirt at the wrist is embroidered with some patterns. Women wear a
long skirt, and a cream short- sleeves shirt with raised pleats over the shoulder like
butterfly-wings, called “Balintawak”.
-Singapore: Singapore does not have its own national costume
because Singapore is divided into four main ethnic groups including Chinese, Malay,
Indian and European. Each ethnic group has its own national dress. For example,
Malays women in Singapore wear Kebaya. Shirts are colorful with lace- pattern
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embroidery while Chinese people wear hidden-button long- sleeves shirts with
Chinese collar, and trousers. Dress is in pain color and made of Chinese silk fabric.
-Thailand: The national dress is inherited from culture of the
monarchy, named “ Thai Phra Raj Niyom” or the royal shirt. For the ladies, they wear
Thai dress consisting of breast cloth using the brocade base or lifted body with front
pleats. The upper part is Sbai which is sewn as the same part of Sarong, or is unsewn
Sbai with an opening at one shoulder. Men wear shawl over shoulder. For the royal
dress of men, it is a 5 – button, either short- or long-sleeves shirt with a stand-up collar
and two punched-hole at the bottom pocket, (similar to a formal royal dress in King
Rama V Era), usually worn with international trousers.
-Vietnam: “Ao Dai” is the name of the national dress for a formal
ceremony or ceremonial costume, which is a tight-fitting silk dress covering long
trousers, similar to Cheongsum or Chinese – style dress. Men wear a costume similar
to Ao Dai of women, or sometimes wear a Kui-Heng shirt or Chinese outer garment or
jacket and wear a cloth-made cap with no wing.
I2 ASEAN Fabric: The portrayal and provision of information of
various types of ASEAN fabric, made from fiber available in each nation and made
by ASEAN techniques and wisdom, such as Brocade, Yok, silk, cotton, Batik, etc.,
including the presentation and provision of information about creation process and
techniques relating to ASEAN fabric, i.e. silk - worm feeding, native fiber-spinning,
dying process of natural raw material, weaving fabric and fabric patterns, etc.
I3 ASEAN Original Cultural Dressing:

The portrayal and provision of

information about ancient cultural dressing which displays identity, ways of wearing,
and specific patterns of dressing of Southeast Asians, which is distinctive from other
cultures, i.e. how to put on, cover, bind, etc.
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4.2 Research Findings from Delphi Technique of the Second Round
The analysis comprising three parts: analysis of Median, analysis of
Interquartile Range (IR), and the Synthesis of experts’ opinion, from which only rated
variables in the second round is analyzed, and presented as following:

4.2.1 Analytical Comparison between Median and Interquartile Range
From analysis of Median and Interquartile Range of seven experts in the
second round, compared with the first round, the following results, classified by each
group of variables (From Group A to Group I), are presented:

Table 4.48 Illustrates the Comparison between Median and IR of Group A or Subcomponent A variables
A1.1 Museum

A1.2 Living

A1.3 Virtual

(Place) (was

Museum (was

Museum (was

Heritage (was

changed to A3)

changed to A4)

changed to A1)
2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

7

7

5

5

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

Com

5

5

5

5

1.0

0.0

0.0

Com

1.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

25 (Q1)

4.00

5.00

5.00

-

4.00

5.00

4.00

5.00

50 (Q2)

5.00

5.00

5.00

-

4.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

75 (Q3)

5.00

5.00

5.00

-

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

N

Valid

Median (Me)
Interquartile Range
Percentiles

changed to A2)

1st

A2 Cultural

* Remarks: 1st means the results from the first-round comments, and 2nd means the results from the second-round comments.
N/A means variables which are not included in the first round because they are new groups proposed by the experts.
Com means variables are complete (Consensus agreement) in the first round and are not sent back to the experts in the
second round.
Split means variables which are suggested to be new sub-variables in the second round.
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Table 4.48 (Continued)

A3 Cultural

A4 Natural Heritage

A5.1 ASEAN

A5.2 ASEAN Ethic

Landscape (was

(was changed to A6)

Agricultural Field (was

Field (was changed to

changed to A5)
1st

changed to A7)

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

7

7

7

7

4

Com

5

5

Interquartile Range

1.0

Com

1.0

Percentiles

25 (Q1)

4.00

-

50 (Q2)

4.00

75 (Q3)

5.00

N

Valid

Median (Me)

A8)

2nd

1st

2nd

7

7

7

7

4

Com

5

5

0.0

1.0

Com

1.0

0.0

4.00

5.00

4.00

-

4.00

5.00

-

4.00

5.00

4.00

-

4.00

5.00

-

5.00

5.00

5.00

-

5.00

5.00

* Remarks: 1st means the results from the first-round comments, and 2nd means the results from the second-round comments.
N/A means variables which are not included in the first round because they are new groups proposed by the experts.
Com means variables are complete (Consensus agreement) in the first round and are not sent back to the experts in
the second round.
Split means variables which are suggested to be new sub-variables in the second round.

From Table 4.48, it is found that from the second evaluation, all 8 indicator
variables of ASEAN common culture in Group or Sub-component A: Cultural and
Natural Heritage are evaluated with consensus agreement from all seven experts with
IR ≤ 1.50. There are six variables evaluated at “the most important/ appropriate” level
(Me = 5): ASEAN Cultural Museum, ASEAN Living Museum, ASEAN Virtual
Museum, ASEAN Cultural Heritage, ASEAN Natural Heritage, and ASEAN Ethnic
Field; and 2 variables at “very important / appropriate” level (Me = 4): ASEAN Cultural
Landscape, and ASEAN Agricultural Field.
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Table 4.49 Illustrates the Comparison between Median and IR of Group B or Subcomponent B Variables
B1 Performing

B2 Music

Arts

B2.1

B2.2 Songs

B2.3

Instrument

(changed to B3)

Compositions

(changed to

(changed to B4)

B2)
1st

2nd

1st

7

7

7

4

5

4

Interquartile Range

1.0

0.0

1.0

Percentiles

25 (Q1)

4.00

5.00

50 (Q2)

4.00

75 (Q3)

5.00

N

Valid

Median (Me)

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

7

7

Split

Split

7

7

5

Split

7

7

7

5

Split

Split

Split

0.25

4

Split

1.0

Split

1.25

4.00

-

-

4.75

-

4.00

-

3.75

5.00

5.00

-

-

5.00

-

5.00

-

4.00

5.00

5.00

-

-

5.00

-

5.00

-

5.00

B3 Cultural Combined Art

B4 Festivals, Feasts and Fairs

(changed to B5)

N

Valid

Median (Me)

(changed to B6)

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

7

7

7

7

5

Com

5

5

Interquartile Range

1.0

Com

1.0

1.0

Percentiles

25 (Q1)

4.00

-

4.00

4.00

50 (Q2)

5.00

-

5.00

5.00

75 (Q3)

5.00

-

5.00

5.00

* Remarks: 1st means the results from the first-round comments, and 2nd means the results from the second-round comments.
N/A means variables which are not included in the first round because they are new groups proposed by the experts.
Com means variables are complete (Consensus agreement) in the first round and are not sent back to the experts in the
second round.
Split means variables which are suggested to be new sub-variables in the second round.

From Table 4.49, it is found that from the second evaluation, all 6 indicator
variables of ASEAN common culture in Group or Sub-component B: Performance
Arts and Celebration are evaluated with consensus agreement from all seven experts
with IR ≤ 1.50. There are 5 variables evaluated at “ the most important/ appropriate”
level (Me = 5): ASEAN Performing Arts, ASEAN Instruments, ASEAN Songs,
Cultural Combined Arts of ASEAN and ASEAN Contemporary Arts, and ASEAN
Festivals, Feasts and Fairs, and 1 variable at “very important / appropriate” level (Me =
4): ASEAN Compositions.
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Table 4.50 Illustrates the Comparison between Median and IR of Group C or Subcomponent C Variables
C1 Fine Arts

C1.1 Painting (C1)

C1.2 Drawing

C1.3 Sculpture

(C2)
1st
N

Valid

2nd

1st

2nd

C2 Photography
(C4)

(C3)

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

4

Split

Split

5

Split

5

Split

5

4

5

Interquartile Range

1.0

Split

Split

0.75

Split

0.75

Split

0.0

1.0

0.0

Percentiles

25 (Q1)

3.00

-

-

4.25

-

4.75

-

5.00

3.00

5.00

50 (Q2)

4.00

-

-

5.00

-or

5.00

-

5.00

4.00

5.00

75 (Q3)

4.00

-

-

5.00

-

5.00

-

5.00

4.00

5.00

Median (Me)

C3 Craft

C3.1

C3.2 Wickerwork

C3.3

(C6)

Nielloware (C7)

Lacquerware (C5)

N

Valid

Median (Me)

C3.4
Basketry (C8)

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

4

Split

Split

5

Split

5

Split

5

Split

5

Interquartile Range

2.0

Split

Split

0.25

Split

0.25

Split

0.25

Split

0.0

Percentiles

25 (Q1)

3.00

-

-

4.75

-

4.75

-

4.75

-

5.00

50 (Q2)

4.00

-

-

5.00

-

5.00

-

5.00

-

5.00

75 (Q3)

5.00

-

-

5.00

-

5.00

-

5.00

-

5.00

* Remarks: 1st means the results from the first-round comments, and 2nd means the results from the second-round comments.
N/A means variables which are not included in the first round because they are new groups proposed by the experts.
Com means variables are complete (Consensus agreement) in the first round and are not sent back to the experts in
the second round.
Split means variables which are suggested to be new sub-variables in the second round.

From Table 4. 50, it is found that from the second evaluation, all 8 indicator
variables of ASEAN common culture in Group or Sub-component C: Visual Arts and
Arts Crafts are evaluated with consensus agreement from all seven experts with IR ≤
1.50 at “the most important / appropriate” level (Me =5): ASEAN Painting, ASEAN
Drawing, ASEAN Sculpture, ASEAN Historical and Cultural Photography, ASEAN
Lacquerware, ASEAN Lacquered Wickerwork, ASEAN Nielloware, and ASEAN
Basketry.
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Table 4.51 Illustrates the Comparison between Median and IR of Group D or Subcomponent D Variables
D1

D1.1 Ancient

D1.2 Royal/Aristocratic

D1.3 Folk tale/Local

Scripture/Classical

Literature (D1)

Literature (D2)

Literature (D3)

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd
7

work/Books
1st
N

Valid

2nd

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

4

Split

Split

5

Split

5

Split

5

Interquartile Range

0.0

Split

Split

0.0

Split

0.25

Split

0.25

Percentiles

25 (Q1)

4.00

-

-

5.00

-

4.75

-

4.75

50 (Q2)

4.00

-

-

5.00

-

5.00

-

5.00

75 (Q3)

4.00

-

-

5.00

-

5.00

-

Median (Me)

D1.4 Modern

D2 Cultural Press

Literature (D4)
N

(D5)

5.00
D4 Archives

Matter (D6)

(D7)

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd
7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

Median (Me)

Split

5

3

5

3

5

5

5

Interquartile Range

Split

0.25

1.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

25 (Q1)

-

4.75

3.00

5.00

3.00

5.00

3.00

5.00

50 (Q2)
75 (Q3)

-

5.00
5.00

3.00
4.00

5.00
5.00

3.00
4.00

5.00
5.00

3.00
4.00

5.00
5.00

Percentiles

Valid

D3 Other Printed

* Remarks: 1st means the results from the first-round comments, and 2nd means the results from the second-round comments.
N/A means variables which are not included in the first round because they are new groups proposed by the experts.
Com means variables are complete (Consensus agreement) in the first round and are not sent back to the experts in
the second round.
Split means variables which are suggested to be new sub-variables in the second round.

From Table 4. 51, it is found that from the second evaluation, all 7 indicator
variables of ASEAN common culture in Group or Sub-component D: Literature are
evaluated with consensus agreement from all seven experts with IR ≤ 1. 50 at “ the
most important / appropriate” level (Me = 5): ASEAN Ancient Literature, Royal /
Aristocratic Literature of ASEN, Folk tale or ASEAN Local Literature, ASEAN
Modern Literature, Cultural Press and Journal of ASEAN, Other Cultural Printed
Matter of ASEAN, and ASEAN Archives.
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Table 4.52 Illustrates the Comparison between Median and IR of Group E or Subcomponent E Variables
E1 Cultural Architecture

E2 Cultural Design and

E3 Cultural Building Structure

Decoration
1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

7

7

7

7

7

7

4

5

4

5

3

4

Interquartile Range

2.0

1.0

2.0

1.0

3.0

1.0

Percentiles

25 (Q1)

3.00

4.00

3.00

4.00

1.00

4.00

50 (Q2)

4.00

5.00

4.00

5.00

3.00

4.00

75 (Q3)

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

4.00

5.00

N

Valid

Median (Me)

* Remarks: 1st means the results from the first-round comments, and 2nd means the results from the second-round comments.
N/A means variables which are not included in the first round because they are new groups proposed by the experts.
Com means variables are complete (Consensus agreement) in the first round and are not sent back to the experts in the
second round.
Split means variables which are suggested to be new sub-variables in the second round.

From Table 4. 52, it is found that from the second evaluation, all 3 indicator
variables of ASEAN common culture in Group or Sub-component E: Architecture are
evaluated with consensus agreement from all seven experts with IR ≤ 1.50. There are
2 variables evaluated at “the most important / appropriate” level (Me = 5): ASEAN
Cultural Architecture, and ASEAN Cultural Design and Decoration, and 1 variable
evaluated at “very important / appropriate” level (Me = 4): ASEAN Cultural Building
Structure.
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Table 4.53 Illustrates the Comparison between Median and IR of Group F or Subcomponent F Variables
F1 ASEAN Traditional Sports

N

2nd

1st

2nd

7

7

7

7

4

5

4

5

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

25 (Q1)

3.00

4.00

3.00

4.00

50 (Q2)

4.00

5.00

4.00

5.00

75 (Q3)

4.00

5.00

4.00

5.00

Valid

Median (Me)
Interquartile Range
Percentiles

F2 ASEAN Cultural Recreation

1st

* Remarks: 1st means the results from the first-round comments, and 2nd means the results from the second-round comments.
N/A means variables which are not included in the first round because they are new groups proposed by the experts.
Com means variables are complete (Consensus agreement) in the first round and are not sent back to the experts in
the second round.
Split means variables which are suggested to be new sub-variables in the second round.

From Table 4.53, it is found that from the second evaluation, all 2 indicator
variables of ASEAN common culture in Group or Sub-component F: Sports and
Recreation are evaluated with consensus agreement from all seven experts with IR ≤
1.50 at “ the most important / appropriate” level (Me = 5): ASEAN Traditional Sports,
and ASEAN Cultural Recreation.
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Table 4.54 Illustrates the Comparison between Median and IR of Group G or Subcomponent G Variables
G1 Oral

G2 Rituals

G3 Languages

G4 Norms

G5 Knowledge

Traditions
1st

2nd

1st

7

7

5

5

Interquartile Range

1.0

Percentiles

25 (Q1)

N

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

Com

5

5

4

4

4

5

1.0

0.0

Com

0.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

4.00

4.00

5.00

-

5.00

5.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

5.00

50 (Q2)

5.00

5.00

5.00

-

5.00

5.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

5.00

75 (Q3)

5.00

5.00

5.00

-

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

Valid

Median (Me)

* Remarks: 1st means the results from the first-round comments, and 2nd means the results from the second-round comments.
N/A means variables which are not included in the first round because they are new groups proposed by the experts.
Com means variables are complete (Consensus agreement) in the first round and are not sent back to the experts in
the second round.
Split means variables which are suggested to be new sub-variables in the second round.

From Table 4.54, it is found that from the second evaluation, all 5 indicator
variables of ASEAN common culture in Group or Sub-component G: Intangible
Cultural Heritage (ICH) are evaluated with consensus agreement from all seven
experts with IR ≤ 1. 50. There are 4 variables evaluated at “ the most important
/ appropriate” level (Me = 5): Oral Traditions and Expressions of ASEAN, ASEAN
Rituals, ASEAN Languages, and ASEAN Knowledge and Wisdom, and 1 variable at
“very important / appropriate” level (Me = 4): ASEAN Norms and Social Practices.
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Table 4.55 Illustrates the Comparison between Median and IR of Group H or Subcomponent H Variables
H1 ASEAN

H2 ASEAN-

H3 ASEAN

H4 ASEAN-

H5 ASEAN

National Foods

Indian and

Chinese Foods

Western Foods

Lineage Local
Foods

Arabian Foods
1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

Median (Me)

N/A

5

N/A

5

N/A

4.5

N/A

4.5

N/A

5

Interquartile Range

N/A

0.25

N/A

1.0

N/A

1.0

N/A

1.25

N/A

1.25

Percentiles

25 (Q1)

N/A

4.75

N/A

4.00

N/A

4.00

N/A

3.75

N/A

3.75

50 (Q2)

N/A

5.00

N/A

5.00

N/A

4.50

N/A

4.50

N/A

5.00

75 (Q3)

N/A

5.00

N/A

5.00

N/A

5.00

N/A

5.00

N/A

5.00

N

Valid

* Remarks: 1st means the results from the first-round comments, and 2nd means the results from the second-round comments.
N/A means variables which are not included in the first round because they are new groups proposed by the experts.
Com means variables are complete (Consensus agreement) in the first round and are not sent back to the experts in
the second round.
Split means variables which are suggested to be new sub-variables in the second round.

From Table 4.55, it is found that from the second evaluation, all 5 indicator
variables of ASEAN common culture in Group or Sub-component H: Cultural Foods
are evaluated with consensus agreement from all seven experts with IR ≤ 1.50 at “the
most important / appropriate” level (Me = 4.50 - 5): ASEAN National Foods, ASEANIndian and Arabian Foods, ASEAN-Chinese Foods, ASEAN-Western Foods, and
ASEAN Lineage Local Foods.
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Table 4.56 Illustrates the Comparison between Median and IR of Group I or Subcomponent I Variables
I1 ASEAN National

I2 ASEAN Fabric

I3 ASEAN Original Cultural

Costume

N

Valid

Dressing

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

7

7

7

7

7

7

Median (Me)

N/A

5

N/A

4.5

N/A

5

Interquartile Range

N/A

0.25

N/A

1.5

N/A

1.0

Percentiles

25 (Q1)

N/A

4.75

N/A

3.50

N/A

4.00

50 (Q2)

N/A

5.00

N/A

4.50

N/A

5.00

75 (Q3)

N/A

5.00

N/A

5.00

N/A

5.00

* Remarks: 1st means the results from the first-round comments, and 2nd means the results from the second-round comments.
N/A means variables which are not included in the first round because they are new groups proposed by the experts.
Com means variables are complete (Consensus agreement) in the first round and are not sent back to the experts in
the second round.
Split means variables which are suggested to be new sub-variables in the second round.

From Table 4.56, it is found that from the second evaluation, all 3 indicator
variables of ASEAN common culture in Group or Sub-component I: Cultural Costume
are evaluated with consensus agreement from all seven experts with IR ≤ 1.50 at “the
most important / appropriate” level (Me = 5): ASEAN National Costume, ASEAN
Fabric, and ASEAN Original Cultural Dressing.
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4.2.2 Synthesis of the Experts’ Opinions
The additional suggestions of seven experts, classified by variables, are
presented with the researcher’ s statements or explanation of how to synthesize and
modify as suggested.
4.2.2.1 Observation and Additional Suggestions of the Experts
1)

Should B2.1 Music/Musical Instruments be combined with

B2.3 ASEAN Songs to be ASEAN music and songs?

It is disagreeable to separate

B2.3 Song Composition since it should be in harmony with songs.
2)

The distinction between C1.1 Painting and C1.2 Drawing is

not clear-cut, so it can cause confusion.
3)

D1.1 Ancient Literature and D1.2 Royal Literature seem to

be overlapping and their differences are not clearly seen.
4)

ASEAN Fabric should be combined with National

Costume since fabric is a component of a costume, except in the case that the
researcher needs to separate it to cover its other meanings or in other activities as well.
4.2.2.2 Statement of the Researcher
1)

The

researcher

classifies

variables

according

to

Musicology, which classifies musical instruments, songs and melody, and song
composition under different categories and applies the definition and scope of
variables as explained by Natcha Pancharoen (2008) as follows:
1.1) Music Instruments:

Constructed

or

adjusted

instruments from other instruments for the use of producing musical sound, or of
creating sound to compound with lyrics, or creating melody.
1.2) Composition: Ability to compose rhythm, to control
and understand the nature of notes, pitch notation, and music scale.
1.3) Lyrics: The combination of words, syllables, letters,
and innovation or tone mark, which enables each small unit of melody be adapted to
become a song. In other words, it is an invented melody with certain portions of
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concerned components: rhythm, pause, and proper musicological rhyme or using
words, sound, vowels, etc. according to typical prosody.
1.4) Melody: The switching between high and low, short
and long, light or heavy sound, depending on the will of a song composer, a singer, or
a musician.
1.5) Singing: The utterance of sound into melody with
or without words, or with any vowel.

Melody is a predominant component

determining what kinds of words to be used.
1.6) Rhythm: The division of melody into smaller parts,
with steady timing.
2)

The researcher adds some explanations from primary data

of Amornrat Leepen (personal communication, February 16, 2016) as follow:
2.1) Painting: Pictures drawn from a paintbrush, brush,
or other tools with a skill of color control, color painting, and with a use of more tools
than drawing.
2.2) Drawing: Pictures drawn from a pen or a pencil on
a surface of some materials by drawing a line or a stroke of different size and
thickness: large or small, thick or thin, and solid or light.
3)

The researcher classifies literature based on the study of

Kusuma Rakmanee (2015), which classifies literature into 4 types: Ancient Literature,
Royal or Aristocratic Literature, Folk Tales or Local Literature, and Modern
Literature. This classification is in accordance with the data of an expert of Cultural
Promotion Department, Ministry of Culture, which divides literature and performance
arts into 3 main groups: Antiquarian and Historical Culture, Royal Culture, and Folk
Culture. (Amornrat Leepen, personal communication, February 16, 2016).
4) The researcher classifies the variables of costume culture
based on data of Wanna Wuttakul and Yurarat Punyura (1993), which separate
“ fabric” from “ national costume” as they view that costumes are formed or patterned
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entity or are towards being uniform, which are worn to identify status, or identity of a
person, differing from “fabric”, a matter about kinds of cloth material and of making
process, which displays cultural identity of ASEAN inherited since ancient time, and
a matter of usage of different kinds of fabric or cloth for different purposes besides
wearing. (Jiraporn Arunyanak, 1993).

4.3 Summary of Findings and Total Variables from Delphi Technique
From the analysis of Delphi Technique in the first and second rounds, 47
indicator variables are evaluated with consensus agreement of the experts at “ very
important/ appropriate” and “ the most important/ appropriate” level, and have Me and
IR with standardized value (Me 4-5, IR ≤ 1.50), as summarized in the following table:

Table 4.57 Summary of All Variables Analyzed by Delphi Technique

INDICE/ INDICATOR VARIABLES

Me

IR

1. ASEAN Cultural Museum

5

0.0

2. ASEAN Living Museum

5

0.0

3. ASEAN Virtual Museum

5

0.0

4. ASEAN Cultural Heritage

5

0.0

5. ASEAN Cultural Landscape

4

1.0

6. ASEAN Natural Heritage

5

0.0

7. ASEAN Agricultural Field

4

1.0

8. ASEAN Ethnic Field

5

0.0

9. ASEAN Performing Arts

5

0.0

10. ASEAN Musical Instruments

5

0.25

11. ASEAN Songs

5

1.0

12. ASEAN Compositions

4

1.25

13. Cultural Combined Arts of ASEAN and ASEAN Contemporary

5

1.0

Arts
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Table 4.57 (Continued)

INDICE / INDICATOR VARIABLES
14.ASEAN Festivals, Feasts and Fairs

Me
5

IR
1.0

15.ASEAN Painting

5

0.75

16.ASEAN Drawing

5

0.75

17.ASEAN Sculpture

5

0.0

18.ASEAN Historical and Cultural Photography

5

0.0

19.ASEAN Lacquerware

5

0.25

20. ASEAN Lacquered Wickerwork

5

0.25

21. ASEAN Nielloware

5

0.25

22. ASEAN Basketry

5

0.0

23. Royal / Aristocratic Literature of ASEAN

5

0.25

24. ASEAN Ancient Literature

5

0.0

25. Folk Tale or ASEAN Local Literature

5

0.25

26. ASEAN Modern Literature

5

0.25

27. Cultural Press and Journal of ASEAN

5

0.0

28. ASEAN Archives

5

0.0

29. Other Cultural Printed Matter of ASEAN

5

0.0

30. ASEAN Cultural Architecture

5

1.0

31. ASEAN Cultural Design and Decoration

5

1.0

32. ASEAN Cultural Building Structure

4

1.0

33. ASEAN Traditional Sports

5

1.0

34. ASEAN Cultural Recreation

5

1.0

35. Oral Traditions and Expressions of ASEAN

5

1.0

36. ASEAN Rituals

5

0.0

37. ASEAN Languages

5

0.0

38. ASEAN Norms and Social Practices

4

1.0

39. ASEAN Knowledge and Wisdom

5

0.0

40. ASEAN National Foods

5

0.25

41. ASEAN-Indian and Arabian Foods

5

1.0

42. ASEAN-Chinese Foods

4.5

1.0

43. ASEAN-Western Foods

4.5

1.25

44. ASEAN Lineage Local Foods

5

1.25

45. ASEAN National Costume

5

0.25

4.5

1.50

5

1.0

46. ASEAN Fabric
47. ASEAN Original Cultural Dressing
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The above 47 variables evaluated by experts in Delphi Technique are utilized
to develop a quantitative questionnaire for testing with 720 samples by Confirmatory
Factor Analysis in the second stage.

CHAPTER 5
RESEARCH FINDINGS OF CONFIRMATORY
FACTOR ANALYSIS

The second part of this research is the presentation of the findings of
Confirmatory Factor Analysis, aimed to verify or confirm the 47 evaluated indicator
variables by Structural Equation Model (SEM) of ASEAN common culture with
empirical data. Such indicator variables are gained from Delphi technique through the
scrutiny and appraisal of 7 experts in cultural studies, communication, international
relations, and Southeast Asian Studies by weighing the importance level of each
variable. From the analysis, 9 domains or sub-components and 47 indicator variables
are found as following:
1) Sub-component or Domain A: Cultural and Natural Heritage, comprising 8
indicator variables:
X1

A1: ASEAN Cultural Museum

X2

A2: ASEAN Living Museum

X3

A3: ASEAN Virtual Museum

X4

A4: ASEAN Cultural Heritage

X5

A5: ASEAN Cultural Lanscape

X6

A6: ASEAN Natural Heritage

X7

A7: ASEAN Ethnic Field

X8

A8: ASEAN Agricultural Field

2) Sub-component or Domain B: Performance Arts and Celebration,
comprising 6 indicator variables:
X9

B1: ASEAN Performing Arts

X10

B2: ASEAN Musical Instruments

X11

B3: ASEAN Songs
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X12

B4: ASEAN Compositions

X13

B5: Cultural Combined Arts of ASEAN and ASEAN
Contemporary Arts

X14

B6: ASEAN Festivals, Feasts and Fairs

3) Sub-component or Domain C: Visual Arts and Arts Crafts, comprising 8
indicator variables:
X15

C1: ASEAN Painting

X16

C2: ASEAN Drawing

X17

C3: ASEAN Sculpture

X18

C4: ASEAN Historical and Cultural Photography

X19

C5: ASEAN Lacquerware

X20

C6: ASEAN Lacquered Wickerwork

X21

C7: ASEAN Nielloware

X22

C8: ASEAN Basketry

4) Sub-component or Domain D: Literature, comprising 7 indicator variables:
X23

D1: ASEAN Royal / Aristocratic Literature of ASEAN

X24

D2: ASEAN Ancient Literature

X25

D3: Folk tale or ASEAN Local Literature

X26

D4: ASEAN Modern Literature

X27

D5: Cultural Press and Journal of ASEAN

X28

D6: ASEAN Archives

X29

D7: Other Cultural Printed Matter of ASEAN

5) Sub-component or Domain E: Architecture, comprising 3 indicator
variables:
X30

E1: ASEAN Cultural Architecture

X31

E2: ASEAN Cultural Design and Decoration

X32

E3: ASEAN Cultural Building Structure

6) Sub-component or Domain F: Sports and Recreation, comprising 2
indicator variables:
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X33

F1: ASEAN Traditional Sports

X34

F2: ASEAN Cultural Recreation.

7) Sub-component or Domain G: Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH),
comprising 5 indicator variables:
X35

G1: Oral Traditions and Expressions of ASEAN

X36

G2: ASEAN Rituals

X37

G3: ASEAN Languages

X38

G4: ASEAN Norms and Social Practices.

X39

G5: ASEAN Knowledge and Wisdom

8) Sub-component or Domain H: Cultural Foods, comprising 5 indicator
variables:
X40

H1: ASEAN National Foods

X41

H2: ASEAN-Indian and Arabian Foods

X42

H3: ASEAN-Chinese Foods,

X43

H4: ASEAN-Western Foods

X44

H5: ASEAN Lineage Local Foods

9) Sub-component or Domain I: Cultural Costume, comprising 3 indicator
variables:
X45

I1: ASEAN National Costume

X46

I2: ASEAN Fabric

X47

I3: ASEAN Original Cultural Dressing

The results of the analysis in this chapter compose of 4 parts as follow:
Part 1: Assessment of research tools by analyzing content validity and
reliability of the questionnaires.
For content validity, the validation is conducted by analyzing
interquartile range gained from the consensus of experts’ opinions of no more than
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1.50 (IR ≤ 1.50) while reliability of the instrument is tested by analysis of Cronbach’s
Alpha-Coefficient, prior to actual data collection, with 30 pilot samples comparable to
actual samples, with α no less than 0.70 (α ≥ 0.70). (Suvimol Tirakanan, 2000)
Part 2: Analysis by descriptive statistics in the form of frequency,
percentage, Mean ( X ), and standard deviation (S.D.). For Mean, data is collected in
class interval by rating the level of opinions with Likert’s Scale, from 1-5 scores, and
the interpretation of the scores is based on the criteria of Thanin Silpjaru (2010) as
follows:
4.50-5.00

means

The most important / appropriate

3.50-4.49

means

Very important / appropriate

2.50-3.49

means

Moderately important/ appropriate

1.50-2.49

means

Slightly important/ appropriate

1.00-1.49

means

The least important / appropriate

Part 3: The Assessment of the Appropriateness of the data before the
conduction of Structural Equation Model (SEM) to test basic assumptions. The
following assessment is conducted:
1) Normality of the data by reviewing skewness value, between -3 to +3.
2) The analysis of Coefficient Correlation by considering coefficient
value among all pairs of manifest variables, of no more than 0.80.
Part 4: Second Order Confirmatory Factor Analysis by testing the
congruence between the Model and empirical data from 8 indices: Chi-Square: χ2, ChiSquare Test of Association (χ2/df), Goodness of Fit Index (GFI), Adjusted Goodness
of Fit Index (AGFI), Normed Fit Index (NFI), Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Root
Mean Squared Error of Approximation (RMSEA), and Root Mean Residual (RMR).
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5.1 Assessment of Research Tools
The assessment of research tools is presented in 2 parts: content validity and
reliability, as follows:

5.1.1 Content Validity Test
In testing validity, the researcher applies Interquartile Range (IR) gained from
7 experts’ opinions as a criteria in reviewing the appropriateness of the content
contained in the questionnaire. From analyzing content validity of each question of
all 47 indicator variables, it is found that all indicator variables have IOC (item
objective congruence index) as determined, namely each question has IR no more
than 1.50 (IR ≤ 1.50).

5.1.2 Reliability Test
In testing reliability of the questionnaire, the constructed questionnaire is
administered in a pilot study with 30 pilot samples comparable to actual samples, and
then tested by Cronbach’ s Alpha to find Alpha-coefficient (α) of all 47 questions
(Variables).

Table 5.1 Illustrates Question Reliability of All 47 Indicator Variables

Cases

N of Items

Cronbach’s alpha (α)

30

47

.971

From Table 5. 1, it is found that the question reliability of all 47 indicator
variables, measured by Cronbach’s alpha (α), is 0.971, which is more than 0.70. This
indicates that the questions in this part are reliable, or suggests high internal
consistency, according to the criteria. (Suvimol Tirakanan, 2007)
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5.2 Analysis by Descriptive Statistics
Data analysis in this part comprises two parts: basic information of the
samples, and the analysis of the samples’ opinions on the indicator variables. The
findings of the analysis are presented as follow:

5.2.1 Analysis of Basic Information of the Samples
The analysis of basic information of 720 samples composes of demographic
data: sex, age, year of study, and field of study, and organizational data: colleges/
universities location.

Table 5.2 Illustrates the Number of Respondents, Classified by Sex

Gender
Female
Male
Total

Number of respondents
478
242
720

Percentage
66.4
33.6
100.0

From Table 5.2, it is found that the majority of respondents (478) are female
(66.4%), the rest (242) are male (33.6%).

Table 5.3 Illustrates the Number of Respondents, Classified by Age

Age
19-20
21-22
23-24
Over 24
Total

Number of respondents
336
328
49
7
720

Percentage
46.7
45.6
6.8
1.0
100.0
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From Table 5.3, it is found that the majority of respondents (336) are between
19-20 years old (46.7%), 328 respondents are 21-22 years old (45.6%), 49 respondents
23-24 years old (6.8%) and 7 respondents over 24 years old (1.0%) respectively.

Table 5.4 Illustrates the Number of Respondents, Classified by Year of Study

Year of Study
3rd year
4th year or higher
Total

Number of respondents
557
163
720

Percentage
77.4
22.6
100.0

From Table 5.4, it is found that the majority of respondents (557) are the third
year students (77.4%) and the rest (163) are the fourth year or higher (22.6%).

Table 5.5 Illustrates the Number of Students, Classified by Field of Study

Field of Study
Humanities / Social Science
Communication/ Communication Arts
Anthropology / Archaeology
Linguistics / Culture
Cultural Management
Education / Education Science
Business Administration / Management /
Tourism
Fine and Applied Arts / Architecture
Total

Numbers of
respondents
247
230
55
46
42
39
38

Percentage

23
720

3.2
100.0

34.3
31.9
7.6
6.4
5.8
5.4
5.3

From Table 5.5, it is found that the majority of respondents (247) study in the
field of Humanities and Social Science (34. 3% ), followed by 230 respondents in
Communication / Communication Arts (31. 9% ), 55 in Anthropology / Archaeology
(7.6% ), 46 in Linguistics / Culture (6.4% ), 42 in Cultural Management (5.8% ), 39 in
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Education / Education Science (5.4% ), 38 in Business Administration / Management /
Tourism (5.3%), and 23 in Fine and Applied Arts / Architecture (3.2%) respectively.

Table 5.6

Illustrates the Number of Respondents, Classified by University Location

University Location
Southern region
(Songkhla, Surat Thani, Narathiwat, Pattani,
Yala, and Phattalung)
Northern region
(Chiangrai, Pha-Yao, and Tak)
Bangkok and neighbouring provinces
Western region
(Kanchanaburi, Petchaburi, and Prachuap
Khirikhan)
Eastern region
(Chonburi, Sa-Kaeo, and Trad)
Northeastern region
(Nongkhai, Nakhon Phanom, Mukdahan,
Kalasin, Mahasarakam, and Khon Kaen
Total

Number of
respondents
120

Percentage

120

16.7

120
120

16.7
16.7

120

16.7

120

16.7

720

100.0

16.7

From Table 5. 6, it is found that 720 respondents are from universities of 6
regions, each of which has equal number of respondents, specifically 120 respondents
of each region (16.7%).

5.2.2 Analysis of the Samples’ Opinions on Indicator Variables
From the analysis of 720 samples’ opinions on 47 indicator variables,
classified into 9 sub-components or domains, the following is found:
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Table 5.7 Illustrates the Mean of Indicator Variables of ASEAN Common Culture
in Sub-component or Domain A: Cultural and Natural Heritage

Name of Indices/ indicators
1. X1
(A1: ASEAN Cultural Museum)
2. X2
(A2: ASEAN Living Museum)
3. X3
(A3: ASEAN Virtual Museum)
4. X4
(A4: ASEAN Cultural Heritage)
5. X5
(A5: ASEAN Cultural Landscape)
6. X6
(A6: ASEAN Natural Heritage)
7. X7
(A7: ASEAN Agricultural Field)
8. X8
(A8: ASEAN Ethnic Field)
Total

X

S.D.

4.26

.691

4.17

.738

4.18

.794

4.27

.762

4.10

.775

4.20

.764

4.19

.784

4.14

.809

4.19

.548

Level of Opinions
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate

From Table 5.7, it is found that respondents rate indicator variables of ASEAN
common culture in Sub-Component or Domain A at “ very important/ appropriate”
level. A4: ASEAN Cultural Heritage (X4) has the highest mean ( X = 4.27), next are
A1: ASEAN Cultural Museum (X1), X = 4.26); A6: ASEAN Natural Heritage (X6),
X = 4.20; A7: ASEAN Agricultural Field (X7), X = 4.19); A3: ASEAN Virtual
Museum (X3), X = 4. 18); A2: ASEAN Living Museum (X2), X = 4. 17; A8:
ASEAN Ethnic Field (X8), X = 4.14), and A5: ASEAN Cultural Landscape (X5), X
= 4.10, respectively.
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Table 5.8 Illustrates the Mean of Indicator Variables of ASEAN Common Culture
in Sub-component or Domain B: Performance Arts and Celebration

Name of Indices/ indicators
1. X9
(B1: ASEAN Performing Arts)
2. X10
(B2: ASEAN Musical Instruments)
3. X11
(B3: ASEAN Songs)
4. X12
(B4: ASEAN Compositions)
5. X13
(B5: Cultural Combined Arts of ASEAN
and ASEAN Contemporary Arts)
6. X14
(B6: ASEAN Festivals, Feasts and Fairs)
Total

X

S.D.

4.28

.770

4.22

.739

4.05

.809

3.94

.848

4.17

.780

4.22

.748

4.14

.559

Level of opinion
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate

From Table 5.8, it is found that respondents rate indicator variables of ASEAN
common culture in Sub-Component or Domain B at “ very important/ appropriate”
level. B1: ASEAN Performing Arts (X9) has the highest mean ( X = 4.28), next are
B2: ASEAN Musical Instruments (X10), and B6: ASEAN Festivals, Feasts, and Fairs
(X14), X = 4. 22); B5: ASEAN Cultural Combined Arts of ASEAN and ASEAN
Contemporary Arts (X13), X = 4.17; B3: ASEAN Songs (X11), X = 4.05); and B4:
ASEAN Compositions (X12), X = 3.94) respectively.
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Table 5.9 Illustrates the Mean of the Indicator Variables of ASEAN Common
Culture in Sub-component or Domain C: Visual Arts and Arts Crafts

Name of Indices/ indicators
1. X15
(C1: ASEAN Painting)
2. X16
(C2: ASEAN Drawing)
3. X17
(C3: ASEAN Sculpture)
4. X18
(C4: ASEAN Historical and Cultural
Photography)
5. X19
(C5: ASEAN Lacquerware)
6. X20
(C6: ASEAN Lacquered Wickerwork)
7. X21
(C7: ASEAN Nielloware)
8. X22
(C8: ASEAN Basketry)
Total

X

S.D.

4.19

.727

4.07

.792

4.24

.751

4.29

.739

3.93

.794

3.96

.792

3.94

.784

4.05

.763

4.08

.556

Level of Opinion
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate

From Table 5.9, it is found that respondents rate indicator variables of ASEAN
common culture in Sub-Component or Domain C at “ very important/ appropriate”
level. C4: ASEAN Historical and Cultural Photography (X18) has the highest mean
( X = 4.29), next are C3: ASEAN Sculpture (X17), X = 4.24); C1: ASEAN Painting
(X15), X = 4.19; C2: ASEAN Drawing (X16), X = 4.07); C8: ASEAN Basketry
(X22), X = 4. 05); C6: ASEAN Lacquered Wickerwork (X20) X = 3. 96; C7:
ASEAN Nielloware (X21), X = 3.94), and C5: ASEAN Lacquerware (X19), X =
3.93, respectively.
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Table 5.10 Illustrates the Mean of the Indicator Variables of ASEAN Common
Culture in Sub-component or Domain D: Literature

Name of Indices/ Indicators

X

S.D.

1. X23
(D1: Royal / Aristocratic Literature of
ASEAN)
2. X24
(D2: ASEAN Ancient Literature)
3. X25
(D3: ASEAN Folk Tales or ASEAN Local
Literature)
4. X26
(D4: ASEAN Modern Literature)
5. X27
(D5: Cultural Press and Journal of ASEAN)
6. X28
(D6: ASEAN Archives)
7. X29
(D7: Other Cultural Printed Matter of
ASEAN)

4.20

.743

Very important/
appropriate

4.19

.755

4.23

.762

Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate

4.16

.776

4.06

.813

4.09

804

4.04

.770

Total

4.13

.554

Level of Opinion

Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate

From Table 5. 10, it is found that respondents rate indicator variables of
ASEAN common culture in Sub-Component or Domain D at “ very important/
appropriate” level. ( X = 3. 50-4. 49).

D3: ASEAN Folk Tales or ASEAN Local

Literature (X25) has the highest mean, X = 4.23, next are D1: Royal / Aristocratic
Literature of ASEAN (X23), X = 4.20; D2: ASEAN Ancient Literature (X24), X =
4.19; D4: ASEAN Modern Literature (X26), X = 4.16; D6: ASEAN Archives (X28)
X = 4.09; D5: Cultural Press and Journal of ASEAN (X27), X = 4.06; and D7:
Other Cultural Printed Matter of ASEAN (X29), X = 4.04 respectively.
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Table 5.11 Illustrates the Mean of the Indicator Variables of ASEAN Common
Culture in Sub-component or Domain E: Architecture

Name of Indices/ indicators
1. X30
(E1: ASEAN Cultural Architecture)
2. X31
(E2: ASEAN Cultural Design and
Decoration)
3. X32
(E3: ASEAN Cultural Building Structure)
Total

X

S.D.

4.26

.719

4.19

.745

4.09

.775

4.18

.608

Level of Opinion
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate

From Table 5.11, it is found that the respondents rate all indicator variables in
Sub-Component or Domain E. at “very important/ appropriate” level ( X = 3.50-4.49. E1:
ASEAN Cultural Architecture (X30) has the highest mean, X = 4.26, followed by E2:
ASEAN Cultural Design and Decoration (X31), X = 4.19 and E3: ASEAN Cultural
Building Structure (X32), X = 4.09 respectively.

Table 5.12 Illustrates the Mean of the Indicator Variables of ASEAN Common
Culture in Sub-component or Domain F: Sports and Recreation

Name of Indices/ indicators
1. X33
(F1: ASEAN Traditional Sports)
2. X34
(F2: ASEAN Cultural Recreation)
Total

X

S.D.

Level of Opinion

4.19

.791

4.14

.804

4.16

.710

Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate

From Table 5.12, it is found that the respondents rate all indicator variables in
Sub-Component or Domain F at “ very important/appropriate” level ( X = 3.50-4.49).
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F1: ASEAN Traditional Sports (X33), X = 4.19, followed by F2: ASEAN Cultural
Recreation (X34), X = 4.14.

Table 5.13 Illustrates the Means of the Indicator Variables of ASEAN Common
Culture in Sub-component or Domain G: Intangible Cultural Heritage
(ICH)

Name of Indices/ indicators

X

S.D.

Level of Opinion

1. X35
(G1: Oral Traditions and Expressions of
ASEAN)
2. X36
(G2: ASEAN Rituals)
3. X37
(G3: ASEAN Languages)
4. X38
(G4: ASEAN Norms and Social Practices)
5. X39
(G5: ASEAN Knowledge and Wisdom)

4.21

.781

Very important/
appropriate

4.13

.820

4.37

.736

4.14

.758

4.22

.730

Total

4.21

.572

Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate

From Table 5.13, it is found that the respondents rate all indicator variables in
Sub-Component or Domain G at “very important/ appropriate” level ( X = 3.50-4.49).
G3: ASEAN Languages (X37) has the highest mean, X = 4. 37, followed by G5:
ASEAN Knowledge and Wisdom (X39), X =

4. 22; G1; Oral Traditions and

Expressions of ASEAN (X35), X = 4.21; G4: ASEAN Norms and Social Practices
(X38), X = 4.14; and G2: ASEAN Rituals (X36), X = 4.13 respectively.
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Table 5.14 Illustrates the Mean of the Indicator Variables of ASEAN Common
Culture in Sub-component or Domain H: Cultural Foods

Name of Indices/ Indicators
1. X40
(H1: ASEAN National Foods)
2. X41
(H2: ASEAN-Indian and Arabian Foods)
3. X42
(H3: ASEAN-Chinese Foods)
4. X43
(H4: ASEAN-Western Foods)
5. X44.
(H5: ASEAN Lineage Local Foods)
Total

X

S.D.

Level of Opinion

4.34

.744

4.02

.803

4.07

.806

4.03

.828

4.34

.736

4.15

.602

Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate

From Table 5.14, it is found that the respondents rate all indicator variables in
Sub-Component or Domain H. at “ very important/ appropriate” level, ( X = 3.50-4.49).
H1: ASEAN National Foods (X40) and H5: ASEAN Lineage Local Foods (X44) have
the highest mean ( X = 4.34), followed by H3: ASEAN-Chinese Foods(X42), X =
4. 07; H4: ASEAN-Western Foods (X43), X = 4. 03; and H2: ASEAN-Indian and
Arabian Foods (X41), X = 4.02 respectively.
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Table 5.15 Illustrates the Mean of the Indicator Variables of ASEAN Common
Culture in Sub-component or Domain I: Cultural Costume

Name of Indices/ indicators
1. X45
(I1: ASEAN National Costume)
2. X46
(I2: ASEAN Fabric)
3. X47
(I3: ASEAN Original Cultural Dressing)
Total

X

S.D.

Level of Opinions

4.36

.729

4.08

.788

4.25

.772

4.23

.617

Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate
Very important/
appropriate

From Table 5.15, it is found that the respondents rate all indicator variables in
Sub-Component or Domain I at “very important/ appropriate” level, ( X = 3.50-4.49). I1:
ASEAN National Costume (X45) has the highest mean, X = 4.36, followed by I3:
ASEAN Original Cultural Dressing (X47), X = 4.25 and I2: ASEAN Fabric (X46),
X = 4.08 respectively.

5.3 The Assessment of the Appropriateness of the Data before the
Conduction of Structural Equation Model (SEM) Analysis
The objectives of the analysis of this part are to test basic assumptions and to
scrutinize the appropriateness of the data before the analysis of Structural Equation
Model (SEM) is conducted. The appropriateness of data is evaluated by the following
three methods:

5.3.1 Normality Test of the Data
A normality test of the data is conducted by reviewing skewness value of all
47 indicator variables, and it is found that the skewness value is between -3 to + 3,
which is within the accepted range as specified in the criteria (Nantana Jaengsawang,
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2013). Thus, it indicates that the data set of all indicator variables is normally
distributed as per basic conditions (As shown in Table 5.16).

Table 5.16 Illustrates Analysis of Skewness Value of Indicator Variables

Name of Indices/ Indicator Variables
X1 (A1: ASEAN Cultural Museum)
X2 (A2: ASEAN Living Museum)
X3 (A3: ASEAN Virtual Museum)
X4 (A4: ASEAN Cultural Heritage)
X5 (A5: ASEAN Cultural Landscape)
X6 (A6: ASEAN Natural Heritage)
X7 (A7: ASEAN Agricultural Field)
X8 (A8: ASEAN Ethnic Field)
X9 (B1: ASEAN Performing Arts)
X10 (B2: ASEAN Musical Instruments)
X11 (B3: ASEAN Songs)
X12 (B4: ASEAN Compositions)
X13 (B5: Cultural Combined Arts of ASEAN and ASEAN
Contemporary Arts)
X14 (B6: ASEAN Festivals, Feasts and Fairs)
X15 (C1: ASEAN Painting)
X16 (C2: ASEAN Drawing)
X17 (C3: ASEAN Sculpture)
X18 (C4: ASEAN Historical and Cultural Photography)
X19 (C5: ASEAN Lacquerware)
X20 (C6: ASEAN Lacquered Wickerwork)
X21 (C7: ASEAN Nielloware)
X22 (C8: ASEAN Basketry)
X23 (D1: Royal / Aristocratic Literature of ASEAN)
X24 (D2: ASEAN Ancient Literature)
X25 (D3: Folk Tales or ASEAN Local Literature)
X26 (D4: ASEAN Modern Literature)
X27 (D5: Cultural Press and Journal of ASEAN)
X28 (D6: ASEAN Archives)
X29 (D7 Other Cultural Printed Matter of ASEAN)
X30 (E1: ASEAN Cultural Architecture)
X31 (E2: ASEAN Cultural Design and Decoration)
X32 (E3: ASEAN Cultural Building Structure)
X33 (F1: ASEAN Traditional Sports)
X34 (F2: ASEAN Cultural Recreation)
X35 (G1: Oral Traditions and Expressions of ASEAN)
X36 (G2: ASEAN Rituals)
X37 (G3: ASEAN Languages)
X38 (G4: ASEAN Norms and Social Practices)

Skewness
value
-.475
-.641
-.673
-.686
-.447
-.677
-.649
-.583
-.937
-.620
-.504
-.478
-.623
-.658
-.589
-.529
-.694
-.814
-.349
-.352
-.415
-.330
-.549
-.683
-.828
-.633
-.506
-.544
-.418
-.587
-.424
-.542
-.704
-.702
-.769
-.653
-.829
-.516

Std. Error
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
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Table 5.16 (Continued)

Name of Indices/ Indicator Variables
X39 (G5: ASEAN Knowledge and Wisdom)
X40 (H1: ASEAN National Foods)
X41 (H2: ASEAN-Indian & Arabian Foods)
X42 (H3: ASEAN-Chinese Foods)
X43 (H4: ASEAN-Western Foods)
X44 (H5: ASEAN Lineage Local Foods)
X45 (I1: ASEAN National Costume)
X46 (I2: ASEAN Fabric)
X47 (I3: ASEAN Original Cultural Dressing)

Skewness
value
-.645
-1.008
-.552
-.635
-.631
-1.004
-.961
-.626
-1.060

Std. Error
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091
.091

5.3.2 Coefficient of Correlation Analysis
The researcher assesses correlation coefficients from relative distribution
table, and it is found that the correlation coefficients of all manifest variables is less
than 0. 80, which is considered as appropriate to study as per the criteria. (Yuth
Kaiyawan, 2013)

5.3.3 Analysis of Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy
(KMO) and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity
From the analysis of Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy
(KMO) and Bartlett Test of Sphericity, the following findings are presented:

Table 5.17 Illustrates KMO and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

Approx. Chi-Square
df
Sig.

.961
16848.195
1081
.000
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From Table 5.17, it is found that KMO = .961, which is higher than .50 (KMO
> .50), is close to 1, indicating that all 47 indicator variables are closely related and
can be grouped as variable sets.
For Bartlett’ s Test, it is found that Coefficient Correlation Matrix of all 47
manifest variables is not an Identity Matrix.
From the findings of both analyses, it indicates that the studied variables are
appropriate and can be analysed by further factor analysis. (Kanlaya Vanichbuncha,
2013)

5.4 Second Order Confirmatory Factor Analysis
The purpose of this analysis is to test the congruence between the Structural
Equation Model and empirical data or model fit index with the assumption that the
constructed model is congruent with empirical data in accordance with the criteria.
The finding is presented in Table 5.18

Table 5.18 Illustrates Model Fit Index Criterion

Indication

Criterion

χ2

p >.05 (Kline, 1998)

χ2/ df (CMIN/DF)

< 2 (Ullman, 2001)

GFI

≥ .90 (Byrne, 1994)

AGFI

≥ .80 (Schumacker & Lomax, 2004)

NFI

≥ .80 (Byrne, 1994)

CFI

≥ .90 (Ullman, 2001)

RMSEA

.05 - .08 or ≤ .05 (PCLOSE > .05) (Hoyle, 2012)

RMR

< .05 (Stieger, 1990)

For the model of principle components used for testing, the components are
named the same as variables gained from Delphi Technique (in Chapter 4), and are
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classified into 9 sub-components and 47 indicator variables as shown in the figure 5.15.9.
X1: ASEAN Cultural Museum

X2: ASEAN Living Museum

X3: ASEAN Virtual Museum

X4: ASEAN Cultural Heritage

A: Cultural &

X5: ASEAN Cultural Landscape

Natural Herritage
X6: ASEAN Natural Heritage

X7: ASEAN Cultural Field

X8: ASEAN Cultural Etnic Field

Figure 5.1 Model of ASEAN Common Culture in Sub-component or Domain A:
Cultural and Natural Heritage
X9: ASEAN Performing Arts

X10: ASEAN Instrument

X11: ASEAN Songs
B: Performance
Arts & Celebration

X12: ASEAN Compositions

X13: Cultural Combined Arts…
X14: ASEAN Festivals, Feasts…

Figure 5.2 Model of ASEAN Common Culture in Sub-component or Domain B:
Performance Arts and Celebration
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X15: ASEAN Painting

X16: ASEAN Drawing

X17: ASEAN Sculpture

X18: ASEAN Historical… Photo
C: Vistual Arts &
Arts Crafts

X19: ASEAN Lacquerware

X20: ASEAN Lacquered Wick…

X21: ASEAN Nielloware
X22: ASEAN Basketry

Figure 5.3 Model of ASEAN Common Culture in Sub-component or Domain C:
Virtual Arts and Arts Crafts

X23: Royal / Aristocratic Lit…

X24: ASEAN Ancient Literature

X25: Folk Tale/ASEAN Local Lit..

X26: ASEAN Modern Literature
D: Literature
X27: Cultural Press & Journal…

X28: ASEAN Archives

X29: Other Cultural Printed Matter

Figure 5.4 Model of ASEAN Common Culture in Sub-component or Domain D:
Literature
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X30:ASEAN Cultural Architecture

E: Architecture

X31: ASEAN Cultural Design…

X32: ASEAN Cultural Building…

Figure 5.5 Model of ASEAN Common Culture in Sub-component or Domain E:
Architecture

X33: ASEAN Traditional Sports
F: Sports and
Recreation

X34: ASEAN Cultural Recreation

Figure 5.6 Model of ASEAN Common Culture in Sub-component or Domain F:
Sports and Recreation

X35: Oral Traditions&Expressions

X36: ASEAN Rituals
G: Intangible
X37: ASEAN Languages
Cultural Heritage
X38: Norm and Social Practices

X39: ASEAN Knowledge/Wisdom

Figure 5.7 Model of ASEAN Common Culture in Sub-component or Domain G:
Intangible Cultural Heritage
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X40: ASEAN National Foods

X41: ASEAN-Indian… Foods

H: Cultural Foods

X42: ASEAN-Chinese Foods

X43: ASEAN-Western Foods

X44: ASEAN Lineage Local…

Figure 5.8 Model of ASEAN Common Culture in Sub-component or Domain H:
Cultural Foods

X45: ASEAN National Costume
I: Cultural

X46: ASEAN Fabric

Costume
X47: ASEAN Original… Dressing

Figure 5.9 Model of ASEAN Common Culture in Sub-component or Domain I:
Cultural Costume

It is noted that the Model of Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA Model)
used in analyzing ASEAN common-culture indicator variables is the Second Order
Model as presented in figure 5.10.
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X1
X2
A

…X8
X9

B

X10
…X14

C

X15
…X22
X23

D

…X29
X30

ASEAN

E

X31

Culture
X32
F

X33
X34
X35

G

X36
…X39

H

X40
…X44
X45

I

X46
X47

Figure 5.10 Model of Confirmatory Factor Analysis of ASEAN Common Culture
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5.4.1 The Results of the First Test of Model Fit Indices
The test of Structural Equation Model Fit Indices with empirical data is
conducted by the Second Order Confirmatory Factor Analysis, and the results are
presented as follow:

Table 5.19 Illustrates the Results of the First Test of Model Fit Indices

Indication

Criterion

χ2
χ2/ df (CMIN/DF)
GFI
AGFI
NFI
CFI
RMSEA
RMR

p >.05
<2
≥ .90
≥ .80
≥ .80
≥ .90
.05 - .08 or ≤ .05 (PCLOSE > .05)
< .05

Findings from the
analysis
.000
3.084
.834
.817
.817
.868
.054
.029

From Table 5.19, it shows the following Fit Indices of the model of ASEAN
cultural indices for media comprising 9 sub-components and 47 indicator variables,
from being tested by the Second Order Confirmatory Factor Analysis with empirical
data.
Chi-square (χ2) = CMIN = 3160.737, df = 1025, and p-value = .000
Chi-square test for independence (χ2/ df) = 3.084
Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) = .834
Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI) = .817
Normed Fit Index (NFI) =.817
Comparative Fit Index (CFI) = .868
Root Mean Squared Error of Approximation (RMSEA) = .054
Root Mean Residual (RMR) = .029
From the above Model Fit Indices test, it is found that there are only three Fit
Indices which meet the criteria from 8 indications: Normed Fit Index (NFI), Root
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Mean Squared Error of Approximation (RMSEA), and Root Mean Residual (RMR).
Consequently, the Model is adjusted by applying Modification Indices (MI) to meet
the criteria and to be in utmost congruence with empirical data by connecting two-way
relationship between variables with covariance as appeared in Modification Indices
Table to increase parameter value or p-value and decrease degree of freedom to
increase the Model Fit Index for repeated analysis.

5.4.2 The Results of the Second Test of Model Fit Indices
The Fit Indices of the Adjusted Model is re-tested with empirical data. From
the overall analysis of Model Fit Indices, the findings are as follow:

Table 5.20 Illustrates the Results of the Second Test of Model Fit Indices

p >.05
<2

Statistical
Value
.000
1.761

Finding from
the Analysis
Not applied
Passed

Equal or more than .90
Equal or more than .80
Equal or more than .80
Equal or more than .90
.05 - .08 or ≤ .05 (PCLOSE > .05)
< .05

.912
.895
.904
.956
.033
.019

Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed

Indication

Criterion

χ2
χ2/ df
(CMIN/DF)
GFI
AGFI
NFI
CFI
RMSEA
RMR

From Table 5.20, it shows the following Fit Indices of the model of ASEAN
cultural indices for media comprising 9 sub-components and 47 indicator variables
after the Modification Indices (MI) is applied to adjust the Model by connecting twoway relationship between variables with covariance, and by testing the Fit Indices
with empirical data.
Chi-square (χ2) = CMIN = 1664.025, df = 945, and p-value = .000
Chi-square test for independence (χ2/ df) = 1.761
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Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) = .912
Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI) = .895
Normed Fit Index (NFI) =.904
Comparative Fit Index (CFI) = .956
Root Mean Squared Error of Approximation (RMSEA) = .033 (PCLOSE = 1.00)
(RMSEA < .05 means the model is well-congruent with empirical data.)
Root Mean Residual (RMR) = .019
From the above Model Fit Indices test, it is found that there are seven Fit
Indices which meet the criteria from 8 indications, except Chi Square due to the
restriction in using Chi Square for testing Model Fit Index, especially with large
sample groups. This can make the value of Chi Square increased, and thus have
higher chance for a Null Hypothesis to be rejected accordingly. As a consequence, it
can be misinterpreted that the expected model and empirical data is not congruent
where in fact it is. (Kanlaya Vanichbuncha, 2013) Therefore, in this case Bollen
(1989) suggests to use Chi Square Test for Independence (χ2/df) instead. Hence, the
researcher did not use Chi Square, but uses only Chi Square Test for Independence
with other fit index tests.
In short, the Model of ASEAN Cultural Indices for media is found to be
congruent with empirical data, [(χ2/ df = 1.761, GFI = .912, AGFI = .895, NFI = .904, CFI
= .956, RMSEA = .033 (PCLOSE = 1.00), RMR = .019)], which is in accordance with
hypothesis and criteria.

5.4.3 Path or Regression Coefficient Analysis
Correlation coefficient analysis is used after the second test of the Adjusted
Model of ASEAN Cultural Indices for media by measuring the relationship between
independent / manifest variables (9 sub-components and 47 indicator variables) and
dependent / latent variables (1 principle-component, and 9 sub-components). The
findings are as follow:

Table 5.21 Illustrates Correlation Coefficient between Independent/Manifest Variables (A-X10) and Dependent/Latent Variables
(ASEAN-D)

Dependent/
Latent
Variable
ASEAN

A

C

D

*Remarks:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE

.829
.000
.829

.868
.000
.868
.000
.000
.000

.901
.000
.901
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.940
.000
.940
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.915
.000
.915
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.744
.000
.744
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.884
.000
.884
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000

X4

X5

X6

X7

X8

X9

X10

.000
.581
.581
.701
.000
.701
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.558
.558
.673
.000
.673
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.535
.535
.646
.000
.646
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.529
.529
.638
.000
.638
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.595
.595
.718
.000
.718
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.564
.564
.681
.000
.681
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.506
.506
.000
.000
.000
.583
.000
.583
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.518
.518
.000
.000
.000
.597
.000
.597
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.731
.000
.731
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.726
.000
.726
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.550
.550
.663
.000
.663
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.474
.474
.572
.000
.572
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

DE= Direct Effect, IE = Indirect Effect, TE = Total Effect
Sub-component variables (A-I) function as both Latent Variable and Manifest Variable.
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Independent / Manifest Variable
H
I
X1
X2
X3

Table 5.22 Illustrates Correlation Coefficient between Independent/Manifest Variables (X11-X29) and Dependent/Latent Variables
(ASEAN-D)

Dependent/
Latent
Variable
ASEAN
A

C
D

*Remarks:

X11

X12

X13

X14

X15

X16

X17

DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE

.000
.615
.615
.000
.000
.000
.708
.000
.708
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.581
.581
.000
.000
.000
.669
.000
.669
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.551
.551
.000
.000
.000
.634
.000
.634
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.474
.474
.000
.000
.000
.546
.000
.546
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.560
.560
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.621
.000
.621
.000
.000
.000

.000
.573
.573
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.636
.000
.636
.000
.000
.000

.000
.603
.603
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.669
.000
.669
.000
.000
.000

Independent / Manifest Variable
X18 X19 X20 X21 X22
.000
.583
.583
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.647
.000
.647
.000
.000
.000

.000
.630
.630
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.699
.000
.699
.000
.000
.000

.000
.634
.634
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.703
.000
.703
.000
.000
.000

.000
.613
.613
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.681
.000
.681
.000
.000
.000

.000
.624
.624
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.693
.000
.693
.000
.000
.000

X23

X24

X25

X26

X27

X28

X29

.000
.612
.612
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.651
.000
.651

.000
.669
.669
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.711
.000
.711

.000
.640
.640
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.681
.000
.681

.000
.592
.592
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.630
.000
.630

.000
.611
.611
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.650
.000
.650

.000
.600
.600
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.638
.000
.638

.000
.665
.665
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.707
.000
.707

DE= Direct Effect, IE = Indirect Effect, TE = Total Effect
Sub-component variables (A-I) function as both Latent Variable and Manifest Variable
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Table 5.23 Illustrates Correlation Coefficient between Independent/Manifest Variables (X30-X47) and Dependent/Latent Variables
(ASEAN-D)

Dependent/
Latent
Variable
ASEAN

A

C

D

*Remarks:

X30

X31

X32

X33

X34

X35

X36

Independent / Manifest Variable
X37 X38 X39 X40
X41

X42

X43

X44

X45

X46

X47

DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE

.000
.632
.632
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.614
.614
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.643
.643
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.552
.552
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.592
.592
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.603
.603
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.578
.578
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.554
.554
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.524
.524
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.518
.518
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.570
.570
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.508
.508
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.533
.533
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.533
.533
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.608
.608
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.577
.577
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.475
.475
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.540
.540
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

DE= Direct Effect, IE = Indirect Effect, TE = Total Effect
Sub-component variables (A-I) function as both Latent Variable and Manifest Variable
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Table 5.24 Illustrates Correlation Coefficient between Independent/Manifest Variables (A-X10) and Dependent/Latent Variables (E-I)

Dependent/
Latent
Variable
E

F

H

I

*Remarks:

A

B

C

D

DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

E

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

F

G

.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

Independent /Manifest Variable
H
I
X1
X2
X3
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

X4

X5

X6

X7

X8

X9

X10

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

DE= Direct Effect, IE = Indirect Effect, TE = Total Effect
Sub-component variables (A-I) function as both Latent Variable and Manifest Variable
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Table 5.25 Illustrates Correlation Coefficient between Independent/Manifest Variables (X11-X29) and Dependent/Latent Variables (E-I)

Dependent/
Latent
Variable
E

F

H

I

*Remarks:

X11

X12

X13

X14

X15

X16

X17

Independent/ Manifest Variable
X18 X19 X20 X21 X22

X23

X24

X25

X26

X27

X28

X29

DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

DE= Direct Effect, IE = Indirect Effect, TE = Total Effect
Sub-component variables (A-I) function as both Latent Variable and Manifest Variable
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Table 5.26 Illustrates Correlation Coefficient between Independent/Manifest Variables (X30-X47) and Dependent/Latent Variables (E-I)

Dependent/
Latent
Variable
E

F

G

I

*Remarks:

X30

X31

X32

X33

X34

X35

Independent / Manifest Variable
X36 X37 X38 X39 X40 X41

X42

X43

X44

X45

X46

X47

DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE
DE
IE
TE

.691
.000
.691
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.672
.000
.672
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.703
.000
.703
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.747
.000
.747
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.797
.000
.797
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.683
.000
.683
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.654
.000
.654
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.717
.000
.717
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.709
.000
.709
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.780
.000
.780
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.700
.000
.700

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.735
.000
.735

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.735
.000
.735

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.627
.000
.627
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.688
.000
.688
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.659
.000
.659
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.650
.000
.650
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.739
.000
.739
.000
.000
.000

DE= Direct Effect, IE = Indirect Effect, TE = Total Effect
Sub-component variables (A-I) function as both Latent Variable and Manifest Variable
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1) From table 5. 21-5. 26, considering from the Regression Weight between
“ ASEAN” , principal component, and sub-components, A-I, in 5 orders, from the
highest to the lowest value, it is found that Sub-component D (Literature), has the
highest regression weight/ path coefficient . 940, followed by Sub-component E
(Architecture) = . 915, C (Visual Arts and Arts Crafts) = . 901, Sub-component G
(Intangible Cultural Heritage or ICH) = .884, and Sub-component B (Performance Arts
and Celebration) = .868 respectively.
Thus, when considering the overall regression weight between principal
component or first-ranked latent variable (ASEAN), and sub-components (A-I), the
regression weight is found high (Close to 1), or between .726-.940, but only “ direct
effect” is found.
The regression weight between principal component (ASEAN) and 47
indicator variables, which has indirect effect through sub-components (A-I), is
between .474-.669. When ranking the regression weight/path coefficient in 10 orders,
from the highest to the lowest value, the followings are found:
(1) X24: ASEAN Ancient Literature

699

(2) X29: Other Cultural Printed Matter of ASEAN

.665

(3) X32: ASEAN Cultural Building Structure

.643

(4) X25: Folk Tales or ASEAN Local Literature

.640

(5) X20: ASEAN Lacquered Wickerwork

.634

(6) X30: ASEAN Cultural Architecture

.632

(7) X19: ASEAN Lacquerware

.630

(8) X22: ASEAN Basketry

.624

(9) X11: ASEAN Songs

.615

(10) X31: ASEAN Cultural Design and Decoration

.614
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2) From table 5. 21, the Regression weight/ Path coefficient between subcomponent or second-ranked latent variable (A) and manifest variables (X1-X8) is
found, ranking in order from the highest to the lowest value, as following:
(1) X7: ASEAN Agricultural Field

.718

(2) X1: ASEAN Cultural Museum

.701

(3) X8: ASEAN Ethnic Field

.681

(4) X4: ASEAN Cultural Heritage

.673

(5) X2: ASEAN Living Museum

.663

(6) X5: ASEAN Cultural Landscape

.646

(7) X6: ASEAN Natural Heritage

.638

(8) X3: ASEAN Virtual Museum

.572

3) From table 5.21 - 5.22, the Regression weight/Path coefficient between subcomponent or second-ranked latent variable (B) and manifest variables (X9-X14), is
found, ranking in order from the highest to the lowest value, as following:
(1) X11: ASEAN Songs

.708

(2) X12: ASEAN Compositions

.669

(3) X13: Cultural Combined Arts of ASEAN and ASEAN

.634

Contemporary Arts
(4) X10: ASEAN Musical Instruments

.597

(5) X9: ASEAN Performing Arts

.583

(6) X14: ASEAN Festivals, Feasts and Fairs

.546

4) From table 5. 22, the Regression weight/ Path coefficient between subcomponent or second-ranked latent variable (C) and manifest variables (X15-X22) is
found, ranking in order from the highest to the lowest value, as following:
(1) X20: ASEAN Lacquered Wickerwork

.703

(2) X19: ASEAN Lacquerware

.699

(3) X22: ASEAN Basketry

.693

(4) X21: ASEAN Nielloware

.681
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(5) X17: ASEAN Sculpture

.669

(6) X18: ASEAN Historical and Cultural Photography

.647

(7) X16: ASEAN Drawing

.636

(8) X15: ASEAN Painting

.621

5) From table 5. 22, the Regression weight/ Path coefficient between subcomponent or second-ranked latent variable (D) and manifest variables (X23-X29) is
found, ranking in order from the highest to the lowest value, as following:
(1) X24: ASEAN Ancient Literature

.711

(2) X29: Other Cultural Printed Matter of ASEAN

.707

(3) X25: Folk Tales or ASEAN Local Literature

.681

(4) X23: Royal / Aristocratic Literature of ASEAN

.651

(5) X27: Cultural Press and Journal of ASEAN

.650

(6) X28: ASEAN Archives

.638

(7) X26: ASEAN Modern Literature

.630

6) From table 5. 26, the Regression weight/ Path coefficient between subcomponent, or second-ranked latent variable (E) and manifest variables (X30-X32) is
found, ranking in order from the highest to the lowest value, as following:
(1) X32: ASEAN Cultural Building Structure

.651

(2) X30: ASEAN Cultural Architecture

.691

(3) X31: ASEAN Cultural Design and Decoration

.672

7) From table 5. 26, the Regression weight/ Path coefficient between subcomponent or second-ranked latent variable (F) and manifest variables (X33-X34) is
found, ranking in order from the highest to the lowest value, as following:
(1) X34: ASEAN Cultural Recreation

.797

(2) X33: ASEAN Traditional Sports

.743
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8) From table 5. 26, the Regression weight/ Path coefficient between subcomponent or second-ranked latent variable (G) and manifest variable (X35-X39) is
found, ranking in order from the highest to the lowest value, as following:
(1) X38: ASEAN Norms and Social Practices

.688

(2) X35: Oral Traditions and Expressions of ASEAN

.683

(3) X36: ASEAN Rituals

.654

(4) X39: ASEAN Knowledge and Wisdom

.653

(5) X37: ASEAN Languages

.627

9) From table 5. 26, the Regression weight/ Path coefficient between subcomponent or second-ranked latent variable (H) and manifest variables (X40-X44) is
found, ranking in order from the highest to the lowest value, as following:
(1) X44: ASEAN Lineage Local Foods

.780

(2) X41: ASEAN-Indian and Arabian Foods

.739

(3) X42: ASEAN-Chinese Foods

.717

(4) X43: ASEAN-Western Foods

.709

(5) X40: ASEAN National Foods

.650

10) From table 5. 26, the Regression weight/ Path coefficient between subcomponent or second-ranked latent variable (I) and manifest variables (X45-X47), it is
found, ranking in order from the highest to the lowest value, as following:
(1) X47: ASEAN Original Cultural Dressing

.735

(2) X46: ASEAN Fabric

.735

(3) X45: ASEAN National Costume

.700

From all aforementioned findings, a draft of Structural Equation Model
(SEM), with the Model Fit Indices which meet the criteria as follow: χ2/ df = 1.761, GFI
= .912, AGFI = .895, NFI = .904, CFI = .956, RMSEA =.033 (PCLOSE = 1.00), and RMR
= .019, is drawn with the display of Regression weight/Path coefficient as follows:
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.673
.701
.663

A

.572
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C
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.915
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.744
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X15
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X24
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X7
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X12
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.669
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X13
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X27

.707

X28

X34
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X38

X36
X37
X40

.739

X41

.700
.735

X45

.735

.646

.638

X31

.703

H

I

X11

.651

.650

.726

X10

X16

.627

.731

X9

.636

.683

G

X2
X3

.829
.583

X4

X1

.653
.717
.709

X39
X42
X43

.780

X44

X46
X47

χ2/ df = 1.761, GFI = .912, AGFI = .895, NFI = .904, CFI = .956, RMSEA =.033 (PCLOSE = 1.00), RMR = .019

Figure 5.11 Structural Equation Model of ASEAN Cultural Indices for Media

X21
X22
X29
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5.4.4 Analysis of Estimated Predictive Coefficients
The purpose of estimating predictive coefficients is to analyze the forecasting
efficiency of the model of ASEAN Cultural Indices for Media with 9 sub-components
or latent variables by evaluating from their Squared Multiple Correlations (R2) as
shown in the following table:

Table 5.27 Illustrates Squared Multiple Correlations of Latent Variables (A-I)

Latent Variable

Squared Multiple Correlations (R2)

A: Cultural and Natural Heritage

.687

B: Performance Arts and Celebration

.754

C: Visual Arts and Arts Crafts

.812

D: Literature

.883

E: Architecture

.837

F: Sports and Recreation

.553

G: Intangible Cultural Heritage - ICH

.781

H: Cultural Foods

.534

I: Cultural Costume

.527

From table 5. 27, it is found that Squared Multiple Correlations or R2 or
Coefficient of Determination of Sub-component A (Cultural and Natural Heritage) =
.687 or 68.7% of the efficiency in forecasting latent variable or Sub-component A.
R2 of Sub-component B (Performance Arts and Celebration) = .754 or 75.4 %
of the efficiency in forecasting latent variable or Sub-component B.
R2 of Sub-component C (Visual Arts and Arts Crafts) = .812 or 81.2 % of the
efficiency in forecasting latent variable or Sub-component C.
R2 of Sub-component D (Literature) = . 883 or 88. 3 % of the efficiency in
forecasting latent variable or Sub-component D.
R2 of Sub-component E (Architecture) = .837 or 83.7 % of the efficiency in
forecasting latent variable or Sub-component E.
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R2 of Sub-component F (Sports and Recreation) = . 553 or 55. 3 % of the
efficiency in forecasting latent variable or Sub-component F.
R2 of Sub-component G (Intangible Cultural Heritage) = .781 or 78. 1 % of
the efficiency in forecasting latent variable or Sub-component G.
R2 of Sub-component H (Cultural Foods) = .534 or 53.4 % of the efficiency in
forecasting latent variable or Sub-component H.
R2 of Sub-component I (Cultural Costume) = .527 or 52.7 % of the efficiency
in forecasting latent variable or Sub-component I.

5.4.5 Summary of Structural Equation Model (SEM) by Second-Order
Confirmatory Factor Analysis
The below table presents statistical data of Model Fit Indices, Regression
weight/ Path coefficient, and Estimated Predictive Coefficients (R2) of the Model of
ASEAN Cultural Indices for Media.

Table 5.28 Illustrates Summary of Model Fit Indices

Indication

Criterion

Statistical value

χ2/ df
(CMIN/DF)
GFI
AGFI

<2

1.761

Finding from
the analysis
Passed

.90
.80

.912
.895

Passed
Passed

NFI
CFI
RMSEA
RMR

.90
.90
.50 - .80 (PCLOSE > .05)
< .05

.904
.956
.033
.019

Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
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Table 5.29 Illustrates Summary of Regression Weight and Squared Multiple
Correlations

Variable

Regression
weight

Forecasting
R2

efficiency
(%)

A

<---

ASEAN

.829

.687

68.7%

B

<---

ASEAN

.868

.754

75.4%

C

<---

ASEAN

.901

.812

81.2%

D

<---

ASEAN

.940

.883

88.3%

E

<---

ASEAN

.915

.837

83.7%

F

<---

ASEAN

.744

.553

55.3%

G

<---

ASEAN

.884

.781

78.1%

H

<---

ASEAN

.731

.534

53.4%

I

<---

ASEAN

.726

.527

52.7%

In summary, the Model of ASEAN Cultural Indices for Media constructed
from Structural Equation Model of Second-Order Confirmatory Factor Analysis,
comprising 1 principal component (ASEAN), 9 sub-components (A-I), and 47
indicator variables (X1-X47).
Evaluating from Model Fit Indices, it is found that the expected model is
congruent with empirical data with the following statistical support: χ2/ df = 1.761, GFI
= .912, AGFI = .895, NFI = .904, CFI = .956, RMSEA =.033 (PCLOSE = 1.00), and RMR
= .019, with Regression weight/Path coefficient at high level, or between .7 2 6 - .9 4 0 ,
and 52. 7% - 88. 3% of forecasting efficiency or containing estimated predictive
coefficients or R2 between .527 - .883.
Therefore, it displays, from all aforementioned findings, that the constructed
Model of ASEAN Cultural Indices for Media of this study is appropriate and meets
the statistical criteria with statistical significance. Hence, it can be used as a reference
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in measuring culture and be applied as an instrument in quantifying ASEAN common
culture for various kinds of media
.

CHAPTER 6
THE RESULTS OF THE ASSESSMENT OF THE INSTRUMENT

The research findings of the third part are to assess the efficiency of the
instrument, aimed to test its efficiency with all 47 indicator variables in application by
developing an instrument which enumerates all concrete or quantifiable components
and indicator variables, from confirmatory factor analysis, appearing in the content of
the television program which represents a piece of media work. Namely, quantitative
content analysis is conducted to assess its practicality as an instrument in quantifying
ASEAN common culture appearing in media. The assessment is divided into two
parts:
Part 1: The usage of Structural Equation Model of ASEAN Cultural Indices to
develop an instrument.

All components and indicator variables confirmed by

Confirmatory Factor Analysis are applied to construct a quantifiable instrument,
called “ Tally Sheet” used for enumerating ASEAN culture appearing in the television
program which is selected as a sample for the assessment of the instrument.
Part 2:

The assessment of the instrument efficiency in application by

evaluating the congruence between content (Pictures, sound, narration, and scripts)
appearing in media and the format of developed tally sheet. In other words, it is the
stage to test if the selected content of the program can be fit into each component or
indicator variable on the developed tally sheet and be counted quantitatively and
entirely.
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6.1 The Development of Quantifiable Instrument
All components and indicator variables confirmed by Confirmatory Factor
Analysis are applied to construct a “ Tally Sheet” and the developed instrument is
tested towards its efficiency in practice as illustrated:

Table 6.1 Illustrates a Sample of Tally Sheet Developed from Confirmatory Factor Analysis

M/Y

Episode

A1
Mus
e

A2
Livi

A3
Virt

A4
Heri

D1
Aris

D2
Anci

✓
D3
Folk

Feb.
2013

ASEAN common
culture:
Ceremonial
Kettledrum
(Klong
Mahoratuk)

✓
D4
Mod
e

I1
N.Co

I2
Fabr

I3
Dres

A5
Lan
d
D5
Pres

ASEAN Common Culture Tally Sheet ………………Jod Mai Hed Krungsri…………………
A6
A7
A8
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
Natu
Agri
Ethn
Perf
Inst
Song
Com
Com
Fest
p
b
✓
✓
D6
D7
E1
E2
E3
F1
F2
G1
G2
Arch
Othe
Deco
Buil
Spor
Recr
Oral
Ritu
C.Ar
✓

✓

C1
Pain

C2
Dra
w

C3
Scul

C4
Phot

C5
Lacq

Recorder:...Panurit…
C6
C7
C8
Wic
Niel
Bas
k
k

G3
Lang

G4
Nor
m
✓

G5
Kno
w

H1
N.Fo

H2
I.Fo

H3
C.Fo

✓

H4
W.F
o

H5
L.Fo

C7
Niel

C8
Bas
k

Comment: Some parts of content relate to A4: Cultural Heritage (Ancient/artistic objects), B2: instrument, and E2: interior design relates to G2: Rituals
Episode

Feb.
2013

ASEAN common
culture: The
Belief in Royal
Kris Phra Sang
Khan Chai Sri or
Sword of Victory

A1
Mus
e

A2
Livi

A3
Virt

A4
Heri

D1
Aris

D2
Anci

D3
Folk

✓
D4
Mod
e

I1
N.Co

I2
Fabr

I3
Dres

A5
Lan
d

A6
Natu

A7
Agri

A8
Ethn

B1
Perf

B2
Inst

B3
Song

B4
Com
p

B5
Com
b

B6
Fest

C1
Pain

C2
Dra
w

C3
Scul

D5
Pres

D6
Arch

D7
Othe

E1
C.Ar

E2
Deco

E3
Buil

F1
Spor

F2
Recr

G1
Oral

G2
Ritu

G3
Lang

G5
Kno
w

✓

✓

✓

✓

G4
Nor
m
✓

C4
Phot

C5
Lacq

✓
H1
N.Fo

✓
H2
I.Fo

C6
Wic
k
H3
C.Fo

✓
H4
W.F
o

H5
L.Fo

Comment: Thai-Khmer Royal accessories as signs of King’s position appeared in ancient scripture of Sukhothai, Ayutthaya, and Rattanakosin Period
M/Y

Episode

Mar.
2013

ASEAN common
culture: Panji: the
Cultural
Disfussion from
Java to Thai and
Myanmar

A1
Mus
e

A2
Livi

A3
Virt

A4
Heri

A5
Lan
d

A6
Natu

A7
Agri

A8
Ethn

B1
Perf

B2
Inst

B3
Song

B4
Com
p

B5
Com
b

B6
Fest

C1
Pain

C2
Dra
w

C3
Scul

D1
Aris

D2
Anci

D3
Folk

D4
Mod
e

D5
Pres

D6
Arch

D7
Othe

E1
C.Ar

✓
E2
Deco

✓
E3
Buil

F1
Spor

F2
Recr

G1
Oral

G2
Ritu

G3
Lang

G4
Nor
m

G5
Kno
w

✓
I1
N.Co

✓
I2
Fabr
✓

I3
Dres
✓

C4
Phot

C5
Lacq

C6
Wic
k

C7
Niel

C8
Bas
k

✓
H1
N.Fo

H2
I.Fo

H3
C.Fo

H4
W.F
o

H5
L.Fo

✓

Comment: Main content involves display of pictures and information of Royal and Ancient literature, which relates to languages, Performance arts, and Royal costume.
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M/Y
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From table 6.1, it shows that variables contained in Structural Equation Model
of ASEAN common- culture indices for media can be applied properly to be a tally
sheet for enumeration in the form of a table with 47 codes classified by name of the
variables under 9 sub-components from A to I, gained from Confirmatory Factor
Analysis in Chapter 5. The tally sheet consists of the name, definition and scope of
the variable, presented and measured aspects of the variable, which are scrutinized
and adjusted by the experts in Delphi Technique in Chapter 4. All mentioned process
is proved to meet the criteria with statistical significance.

6.2 The Assessment of the Instrument Efficiency in Application
At this stage, the efficiency of the developed instrument or tally sheet (As
shown in table 6.1) is assessed by testing with program content relating to ASEAN
common culture broadcast during 2013-2014. Content is selected from a television
informative program, categorized as feature and documentary program which contains
no less than 50% of ASEAN socio-cultural content: history or background, stories and
situations, and reflects cultural dynamism in ASEAN region and Southeast Asian
contexts, including focusing mainly on providing knowledge and understanding about
ASEAN. The assessment is thus for ensuring the practicality of the developed tally
sheet in enumerating ASEAN content effectively. The detailed steps of the assessment
are presented as follow:

6.2.1 The Selection of Program Content
The researcher selected one television programs from the list of 6 programs
which meet the preliminary criteria (As presented in Chapter 3), and are approved by
the experts in Communication and Cultural Studies and the research advisor. The
selected television program entitled “Jod Mai Hed Krungsri (or Krungsri’s Archive)” is
an informative and documentary program aimed to promoting culture, broadcast
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during Evening News period in Bangkok Broadcasting Television Channel 7, which is
the most popular channel in Thailand (Positioning, 2016).
The program is a short documentary television program, having been
broadcast since 1985, with major focus on presenting important events and narration
of the past up to the present time, including historical and ethnic background, arts,
local wisdom, and cultural conservation. Thus, its main objectives are to provide
knowledge and disseminate information containing historical, artistic, and cultural
value to the public. Besides, the program acquires information, content, and scripts
from specialized scholars and obtains supports from a number of institutions, such as
Fine Arts Department, Cultural Promotion Department, Ministry of Culture, Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Defence,
Ministry of Education, Office of National Culture, King Prajadhipok’ s Institute, and
Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn Anthropology Center, etc. (Bank of Ayudhya, 2015).
As for the criterion in choosing timing of the episodes of the program, those
broadcast during 2013-2014 are selected due to the fact that it was the period during
which preparation for entering ASEAN Community was greatly emphasized, and both
governmental and private sectors paid high attention to presenting ASEAN
information to enhance good understanding about ASEAN community. (Department
of ASEAN Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2015)
From January to December, 2013, 100 episodes relating to socio-cultural
issues of ASEAN of Jod Mai Hed Krungsri Program are found, which can be
classified by month as shown in the Table 6.1.
1) January (4 episodes): National Museum, Chiang Mai: Phra San Saew, the
Lanna Holy Image of Buddha) (1: 16), National Museum, Chiang Mai: The Lanna
Design (1:24), National Museum, Chiang Mai: From Lanna to Phayap Precinct (1:17),
and National Museum, Chiang Mai: Royal Howdah (1:16).
2) February (2 episodes): ASEAN Common Culture: Ceremonial Kettledrum
(1:18), and ASEAN Common Culture: The Belief in Royal Kris Phra Sang Khan Chai
Sri or Sword of Victory (1:21).
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3) March (4 episodes): Bang Luang Muslim Community (1: 14), ASEAN
Common Culture: Inao or Panji: Cultural Diffusion from Java to Thailand and
Myanmar (1: 11), ASEAN Common Culture: Java Vocabulary in Thai Inao or Panji
(1: 14), and ASEAN Common Culture: Thai Inao or Panji Play and its Thai-Java
Costume. (1:18)
4) April (11 episodes): ASEAN Common Culture (Thailand-Myanmar): ) : an
Inquiry of Historical Records and Testimony (1: 17), ASEAN Common Culture
(Thailand-Myanmar): Buddhism Preservation on Shwedagon Pagoda Pavilion (1:17),
ASEAN Common Culture (Thailand-Myanmar): The Visiting of King Rama V (1:13),
ASEAN Common Culture (Thailand-Myanmar): The Visiting of Two Siamese
Princes, The Prince Narisara Nuwattiwong) (1: 17), ASEAN Common Culture
(Thailand-Myanmar): The Visiting of Two Siamese Princes, Prince Tisavarakumarn,
and the Prince Damrong Rajanubhab (1: 14), ASEAN Common Culture (ThailandMyanmar): The Visiting of King Rama IX and Her Majesty the Queen (1:13), ASEAN
Common Culture – (Thailand-Myanmar): The Conqueror of the Ten Directions by
Prince Voravannakara (1: 24), ASEAN Common Culture: Headdress for Dramatic
Plays (1:08), The ASEAN Tones (1:07), The Connection between Arts Decoration and
Rituals of ASEAN Boat (1: 10),

and The Implication of ASEAN Gods in Birds

Drawing (0:59).
5) May (11 episodes): Vietnamese Community in Samsen Quartier (1: 12),
Yaoun Saphan Khao (Vietnamese in Saphan Khao) (1: 14), Anamnikaya at Saphan
Khao Vietnamese Temple (1: 14), The Architecture of Vietnamese Temple (1: 15),
Royal Ploughing Ceremony (1: 14), Royal Ploughing Ceremony Blessing (1: 18),
ASEAN Common Culture: Naga in ASEAN Arts (Ancient Khmer Naga) (1: 14),
ASEAN Common Culture: Naga in ASEAN Arts (Thai Naga) (1:14), Belief in Light
Waving Rite (1:01), The Influence of Khmer Art in Thai Ancient Remains (1:15), and
Khmer Art at Mueng Sing Castle (1:14).
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6) June (12 episodes): 150th Anniversary of Royal Chronicle by Prince
Narisara Nuwattiwong (1: 25), 150th Anniversary of Royal Chronicle and
Supplemenary Hand-Drawing by Prince Narisara Nuwattiwong (1:15), Khmer Artist
Pattern at Prasat Mueng Sing (1:16), Prasat Khom or Khmer Castle Legacy in Thai
Stupas (1:16), Mon: the Ethnicity of Leading-Life Culture (1:16), Ancient Mon and
Contemporary Mon in Thailand (1: 16), Tripitaka: the Buddha’ s Teaching (1: 17),
ASEAN Common Culture: Lined Pattern of Myanmar Artists (1: 27), ASEAN
Common Culture: Thai Lined Pattern

(1: 21), ASEAN Common Culture: Thai-

Burmese Lacquer Ware – Thai Lacquer Ware (1:14),ASEAN Common Culture: ThaiBurmese Lacquer Ware: Burmese Lacquer Ware (Yun-The) (1: 21), and ASEAN
Common Culture: Thai and Khmer Words (1:25).
7) July (12 episodes): ASEAN Common Root Culture: Betel Chewing - The
Origin and Diffusion (1:23), ASEAN Common Root Culture: Betel Chewing - Betel
Chewing of Thailand (1:18), ASEAN Common Root Culture: Thai Betel Chewing and
Betel Tray (1:17), ASEAN Common Root Culture: Burmese Betel Chewing (Kon Sa)
and its popularity (1:17), ASEAN Common Root Culture: Betel Chewing of Vietnam
(1:23), ASEAN Culture: Mon Pottery (1:21), ASEAN Culture: Mon Rong Hi and Mon
Dancing (Mon Funeral Rite) (1: 17), ASEAN Culture: Mon at Bang Kradi (1: 21),
ASEAN Culture: Mon Identity in Thai Religious Places (1: 18), ASEAN Culture:
Laotians’ Residence in Rattanakosin Era (1:18), ASEAN Culture: Lao Artist Pattern
(1:18), and Ayutthaya Museum: The History of National Museum in King Rama V.
Era (1:18).
8) August (9 episodes): ASEAN Culture: Thailand-Laos brotherhood Relationship
(1:17), ASEAN Culture: An Animalistic Design in Mekong Region Architecture (1:18),
ASEAN Culture: Thai-Lao Cultural Religious Places (1:17), ASEAN Culture: Thai-Lao
Pediment (1:17), ASEAN Community and Common Culture : ASEAN Fabric – Pate or
Paranakan Batik (1: 16), ASEAN Community and Common Culture: ASEAN Fabric -
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Sarong (1:23), ASEAN Community and Common Culture: ASEAN Fabric – Bruneian
Fabric (1: 16), ASEAN Community and Common Culture: ASEAN Fabric – Philippines
Woven Fabric (1:15), and ASEAN Community and Common Culture: ASEAN Fabric Thai-Khmer Fabric (1:25).
9) September (12 episodes): The ASEAN Journey of Siamese Kings: The
Visit to Malay Peninsular of King Rama V (1:19), The ASEAN Journey of Siamese
Kings: The Visit of King Rama VI (1:20), The ASEAN Journey of Siamese Kings: The
Visit to Vietnam of King Rama VII (1:15), The Visit of Siamese King to Federal State
of Melayu, Malaysia (1: 25), The ASEAN Journey of Siamese Kings: The Visit to
Indonesia of King Rama IX (1:21), The ASEAN Journey of Siamese Kings: The Visit
of King Rama IX to the Union of Myanmar (1:19), The ASEAN Journey of Siamese
Kings: The Visit of King Rama IX to the Philippines (1: 26), ASEAN Culture: Tai
Ethnic Group in Vietnam (1:20), ASEAN Culture: The Emperor Gia Long under the
Protection of King Rama I of Siam (1:17), ASEAN Culture: Annamnikaya Monks in
Thailand (1:12), ASEAN Culture: Vietnamese Artist Pattern in the Northeastern Part
of Thailand (1:17), and ASEAN Culture: Vietnamese Food Culture in the Northeastern
Part of Thailand (1:11)
10) October (5 episodes): ASEAN Culture: Common Culture of Musical
Instruments in ASEAN (1: 10), ASEAN Culture: ASEAN Cultural Dancing (1: 15),
ASEAN Common Culture: Historical Evidence of ASEAN Musical Instruments in
Thai Music (1: 27), ASEAN Common Culture: ASEAN Musical Instruments -Thai
Music and Mon Orchestra (1: 20), and ASEAN Common Culture: ASEAN Musical
Instruments - Thai Music and Burmese Tom-Tom Drum (A Tall Narrow Drum) (1:20).
11) November (9 episodes): ASEAN Common Culture: ASEAN Ethnic
Community in Ayutthaya Era (Indian) (1: 21), ASEAN Common Culture: ASEAN
Ethnic Community (Mon, Lao, Vietnamese and Khmer) in Ayutthaya Era (1: 19),
ASEAN Common Culture: Ankalung (or Angklung) (1:23), ASEAN Common Culture
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: Thai Songs with Java Accents (1:22), ASEAN Common Culture :Thai and Panji Kris
Dance (1: 15), ASEAN Common Culture: Salt Culture in Southeast Asia (1: 07),
ASEAN Culture: Gong in Angkor Wat Sculpture (1:10), ASEAN Common Culture:
ASEAN-Connected Musical Instruments (1:15), and ASEAN Culture: Holy Field of
Mekong Rituals (1:07).
12) December (9 episodes): ASEAN Common Culture: The Relationship of
Thai and Khmer Art (1:18), ASEAN Common Culture: The Relationship of Thai and
Khmer Art : Yod Brahma Phak Gate (1: 18), ASEAN Common Culture: The
Relationship of Thai and Khmer Art – The Replica of Palace Plan of Angkor Wat and
of Pranakorn Luang Castle (1: 17), ASEAN Common Culture: The Relationship of
Thai and Khmer Art (Bronze Leonine-Guardian Sculpture at the Chapel of Wat Phra
Kaew (1:12), ASEAN Common Culture: The Relationship of Thai and Khmer Art Duplication of Angkor Wat (1: 17), ASEAN Common Culture: South East Asia
Writers Awards or S.E.A. Write (1:11), ASEAN Common Culture: South East Asia
Writers Awards - Thai Awardees (1:21), ASEAN Common Culture: ASEAN Literary
Work (Tha-Translated Li (1: 14), and ASEAN Common Culture: Thai-Vietnamese
Literary joint Project, “Lotus Blooms in the Stream of Literature” (1:13).

6.2.2 The Results of Content Analysis
From the quantitative analysis of content in 100 episodes of Jod Mai Hed
Krung Sri Program, broadcast from January to December, 2013 on a developed tally
sheet, acquired from Second Order Confirmatory Factor Analysis by tallying three
components of the content: pictures or illustrations, voice or narration, and television
scripts to assess the efficiency of the instrument. The findings are presented in Table
6.2 and 6.3 as follow:

Table 6.2 Illustrates Content Analysis of Jod Mai Hed Krungsri Program, Broadcast in 2013

Month

Script writer

Title of the Episode

Nittaya
Kanokmongkol

1. National Museum
(Chiang Mai): Phra San
Saew, or the Lanna
Holy Image of Buddha

Janaury
(02)

Jan 11,
2013

Nittaya
Kanokmongkol

2. National Museum
(Chiang Mai): Lanna
Design

January
(03)

Jan 26,
2013

Nittaya
Kanokmongkol

3. National Museum
(Chiang Mai): From
Lanna to Phayap
Precinct

Content Analysis
It presents information about Art objects in Chiangmai National
Museum: background and designs of moulding art, origin of
name, demonstration of how to draw the Buddha head, historical
photos in Rama V reign which displays the transport and
maintenance of the museum, information about ritual legends
and divinity of the Image in bringing luck or in foreseeing the
lottery numbers so accurately that the Buddha mouth is nailed.
It presents information about fine arts in the museum which is
materialistic cultural heritage, emphasizing Lanna designs and
decorations with symbolic meaning on handicraft work in
relations to the attached beliefs, both traditional design, (i. e.
Ring or curled-up design, spiral design, etc.) and Indian-adopted
design, (i. e. Chat or many-tiered umbrella design, Tri design,
Sawastika design, Vajra (Dorje) design, etc. ), which reflects
beliefs in enlightenment, prosperity, charisma, victory, fortune,
growth, etc.
It presents information about historical drawing narrating about
ruling changes from Lanna Kingdom to Phayap Precinct or
County, and historical information about governance system in
that period via ancient objects displayed in the museum, such as
the drawing of the King of Lanna Kingdom, royal accessories,
royal utilities, etc.
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January
(01)

Broadcast
date
Jan 10,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
January
(04)

Feb 1, 2013

Script writer

Title of the episode

Nittaya
4. National Museum
Kanokmongkol (Chiang Mai): Royal
Howdah

Bulong
Sikanok

5. ASEAN Common
Culture: Ceremonial
Kettledrum

Content analysis
It presents information about ancient howdah (A seat for riding
on an elephant) of Chiangmai Governor made of lacquered
handicraft wood covered with gold, paintings of the Governor
and his accessories, and historical video about royal howdah,
including the portrayal of welcoming ceremony for King Rama
VII in Chiangmai in which Chao Kaew Nawarat blessed the
King with a Royal Howdah. Details about howdah-making, with
an emphasis on craving beauty and decorative design connected
with “Ramayama” literature is also displayed.
It presents information about history and cultural dimension of
ceremonial kettledrums originated from southern China to
Vietnam and widespread in Southeast Asia, the display of the
drums as ancient objects, and the video presentation showing
the connection between the drums, rites, and traditions, of both
governmental and private sectors, in royal and local ceremonies,
including the display of frog paintings as sacred animals in root
culture on the drums.
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February
(01)

Broadcast
date
Jan 27,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Script
writer
Bulong
Sikanok

March
(01)

Mar 11,
2013

Thitima
Tewasuk

Title of the Episode
6. ASEAN Common
Culture: The Belief in
Royal Kris Phra Sang
Khan Chai Sri (Sword
of Victory)

7. Bang Luang Muslim
Community

Content Analysis
It presents information about the Royal Kris Phra Sang Khan
Chai Sri as ancient objects and regalia or insignia of kingship
which has been inherited up to present, information about its
history and linquistic background by referring to anciet scripture
as evidence in the Sukhothai, Ayutthaya, and Rattanakosin Era,
and the display of historical photos narrating that in Cambodia
Kingdom, this royal sword was one of the king’s regalia during
royal ceremony as well and has been one of inherited common
culture since traditional period.
It portrays the picture of cultural landscape and cultural area of
Muslim ethnicity in Bang Luang by video presentation of its
history from the past to present, the updated information about
religious ceremonies, religious scripture, meeting and activities
in Bang Luang mosques, information about history, lifestyle,
community activities, and daily religious practices of ethnic
groups in the area classified by their ancestors, i.e. the Cham or
Khaek Cham (Muslims from Champa Kingdom in Khmer) and
Khaek Pae or Khaek Thet (Muslim migrants from Ayutthaya
after its collapse).
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February
(02)

Broadcast
date
Feb 2,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Script
writer
Bulong
Sikanok

March
(03)

Mar 19,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

Title of the Episode
8. ASEAN Common
Culture: Inao or Panji,
Cultural Diffusion from
Java to Thailand and
Myanmar

9. ASEAN Common
Culture: Java Vocabulary in
Thai Inao or Panji

Content Analysis
It presents information about the background of “Inao” or “ Panji”
literature, written by the Prince Damrong Rajanubhab in King
Rama V Era via historical photos with narratives about Lakorn
Nai in Pra Jao Yoo Hua Bor-Rom Goht reign or in Ayutthaya Era.
The literature is mentioned to be an influential Java Chronicle of
the region about Panyi, and connects with performance groups
and grand shadow figures or Wayang Kulit in Indonesia. Later, it
is well known in Thailand as a Royal play script or Lakorn Nai
(A play for a king performed by all females) and then expands to
Burmese Monarchy as a form of Royal entertainment, the part of
which is presented in photos (Showing dances, orchestra, and
dressing) of the past, with explanations.
It presents information of both Inao (or Panji) play, written by
King Rama II and the refined one by the Prince Damrong
Rajanubhab, and the literature of the Prince Damrong
Rajanubhab in King Rama II reign, together with the display of
historical drawing and photos of Inao or Panji performance with
orchestra. Besides, the quotation from the Archive of King Rama
II pertaining to the influence of Java vocabulary on Thai
language during such period evidenced by some remaining words
which has been used until now is also presented.
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March
(02)

Broadcast
date
Mar 18,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

Content Analysis

Bulong
Sikanok

10. ASEAN Common
Culture: Thai Inao or Panji
Play and its Thai-Java
Costume.

April
(01)

Apr 15,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

11. ASEAN Common
Culture (Thailand Myanmar): an Inquiry of
Historical Records and
Testimony

It presents information about costumes in Inao or Panji play
with the quoted description from Inao (Enau) or Panji
literature that the Prince Damrong Rajanubhab was the person
who considered about kinds of fabric and how to put on cloth
for the play. Besides, it says that in Inao play, a new head
dressing by wearing Paj Jurad was created. The narration ends
with the content about costumes, dancing movement, music,
and scenes used in Java-style Inao play of Fine Arts
Department. For the photo display, the photos show Inao play
and its costume in King Rama II reign. Also, video display
with music and songs of the play is also presented.
It presents information about chronicle and historical
testimony of two nations (Thailand and Myanmar). For
photos, they display cultural heritage of Ayutthaya and
Burmese ancient cities. Besides, it displays the objects used
for recording testimony, literary work, drawing, and important
historical persons of Thailand and Myanmar.
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Script writer

March
(04)

Broadcast
date
Mar 20,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

Bulong
Sikanok

12. ASEAN Common
Culture (Thailand Myanmar): Buddhism
Preservation on
Shwedagon Pagoda
Pavilion

April
(03)

Apr 16,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

13. ASEAN Common
Culture (ThailandMyanmar): The Visiting of
King Rama V

Content Analysis
It presents information about maps and historical occurrence
during the period of colonial expansion of England, display of
Rattanakosin and Rangoon in King Rama V reign and key
persons during such period, including the display of Wat
Rajadhivas and Shwedagon Pagoda. On part of narration,
information referring to Rattanakosin Chronicle about Buddhism
Preservation in Siam (1856) and the financial support of the
King for building a big pavilion of Shwedagon Pagoda is given.
It presents information about the visit to India of King Rama V
by focusing on the period where the King passed by
Mawlamyaing and Rangoon or Yangon with reference to the
report of Sir Edward Boac Sladen on his duty in welcoming and
protecting the King. For the photos, it displays historical photos,
important person portraits, and places of the King’ s visit in
addition to recorded documents and reports, maps, and videos
showing the King’s route.
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Script writer

April
(02)

Broadcast
date
Apr 16,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

Content Analysis

Bulong
Sikanok

14. ASEAN Common
Culture (Thailand Myanmar): The Visiting of
Two Siamese Princes

April
(05)

Apr 19,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

15. ASEAN Common
Culture (ThailandMyanmar): The Visiting of
Two Siamese Princes,
Prince Tisavarakumarn
and Prince Damrong
Rajanubhab

It presents information about recorded data of the Prince Narisara
Nuwattiwong while visiting Myanmar (Burma at that time),
emphasizing the Prince’ s route, Burmese kingdom portrait, and
recorded Burmese songs which later are transformed to contain
Thai melody and lyric. For photos, starting with moving picture of
the present Shwedagon, followed by Burma in ancient time, the
portrait of the Prince, the illustration of the Prince’s written work
entitled, “Visit Burma”, and the photos of the Prince’s written lyric
and melody into Burmese.
It presents information about the judgment of Prince Damrong
Rajanubhab in his composition entitled, “ Visit Myanmar” , written
while traveling from Penang to Myanmar about his traveling
experience, being considered as an important archaeological
record. For the portrayal of pictures, portrait of the Prince while
visiting Myanmar, the persons he met, Myanmar outlook, cultural
landscape, and major buildings in the past are presented.
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Script writer

April
(04)

Broadcast
date
Apr 18,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

Content Analysis

Bulong
Sikanok

16. ASEAN Common
Culture (Thailand Myanmar): The Visiting of
King Rama IX and Her
Majesty the Queen

April
(07)

Apr 21,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

17. ASEAN Common
Culture (Thailand Myanmar): The Conqueror
of Ten Directions by
Prince Voravannakara

April
(08)

Apr 22,
2013

Thitima
Tewasuk

18. ASEAN Common
Culture: Headdress for
Dramatic Plays

It presents moving pictures or historical videos recording the
event in which King Rama IX visited Myanmar with her
Majesty the Queen in 1960, (With the portrayal of the country,
landscape, cultural heritage, and building) and the narration
about the King’s visit to Shwedagon Pagoda, His Royal worship
to the Pagoda as Burmese tradtion, and His speech on the topic
of cultural preservation.
It presents information about the background of literature called,
“ the Conqueror of Ten Directions” written by Yakhob (Prince
Voravannakara) describing the background of plot influenced by
ancient chronicle and its development from literary work to be a
play script, lyrics, and performance, having been played up to
now. For the pictures, it shows the picture of original literary
work, portrait of the writer, portraits of characters (Paintings and
drawings) and moving picture (Video) of the present
performance.
It presents information about the development of headdresses by
referring to archaeological evidence, such as prototype of the
crown or headdress from ancient Khmer sculpture, the wearing
of theatrical crown or high – pinnacled headdress of classic
masked plays for the king at the early age as proved by mural
paintings at Wat Yai Suvannaram, and the Crown Chada,
originated from Indo-Persian culture. For the pictures, it shows
historical photos of headdresses, costumes with a headdress
appearing on painting as evidence, ancient sculpture, and the
prototype of headdresses.
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Script writer

April
(06)

Broadcast
date
Apr 20,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

-

19. The Tones of ASEAN
variety

April
(10)

Apr 24,
2013

-

20. The Connection
between Art Designs on
boat and ASEAN Rituals

April
(11)

Apr 25,
2013

Thitima
Tewasuk

21. The Implication of
ASEAN Gods in Bird
Drawing

Content Analysis
Due to some technical mistake (The program presented the
wrong episode by broadcasting the episode called, “ The New
Hypothesis of The History of King Ramathibodi I" , and no
episode with the mentioned title was found), this episode was cut
out.
Due to some technical mistake (The program presented the
wrong episode by broadcasting the episode called, “ The
Relations Between Ayutthaya and Lopburi”, and no episode with
the mentioned title was found), this episode was cut out.
It presents information about kettledrums or bronze drums by
emphasizing bird-design on the drums as symbols with attached
meaning which relates to the belief in gods inherited from the
root culture. For pictures, the pictures of ancient kettledrums in
the museum, historical pictures as evidence, designs on the
drums, and a sculpture of a bird on the drum are presented.
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Script writer

April
(09)

Broadcast
date
Apr 23,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

Thitima
Tewasuk

22. Vietnamese
Community in Samsen
Quartier

May
(02)

May 9,
2013

Thitima
Tewasuk

23. Yaoun Saphan Khao

May
(03)

May 10,
2013

Thitima
Tewasuk

24. Anamnikaya at Saphan
Khao Vietnamese Temple

Content Analysis
It presents information about the background of an ancient
Vietnamese community at Samsen. The script narrates the
history of community settlement since early Rattanakosin Era,
including important places of the community, religions, beliefs,
and ways of life. For the pictures, it displays the picture of the
community at present, cultural landscape, Vietnamese in the
area, significant places, i. e. Francis Xavier Samsen Church, St.
Francis Statue, etc. , cultural activities and lifestyles of the
community.
It presents information about ethnicity area at Nang Loeng
District or Quartier by focusing on Vietnamese ethnic groups
living near Khlong (or Canal) Phadung Krung Kasem and the
derivation of the name of the ethnic group. For pictures, it
portrays cultural landscape of the district, lifestyle and
community of Vietnamese, and vital places of the community,
i.e. Wat Samananumvihan, etc.
It presents information of Yuan (Vietnamese) at Saphan Khao,
the worship of Mahayana Buddhism of the ethnic group, history
of their settlement, the construction of religious places of the
community and decorative design. It portrays the picture of Wat
Samananumborihan and religious practices of Anamnikaya
monks in the community.
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Script writer

May
(01)

Broadcast
date
May 8,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

Thitima
Tewasuk

25. The Architecture of
Vietnamese Temple

May
(05)

May 12,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

26. Royal Ploughing
Ceremony

May
(06)

May 13,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

27. Royal Ploughing
Ceremony Blessing

Content Analysis
It presents information illustrating the connection between
architecture and sculpture of Yuan Saphan Khao ethnic group,
religious beliefs, and norms of Anamnikaya Cult in the
community by highlighting Wat Samananumborihan. For
pictures, it portrays the pictures of cultural architecture of
religious places, sculpture work, designs adopted from Chinese
Mahayana, and religious practices of Anamnikaya monks in the
community.
It presents information about Royal Ploughing Ceremony by
narrating the history of the ceremony in the past up to the
restoration period during the reign of King Rama IX. For
pictures, it portrays the historical paintings as evidence of the
ceremony, video presentation, and historical photos during the
narration.
It presents information about the background of announcement
and blessing used in the Royal Ploughing Ceremony with
reference to Sutta Pitaka, or to the Buddha’ s teaching from
Kasipharatawacha Sutra derived from an event where a Brahmin
named, “ Kasipharatawacha” blamed the monks who did not
plough on the field. For pictures, it portrays the pictures of
ceremony, photos of agricultural field, drawings with
explanations on Sutta event, picture of noted Sutta, and video
presentation of moving picture of the ceremony in the past.
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Script writer

May
(04)

Broadcast
date
May 11,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

Bulong
Sikanok

28. ASEAN Common
Culture: Naga in ASEAN
Arts

May
(08)

May 15,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

29. ASEAN Common
Culture: Naga
(Thai Naga) in ASEAN
Arts

Content analysis
It presents information about architecture and sculpture of
ancient Khmer by highlighting designs of sacred or holy
animals, i.e. Naga, which relates to Brahmanism or BrahminismHinduism beliefs from Indian influence in traditional period, and
relates to fairy tales about Naga (Female) and Phra Thong, the
builder of Cambodia kingdom. For pictures, it portrays the
pictures of architecture of ancient Khom or Khmer, Stone Castle,
the sculpture of Naga, ancient objects, lintel or decorative
pattern at the rear door of Naraibantomsin, and the sculpture of
Kshir Sagar.
It presents information about architecture and sculpture of Naga
by focusing on Thai beliefs in Naga or King of Naga, the origin
of decorating Naga sculpture in religious places which connects
with Buddhism beliefs in begging for “Boworn” or glorious creed
of Buddhism and involves with ordination (or Entering the
monkhood) ceremony. For pictures, it portrays the picture of
King-Naga sculpture in religious places, i.e. Chofa or ornamental
roof point-shaped like the head of Naga, Naka sculpture at the
stairs, and ordination of Nak (A novice monk) ordination
ceremony in Buddhism.
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Script writer

May
(07)

Broadcast
date
May 14,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

Thitima
Tewasuk

30. Belief in Light Waving
Rite

May
(10)

May 25,
2013

Thitima
Tewasuk

May
(11)

May 27,
2013

Thitima
Tewasuk

Content analysis

It presents information about beliefs and history of Light
Waving Rite with reference to Tripitaka, or Buddha scripture in
the part of Prataksinawat or Clockwise Worship. For pictures, it
portrays the rite in religious places, the rite practiced by the
monks, and by general Buddhists.
31. The Influence of
It presents information about ancient remains or places
Khmer Art in Thai Ancient influenced by Bayon art and architecture, widespread during the
Remains
reign of King Jayavarman VII (1181-1219 A. D. ) of Khmer
Kingdom by referring to archaeological evidence which is stone
inscription in Prasat Phra Khan or Phra Khan Palace in
Cambodia, and information about the origin of names which is
inscribed as well in terms of linguistic foundation. For pictures,
it portrays the pictures of ancient remains of the stone castle,
sculpture work and stone inscription.
32. Khmer Art of Muang
It presents information about patterns of art found in Muang
Sing Castle
Sing Castle influenced by Bayon artistic work, history and
background of construction, architectural patterns and materials
used, and sculpture pieces of the castle. For pictures, it portrays
pictures of the castle, sculpture of Prajnaparamita, and sculpture
of Avalokitesvara.
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Script writer

May
(09)

Broadcast
date
May 24,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

Content Analysis

Bulong
Sikanok

33. 150th Anniversary of
Royal Chronicle by Prince
Narisara Nuwattiwong

June
(02)

Jun 7,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

34. 150th Anniversary of
Royal Chronicle and
Supplementary HandDrawing by Prince
Narisara Nuwattiwong

June
(03)

Jun 11,
2013

Thitima
Tewasuk

35. Khmer Artist Pattern at
Prasat Muang Sing

It presents information about paintings drawn by Prince Narisara
Nuwattiwong used for complementing the royal literary work
entitled, “ Thammah Thamma Songkram” of King Rama VI with
details involving drawings of the Prince, i.e. cover, illustrations,
strokes, and components of pictures. For pictures, it presents the
portrait of the prince, literary work, painting, and its strokes.
It presents information about note-taking of artistic design during
the visit of Prince Narisara Nuwattiwong to Phisanulok in 1901
by referring to the notes of the Prince in his work titled,”
Archive: Distance to Phisanulok” . For pictures, it portrays
agricultural area and landscape of Phisanulok, historical photos
(Places, person, and the city), image of the prince, strokedrawing work by the Prince, and original Royal composition.
It presents assumptions about the origin of sculpture at Prasat
Muang Sing by clarifying the assumption that the palace or
Prasat was constructed by Khmer technicians who came from
the capital of Cambodia. For pictures, it portrays Muang Sing
Stone Castle, sculpture of Prajnaparamita, and sculpture of the
Aura of Avalokitesvara.
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Script writer

June
(01)

Broadcast
date
Jun 6,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month Broadcast
date
June
Jun 12,
(04)
2013

Sript writer
Thitima
Tewasuk

Jun 13,
2013

Thitima
Tewasuk

June
(06)

Jun 14,
2013

Thitima
Tewasuk

June
(07)

Jun 17,
2013

Thitima
Tewasuk

Content Analysis

36. Prasat Khom or Khmer
Castle Legacy in Thai
Stupas

It presents information about the influence of Khmer art on Thai
architecture, and the diffusion of Khmer cultural architecture
adopted by Thai in building Phra Prang or Thai stupas, i.e. Wat
Phrasi Rattana Mahathat Lopburi, including the structure,
designs, and materials used in architectural work. For pictures, it
portrays stone castles, Khmer architectural structure, Khmer
decorative designs, and Thai stupas.
37. Mon: Ethnic Group with It presents information about Mon ethnic groups in ASEAN:
Culture Leading Life
characteristics of the groups, origins of names, languages, apparel
style, living norms, and beliefs. For pictures, it portrays cultural
landscape, ethnicity area, Mon people, lifestyle, ancient drawings
of Mon, cloth patterns and dressing, and rituals.
38. Ancient Mon and
It presents information about Mon ethnic groups in Thailand: the
Contemporary Mon in
migration of Mon, their settlement, Mon in various areas, and the
Thailand
background of the names: ancient and contemporary Mon. For
pictures, it portrays “ swan” as the symbol of Mon ethnicity, Mon
architecture, cultural landscape, houses, simulation of traditional
living, Mon festivals, marriage tradition, Mon traditional plays,
and Mon dressing.
39. Tripitaka: the Buddha’ s It presents information about Tripitaka: the history, background of
Teaching
Tripitaka writing, the invention of ancient Tripitaka, methods of
inscribing Tripitaka, and wisdom in ancient Tripitaka
maintenance. For pictures, it portrays the look of Tripitaka as an
ancient object, palm leaves on which Tripitaka are inscribed,
monks’ usage of Tripitaka, niello-made inscription of Tripitaka
and the method of maintaining Tripitaka by wrapping with silk.
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June
(05)

Title of the Episode

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

Bulong
Sikanok

40. ASEAN Common
Culture: Lined Pattern of
Myanmar Artists

June
(09)

Jun 23,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

41. ASEAN Common
Culture: Thai Lined
Patterns

June
(10)

Jun 24,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

42. ASEAN Common
Culture: Thai-Burmese
Lacquerware (Thai
Lacquer ware)

Content Analysis
It presents information about Burmese lined patterns by quoting
Journal of The Association of Myanmar Academic and gives
information about lined patterns for various kinds of painting.
For pictures, it portrays Burmese ancient paintings, painting
sketch, designs and lined patterns, and academic journals of
Myanmar.
It presents information about Thai designs or patterns by
referring to Thai-pattern notebook designed by Phra
Thevaphinimmit. Information about its content, design sketch,
the background of Thai patterns and Thai Kanok of various types
is given. For pictures, it portrays original textbook, design
sketch, and what is explained in the textbook.
It presents information about the connection between Thai
lacquerware in the north and Burmese lacquerware. It explains
about patterns of lacquerware in the north, features of
lacquerware, usage, methods and wisdom in making
lacquerware, kinds of lacquerware, designs, and attached
meaning from religious belief in using lacquerware. For pictures,
it portrays patterns of lacquerware, its structure and materials
used, designs, and its usage. Besides, the pictures of lacquerware
as ancient objects and lacquerware used in rituals or in religious
places are presented.
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Script writer

June
(08)

Broadcast
date
Jun 22,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

Bulong
Sikanok

43. ASEAN Common
Culture: Thai-Burmese
Lacquerware (Burmese
Lacquerware or Yun-The)

June
(12)

Jun 26,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

July
(01)

Jul 10,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

Content Analysis

It presents information about Burmese lacquerware which
involves with living culture, kinds of Burmese lacquerware, and
assumptions on background of Yun The (Yun De) or Burmese
lacquerware and its name. For pictures, it portrays types of
Burmese lacquerware, such as gilded lacquerware, glassencrusted lacquerware, Buddha lacquerware, etc. including
designs on lacquerware and literature which notes Burmese
lacquerware sketch.
44. ASEAN Common
It presents information about a dictionary of borrowed words
Culture: Thai and Khmer
from Khmer in Thai language of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Words
It describes content within the dictionary, inscription evidence
relating to borrowed words from Khmer found in Sukhothai and
Ayutthaya period, Khmer-borrowed words found in literary work
at early Ayutthaya Age, including linguistic connection found in
royal words. For pictures, it portrays original literary work, and
parts of content in original work, stone inscription, literary
ancient objects, i.e. Lan Ngoen and Lan Thong Inscription, and
groups of Khmer-borrowed words.
45. ASEAN Common Root It presents information about betel: background, origin, and
Culture: Betel Chewing
plantation area, including betel chewing culture, composition,
(The Origin and Diffusion) and properties of ingredients in chewing betel in ASEAN. For
pictures, it portrays the look of betel fruit, betel tree, plantation
area, Penang Island map, chewing betel manner, and
consumption tools.
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Script writer

June
(11)

Broadcast
date
Jun 25,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
July
(02)

Script writer

Title of the Episode

Bulong
Sikanok

46. ASEAN Common Root
Culture: Betel Chewing
(Betel Chewing of
Thailand)

Jul 12, 2013

Bulong
Sikanok

Content Analysis

It presents information about Thai betel-consuming culture by
quoting Sukhothai inscription and historical records during the
Second World War and shows the evidence of the starting period
of consuming betel in Thailand and the development of betel
culture, including equipment for consuming betel. For pictures,
it presents Sukhothai town, stone inscription, video on Second
World War, plantation area of betel, illustration of betel
chewing, a look of ancient betel boxes in the museum, betel
boxes classified by social status, wooden betel boxes, lacquered
betel boxes and Pan Phra Sri or royal receptacle for betel.
47. ASEAN Common Root It presents betel culture not in consumption dimension, but in
Culture: Thai Betel
connection with Thai marriage tradition. It describes how to use
Chewing and Betel Tray.
betel tray as a part of marriage proposal gift in Thai tradition,
what are main traditional components in the tray. It also
mentions about diluting culture of chewing betel in Thai society
while betel tray for marriage tradition is inherited up to present.
For pictures, it presents a marriage betel tray displayed in a
museum, photos of betel-tray parade and procedures in arranging
betel tray for a traditional wedding, including components in a
betel tray.
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July
(03)

Broadcast
date
Jul 11,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
July
(04)

Script writer

Title of the Episode

Bulong
Sikanok

48. ASEAN Common Root
Culture: Burmese Betel
Chewing (Kon Sa) and its
Popularity

Jul 14,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

Content Analysis

It presents value of consuming betel in Myanmar nowadays. The
narration composes of betel consumption, equipment, origin of
the name “ Kon Sa” , and the connection with Thai value in
chewing betel in the past. For pictures, it presents betel gardens,
betel consumption in Myanmar at present, equipment and
ingredients, methods in preparing and consuming betel in
Myanmar, and Burmese betel chewing manner.
49. ASEAN Common Root It presents overall information about betel culture in Vietnam by
Culture: Betel Chewing of explaining the background of the name, “ Angao” which means
Vietnam
“ betel chewing” , proportion of betel chewing in Vietnam, and
traditions and rituals relating to betel chewing, equipment and
tools for chewing betel. It also refers to an academic article
which illustrates the connection between betel culture, Buddhism
beliefs, and Vietnamese local literature, including the connection
with betel culture of Yuan (Vietnamese) ethnic group in Samsen
district, Bangkok. For pictures, it portrays betel consumption of
Vietnamese, cultural landscape, plantation area in Vietnam,
lacquered pearl-encrusted betel boxes, betel containers, betel
decorations in bird-shape for ritualistic ceremonies, and betel
consumption of Yuan (Vietnamese) ethnic group in Samsen.
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July
(05)

Broadcast
date
Jul 13, 2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month Broadcast
date
July
Jul 15,
(06)
2013

Script writer
Thitima
Tewasuk

Jul 16,
2013

Thitima
Tewasuk

July
(08)

Jul 17,
2013

Thitima
Tewasuk

Content Analysis

50. ASEAN Culture: Mon
Pottery

It presents local wisdom of Mon in making pottery with detailed
steps: production steps, types of pottery, background of the name
“Nang Loeng Pottery” (“Nang” means pots and “Loeng” means big),
background of the name “ Bang Ta-nao Sri Pottery” , and
description of raw materials used. For pictures, it portrays
sculpture of Mon pottery, simulation of moulding and production
steps, pieces of pottery work displayed in a museum, designs on
pottery, portrait of “Nang Loeng” pots, “Bang Ta-nao Sri” pots, and
structure of sheds for keeping Mon bricks.
51. ASEAN Culture: Mon It presents information about funeral rites of Mon ethnic groups,
Rong Hai and Mon dances and connects it with beliefs and ritualistic performance. The
(Mon Funeral Rite)
background of “Mon Rong Hai” or “Crying Mon” and Mon dances
in front of coffins cultivated from religious belief in gratitude is
provided. For pictures, it presents the overall funeral ceremony of
Mon, portraits of crying Mons and Mon dance in front of the
dead, Mon orchestra instruments, altar design for cremation and
crematory, and the living areas of Mon ethnic groups.
52. ASEAN Culture: Mon at It presents information and details about Mon ethnic group at
Bang Kradi
Bang Kradi: community location, housing structure, Mon cultural
conservation of the community, Mon dressing, centers of the
community, traditions and festivals. For pictures, it portrays
cultural landscape near a river, agricultural area of the
community, structure of houses near a river, religious places and
Mon temples at Bang Kradi, lifestyle and activities of Mon, Mon
dressing, and Mon traditions.
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July
(07)

Title of the Episode

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
July
(09)

Script writer

Title of the Episode

Thitima
Tewasuk

53. ASEAN Culture: Mon
Identity in Thai Religious
Places

Jul 19, 2013

Thitima
Tewasuk

54. ASEAN Culture:
Laotians’ Residence in
Rattanakosin Era

Content Analysis
It presents information about Mon identity which connects with
Buddhism and traditional beliefs, and reflects through patterns of
constructing religious places. It presents Mon identity as
appeared in religious places by illustrating some examples, i. e.
the construction of Shwemawdaw Pagoda or Mutaw, pillars with
a swan symbol in front of the temple hall and padoda, and Mon
scripture. Besides, Mon-Buddhism belief patterns are also
presented. For pictures, it portrays religious practices of Mon,
structure of Mon religious places, Mutaw Pagoda structure, swan
pillars, and decorative designs.
It presents information about the settlement of Lao ethnic groups
in Thailand and describes the history of their migration and
settling in Rattanakosin Era by classifying into each reign, from
the reign of King Rama I to King Rama IV, and gives
information about the areas where Laotians live as follow: Lao
Phuan at Charoen Krung district in the reign of King Rama I,
Laotians from Nakorn Phanom in Samut Prakarn in the reign of
King Rama II, Laotians from Nakorn Phanom in Phanat Nikom
in the reign of King Rama III, and Laotians from Vientian in
Phanom Sarakam in the reign of King Rama IV. For pictures, it
presents the pictures of settling areas of Laotians, Lao
community in each period, portraits of Laotians, lifestyle of Lao
community, traditional dresses, musical instruments and Lao
dances, and traditional Lao food which still remains at present.
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Broadcast
date
Jul 18, 2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

July
(12)

Jul 31,
2013

Thitima
Tewasuk

Thitima
Tewasuk

Title of the Episode

Content Analysis

55. ASEAN Culture: Lao It presents information about artistic work of Lao ethnic groups
Artist Pattern
living in Thailand. It explains about the starting of artistic work
of Lao ethnic groups in early Rattanakosin period, and provides
information about wisdom in making Khan Long Hin or Bronze
ware, hitting gold leaves, and painting on lacquer works which
are inherited up to present. For pictures, it portrays historical
paintings as a proof of migration of Laotians into Thailand,
bronze ware craft, hitting gold leaves techniques, and Lao
Lacquer Works.
56. Ayutthaya Museum:
It presents information about the background of a Thai Ancient
The History of National
Museum, or formerly Chantharakasem Palace, where ancient
Museum in King Rama V objects of Ayutthaya and nearby areas are collected. For
Era
pictures, it displays historical pictures in the reign of King Rama
V, Ayutthaya Office, portrait of Phraya Boran Rachathanin,
formerly Bhorn Decha Cupet, ancient objects in the museum,
and museum building composing of a group of ancient
architectural buildings.
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Script writer

July
(11)

Broadcast
date
Jul 20,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

Content Analysis

Thitima
Tewasuk

57. ASEAN Culture:
Thailand-Laos
Brotherhood Relationship

August
(02)

Aug 20,
2013

Thitima
Tewasuk

58. ASEAN Culture: An
Animalistic Design in
Mekong Region
Architecture

It presents information about cultural relations between Thai and
Lao by describing cultural exchange and adaptation in various
aspects: food, clothes, housing, and artistic designs. For pictures,
it portrays landscape of Laos, significant places in Laos,
Laotians’ lifestyle, Buddhism worship, wall painings displaying
lifestyle of Laos, Lao dressing, Lao performance and musical
instruments, Lao ethnic groups in Thailand, architectural
structure of Lao religious places and houses, and Wat Pa Ruak
Nakorn Luang Prabang (Displaying Laos’ s adoption of Thai
architecture).
It presents information about components of Thai and Lao
religious architecture by highlighting sacred animals. The
narration, based on archaeological evidence, composes of
architectural components with sacred animals design and the
commonality between Thai and Lao architecture in having
sacred animals (Naka, crocodile, Rao or Thai-style dragon)
carved on their architectural work, including beliefs in holyanimal worship of the Southeast Asians which can be considered
as common root culture. Pertaining to pictures, it presents Thai
and Lao religious places, components and design of architecture
with sacred animals, archaeological evidence of sacred-animal
pictures, and religious places involved with sacred animals.
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Script writer

August
(01)

Broadcast
date
Aug 19,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

Content Analysis

Thitima
Tewasuk

59. ASEAN Culture: ThaiLao Cultural Religious
Places

August
(04)

Aug 22,
2013

Thitima
Tewasuk

60. ASEAN Culture: ThaiLao Pediment (or
Tympanum)

It presents information about shared pattern and construction of
religious places of Thailand and Laos, such as curve cornice of
building base, arched entrance and widow pattern, and sacred
animal pattern in construction structure, which is witnessed by
the usage of language in calling the same construction structure.
For pictures, it portrays common architecture of Thailand and
Laos, the portrait of curve cornice of building base, arched
entrance and widow pattern, and sacred animal pattern in
construction structure.
It presents information about Thai and Lao patterns of building
construction by highlighting pediment or Tympanum with an
explanation of features and structural patterns of pediment or
Tympanum, shared design in decorating pediment, and shared
beliefs attached (Heaven and gods). For pictures, it portrays Thai
and Lao building construction, pediment and design, Theppanom
(or the figure of Deva with clasping hands in token of worship)
design, the design of Narayana riding on a garuda, and the
design of Indra riding on an Erawan or Airavata elephant).
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Script writer

August
(03)

Broadcast
date
Aug 21,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

Bulong
Sikanok

61. ASEAN Community
and Common Culture:
ASEAN Fabric (Pate or
Paranakan Batik)

August
(06)

Aug 24,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

62. ASEAN Community
and Common Culture:
ASEAN Fabric (Sarong)

Content Analysis
It presents information about dressing culture with an emphasis
on Batik by describing the history of Batik, with reference to
historical evidence, that it started in Java in 16th -17th Century
and became widespread during the Colonial Era. The information
of origin of name, fabric features, making process and local
wisdom is also given. For pictures, it portrays the paintings as
historical record of Batik, pieces of work and designs, wearing
and sawing patterns, Batik as national dress of Indonesia, daily
wearing of Batik, and making process.
It presents information about dressing culture with an emphasis
on Sarong by describing the history of Sarong, origin and
meaning of the name, wearing value, features and types of
Sarong used in different occasions. For pictures, it portrays
historical photos of Sarong, Sarong as national dress of
Malaysia, Sarong as a performance costume, kris or an ancient
short sword as the origin of the name “ Sarong” , designs on
different types of Sarong, and daily wearing of Sarong.
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Script writer

August
(05)

Broadcast
date
Aug 23,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

Content Analysis

Bulong
Sikanok

63. ASEAN Community
and Common Culture:
ASEAN Fabric (Bruneian
Fabric)

August
(08)

Aug 26,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

64. ASEAN Community
and Common Culture:
ASEAN Fabric
(Philippine Woven
Fabric)

It presents information about dressing culture with an emphasis
on Kain Tenunan by describing the history of Kain Tenunan of
Brunei with reference to recorded evidence of China which
specifies that it is a local Bruneian fabric and has been inherited
since 13th century, features and patterns of the fabric, and
wearing occasions and traditions. Beside, it gives a remark of
similarities between two designs of Kain Tenunan of Brunei and
two designs of Thailand, namely Lai Kruay Choeng or
Coneshaped design, and Lai Mud-Mee or Ikat design. For
pictures, it portrays historical photos of Kain Tenunan, wearing
occasions and traditions, photos of Kain Tenunan as performance
costume, as national dress, and as daily wear, weaving process,
the comparison between Thai and Bruneian designs, and
landscape of Brunei
It presents information about dressing culture with an emphasis
on Luzon fabric and Barong Tagalog woven fabric by describing
the history of traditional Philippine woven fabric, fabric features,
making process and material used, and wearing occasions.
Besides, it gives information to relate fabric patterns with social
status, and ethnic symbols. For pictures, it portrays historical
photos of the fabric, types of the Philippine woven fabric,
weaving process, and wearing occasions, Barong Tagalog as
national dress of the Philippines, and landscape of the
Philippines.
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Script writer

August
(07)

Broadcast
date
Aug 25,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

Bulong
Sikanok

65.ASEAN Community
and Common Culture:
ASEAN Fabric (ThaiKhmer Fabric)

September
(01)

Sep 1,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

66. The ASEAN Journey
of Siamese Kings: The
Visit to Malay Peninsula
of King Rama V

Content Analysis
It presents information about dressing culture with an emphasis
on Khmer woven fabric which is similar to Esan (or northeastern
part of Thailand) woven fabric by describing features of different
kinds of Khmer woven fabric, such as Umprom, Hol, and
Kraneaw, daily wear and utility of the fabric, including as a gift
to the elder in wedding ceremony. For pictures, it portrays
making process: weaving, tie-dyeing, making patterns, etc., types
of patterns, and daily wear of the fabric.
It presents information about the visit to Malay Peninsula of
King Rama V and her Majesty the Queen, Somdet Phranangjao
Saowaphaphongsri by referring to the archive of King Rama V
while visiting Southeast Asia in 109, 117, 119, 124, and 128 RE
(Rattanakosin Era). It narrates about the route of his royal visit to
several cities, i.e. Penang, Perak, Selangor, Malacca, Singapore,
Pahang, and major Malay provinces (Kedah or Saiburi, Kelantan,
Trengganu or Terengganu), the formal traditions of visiting, and
a bestow of insignia for city governors. For pictures, it presents a
portrait of King Rama V, an ancient map, an archival work,
historical photos of the royal vist and welcoming ceremonies,
and landscape of Malay Peninsula in the past.
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Script writer

August
(09)

Broadcast
date
Aug 27,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Broadcast
date
September
Sep 2,
(02)
2013

Sep 3,
2013

Title of the Episode

Bulong
Sikanok

67. The ASEAN Journey
of Siamese Kings: The
Visit of King Rama VI

Bulong
Sikanok

68. The ASEAN Journey
of Siamese Kings: The
Visit to Vietnam of King
Rama VII

Content Analysis
It presents the information about the visit to Malaysia of King
Rama VI in 1924 A.D. by referring to the archive of King Rama
VI while visiting Malaysia in 1924. It narrates about the route of
his journey, i.e. Padang Besar, Ipoh, Johor Baharu or Johor Baru,
Singapore, Penang, and Kuala Lumpur, visiting procedure,
visiting places and activities. Besides, information about outlook
of the city, buildings, and forms or systems of government is
also presented. For pictures, it portrays an archive, portraits and
image of King Rama VI, visiting events, ceremonial welcoming
traditions, landscape of the cities, places in the past, and an
ancient map.
It presents information about the visit to Vietnam of King Rama
VII and Her Majesty the Queen, Somdet Phranangjao Rambai
Barni in 1930 A.D. by referring to daily archive titled, “ the Visit
to Indo-China of the King Rama VII in 1930” , written by His
Serene Highness Prince Vibulya Svatiwongs, the route of the
journey (Saigon, Tourane, Da Nang and Hue), visiting procedure
and visiting places. For pictures, it displays a portrait of the
King, historical records of the King’ s missions during the visit,
ceremonial welcoming traditions, visited buildings and places,
the welcoming to the King, and the vist to Cham, an ancient city.
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September
(03)

Script writer

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Script
Writer
Bulong
Sikanok

September
(05)

Sep 6,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

Title of the Episode

Content Analysis

69. The ASEAN Journey
of Siamese King to
Federation of Malaya,
Malaysia

It presents information about the visit to Malaysia of King Rama
IX and Her Majesty the Queen, Somdet Phra Nang Sirikit by
referring to historical video which recorded the royal visit during
June 20-27, 1962. It narrates about the royal missions, welcoming
atmostphere, people’ s calling for wishes with Salamat Datang
(Greeting Words), and the visit of major institutes and places,
such as Hydroelectric Power Plant, tin mine, Malaya University,
and Thai temples in Penang. For pictures, it displays historical
video of the royal visit to The Federations of Malaya, the
welcoming, the royal missions, landscape of Malaya, visited
buildings and places, national dress worn by Her Majesty the
Queen and royal family of Malaya, and native performance
displayed for welcoming the King and the Queen.
It presents information about the visit of King Rama IX and Her
Majesty the Queen Sirikit to Indonesia to strengthen friendship
relations by referring to historical video recording the vist of the
king and the queen during February 8-16, 1960. It narrates about
the royal missions, welcoming atmostphere, and the visit of major
institutes and places, such as universities, National Army Military
School, volcanoes, Borobudur Ancient Remains, and ancient
places in Bali. For pictures, it displays historical video of the
royal visit to Indonesia, the welcoming, the royal missions,
landscape of Indonesia, visited buildings and places, “ Chitralada”
national dress worn by Her Majesty the Queen, and native
performance displayed for welcoming the King and the Queen.

70. The ASEAN Journey
of Siamese Kings: The
Visit to Indonesia of
King Rama IX
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September
(04)

Broadcast
date
Sep 5,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
September
(06)

Broadcast
date
Sep 7, 2013

Title of the Episode

Content Analysis

Bulong
Sikanok

71. The ASEAN Journey
of Siamese Kings: The
Visit of King Rama IX to
the Union of Myanmar

It presents information about the visit of King Rama IX and
Her Majesty the Queen Sirikit to the Union of Myanmar by
referring to historical video recording the vist of the king and
the queen during March 2-5, 1960. It narrates about the royal
missions, welcoming atmostphere, and the visit of major
institutes and places, such as Shwedagon Pagoda, Maha Pasana
Guha where the sorting of Tripitaka is conducted, royal boat
riding to look over landscape of Irrawaddy or Erawati River,
and Royal speech about shared characteristics of Thai and
Myanmar people and their giving importance to Buddhism.
For pictures, it displays historical video of the royal visit to
Myanmar, the welcoming, the royal missions, landscape of
Myanmar, visited buildings and places, “ Raj Pattern” national
dress for males worn by His Majestry the King, and
“Chitralada” national dress of females worn by Her Majesty the
Queen, national dress of Myanmar, and royal paying-homage
manner, according to Burmese tradition, to Shwedagon Pagoda.
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Script writer

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
September
(07)

Broadcast
date
Sep 8,
2013

Script
writer
Bulong
Sikanok

Content Analysis

72. The ASEAN Journey
of Siamese Kings: the
Visit of King Rama IX to
the Philippines

It present information about the visit of King Rama IX and Her
Majesty the Queen Sirikit to the Philippines by referring to
historical video recording the vist of the king and the queen
during July 9-14, 1963. It narrates about the royal missions,
welcoming atmostphere, and the visit of major institutes and
places, such as Anonymous Soldiers Tombs, Agricultural
College, University of the Philippines, National Rice Research
Institute in Baguio, and Royal speech about geographical, sociocultural, racial, and historical relations between Thailand and
the Philippines. For pictures, it displays historical video of the
royal visit to the Philippines, the welcoming, the royal missions,
landscape of the Philippines, visited buildings and places,
“ Chitralada” national dress worn by Her Majesty the Queen,
national dress of Baguio, and royal visit to view lifestyle of
Igorots, or native people of Baguio.
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Title of the Episode

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Broadcast
date
September
Sep 14,
(08)
2013

September
(09)

Sep 15,
2013

Title of the Episode

Content Analysis

Bulong
Sikanok

73. ASEAN Common
Culture: Tai Ethnic Group
in Vietnam

Bulong
Sikanok

74. ASEAN Common
Culture: The Emperor Gia
Long (On Chiang Sue)
under the Protection of
King Rama I of Siam

It presents information about Tai ethnic group in the north of
Vietnam, describing geographic area where Tai ethnic group
settle, languages used in communication, similar fundamental
vocabularies used in daily life, lifestyle and wisdom in housing
construction, living construction features, ancestors worship, and
ethic syste. For pictures, it portrays geographic outlook,
landscape, agricultural area, stilt- house structure, rice-growing,
and daily life of Tai ethnic group in Vietnam.
It presents information about the seeking an asylum of On
Chiang Suea, or Prince Nguyen Phúc Ánh of Vietnam, or the
Emperor Gia Long, to Siam in the early Rattanakosin Era by
referring to the royal Chronicle and Klong Phab Phra Raj Phong
Sawadan (the Poetry of Royal Chronicle). Besides, it narrates
from the period in which King Rama I brought up On Chiang
Suea and granted him prestige award until On Chiang Suea
returned home, seized his kingdom back successfully, and
became Gia Long, the first Emperor of the Nguyen Dynasty of
Vietnam. After that the Emperor Gia Long offered tributes to
King of Siam as a sign of his gratitude to the King.
For
pictures, it portrays landscape of Rattanakosin island, the
original royal chronicle, cultural drawing and painting in the
chronicle, painting displaying the attendance at the royal gallery
of On Chiang Suea, and the portrait of the King of Siam.
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Script writer

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Broadcast
date
September
Sep 16,
(10)
2013

Sep 18,
2013

Title of the Episode

Bulong
Sikanok

75. ASEAN Common
Culture: Anamnikaya
Monks in Thailand

Thitima
Tewasuk

76. ASEAN Culture:
ASEAN Culture:
Vietnamese Pattern Artists
in the Northeastern part of
Thailand

Content Analysis
It presents information about Anamnikaya monks in Thailand
describing about the history of Mahayana monks, the construction of
Mahayana temples of Vietnamese migrants in Thonburi and early
Rattanakosin Era, the history of the separation of Anamnikaya from
Chinese monks, and the grant of ranks to Anamnikaya monks in Rama
V Era. For pictures, it presents landscape of Thonburi and Rattakosin,
Anamnikaya monks in the past, paintings showing history of Thonburi
and Rattanakosin, historical video about Anamnikaya monks,
historical video about religious practices of Anamnikaya monks and
Vietnamese in Thailand, Pat Yot (Tarapat or Fan of Rank), and
Anamnikaya temples.
It presents information of Vietnamese art and architectural patterns by
narrating about background of Vietnamese pattern artists, and history
of their migration from wars to the northeastern part of Thailand and
Laos in the Colonial Era. In addition, it describes about Chinese,
Vietnamese, and French art and architectural patterns appearing in
Esan (Northeast) and Lao arts by referring to information in Esan Silpa
or Esan Arts, written by Associate Professor Wiroj Srisuro, Ph. D. ,
which presents the influence, diffusion, and popularity of Vietnamese
Arts in Amnat Charoen, Yasothon, and Nakhon Phanom during 19171937. It has great influence on the construction structure and
decorative designs. For pictures, it portrays Vietnamese art and
architectural structure, governmental buildings with VietnameseFrench pattern (Western-applied), Vietnamese structure of Wat Klang
Tha Uthen, Vietnamese sculpture, and Vietnamese decorative design
on the base of Buddha image at Phrathat Tha Uthen or Tha Uthen
Pagoda.
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September
(11)

Script writer

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
September
(12)

Broadcast
date
Sep 20,
2013

Script writer
Thitima
Tewasuk

Title of the Episode
77. ASEAN Culture:
Vietnamese Food
Culture in the
Northeastern Part of
Thailand

Content Analysis

242

It presents information about food culture of Vietnamese ethnic
group by describing the diffusion of Vietnamese food culture
caused by the migration of Vietnamese in Thailand, kinds of
Vietnamese food, area in which Vietnamese food culture is
influential (Nong Khai, Udonthani, Ubonrachathani, and
Mukdahan), traditional Vietnamese food, and FrenchVietnamese hybrid food culture. For pictures, it portrays
influential Vietnamese food culture in Thailand, such as Kao
Peak (or Vietnamese Sticky Nooddle), Kang Sen (Vietnamese
Vermicelli), Mooyor (Vietnamese White-Pork Sausage), Nam
Neung (Vietnamese Meatball Wraps), and Pho (Vietnamese
Nooddle), which are all traditional Vietnamese Food. In
addition, it displays the photos of pan-eggs which is adopted
from Western and Vietnamese food, and how to eat
Vietnamese food in the northeastern, all of which influences
their living.

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
October (01)

Broadcast
date
Oct 16,
2013

Script writer
Thitima
Tewasuk

Title of the Episode
78. ASEAN Culture:
Common Culture of
Musical Instruments in
ASEAN

Content Analysis

243

It presents information about musical instruments in ASEAN
by referring to information of Sujit Wongthet, a national artist
of Thailand in literature, by describring ASEAN common
ceremonial musical instruments since Early Age as a
consequence of bamboo culture and its development from
bamboo tubes to be xylophones, and to metal reverberation
instruments, i.e. gongs, bells, etc. in Metal Age to communicate
with ghosts or elves according to ancient belief. For pictures, it
portrays local wisdom in making percussion instruments from
bamboo, the process of making bamboo percussion instruments
of ethnic groups in ASEAN, transformation of bamboo to be
musical instruments, the photos of xylophones, gongs, and
ceremonial kettledrums, the usage of drums in practicing
ritualistic ceremonies from the belief of ethnic groups, and
various kinds of percussion instruments with explanation.

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
October
(02)

Broadcast
date
Oct 17,
2013

Title of the Episode

Content Analysis

Thitima
Tewasuk

79. ASEAN Culture:
ASEAN Cultural Dancing

It presents information about ASEAN performance arts by
highlighting common dance culture by referring to information
of Sujit Wongthed (A national artist in literature). It describes
ASEAN common basic dancing patterns, i.e. gestures in moving
arms, knees, and legs, which imitates from the movement of
some sacred animals as believed in root culture, and proved by
archaeological evidence on wall painting, including carved work
in stone castles. This can be traced by some dancing patterns
remaining at present, such as Manohra (Southern dance), Khone
or Khon (Masked dance). For pictures, it displays Manohra
dance, dancing movements of Khone, basic dancing movement
(i. e. Stingretching and bending knees), ancient wall paintings
illustrating imitated dancing movement from movement of a
frog, and carved drawings of Siwanachrat dance at pediment of
Prasat Hin Phanom Rung (Phanom Rung Rock or Stone Castle).
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Script writer

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
October
(03)

Broadcast
date
Oct 18,
2013

Script writer
Bulong
Sikanok

Title of the Episode
80. ASEAN Common
Culture: Historical
Evidence of ASEAN
Musical Instruments in
Thai Music

Content Analysis

245

It presents information about history of common culture in
performance arts based on historical evidence by referring to the
Royal announcement of ceremonial preparation in bringing the
Emerald Buddha into Thonburi in 1779 in which performance
and entertainment of ethnic groups was displayed. It also
narrates about recorded performance, i. e. Khon, Thai drama,
Khmer drama, Chinese opera, Vietnamese opera, Annamese
dance, Mon dance, Lao puppet and Mon puppet. Besides, it
describes about musical instruments in records , i.e Piphat Mon
(Mon orchestra), Piphat Thai (Thai orchestra), Mon-Khmer
Orchestra, Chinese-Vietnamese Orchestra, Indian-Western
Orchestra, and traditional plays or amusement, i. e Prob Kai,
Nang Krabue, Thep Thong, etc. including martial arts, i. e.
boxing, Krabi Krabong (or Swordsplay), gymnastic, Tai Luad
(or Walking on a tightrope), Jone Hok Ran Hoak, and Yuen Hok
For pictures, it portrays the Emerald Buddha at the Grand
Palace, wall paintings with a narration about bringing in the
Emerald Buddha, and wall paintings recording the ceremony
and activities of bringing in the Emerald Buddha to the city in
1779.

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
October
(04)

Broadcast
date
Oct 19,
2013

Title of the Episode

Content analysis

Bulong
Sikanok

81. ASEAN Common
Culture: ASEAN Musical
Instruments -Thai Music
and Mon Orchestra

It presents information about Thai performance adopted from
Mon ethnic group by describing the influence of Mon music
culture in Thailand, i. e. Mon orchestra which influences Thai
value and culture, the diffusion of Mon Orchestra from being
initially played at a crematorium of ruling class to being played
at a funeral ceremony of other lower classes. Beside, it describes
about the characteristics and vocal patterns of musical
instruments of Mon Orchestra, such as Mon charinet, Ranad (or
Gamelan), Dta Pohn (or Two-faced drum), Gong, Poeng Mang
Khog, and Ching (or Small cymbals) For pictures, it portrays
Mon ethnic groups,
their lifestyle, activities, and belief,
performance at funeral ceremony of Mon, Mon crematorium
structure, musical instruments of Mon Orchestra, and music
performance of Mon Orchestra, including tones and rhythm of
Mon Orchestra with supplementary description.
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Script writer

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
October
(05)

Broadcast
date
Oct 20,
2013

Title of the Episode

Content analysis

Bulong
Sikanok

82. ASEAN Common
Culture: ASEAN Musical
Instruments -Thai Music
and Burmese Tom-tom or
A Tall Narrow Drum

It presents information about ASEAN musical instruments by
highlighting a Burmese Klong Yao or a tall narrow drum with
description of its general and specific feature, process of making
and decorating, methods, ways of beating a drum to make
sound (Beating by hand, fist, elbow, knee, or head), other
supplementary instruments, i. e. Ching (or Small cup-shaped
cymbal), Krab (or Wooden rhythm clappers), small cymbal, and
Mong, information about their origins from Myanmar and the
connection between Klong Yao and amusement ceremonies,
plays, religious rituals, and celebration fetivals. For pictures, it
portrays the process of making Klong Yao, materials used and
decorative design, the performance and plays with Klong Yao,
native dresses of musicians and performers of Klong Yao,
playing Klong Yao in an amusement ceremony, festival, ritual,
and tradition with supplementary description.
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Script writer

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
November
(01)

Broadcast
Nov 17,
2013

Script writer
Title of the Episode
Bulong
83. ASEAN Common
Sikanok
Culture: ASEAN Ethnic
Community in Ayutthaya
Era (Indian)

248

Content analysis
It presents information about cultural diffusion caused by trade
relations and migration by highlighting Indian ethnic groups
with reference to the studies of Phraya Boran Ratchathanin, or
formerly Bhorn Decha Cupet, foreign communities settling in
Ayutthaya, settlement data, characteristics of various ethnic
groups of Indians called by Ayutthaya people with different
names, i. e. Kak Tet (or Foreign Indians), Persian Indians,
Chams, Melayu Indians, Makkasun Indians, etc., and areas of
their settlement during Ayutthaya Period. For pictures, it
portrays ancient maps of Ayutthaya, portrait of Phraya Boran
Ratchathanin and his survey record with his original research
work, replica of foreign settling areas in the Museum, painting
of Ayutthaya areas, paintings and drawings about history of
Indian ethnic groups, paintings and drawings illustrating the
dresses of Indian ethnic groups, and photos of Indian
architectural structure and buildings.

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
November
(02)

Broadcast
Nov 18,
2013

Script writer
Title of the Episode
Bulong
84. ASEAN Common
Sikanok
Culture: ASEAN Ethnic
Community in Ayutthaya
Era (Mon, Lao,
Vietnamese and Khmer)

249

Content analysis
It presents information of the settlement of ethnic groups at the
borders of Thailand by focusing on their settlement in
Ayutthaya Era with reference to the studies of Phraya Boran
Ratchathanin, or formerly Bhorn Decha Cupet, communities of
Mon people, Cambodians, Laotians, and Vietnamese settling in
Ayutthaya, and areas of their settlement during Ayutthaya
Period. For pictures, it portrays ancient maps of Ayutthaya,
portrait of Phraya Boran Ratchathanin and his survey record
with his original research work, replica of foreign settling areas
in the Museum, painting of Ayutthaya areas, paintings and
drawings about history of Indian ethnic groups, paintings and
drawings illustrating the dresses of Indian ethnic groups,
photos of Indian architectural structure and houses, and portrait
of Phraya Boran Ratchathanin

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
November
(03)

Broadcast
date
Nov 19,
2013

Script writer
Bulong
Sikanok

Title of the Episode
85. ASEAN Common
Culture: Ankalung or
Angklung

Content Analysis

250

It presents information about ASEAN musical instruments by
highlighting Ankalung with description about feature of
Ankalung, history of Ankalung in Thai culture, origin of the
name, Java patterns of plays, Thai patterns of plays, applied
Ankalung of Luang Pradit Phairor, the composition of an
overture used with Ankalung, musical instruments played with
Ankalung, (i. e Mong or gong, Tom-tom or double headed
drum), and the evolution of Thai Ankalung Ensemble. For
pictures, it presents portraits of Prince Bhanurangsi
Savangwongse, the Prince Banubandhu Vongsevoradej, and
the Prince Luang Pradit Phairor, the first two pieces of
Ankalung in Thailand, a drawing draft of adapted Ankalung of
the Prince Luang Pradit Phairor, Java Ankalung, and the
performance of Thai Ankalung Ensemble, combined with
sound of Ankalung.

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
November
(04)

Broadcast
date
Nov 21,
2013

Title of the Episode

Content Analysis

Bulong
Sikanok

86. ASEAN Common
Culture: Thai Songs with
Java Accents

It presents information about music culture by emphasizing
melody and lyrics with reference to historical record of Luang
Pradit Phairor during the visit of Prince Bhanurangsi
Savangwongse to Java. It describes about the adoption of Java
music culture to Thailand, the background of the adaptation of
Java lyric and melody in Thailand, i.e. Bu Sen Sok, new Yava
or Java, Boo Kan Tu Moh, Johor Overture, and songs with
traditional Java-accent melody, namely Reiw Yava Mai (Fastrhythm Java overture) whose lyric was later composed by
Montri Tramote (National Artist) to be a song of Thep
Banthoeng Dance in Panji or Inao (Enau) Play. For pictures, it
portrays historical photos of the visit of of Prince Bhanurangsi
Savangwongse and Luang Pradit Phairor to Java, Java
landscape, ancient places and houses in the past, the portrait of
Prince Bhanurangsi Savangwongse and Luang Pradit Phairor,
historical photos of Java Orchestra, Java musical instruments in
the Museum, Ankalung Ensemble, performance of Thep
Banthoeng Dance, and Java dresses in the past. Yava Reiw
Overture is displayed at the end of the narration.
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Script writer

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
November
(05)

Broadcast
date
Nov 22,
2013

Script writer
Bulong
Sikanok

Title of the Episode
87. ASEAN Common
Culture: Thai and Panji
Krit (Dagger) Dance

Content Analysis

252

It presents information about performance arts by connecting
Krit (A dagger) with Panji performance with reference to Panji
story of King Rama II. It describes about specific features of
Krit, choreography of dancing and fighting with Krit, back-up
story of Krit dance music (or Sarama), Panji or Inao Ram
(Dancing) Krit and Suranakong Ram Krit in ancient
performance, and Krit dance musical instruments and
ensemble. For pictures, it portrays Krit (Dagger) in the
Museum, the portrait of King Rama II, wall painting recording
about the Royal composition of Panji or Inao story and His
Majesty the King’ s performance, a video presentation of Panji
or Inao Ram Krit and Suranakong Ram Krit, Java dresses of
Krit dancing, Wong Piphat or Thai Orchestra, Tom-tom or
double-headed drum ensemble, and clarinets. Sarama song is
displayed while narrating.

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

Content Analysis

Thitima
Tewasuk

88. ASEAN Culture: Salt
Culture in Southeast Asia

November
(07)

Nov 24,
2013

Thitima
Tewasuk

89. ASEAN Culture:
Gong in Angkor Wat
Sculpture

It presents information about culture of Sin Theaw or Rock Salt
usage with reference to information of Srisak Valipodom, a
Professor in Archeology, History and Anthropology. It
describes about the origin area of Rock Salt, the consumption
and trade exchange of Rock Salt in Southeast Asia over 3,000
years ago, and local wisdom in using Rock Salt for cooking
food since ancient time, especially for making fermented fish,
such as Pla Ra, salted fish, etc. For pictures, it portrays the
photos of Rock Salt area, process of making Rock Salt, tools of
making Rock Salt, and Rock Salt usage in making fermented
fish (Pla Ra).
It presents information about the history of a gong in ASEAN
with reference to the information of Sujit Wongthed (National
Artist of Thailand in Literature) by describing its origin from
Yunan and Guangxi Region to the south. Besides, it quotes
archaeological evidence which is carved painting at peristyle of
Angkor Wat (Approximately in 1107) by describing war
scenes, the scene of Prince Wisanu, scene of beating a gong
without buttons of a musician, and scene of gong players (After
the formal contact between Cambodian and Siam Royal Court
in Ayutthaya Era). For pictures, it portrays a photo of gongs,
process of making gongs (Moulding and hitting) and carved
work displaying gongs at peristyle of Angkor Wat.
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Script writer

November
(06)

Broadcast
date
Nov 23,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
November
(08)

Broadcast
date
Nov 25,
2013

Script writer
Thitima
Tewasuk

Title of the Episode
90. ASEAN Common
Culture: ASEANConnected Musical
Instruments

Content Analysis

254

It presents information about the display corner Piphat band or
Thai Orchestra in Burapha Pimook Palace or Bangkok
National Museum with reference to articles of Silpakorn
Journal, September 1962 by describing Burmese musical
instruments as a friendship souvenir of Myanmar from Prime
Minister U Nu, the first Prime Minister of Burma, to Deputy
Prime Minister of Thailand upon his visit to the Republic
Union of Myamar. After the welcome ceremony, such given
instruments were played by musicians and performers of Fine
Arts Department of Thailand for the first time, and hence were
maintained and displayed at the Museum as memorial for
good relations between Thailand and Myanmar. For pictures,
it portrays the photos of Burapha Pimook Palace, display
corner of musical instruments at Bangkok National Museum,
lacquered decoration with gold-leaf and glass-inlay on
Burmese musical instruments at the Museum, and bird design
carved on musical instruments.

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

Content Analysis

Thitima
Tewasuk

91.ASEAN Culture: Holy
Field of Mekong Rituals

December
(01)

Dec 15,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

92. ASEAN Common
Culture: The Relationship
of Thai and Khmer Art

It presents information about archaeological geography of Hai Hin
Plains or Plains of Jars in Xiangkhouang Province, Laos PDR by
describing information about area features with archaeologists’
assumptions on the connection between the Plains and beliefs in
two-time burial tradition in Prehistoric Era. The Plains is respected
as a sacred place according to native beliefs, and some parts of the
Plains evolved to be Buddhism and sacred places, such as Wat
Chom Chuen, Muangchaliang, in the historical Town of Sukhothai
and Satellite cities. For pictures, it portrays cultural landscape and
historical photos of the Plains, living area of ancient Southeast
Asians, Ancient remains of the Rock Jars, Wat Chom Chuen at Si
Satchanalai Historical Park in Sukhothai and satellite cities.
It presents information about common culture of Thai and Khmer
art by focusing on the sculpture of a four-faced elf at the arched
door of Wat Phra Si Rattana Mahathat Chaliang with reference to
archaeologists’ opinion that it is similar to the arched door of
Angkor Thom. It describes the assumption of the archaeologists on
the sculpture that the elf’s faces are of Phra Thaya Ni Buddha or
the Face of Five Tathagatas, and that the arch at Angkor Thom is
the face of Avalokitesvara Brahma. However, with reference to the
opinion of Prince Damrong Rajanubhab, the faces are of God
Siva or Shiva. For pictures, it portrays Wat Phra Si Rattana
Mahathat Chaliang, the four-faced elf sculpture at the arch of Wat
Phra Si Rattana Mahathat Chaliang, the castle and sculpture over
the arch of Angkor Thom, the Faces of Phra Thaya Ni Buddha and
the sculpture of four goddesses beneath the elf sculpture.
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Script writer

November
(09)

Broadcast
date
Nov 26,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
December
(02)

Broadcast
date
Dec 16,
2013

Title of the Episode

Content Analysis

Bulong
Sikanok

93. ASEAN Common
Culture: The Relationship
of Thai and Khmer Art –
Yod Brahma Phak Gate
(Top of the Brahma Phak
Gate)

It presents information about common culture of Thai and
Khmer art by emphasizing the sculpture of Four-Faced Brahma
at Ancient Palace or Boran Palace in Ayutthaya with reference
to the archaeological proofs about the top of the door of the
inner section of the palace of Phraya Boran Ratchathanin with
further explanation that the sculpture is similar to the arch of
Wat Phra Si Rattana Mahathat Chaliang, and is the same art as
that of Angkor Thom. For pictures, it presents the portrait of
Phraya Boran Ratchathanin, historical record of archaeological
digs, photos of ancient or Boran Palace at Ayutthaya, 4-faced
Brahma sculpture (Displayed at Chao Sam Phraya National
Museum), the Face of Five Tathagatas, sculpture of the arched
door of Angkor Thom, and a draft drawing of simulated
structure of four faced Brahma at Ancient or Boran Palace in
Ayutthaya.
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Script writer

Table 6.2

Month
December
(03)

(Continued)

Broadcast
date
Dec 17,
2013

Title of the Episode

Content Analysis

Bulong
Sikanok

94. ASEAN Common
Culture: The
Relationship of Thai and
Khmer Art -The Replica
of Palace Plan of Angkor
Wat and of Pranakorn
Luang Castle

It presents information about the adoption of Khmer arts and
architecture in the era of King Prasat Thong, and describes
about the designation of the Palace to be called, “Phra Thi Nang
(Throne-hall) Sri Yasothon Maha Banyong or Siri Yasothon
Maha Piman Banyong” by the name of the city, Si Yasothon
Pura Rajthani or Nakorn Thom. (Later was changed to be Phra
Thi Nang Chakkrawat Phaichayon Maha Prasat). Besides, it
narrates about the command of King Prasat Thong to duplicate
or simulate the patterns of Angkor Wat and Angkor Thom for
building Wat Chaiwatthanram, the Royal temple, and Nakhon
Luang Castle. For pictures, it portrays Ayutthaya and its
satellite cities in the past, Chakkrawat Phaichayon Palace,
simulation of Phra Thi Nang Chakrawat Phaichayon Maha
Prasat, Ancient places, i. e. Angkor Wat, Angkor Thom, and
Wat Chaiwattanaram.
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Script writer

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
December
(04)

Broadcast
date
Dec 18,
2013

Title of the Episode

Content Analysis

Bulong
Sikanok

95. ASEAN Common
Culture: The Relationship
of Thai and Khmer Art
(Bronze LeonineGuardian Sculpture at the
Chapel of Wat Phra
Kaew)

It presents information about tradition in having a leonineguardian sculpture at a religious place by referring to
Bramanism and Buddhism ideology and giving some
illustrations of lion-like guardians at the Chapel or Phra Ubosot
of Wat Phra Si Rattana Satsadaram or Wat Phra Kaew or the
Temple of Emerald Buddha, including reporting the number of
leonine sculpture (6 pairs). With reference to the Royal
Chronicle of King Rama I, it gives more details that " The
couple at the central gate in the east comes from Banteay Mas
(or Ha Tien at present, located in the south of Vietnam adjacent
to Cambodia). Later, the King commanded to mould additional
10 couples like Khmer leonines”. Besides, the opinion of Prince
Damrong Rajanubhab towards the first pair of leonine sculpture
is also mentioned with his remark that for the original pair,
gold stain can be observed. For pictures, it portrays leonineguardian sculptures in various religious places, the Chapel of
the Temple of the Emerald Buddha, and original sculpture of
leonine sculpture from Banteay Mas.
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Script writer

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month

Title of the Episode

Content Analysis

Bulong
Sikanok

96. ASEAN Common
Culture: The Relationship
of Thai and Khmer Arts,
the Duplication of
Angkor Wat

December
(06)

Dec 20,
2013

Bulong
Sikanok

97. ASEAN Common
Culture: South East Asia
Writers Awards or S.E.A.
Write

It presents information about cultural relations of Thai and
Khmer art by referring that such relations is originated in King
Rama I as proved by a number of Royal Khmer visitors in
Krung Rattanakosin. The main content also mentions about the
satisfaction of King Rama IV with the art pattern of Angkor
Wat Castle and the order to Phra Sam Phob Phai to take its
picture and make a simulation at Wat Phra Kaew. Later, His
Serene Highness Prince Prawit Chumsai finished the casting in
1882. For pictures, it displays the portrait of King Rama IV,
pictures of Krung Rattanakkosin during the reign of King
Rama IV, a drawing of Angkor Wat Castle, and simulated
sculpture work of Angkor Wat at Wat Phra Si Rattana
Satsadaram.
It presents information about South East Asia Writers Awards
by describing the history and background of S. E. A. Write
Awards, the first award was given in 1979, names of the
awardees (from Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, and
the Philippines, or the Five Founding Members), selection
criteria, and S.E.A Write Awardees. For pictures, it portrays the
S.E.A. Write logo, recorded photos of S.E.A. Write awarding,
portraits of S.E.A. Write Awardees, and a video presentation of
the Royal grant.
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Script writer

December
(05)

Broadcast
date
Dec 19,
2013

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
December
(07)

Broadcast
date
Dec 21,
2013

Script writer
Bulong
Sikanok

Title of the Episode
98. ASEAN Common
Culture: South East Asia
Writers Awards - Thai
Awardees

Content Analysis

260

It presents information about the procedure of selecting S.E.A.
Write literary work of Thailand by describing about the names
of the committee, namely P.E.N. International Thailand Center
and The Writers’ Association of Thailand, scripts of Thai three
awardees: Kumpoon Boontawee and his novel named, “A Child
of the Northeast” , (S.E.A. Write Awards in 1 9 7 9 ), Naowarat
Pongpaiboon and his poetry named, “ Mere Movement” (S.E.A.
Write Awards in 1 9 8 0 ), and Atsiri Thammachot and his short
story named, “ Khunthong, You Will Return at Down” (S.E.A.
Write Awards in 1 9 8 1 ). For pictures, it portrays S.E.A.Write
Award, names and work of the first awardees in a journal (A
photo of news in a newspaper), the photos of the three awarded
work: “ A Child of the Northeast” , “ Mere Movement” , and
“ Khunthong, you will return at dawn” , portraits of the three
awardees, and a video presentation of the committee and the
awarding ceremony in the past.

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
December
(08)

Broadcast
date
Dec 22,
2013

Script writer
Bulong
Sikanok

Title of the Episode
99. ASEAN Common
Culture: ASEAN Literary
work (Thai -Translated
Literature)

Content Analysis

261

It presents information about the project of the collection of
ASEAN literary work of Association of South East Nations by
describing about the objectives of the project, procedure of
printing literary work of 10 nations into English, the selection
procedure towards translation and paraphrasing into English of
1A. Tribhumikatha: Anthology of ASEAN Literatures, 2 A and
2 B comprising 8 pieces of literature in Ayutthaya: Ongkan
Chaeng Nam: Oath of Allegiance, Mahajati Kam Luang:
Mahajati The Royal Version or The Great Birth of Lord Buddha,
Lilit Yuan Phai, or Defeat of the Vietnamese, and Lilit Phra Lo,
(Ayutthaya Literary Work). For pictures, it portrays the building
of ASEAN Association, the Meeting of Translated ASEAN
Literary Work Project, supplementary drawings on translated
work, and photos of translated literary work of Thailand.

Table 6.2 (Continued)

Month
December
(09)

Broadcast
date
Dec 23,
2013

Script writer
Bulong
Sikanok

Title of the Episode
100. ASEAN Common
Culture: Thai-Vietnamese
Literary Joint Project,
“Lotus Blooms in the
Stream of Literature”

Content Analysis

262

It presents information about the Thai-Vietnamese Literary
Relations Project organized by the Writers’ Association of
Thailand, and the Writers’ Association of Vietnam with an
explanation about the objectives of the project, Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) in 2005, the publication of literature
series: ‘ Lotus Blooms in the Stream of Literature’ which is the
first literary work comprising 30 Thai-Vietnamese short stories
and poetry, published in three languages (Thai, Vietnamese, and
English) by Department of Cultural Promotion, Ministry of
Culture in 2013. For pictures, it portrays the copy of
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between Thailand and
Vietnam, landscape of Vietnam, Supplementary drawing of the
literary work, photos of content of original literary work, and the
photo of “Lotus Blooms in the Stream of Literature”.

Table 6.3 Illustrates the Ratio of ASEAN Culture Tallied by Measurement Instrument (by Month, and Overall Enumeration in 2013)

January 2013
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33

From 5 selected episodes in January, 33 frequencies from the content of 16 common-culture indicator variables are found and A1 (ASEAN Cultural Museum) and A4 (ASEAN Cultural Heritage) are found to have the highest frequencies (Ratio 4:5 = 80%)
February 2013
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From 2 selected episodes in February, 17 frequencies from the content of 14 common-culture indicator variables are found and A4 (ASEAN Cultural Heritage), G2 (ASEAN Rituals), and G4 (ASEAN Norms and Social Practices) are found to have the highest frequencies
(Ratio 2:2 = 100%)
March 2013
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From 4 selected episodes in March, 33 frequencies from the content of 17 common-culture indicator variables are found and B1 (ASEAN Performing Arts), B2 (ASEAN Musical Instruments), C4 (ASEAN Historical and Cultural Photography), D1 (Royal/ Aristocratic
Literature of ASEAN), D2 (ASEAN Ancient Literature) and I3 (ASEAN Original Cultural Dressing) are found to have the highest frequencies (Ratio 3:4 = 75%)
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Table 6.3 (Continued)

April 2013
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Total

From 11 selected episodes in April, 63 frequencies from the content of 24 common-culture indicator variables are found and C4 (ASEAN Historical and Cultural Photography) is found to have the highest frequencies (Ratio 8:11 = 72.7%)
May 2013
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Total

From 11 selected episodes in May, 64 frequencies from the content of 19 common-culture indicator variables are found and E1 (ASEAN Cultural Architecture) is found to have the highest frequencies (Ratio 9:11 = 81.8%)
June 2013
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From 12 selected episodes in June, 65 frequencies from the content of 29 common-culture indicator variables are found and E2 (ASEAN Cultural Design and Decoration) is found to have the highest frequencies (Ratio 5:12 = 41.6%)
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Table 6.3 (Continued)

July 2013
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From 12 selected episodes in July, 108 frequencies from the content of 33 common-culture indicator variables
are found and A8 (ASEAN Ethnic Field) is found to have the highest frequencies (Ratio 9:12 = 75%)
August 2013
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From 9 selected episodes in August, 74 frequencies from the content of 24 common-culture indicator variables are found and I2 (ASEAN Fabric) and I3 (ASEAN Original Cultural Dressing) are found to have the highest frequencies (Ratio 6:9 = 66.6%)
September 2013
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From 12 selected episodes in September, 101 frequencies from the content of 31 common-culture indicator variables are found and D6 (ASEAN Archives), E1 (ASEAN Cultural Architecture), and G4 (ASEAN Norms and Social Practices) are found to have the highest
frequencies (Ratio 9:12 = 75%)
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Table 6.3 (Continued)

October 2013
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Total

From 5 selected episodes in October, 58 frequencies from the content of 29 common-culture indicator variables are found and G2 (ASEAN Rituals) is found to have the highest frequencies (Ratio 5:5 = 100%)
November 2013
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Total

From 9 selected episodes in November, 92 frequencies from the content of 29 common-culture indicator variables are found and D6 (ASEAN Archives) is found to have the highest frequencies (Ratio 7:9 = 77.7%)
December 2013
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Aris

Anci

2

-

2

5

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

2

5

6

1

-

1

-

3

1

D3

D4

D5

D6

D7

E1

E2

E3

F1

F2

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

H1

H2

H3

H4

H5

I1

I2

I3

Folk

Mode

Pres

Arch

Othe

C.Ar

Deco

Buil

Spor

Recr

Oral

Ritu

Lang

Norm

Know

N.Fo

I.Fo

C.Fo

W.Fo

L.Fo

N.Co

Fabr

Dres

-

3

3

7

3

6

5

5

-

-

-

3

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total

From 9 selected episodes in December, 67 frequencies from the content of 21 common-culture indicator variables are found and D6 (ASEAN Archives) is found to have the highest frequencies (Ratio 7:9 = 77.7%)
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A1

Table 6.3 (Continued)
Overall Enumeration of 2013
A1
Muse
17
D3
Folk
2

A2
Livi
19
D4
Mode
3

A3
Virt
17
D5
Pres
13

A4
Heri
36
D6
Arch
36

A5
Land
28
D7
Othe
25

A6
Natu
2
E1
C.Ar
44

A7
Agri
11
E2
Deco
28

A8
Ethn
33
E3
Buil
32

B1
Perf
19
F1
Spor
1

B2
Inst
17
F2
Recr
3

B3
Song
7
G1
Oral
19

B4
Comp
5
G2
Ritu
39

B5
Comb
2
G3
Lang
20

B6
Fest
5
G4
Norm
36

C1
Pain
20
G5
Know
20

C2
Draw
14
H1
N.Fo
1

C3
Scul
25
H2
I.Fo
-

C4
Phot
44
H3
C.Fo
1

C5
Lacq
11
H4
W.Fo
1

C6
Wick
5
H5
L.Fo
8

C7
Niel
7
I1
N.Co
10

C8
Bask
5
I2
Fabr
24

D1
Aris
23
I3
Dres
24

D2
Anci
13
Total
775

From all 100 selected episodes in 2013, 775 frequencies from the content of 46 common-culture indicator variables are found and C4 (ASEAN Historical and Cultural Photography) and E1 (ASEAN Cultural Architecture) are found to
have the highest frequencies (Ratio 44:100 = 44 %)
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From Table 6.3, it is found that the total frequency weight of ASEAN common culture found in the content of Jod Mai Hed Krung
Sri in 2013 is 775. Classified by month, it is found that the month in which variety of ASEAN common culture is found the most is
“ July” . Namely, 33 ASEAN common culture indicator variables from total 47 variables are found with 108 frequencies (33:47 = 70.2% ,
Frequency Weight = 108). Next is “September” in which 31 ASEAN common culture indicator variables from total 47 variables are found
with 101 frequencies (31:47 = 6 5.9%, Frequency Weight = 101) and “November” in which 29 ASEAN common culture indicator variables
from total 47 variables are found with 92 frequencies (29:47 = 61.7%, Frequency Weight = 92) respectively.
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6.2.3 Summary of the Frequencies of ASEAN Common Culture
Enumerated from Measurement Instrument
From enumerating the frequencies of ASEAN common culture displayed in
the program by the constructed measurement instrument, it is found that the frequency
weight varies according to the main content of the program in each episode. From
classifying the appearance frequencies of ASEAN common culture in the program by
47 cultural indicator variables from 100 selected episodes of the program (With the
ratio of one appearance of 1 indicator variable in 1 episode = 1 or 1: 1 with the
assumption that in 1 episode, at least 1 indicator variable should be found. ) The
results are found as follow:
Table 6.4

Illustrates the Frequencies of ASEAN Common Culture Enumerated in
the Constructed Tally Sheet, Classified by Indicator Variables
Name of Index/ Indicator variables

1. A1: ASEAN Cultural Museum
2. A2: ASEAN Living Museum
3. A3: ASEAN Virtual Museum
4. A4: ASEAN Cultural Heritage
5. A5: ASEAN Cultural Landscape
6. A6: ASEAN Natural Heritage
7. A7: ASEAN Agricultural Field
8. A8: ASEAN Ethnic Field
9. B1: ASEAN Performing Arts
10. B2: ASEAN Musical Instruments
11. B3: ASEAN Songs
12. B4: ASEAN Compositions
13. B5: Cultural Combined Arts of ASEAN and
ASEAN Contemporary Arts
14. B6: ASEAN Festivals, Feasts and Fairs
15. C1: ASEAN Painting
16. C2: ASEAN Drawing
17. C3: ASEAN Sculpture
18. C4: ASEAN Historical and Cultural
Photography
19. C5: ASEAN Lacquerware
20. C6: ASEAN Lacquered Wickerwork
21. C7: ASEAN Nielloware
22. C8: ASEAN Basketry

Frequency
(Fe)
17
19
17
36
28
2
11
33
19
17
7
5
2

Percentage
(%)
17.0
19.0
17.0
36.0
28.0
2.0
11.0
33.0
19.0
17.0
7.0
5.0
2.0

5
20
14
25
44

5.0
20.0
14.0
25.0
44.0

11
5
7
5

11.0
5.0
7.0
5.0
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Table 6.4 (Continued)
Name of Index/ Indicator variable
23. D1: Royal / Aristocratic Literature of ASEAN
24. D2: ASEAN Ancient Literature
25. D3: Folk Tales or ASEAN Local Literature
26. D4: ASEAN Modern Literature
27. D5: Cultural Press and Journal of ASEAN
28. D6: ASEAN Archives
29. D7: Other Cultural Printed Matter of ASEAN
30. E1: ASEAN Cultural Architecture
31. E2: ASEAN Cultural Design and Decoration
32. E3: ASEAN Cultural Building Structure
33. F1: ASEAN Traditional Sports
34. F2: ASEAN Cultural Recreation
35. G1: Oral Traditions and Expressions of ASEAN
36. G2: ASEAN Rituals
37. G3: ASEAN Languages
38. G4: ASEAN Norms and Social Practices
39. G5: ASEAN Knowledge and Wisdom
40. H1: ASEAN National Foods
41. H2: ASEAN-Indian and Arabian Foods
42. H3: ASEAN-Chinese Foods
43. H4: ASEAN-Western Foods
44. H5: ASEAN Lineage Local Foods
45. I1: ASEAN National Costume
46. I2: ASEAN Fabric
47. I3: ASEAN Original Cultural Dressing

Frequency
(Fe)
23
13
2
3
13
36
25
44
28
32
1
3
19
39
20
36
20
1
0
1
1
8
10
24
24

Percentage
(%)
23.0
13.0
2.0
3.0
13.0
36.0
25.0
44.0
28.0
32.0
1.0
3.0
19.0
39.0
20.0
36.0
20.0
1.0
0
1.0
1.0
8.0
10.0
24.0
24.0

From Table 6.4, it is found that the top three ASEAN common-culture
indicator variables found in the selected program episodes with the highest
frequencies are
1) C4/X18: ASEAN Historical and Cultural Photography in Sub-Component or
Domain C: Visual Arts and Arts Crafts, and E1/X30: ASEAN Cultural Architecture in
Sub-Component or Domain E: Architecture (Frequency Weight or Fe = 44 or 44%).
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2) G2/ X36: ASEAN Rituals in Sub-Component or Domain G: Intangible
Cultural Heritage: ICH (Frequency Weight or Fe = 39 or 39%).
3) A4/X4: ASEAN Cultural Heritage in Sub-Component or Domain A: Cultural
and Natural Heritage, D6/ X26: ASEAN Archives in Sub-Component or Domain D:
Literature, and G4/X38: ASEAN Norms and Social Practices in Sub-Component or
Domain G: Intangible Cultural Heritage (Frequency Weight or Fe = 36 or 36%).
For the overall frequencies, the following equation of Stufflebeam &
Shinkfield (2007) is used to find the expected content coefficient as follows:

Net total frequency weight

Expected Content Coefficient = N (Overall episode x Indicators) qual to

775
(100 x 47)

= 0.1648

From the above finding, it shows that if in 1 selected episode of the program
has to present all 47 indicator variables, the forecast ability or ability to present
content containing all variables is 16.48%.

6.2.4 Classification of the Quantity Level of ASEAN Common Culture
Enumerated by the Constructed Measurement Instrument
From enumerating the quantity or frequencies of ASEAN common culture
found in the selected program episodes by the constructed measurement instrument,
the quantity or frequencies of each indicator variable are classified into levels, from
the lowest to the highest frequencies of the appearance. Specifically, class interval
classified by Third Ranks of Quartile Range is applied by dividing into three levels:
ASEAN common-culture indicator variables with minimal appearance rate, with
moderate appearance rate, and with maximal appearance rate, as displayed in the table
6.5.

Table 6.5 Illustrates Classification of the Quantity Level of ASEAN Common Culture Appearing in the 100 Selected Program Episodes

Minimal appearance rate
H2
F1
H1
H3
H4
A6
B5
D3

H5 ASEAN Lineage Local Foods (Fe = 8)
I1 ASEAN National Costume (Fe = 10)
A7 ASEAN Agricultural Field (Fe = 11)
C5 ASEAN Lacquerware (Fe = 11)
D2 ASEAN Ancient Literature (Fe = 13)
D5 Cultural Press and Journal of ASEAN
(Fe = 13)
C2 ASEAN Drawing (Fe = 14)
A1 ASEAN Cultural Museum (Fe = 17)
A3 ASEAN Virtual Museum (Fe = 17)
B2 ASEAN Musical Instrument (Fe = 17)
A2 ASEAN Living Museum (Fe = 19)
B1 ASEAN Performing Arts (Fe = 19)
G1 Oral Traditions and Expressions of ASEAN
(Fe = 19)
C1 ASEAN Painting (Fe = 20)
G3 ASEAN Languages (Fe = 20)
G5 ASEAN Knowledge and Wisdom (Fe = 20)

Maximal appearance rate
D1 Royal / Aristocratic Literature of ASEAN
(Fe = 23)
I2 ASEAN Fabric (Fe = 24)
I3 ASEAN Original Cultural Dressing (Fe = 24)
C3 ASEAN Sculpture (Fe = 25)
D7 Other Cultural Printed Matter of ASEAN
(Fe = 25)
A5 ASEAN Cultural Landscape (Fe = 28)
E2 ASEAN Cultural Design and Decoration
(Fe = 28)
E3 ASEAN Cultural Building Structure (Fe = 32)
A8 ASEAN Ethnic Field (Fe = 33)
A4 ASEAN Cultural Heritage (Fe = 36)
D6 ASEAN Archives (Fe = 36)
G4 ASEAN Norms and Social Practices
(Fe = 36)
G2 ASEAN Rituals (Fe = 39)
C4 ASEAN Historical and Cultural
Photography (Fe = 44)
E1 Cultural Architecture (Fe = 44)
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D4
F2
B4
B6
C6
C8
B3
C7

ASEAN-Indian and Arabian Foods (Fe = 0)
ASEAN Traditional Sports (Fe = 1)
ASEAN National Foods (Fe = 1)
ASEAN-Chinese Foods (Fe = 1)
ASEAN-Western Foods (Fe = 1)
ASEAN Natural Heritage (Fe = 2)
Combined Arts of ASEAN and ASEAN
Contemporary Arts (Fe = 2)
Folk Tales or ASEAN Local Literature
(Fe = 2)
ASEAN Modern Literature (Fe = 3)
ASEAN Cultural Recreation (Fe = 3)
ASEAN Compositions (Fe = 5)
ASEAN Festivals, Feasts and Fairs (Fe = 5)
ASEAN Lacquered Wickerwork (Fe = 5)
ASEAN Basketry (Fe = 5)
ASEAN Songs (Fe = 7)
ASEAN Nielloware (Fe = 7)

Moderate appearance rate
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From Table 6. 5, 16 ASEAN common-culture indicator variables of 6 subcomponents (or domains) with minimal appearance rate or with 0-7 appearance
frequencies from 100 program episodes (one appearance in each episode equals 1
frequency) are found as follow:
1) Domain H: Cultural Food are “ASEAN Indian and Arabian Foods” (H2, Fe =
0), “ASEAN National Foods” (H1, Fe = 1), “ASEAN-Chinese Foods” (H3, Fe = 1), and
“ASEAN-Western Foods” (H4, Fe = 1).
2) Domain F: Sports and Recreation are “ASEAN Traditional Sports” (F1, Fe =
1), and “ASEAN Cultural Recreation” (F2, Fe = 3).
3) Domain A: Cultural and Natural Heritage is “ASEAN Natural Heritage” (A6,
Fe = 2).
4) Domain B: Performance Arts and Celebration are “ Cultural Combined Arts
of ASEAN and ASEAN Contemporary Arts” (B5, Fe = 2), “ ASEAN Compositions”
(B4, Fe = 5), “ASEAN Festivals, Feasts and Fairs” (B6, Fe = 5), and “ASEAN Songs”
(B3, Fe = 7).
5) Domain D: Literature are “Folk Tales or ASEAN Local Literature” (D3, Fe =
2), and “ASEAN Modern Literature” (D4, Fe = 3).
6) Domain C: Visual Arts and Arts Crafts are “ ASEAN Lacquered
Wickerwork” (C6, Fe = 5), “ASEAN Basketry” (C8, Fe = 5), and “ASEAN Nielloware”
(C7, Fe = 7).

16 ASEAN common-culture indicator variables of 7 sub- components (or
domains) with moderate appearance rate or with 8-20 appearance frequencies from
100 program episodes (One appearance in each episode equals 1 frequency) are found
as follow:
1) Domain H: ASEAN National Foods is “ASEAN Lineage Local Foods” (H5,
Fe = 8).
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2) Domain I: Cultural Costume is “ASEAN National Costume” (I1, Fe = 10).
3) Domain A: Cultural and Natural Heritage are “ ASEAN Agricultural Field”
(A7, Fe = 11), “ASEAN Cultural Museum” (A1, Fe = 17), “ASEAN Virtual Museum”
(A3, Fe = 17), and “ASEAN Living Museum” (A2, Fe = 19).
4) Domain C: Visual Arts and Arts Crafts are “ASEAN Lacquerware” (C5, Fe =
11), “ASEAN Drawing” (C2, Fe = 14), and “ASEAN Painting” (C1, Fe = 20).
5) Domain D: Literature are “ ASEAN Ancient Literature” (D2, Fe = 13), and
“Cultural Press and Journal of ASEAN” (D5, Fe = 13).
6) Domain B: Performance Arts and Celebration are “ ASEAN Musical
Instruments (B2, Fe = 17), and “ASEAN Performing Arts” (B1, Fe = 19).
7) Domain G: Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH) are “ Oral Traditions and
Expressions of ASEAN” (G1, Fe = 19), “ ASEAN Languages” (G3, Fe = 20), and
“ASEAN Knowledge and Wisdom” (G5, Fe = 20).

15 ASEAN common-culture indicator variables of 6 principle components (or
domains) with maximal appearance rate or with 23-44 appearance frequencies from
100 program episodes (one appearance in each episode equals 1 frequency) are found
as follow:
1) Domain D: Literature are “Royal / Aristocratic Literature of ASEAN” (D1, Fe
= 23), “ Other Cultural Printed Matter of ASEAN” (D7, Fe = 25), and “ ASEAN
Archives” (D6, Fe = 36).
2) Domain I: Cultural Costume are “ASEAN Fabric” (I2, Fe = 24), and “ASEAN
Original Cultural Dressing” (I3, Fe = 24)
3) Domain C: Visual Arts and Arts Crafts is “ASEAN Sculpture” (C3, Fe = 25)
4) Domain A: Cultural and Natural Heritage are “ASEAN Cultural Landscape”
(A5, Fe = 28), “ ASEAN Ethnic Field” (A8, Fe = 33), and “ASEAN Cultural Heritage”
(A4, Fe = 36)
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5) Domain E: Architecture are “ASEAN Cultural Design and Decoration” (E2,
Fe = 28), “ASEAN Cultural Building Structure” (E3, Fe = 32), and “ ASEAN Cultural
Architecture” (E1, Fe = 44)
6) Domain G: Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH) are “ ASEAN Norms and
Social Practices” (G4, Fe = 36), and “ASEAN Rituals” (G2, Fe = 39).
From the analysis of this part, it reflects opinions, interest, and standpoints of
the producers (Who has the knowledge in culture and anthropology, especially the
script writers and key informants who are scholars and professionals in specific areas)
in presenting ASEAN common culture through the selection of content which
illustrates ASEAN connectivity despite the fact that not all issues or cultures can be
shared by all 10 ASEAN nations, but it still can display some shared groups of
cultures among countries in the same cultural region. Thus, it accords with the
concepts of Southeast Asian Cultural Area, Cultural Ecology, and the Theoretical
Standpoint of Cultural Commonality in Intercultural Communication Theory.

6.2.5 The Assessment of the Quality of the Instrument
In evaluating the quality of the instrument, namely the tally sheet, by tallying
and enumerating ASEAN common culture appearing in the selected program episodes
on the sheet, it is found that there is hardly no part of the program content which
cannot be tallied or quantified by the indices developed from this study. Therefore,
this can be inferred that the developed tallying sheet with 47 indicator variables is
efficient in quantifying ASEAN common culture inclusively and has a potential in
screening culture from program content satisfactorily.
Nevertheless, in the presentation of ASEAN culture of Jod Mai Hed Krung Sri
Television Program in 2013, only one indicator variable, H2 or X 41: ASEAN–Indian
and Arabian Foods, which does not appear in the 100 selected episodes and cannot be
tallied accordingly, but it accounts for only 2% of the ASEAN cultural indicator
variables extracted from this study. As for content analysis of entire content, it is
found that every episode contains relevant content to the rest of indicator variables
(46 indicator variables), or 98% of all cultural content gained from this study. This
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indicates that a program producer can present ASEAN in the cultural dimension
inclusively.
In the point of view of the researcher, one reason which enables 98%
coverage of ASEAN cultural content is due to the qualifications of the script writers.
From analyzing profiles of script writers (Working position, experience, and academic
performance) of the studied program, especially two principal script writers: Ms.
Bulong Sikanok, and Nittaya Kanokmongkol, it is found that they are highly
knowlegable in ASEAN culture.
Bulong Sikanok is an expert and a specialist in history and arts at Office of
Lierature and History, Fine Arts Department while Nittaya Kanokmongkol is a
Director of Ramkhamhaeng National Museum, and a senior specialist of Fine Arts
Department, Ministry of Culture.
For the photos presented in the program, Arun Watcharasawad, an expert in
communication arts working as an editorial committee of Matichon Publishing House,
is responsible for coordinating and advising in terms of photos selection. Therefore,
the photos displayed in the program can reflect and connect with cultural content very
well. Even in the domain of intangible culture, the photos displayed can present and
communicate the narration of each episode congruently.
In addition, there are some nationally accredited and widely-known scholars
who perform as key informants for the program production; for instance, Sujit
Wongthed (National Artist of Thailand), Chunlathad Payakaranon (The Fellows of
Royal Society of Thailand), Sombat Plainoy (Under a pseudonym as S. Plainoy),
Associate Professor Pornpan Jontaronanont, Ph. D. , Pisat Jiajanpong (An expert in
Anthropology and Museology, Fine Arts Department, Ministry of Culture), Somchai
Na Nakhonphanom (An expert in Anthropology and Museology, Fine Arts
Department, Ministry of Culture), etc. Furthermore, the program production is
supported by several parties concerned, i.e. academic information, shooting locations,
etc. , especially from governmental offices in specific areas, such as Fine Arts
Department, Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Defence, Department of Education,
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National Culture Office and cultural offices of every province, King Prajadhipok’ s
Institute, etc. , including the provision of information from Princess Maha Chakri
Sirindhorn Anthropology Centre.

CHAPTER 7
RESEARCH CONCLUSION, DISCUSSION,
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The research entitled, “ The Development of ASEAN Cultural Indices and
ASEAN Cultural Measurement for Media” , is aimed to develop a cultural
measurement for talling the quantity of ASEAN common culture appearing in various
kinds of media. The content of this chapter is divided into 3 parts:
Part 1: Research conclusion and discussion, classified by research methods.
Part 2: Discussion towards the practicality of the research findings.
Part 3: Remarks and recommendations for future studies.

7.1 Research Conclusion and Discussion, Classified by Research Methods
In this part, conclusion and discussion of research findings is presented as
follows: 1) Conclusion and discussion of the research findings from trends forecasting
by Delphi Technique Method and 2) Conclusion and discussion of the research
findings from Confirmatory Factor Analysis.

7.1.1 Conclusion and Discussion of the Research Findings from Trends
Forecasting by Delphi Technique Method
From the analysis by Delphi Technique in Chapter 4, additional subcomponents and indicator variables from those fundamental variables of UNESCO
FCS (2007, 2009) and ESSnet Culture (2012) are found as follow:
7.1.1.1 Two new sub-components are found:

Sub-component or

Domain H: Cultural Foods and Sub- Component or Domain I: Cultural Costume, which
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are supported by documentary research and historical evidence. Both new subcomponents are ones of the distinctive cultural indicators or indices of ASEAN. To
illustrate this, Passakorn Wongtawan (2013) expresses his idea that ASEAN identity
can be traced by some cultural indicators, such as dresses, foods, plays, arts,
performance, cultural craft, and architecture, as a consequence of cultural interaction
with both inside and outside ASEAN as well as of cultural creation from dynamic
biophysical diversity of the region, which forms ASEAN unique culture subsequently.
Besides, it accords with what the experts of Delphi Technique propose, namely food
culture, and costume or clothing culture.

Figure 7.1 The Exhibition of Clothing Culture in some Important Museums

The value of costume or clothing and food culture is illustrated and
supported by empirical evidence that ASEAN shares commonalities and similaries of
both cultures through the presentation of ethnic background and the history of
Southeast Asia relating to both cultures in a number of important national museums
of ASEAN , both maritime (i.e. Negara Museum, Melaka History and Ethnography
Museum and Governor’ s Museum in Malaysia) and mainland (i.e. Bangkok National
Museum, Songkhla National Museum and Lao National Museum). This can be
considered as archaeological proof about ASEAN common culture (From
documentary research at the museums in Malaysia, during May 6-9, 2016, at Bangkok
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National Museum on June 12, 2016, Songkhla National Museum on May 11, 2016,
and Lao National Museum on June 21, 2016). Regarding the discussion of this
finding, the discussion can be classified into two groups of variables:

1) Sub-component or Domain: Costume or Clothing Culture
From the study of Sakda Pannengpetch (2009) in Personality
and Cultural Manner, the finding accords with the experts’ opinion in Delphi
Technique and supports the reasons in adding costume or clothing culture as another
ASEAN Common cultural index. It is found that costume or clothing pattern is
another important variable of culture as it reflects values relating to time and space in
each society. Besides, it involves some social conditions, such as proper dresses for
certain occasions, selection of colors of dresses suitable for occasions and social
contexts, including roles or status signifiers in cultural system, especially classes in a
society, which are very predominant in Asian culture, particularly in the nations
which are influenced by Indian culture. Therefore, costumes play a great role in
forming personality and expression of members in each society, even in the context of
ASEAN nowadays.
Furthermore, from the research of Jiraporn Arunyanak (1993),
it is found that clothing culture of ASEAN connects with intangible culture, such as
beliefs, traditions, and religion. The study illustrates the evidence of usage of silk for
wrapping some religious objects, i. e. scripture, Tripitaka, etc. or for wrapping
valuables in Khan Maak or traditional tray containing betels and areca to the bride’s
home as a troth, which is found to be widely and continually used during the
Traditional Era of Southeast Asia. In other words, it can say that clothes or fabric is
another influential cultural indicator towards ASEAN socio-culture.
2) Sub-component or Domain: Food Culture
Food culture is another additional variable suggested by all 7
experts in Delphi Technique, which comprises 5 indicator variables: H1: ASEAN
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National Foods, H2: ASEAN-Indian and Arabian Foods, H3: ASEAN-Chinese Foods,
H4: ASEAN-Western Foods, and H5: ASEAN Lineage Local Foods.
In regards to its significance towards culture, this variable is
found to have a tight relationship with ASEAN people’s ways of living. Food culture
is paid great attention by ASEAN people as witnessed by its connection with
linguistic meaning in literary work, which is in accordance with the study of Malithat
Promathatavedi (2012) which describes food as a distinguished representation of
national identity. From the study of several pieces of ASEAN literature, such as Phra
Abhai Mani, 11 kinds of different food is mentioned: rice as a main dish, snacks or
appetizers, supplementary food, Royal food, Monks’ food, food for sick people, etc.
This presents the value of food in the literature, which reflects patterns of living in a
society and also its important role in ASEAN region.
In addition, from cultural communication perspective, these 5
indicator variables of food culture also reflect 3 important cultural patterns, (Aswin
Netphokaew: 2004, Cultural Globalization. Matichon Daily, page 7) which are formed
as a consequence of interaction between internal cultures or between internal and
external culture.

These cultural patterns are cultural homogenization, cultural

heterogenization, and cultural hybridization. By analyzing the findings of indicator
variables of this study with these cultural patterns, it can be explained as follows:
“National Foods” is a kind of cultural heterogenization resulted
from cultural separation or separatism in Modern Era in which each nation values
nationalism policies and needs to present their distinctive cultural identity through
their unique national foods upon their interaction within or outside the nation to
distinguish “ my” and “ your” foods. Nevertheless, cultural dynamism should be noted.
During Nationalism Period, each ASEAN nation emphasizes their cultural
differences, i.e. through food, due to the policy of competition. However, once the
world faces the influence of globalization, individualized food culture of ASEAN
becomes homogenized because of cooperation policy among ASEAN nations for
strengthening the power of negotiation and competition with cultures outside ASEAN
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region. Thus, ASEAN national foods is communicated to outside world as “our food”
under the competitive circumstances, or in this case it portrays cultural
homogenization of foods among ASEAN nations which diminishes the distinction
between “my foods” and “your foods” by an ideology of “unity among variety” and turns
to be ASEAN national food, despite the fact that the notion of each national food still
remains.
Furthermore, the borrowing and exchange with external culture
generates the integration between ASEAN and external culture (i.e. ASEAN-IndianArabian, ASEAN-Western, ASEAN-Chinese, etc. ) in the form of cultural
hybridization. According to the history of Southeast Asia, this phenomena should be a
result from internal interaction and from interaction with external culture during
Traditional and Colonial Era. This notion is also supported by the study on ASEAN
cultural relations of Sawitri Suwansathit (1997) which says that ASEAN cultural
relations caused by an interaction of internal and external culture is a result of
migration, colonial wars of the western countries, and commerce, and induces cultural
borrowing and exchange which leads to an integration between native or existing
culture and adopted culture until it becomes inseparably new culture and a new
distinctive culture of ASEAN, which is totally different from the traditional or
original culture.
7.1.1.2 Some indicator variables of the original sub - components or
domains are adjusted. Specifically, the sub-components or domains gained from
documentary research, Domain A-G, are advised by 7 experts of Delphi Technique to
be clarified or elaborated. For instance, it is suggested to elaborate the definitions,
amplify the variables, or revise some details to make them clearer, more appropriate,
and more complete for indicating ASEAN common cultures. The adjustment of the
indicator variables is as follows:
Sub-component or Domain A: Cultural and Natural Heritage.
Definition and Measurement Criterion of A4: ASEAN Cultural Heritage, and A6:
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ASEAN Natural Heritage is adjusted with reference to World Heritage List. (World
Heritage Information Center, Ministry of Culture, 2015)
Sub-component or Domain B: Performance Arts and Celebration. 3
more indicator variables are added from 4 to 7 variables. To illustrate this, in B2
(Music): 1 indicator variable is subdivided to be 3 indicator variables, namely B2
(ASEAN

Musical

Instruments),

B3

(ASEAN

Songs),

and

B4

(ASEAN

Compositions), by applying Music Theories of Natcha Pancharoen (2008) and
Somnuk Oonkaew (2012) as guidelines in classifying musical patterns.
Sub-component or Domain C: Visual Arts and Arts Crafts. More
indicator variables are added from 3 to 8 variables with details as follow:
1) C1 (Fine Arts) is subdivided into 3 indicator variables: C1
(ASEAN Painting), C2 (ASEAN Drawing), and C3 (ASEAN Sculpture). The
adjustment is applied by the suggestion gained from the interview with Ajarn
Amornrat Leepen (personal communication, February 16, 2016), Director of the
Office of Cultural Promotion and Dissemination, and an expert in social network and
community, Department of Cultural Promotion, the Ministry of Culture.
2) C3 (Craft) is subdivided into 4 indicator variables: C5
(ASEAN Lacquerware), C6 (ASEAN Lacquered Wickerwork), C7 (ASEAN
Nielloware), and C8 (ASEAN Basketry). The adjustment is applied and refered from
classification of craft divided by Thammasat Chalermprakiat Museum or Thammasat
Museum of Anthropology, Faculty of Sociology and Anthropology, Thammasat
University (2016).
Sub - component or Domain D: Literature. More indicator variables are
added from 4 to 7 indicator variables with details as follow:
1) D1 (Scripture/ Classical Work/ Books) is subdivided into 4
indicator variables: D1 (Royal / Aristocratic Literature), D2 (ASEAN Ancient
Literature,) D3 (Folk tales or ASEAN Local Literature), and D4 (ASEAN Modern
Literature). The adjustment is applied from the study entitled, “ASEAN Literature” of
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Kusuma Rakmanee (2015), and the book, “Inao in ASEAN: Knowledge and Research
Perspectives”, written by Thaneerat Jatuthasri (2015).
Sub-component or Domain E: Architecture. The definition of all 3
indicator variables of this domain is revised and amplified. For E1 (ASEAN Cultural
Architecture), the definition is refined with reference to the study entitled,
“ Architectural Heritage on Both Sides of Mekong River” of Noppadol Tungsakul
(2015). For E2 (ASEAN Cultural Design and Decoration), the definition is refined
with reference to the study of Sujit Wongted entitled, “ Patterns, Decoration, and
Design Plan” (2015), and “Archdiocese Archive” (2012), and for E3 (ASEAN Cultural
Building Structure), the definition is refined from the studies of Anon Chaimanee
(2016), Sujit Wongted (2006), and Amornrat Leepen (personal communication,
February 16, 2016) in their studies about architectural structure and ASEAN structural
engineering.
Sub-component or Domain F: Sports and Recreation. The definition and
measurement criteria of 2 indicators variables: F1 (ASEAN Traditional Sports) and F2
(ASEAN Cultural Recreation) is refined by applying the study of ASEAN sports and
recreation of Center of Library and Media (CLM) Leaning Center, Suranaree
University of Technology (2016), the Office of Documentation and Information, the
National Sukhothai Thammathirat Open University (2015), and Thai News Agency,
2016).
Sub-component or Domain G: Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH). The
definition and measurement criteria of 4 indicator variables of this domain: G1 (Oral
Traditions and Expressions of ASEAN), G3 (ASEAN Languages), G4 (ASEAN
Norms and Social Practices), and G5 (ASEAN Knowledge and Wisdom) are refined
with reference to the studies of Amornrat Leepen (2016), Prasert Yamklinfung
(2001), Sawanit Yamapai and Tiranan Anawushsiriwongse (1995) about intangible
culture in several topics, such as rites and traditions, nonverbal language patterns,
social norms, and wisdom pattern.
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7.1.2 Research Conclusion and Discussion of the Findings from
Confirmatory Factor Analysis
The research conclusion and discussion of this part composes of two main
parts analysed from the Second Order Confirmatory Factor Analysis in Chapter 5.
The details are classified by issues as following:
7.1.2.1 Research Conclusion from Descriptive Statistical Analysis
(Demographic Information and Attitude towards Indicator Variables)
From the analysis, in regards to demographic information, it is found
that most subjects of totally 720 are female, aged between 19-10 years old, and are
studying at the third year in the field of Humanities and Social Science.
For attitude towards indicator variables, it is found that all sub components are evaluated at “ very important/ appropriate” level. Most subjects
evaluate Sub-Component I: Cultural Costume as the most important component ( X =
4.23, S.D. = .617), followed by Sub-Component G: Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH)
( X = 4.21, S.D. = .572), and Sub-Component A: Cultural and Natural Heritage ( X =
4.19, S.D. = .548) respectively.
7.1.2.2 Research Conclusion from Inferential Statistical Analysis
(Second-Order Confirmatory Factor Analysis)
From the testing of Model Fit Indices of ASEAN common culture for
media, congruence between the model fit indices and empirical data is found. Besides,
overall structural equation model can be drawn. [(χ2/df = 1.761, GFI = .912, AGFI = .895,
NFI = . 904, CFI = . 956, RMSEA = . 033 (PCLOSE = 1. 00), RMR = . 019)] (Yuth
Kaiyawan, 2013). For Regression Weight and Estimating Predicted Coefficients (R2),
the regression weight between First-ranked latent variable or principal component
(ASEAN) and sub-components (A-I) as manifest variables is found at high level (the
value is almost 1) between .7 2 6 - .9 4 0 , but is found only in direct effect. For
Estimating Predicted Coefficients (R2 ), R2 is found between .5 2 7 - .8 8 3 which
indicates that the model of ASEAN common culture for media constructed from this
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study can be a practical instrument for quantifying the numbers of ASEAN common
culture appearing in various kinds of media with Estimating Predicted Coefficients at
52.7 - 88.3%.
From ranking the regression weight between principal component
(ASEAN) and sub-components (A-I) of the top three variables, from high to low level
with the regression weight of more than .90, to find which variables are the most
influential in ASEAN common culture, it is found that the sub-component with the
highest regression weight is D: Literature (Regression weight/Path coefficient = .940).
From statistical perspective, such finding can be interpreted that literary culture is
important for creating the pattern of ASEAN common culture, which accords with the
study about the influence and impact of literature on society of the Department of
Thai Language, Wittayanusorn (2012), which says that literature is a reflection of
social condition in each period. Besides, it is a significant indicator of human cultural
process. In comparison, literature is like mirror reflecting values of each society and
functions as a historical recorder of each period as well.
In view of Reflection Theory, in ASEAN history literature plays a role
of a mediator with reflective mirror (Mirror Approach) and leading lamp (Lamp
Approach) by reflecting clearly social reality, including the thought and idea of a
composer or a writer in each period. For instance, during the post-World War II, there
are a huge number of literary work reflecting nationalism, or in Colonial Era, a lot of
literature present foreign characters, especially those of colonists’ nationality, or
reflect people’ s point of view or writers’ perspective towards colonists in colonial
period through their literary work.
By analysing literature writers as senders of message, the connection
and attitude towards cultural exchange, either between ASEAN internal cultures or
external cultures can be seen. Petchrada Petcharat (2016) and Niti Eawsriwong (2002)
studied about the creation of characters and composing style of Sunthorn Phu (A vital
people of the World in literature) and found that it appeared an adoption of both
internal and external culture and reflected the author’s point of view towards various
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cultural patterns. As an example, “ a mermaid” one character in Phra Aphai Mani may
be adopted from the author’s inspiration from talking to some westerners in the early
Rattanakosin Era; thus, westernized patterns (External Culture) seem to be applied
with internal culture interestingly as the mermaid character in Sunthorn Phu’ s
literature is similar to that of Hans Christian Andersen. Whereas in the same literature
Southeast Asian values are also reflected in the form of love and gratefulness, i.e. The
mermaid felt grateful for Phra Aphai Mani, the hero, since he helped her parents, etc.
Same as other characters, it reflects social condition in the past in which
communication between ethnic groups of ASEAN and other groups from external
culture during Colonial Era is common, such as characters from Lanka (i. e.
Lawengwanla, Usarane, Pipo Pastor, and the Supreme Patriarch) who represent
westerners (Sri Lanka, a colony of England), characters from Rattana City represent
Thais, characters from Phaluk City represent Mon, characters from Chom and Patna
City represent Indians, characters from Lahung or Mahung, Kawin, and Karawek
represent Malays, characters fromTown Utain, Sampanlung/Sampanlee, and Chawee
represent Java, characters from Merigan represent Americans, characters from
Kantang represent Chinese, characters from Wilas represent English, and characters
from Wilaya represent Spanish. Furthermore, the reflection of war contact appearing
in episode 29, “The Attack of Phaluk City by Nine Troops” of Phra Aphai Mani can be
compared with power expansion of the colonists in Southeast Asia as following
(Sunthorn Phu, 2001a).
“เมืองละหุ่งกรุ งเตนกุเวนลวาด เมืองวิลาศวิลยาชวาฉวี
ถึงเมืองเงาะเกาะวลาสาปะลี

จะชิงตีเมืองผลึกเป็ นศึกรุ ม…”

“ทั้งซ้ายขวาหน้าหลังยับยั้งหยุด ตั้งเป็ นครุ ฑกระบวนนามตามตารับ
เห็นโยธาพวกฝรั่งออกคัง่ คับ

เป็ นแปดทัพทั้งเดิมและเติมมา

ล้วนมีธงลงหนังสื อชื่อประเทศ

เมืองละเมดมลิกนั สาปั นหนา

กรุ งกวินจีนตัง๋ อังคุลา

ที่ยกมาทางบกอีกหกทัพ

ที่อยู่เก่าเจ้าลยาชวาฉวี

แต่ลว้ นตีเมืองไม่ได้กไ็ ม่กลับ

ต่างขี่มา้ พาทหารออกต้านรับ

ปะทะทัพดูทีกริ ิ ยาฯ”
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The above poem mentions about the attack of the western colonist
troops (i.e. USA, etc.) against Phaluk City and the defense of the city.
Besides, some major characters or heroes, i.e. Phra Aphai Mani and Sin
Samut, are presented in intercultural communication context with the ability in
communicating in foreign language. This phenomena is relatively congruent with the
period in which Spanish, Protugese, Indian and Chinese merchants came to do a
commercial trade with Southeast Asians, and thus reflects socio-cultural condition of
that time in which appears a variety of ethnicity and languages, as shown in episode
59: Phra Aphai Mani and Sri Suwan to Lanka City (Sunthorn Phu, 2001b) which
mentions about a gathering of various ethnic groups in watching the competition or a
fight, i.e. Chinese, Mon, Laotian, Thai, and Khmer.
“…พวกไพร่ ฟ้ามาประชุมแก่หนุ่มสาว

เจ๊กมอญลาวแขกไทยทั้งไอศวรรย์

เป็ นหมู่หมู่ดูงานการประชัน

เกษมสันต์สรวลเสกันเฮฮา

หนุ่มตะกอพอใจเที่ยวเกี้ยวผูห้ ญิง

เข้าพาดพิงพวกนางต่างภาษา

เขมรเมียงเคียงทวายทาชายตา

ว่านักเอ๊ยตุยนาสะลามะลู

นางทวายอายเอียงพูดเสี ยงแปร่ ง

มะแวงแฉ่งพะเอเปอะสู

เจ้ามอญว่าอาละกูลทิ้งปูนพลู

ลาวบ่อฮูบ้ ่หนั บ่อยัน่ น้อ

พวกไทยปาตลีบุตรว่าหยุดก่อน

ชาวละครร้องฮื้อทาพรื้ อพ่อ

เจ๊กเห็นสาวชาวชวาร้องว่าฮ้อ

แขกว่ายอละเคไพล่เผลความ”

Moreover, from the analysis of some backdrops in Phra Aphai Mani
and ASEAN significant written or recorded literature, it presents geographical area,
ways of people’s living and their interaction with outside world through international
navigation via Bay of Bengal, Andaman Sea, and Indian Ocean at that time, which
echoes historical reality and geography of the sea of ASEAN genuinely (Sujit
Wongted, 2002). It even illustrates influence of religious beliefs and Brahmanism
which play a great role in social patterns of ASEAN through Brahman rituals and
characters reflected in the literature. Similarly, music and sports culture of ASEAN is
also displayed in the literature, such as Pi (or Flute), a private musical instrument of
Phra Aphai Mani or sword and pole fighting art of Sri Suwan (Phra Aphai Mani’ s
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brother). These two culture appearing in the literature, according to the study of Sujit
Wongted (1999), are ASEAN inherited culture since ancient time. Pi or the flute of
Phra Aphai Mani, made of Samrit or bronze, is a kind of musical instrument evolved
from Southeast Asia particularly; thus, it is not the same kind as Chinese, but is Pee
Mon (or Pee Chanai or Thai Flute), Pee Khak (or Javanese Flute), all of which are
traditional musical instruments used in Thai, Lao, and Cambodian royal court.
To summarize the importance of literature as one of ASEAN common
culture by referring to the research in anthropology and social science, “ literature”
relates to socio-cultural aspects of ASEAN in three ways: (Treesilp Boonkajorn,
1980)
1) Literature is a reflection of a society and culture of ASEAN, either
in the form of portrayal of recorded social phenomena or occurrences of each period
or a recording instrument of vital history of ASEAN.

Still, it also reflects social

experience of people, or of both senders (Literature Authors) and receivers (Literature
Readers). Therefore, in the literature it reflects social reality, together with experience
and perspective of people towards social occurrences.
2) Social and cultural condition has an influence on literature or on
the author of the literature. Specifically, social reality creates or reflects a portrayal of
society in the world of media, as proved by dynamism of literature which varies
according to social context and environment. Consequently, an author as a sender or a
message carrier produces a piece of literary work influenced by cultural conditions,
i.e. traditions, beliefs, religion, philosophy, ways of life, values, etc.
3) Literature, authors, and content in literary work have an influence
on society. Literature, as a media world in the form of a mediator used to persuade,
and transmit ideology to the society, or is used as a tool in negotiating with the real
world, has an effect on society accordingly. To illustrate this, a short literary work
called, “ Life and Tradition” (One Series of the Last Leaf) written by Bounseune
Sengmany, which won the S. E. A. Write Awards in 2005, portrays concepts, social
condition, educational patterns, and other underdeveloped things or lags of Laos
caused by too rigid social conformity through the main character who tries to lead his
family to a better life. Another example is a literary work called, “ A Child of the
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Northeast” written by Kumpoon Boontawee, which won the S.E.A. Write Awards in
1979. This work conveys ways of living in rural area or upcountry of Thailand, and it
also tries to negotiate the meaning of the word “ Esan” (or the Northeast) from the
point of view of the author to make urban people accept and eradicate or wipe out
their negative attitude towards Northeastern people.
In short, the researcher views that “cultural literature” (Sub-component
D comprising 7 indicator variables) is influential and plays an important role in
indicating ASEAN culture in historical, social, and artistic or linguistic domain.
Besides, it connects with both tangible and intangible culture of ASEAN.

Thus, all

kinds of past and present literary work can be considered as a medium which does not
only function as a tool in transmitting knowledge, or as a piece of document for
entertainment, but it is also an output of human beings in each society which reflects
concepts and background of people’ s lives in each period or era. Hence, this can
explain why samples of this research (Both experts in Delphi Technique and students
with knowledge capital in humanities and social science in the Confirmatory Factory
Analysis) select and support this sub-component (D: Literature) as the top index of
ASEAN common culture with the highest Regression Weight (Regression
weight/Path coefficient = .940).
The second-ranked sub-component or sub-component with second
highest Regresion Weight is “Sub-component E: Architecture” comprising 3 indicator
variables: X30 / or E1: ASEAN Cultural Architecture, X31 / or E2: ASEAN Cultural
Design and Decoration, and X32 / or E3: ASEAN Cultural Building Structure, with
Regression weight/ Path coefficient = . 9 1 5 . Considered by statistical value, this
cultural component is influencial on ASEAN culture at high level as well. This may
be due to its efficiency in reflecting cultural interaction between human beings and
their environment apparently. Therefore, it is not only a tangible cultural component
which expresses distinctive ASEAN cultural identity with original architectural
structure of ancient time which has been inherited since Classical Era, but it also
indicates the adaptation of the Southeast Asians with the weather and with the
surrounding geography of Southeast Asia. Thus, in the following era, an integration
between the original or traditional patterns and the adopted patterns from external
culture is witnessed. (Since Traditional and Colonial Era up to present). However,
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when compared with external culture, ASEAN cultural architecture still remains
obviously its distinctiveness. This notion accords with the study of Surapon Suwan
(2016) entitled, “ Architectural Heritage of ASEAN Music Residence: A Case Study
of Thai-Lao Music Teachers’ Residence” which finds that ASEAN architecture,
especially residence, emphasizes its infusing utility functions with cultural lifestyle.
Besides, it can reflect greatly geographic features and social being of ASEAN.
Furthermore, from analyzing the influence of architecture on ASEAN society and
culture, it can be counted as one significant cultural indicator of ASEAN, or as one of
ASEAN civilization as a result of the merging of other external cultures into the
traditional ones. As a medium, it is a mediator which creates an interaction between
cultures until a mixed cultural output with distinctive features results. According to
the suggestion of Charnnarong Srisuwan (2013) in “A Look at ASEAN Cities”, it says
“ The development of a city plan or architecture of ASEAN did not occur
independently or freely, but took into account several cultural components, i. e.
lifestyle, tradition, beliefs, artistic features, etc. , all of which passed the integration,
adoption, and transmission of knowledge and wisdom from culture to culture, which
was a cultural hybridity of people, ethnicity, and culture, until it was crytallized and
became a unique architecture of ASEAN finally.”
With reference to psychological theories in regard to the importance of
architecture on ways of life, it is found that this cultural component relates to human
soul. In the study of Maslow’ s Hierarchical Needs Theory (Maslow, 1970 cited in
Cianci & Gambrel, 2003), it indicates that residence (One important part of
architectural work) is very important for human beings. It is the utmost fundamental
needs in human subconsciousness, or is the first order in the hierarchy of human
needs. In this study, E3 (ASEAN Cultural Building Structure) is classified under this
needs and is involved with human beings since birth. Especially when analyzed
jointly with Semiological theories, it is found that this indicator variable (E3: ASEAN
Cultural Building Structure) is a communication signifier with signified meaning
within the context of culture, and has an influence on ASEAN society as seen in
various cultural groups. To demonstrate this, in the linguistic domain, a number of
mottos and proverbs often involve with architectural structure, such as “ One with
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goodness-orientation carries a gable or triangular top of the roof while one with
badness-orientation carries a pillar” (A Thai Proverb), which means if someone pays
attention to learn things, he will get knowledge, good job with high position, and
prosperity in life. On the contrary, if someone is lazy, he will meet difficulties and
sufferings as the results of laziness in acquiring knowledge because a roof top is light,
deserved for a well-educated engineer because he uses brain for working, not physical
strength, but the pillar is heavy deserved for a poorly-educated laborer (Office of the
Royal Society, 2015). Thus, this proverb constructs the meaning for goodness and
badness with the signifiers, namely a roof top and a pillar. Likewise, one Lao proverb
says, “Fences with many stands can be strongly held, same as having many sisters and
brothers can be good protection” . This means that to have a lot of kinship means to
have a fence as a part of the residence. Besides, “fence” in terms of architecture it does
not mean only something used to specify a certain territory, but it also functions as a
territory and residence protection from danger outside. The more fences a residence
has, the safer or the more stable a residence is. “ Fence” is thus a signifier of this
proverb with signified meaning. High number of cousins reflects interdependent and
cooperative society of ASEAN in the aspects of stability and life protection. These
two samples transfer the attributes of architectural structure to linguistic culture of
ASEAN.
The third-ranked sub-component or sub-component with the third
highest Regresion Weight is “ Sub-component C: Visual Arts and Arts Crafts” , with
Regression weight/Path coefficient = .901. Considered by statistical value, this cultural
component is influencial on ASEAN culture at high level as well. From analyzing the
nature of indicator variables in this domain, 2 important roles involving with sociocultural patterns of ASEAN are found as follow:
1) It plays an important role as a recorder and transmitter of social
condition in each era or period. The indicator variables under this sub-component or
domain: X15 / or C1 (ASEAN Painting), X16 / or C2 (ASEAN Drawing), X17/ or C3
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(ASEAN Sculpture), and X18/ or C4 (ASEAN Historical and Cultural Photography)
are positioned as media in recording social and cultural condition of mankind since
ancient time and are the one of the illustrations of human identity. They are used to
transmit an interaction of human beings with surroundings. In the Prehistory and
Early History Era, man drew and painted cave walls to impart their identity and
stories they experienced, especially in ASEAN region. The evidence of the drawing of
primitive men transmits socio-cultural condition and their beliefs about the
environment within the region which later has become root culture of ASEAN
eventually. This explanation is in an accordance with the study on common culture of
Southeast Asia of Sujit Wongted (2016), and Electronic Resources on Art of
Thailand, Wang Tha Phra Campus Library, Central Library, Silpakorn University
(1998) which mentions about cultural and archaeological evidence on ASEAN beliefs
in sacred or holy animals which can be counted as ASEAN root culture through
drawings on cave walls in Prehistory and Early History Era. Such drawings reflect
symbols and rituals based on people’s related beliefs in fertility (Caused by interaction
between the Southeast Asians and the nature in Classical or Prehistory Era. For
example, the drawing of rituals on cliffs and cave walls narrating stories about man
and sacred animals in the Southeast Asia 3,000 years ago (As shown in figure 7.2).

Figure 7.2 The Copy of Lined Figure Painting Showing Rituals and Beliefs of the
Southeast Asians on Cave Walls at Khao Chan Ngam, Si Khiu District,
Nakhon Ratchasima Province.
Source: Sujit Wongted, 2016.
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By analyzing the changing history of the region, it shows the
development of using visual arts as a historical record. In Traditional and Colonial
Era, the drawing of people, cities, or sculpture with a backdrop of some places was
initiated to record social condition, and to identity the existence of the drawers at
certain time. However, after technological development, western films emerged and
have been used to take photos of places to record identities and socio-cultural
environment as historical evidence since then.
2) It plays an important role as a social status insignia and emblem,
including a reflector of ASEAN ways of life. From studying details of each indicator
variable under this domain, namely X19 / or C5 (ASEAN Lacquerware), X20 / or C6
(ASEAN Lacquered Wickerwork, X21/ or C7 (ASEAN Nielloware), and X22 / or C8
(ASEAN Basketry), it shows that besides being used as a household utility,
handicrafts also are used as an insignia or sign of social status connecting to the
concept of social classes of ASEAN in Traditional Era (Kingdom). Specifically, they
are used as rank and title indicators in ASEAN kingdoms. From structuralism
perspective which interprets meanings of handicrafts or arts crafts by a sign system
with three main elements: text, meaning of the text, and cultural context of the text,
arts crafts can be interpreted as valueables of honor and social class identifiers,
especially for those with high rank in the kingdoms of ASEAN during Traditional Era.
This accords with historical evidence: chronicles and archives, i.e. it shows the giving
of several kinds of arts crafts to masters, noblemen, and members of the royal family
as an insignia in ASEAN kingdoms such as Siam to dependency countries. (From
royal document of King Rama V, Ministry of the Interior, Book 3, 1870 in National
Archive, and Office of His Majesty’ s Principal Private Secretary, 1870).
document says:

The
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“ In 1870 (In year of the horse which ends with 2 or in 1232
Thai Minor Era), Oopahad or Akkarat, acting the city ruler of Nakhon
Phanom governed the City for 3 years until he was 63 year old so he
traveled to meet King Rama V in Bangkok. At that time, the King
assigned him to be a city ruler of Nakhon Phanom with a higher title to
be “ Phra Phanom Nakaranurak Sitthisak Thepruyod Thotburi
Sikotraboonluang” and bestowed him some insignias, i.e. one wet -gold
neillo round tray containing betel leaf, a set of black-gold cases with 8
ritualistic things, one gold ewer, one niello spittoon, one set of citygovernor insignia dress (Song Prapat), one string of gold beads, one
sword with golden stripes, one long-handled ceremonial umbrella with
Pastu dress (Ceremonial dress), one piece of refined woven fabric with
golden lines (Khem Khab), one piece of colored-trim silk, one piece of
white blanket cloth, one piece of white silk, and one piece of Khmer
checked – cloth (Poom).”

Besides, it appears some archaeological evidences displayed in
various museums of ASEAN, which reflect meaning of handicrafts or arts crafts as
status and social classes identifier such as particular high-class utensils for members
of the royal family only, etc. (As shown in figure 7.3) or high-class tributes for ruler
class (As shown in figure 7.4).
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Figure 7.3 Tableware for the Malay King, Comprising Silver Nielloware, and
Golden Nielloware, Given by the King of Siam (Photos taken at Negara
National Museum of Malaysia on May 9, 2016).

Figure 7.4 Bunga Mas (or Suwanmali / Golden Tree)
Note: An arts craft made of gold, which Sultan of Northern Malay Kingdom (where
Kedah, Kelantan, Terengnanu, and Patani are located) gave as a gift to the King of
Siam to strengthen national relations. Bunga Mas set composes of 4 kinds of
handicraft or so called The Four Spears: Keris encrusted with precious stones,
gold-encrusted Spittoon, lacquered Tobacco box, and Bouquet of betel leaves with
betel set. (Photos taken at Negara National Museum of Malaysia on May 9, 2016)
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In addition, the researcher views that Arts Crafts are cultural
indicators which do not only reflect lifestyles of the Southeast Asians who create and
use handicrafts to support their lives and to solve their living problems occurred by
geographical condition of the region, but they also narrate history, background, social
and cultural condition of ASEAN at large and of particular ethnic groups. Besides,
they can reflect the relationship between culture and usage patterns in daily life of
each culture significantly as supported by the research of Kanokporn Chimplee
(2012) which finds that handicraft is related to intangible culture, especially wisdom,
which is considered as an important wisdom of the region. It is a learning process in
social practice and a sustainable process of cultivation through knowledge and
experience transmission and inheritance from ancestors.

From archaeological

evidence, it is found that such relations have been witnessed since Classical Era up to
present, and are supported by empirical evidence found in a number of historical
learning places of ASEAN, such as colored paintings about the usage of handicrafts of
Southeast Asians (as shown in figure 7.5), or the pictures of ancient handicrafts and
the simulation of handicraft usage in a museum (As shown in figure 7.6).

Figure 7.5 Colored Painting at Pha Taem, Tambol Huayphai, Khong Chiam District
Source: Electronic Resources on Art of Thailand, Wang Tha Phra Campus Library,
Central Library, Silpakorn University, (“kloomphateem”, n.d.)
Note: Showing basketry work used for fishing.
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Figure 7.6 ASEAN Daily Usage of Handicrafts.
Note: Photos taken at Malaka History and Ethnography Museum on May 7, 2016.

7.2 Research Discussion in Pragmatic Perspectives
This part presents the findings from Confirmatory Factor Analysis (Displayed
in Chapter 6) which are the assessment of the efficiency of measurement instrument
developed from quantitative content analysis on 100 episodes with ASEAN-related
content of Jod Mai Hed Krungsri or Krungsri’s Archive, a feature and documentary or
news magazine television program with informative format, broadcast during 20132014. The summary and observation from quantitative content analysis in terms of the
practicality of the constructed instrument was found as following:

7.2.1 The Efficiency of the Developed Instrument
From the test of the developed instrument (Tally Sheet) in enumerating
ASEAN common culture appearing in selected episodes of the television program, it
is found that the instrument is efficient in quantifying ASEAN common culture
inclusively and has potential in extracting culture from the program content entirely.
None of content cannot be tallied, possibly because all 47 indicator variables have
been refined at many steps referrably all through the research process, with both
primary and secondary data as following:
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7.2.1.1 In the stage of extracting primary variables, it is found that all
the primary variables scrutinized by experts in Delphi Technique are those gained
from merging sub-components and indicator variables from secondary data which are
continually studied by several sources, such as UNESCO Framework for Cultural
Statistics or UNESCO FCS (2007, 2009), and European Statistical System Network
on Culture or ESSnet-Culture (2012), together with the study on historical,
archaeological, and anthropological evidence of Southeast Asia region, documentary
and historical research, until primary ASEAN indicators, which are clear enough and
referrable to be developed as a practical indicators in the next stage or in Delphi
Technique, are achieved.
7.2. 1. 2 In the stage of trends forecasting by Delphi Technique, it is
found that primary cultural frame extracted from the first stage is not complete
enough to be used in enumerating ASEAN common culture. During this stage, experts
in the area of cultural studies, intercultural communication, and international relations
(In Southeast Asia) scrutinize all the variables, give opinions and suggestions, adjust,
and add some more variables and details to make all indicator variables clearer. The
researcher is suggested to do more research on each component or variable and to add
some more criteria in defining and in determining how to measure each variable more
precisely. Hence, additional sub-components and indicator variables are proposed. At
the second assessment, all variables are rated by 7 experts at

“ very

important/appropriate” and “the most important/ appropriate” level with consensus (Me
4-5, IR ≤ 1.50); thus, the cultural frame is adjusted from 7 sub-components or domains
with 29 indicator variables to be 9 sub-components or domains with 47 indicator
variables. The addition and adjustment in names, definitions, scope of variables, and
aspects to be measured in the media, enables the new variables to be different from
the original ones, and from the frames of UNESCO FCS (2007, 2009) and ESSnetCulture (2012), including possessing specific attributes suitable for being quantified
for ASEAN common culture particularly. The researcher notes that the reasons which
make the experts enable to propose some changes and additions are due to thorough
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knowledge and continual studies on ASEAN of each expert, and due to the fact that
some of them are responsible for developing cooperative policies and action plans for
ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community (ASCC). The suggestions are consequently very
fruitful and bring about much more concrete indicators and a model of cultural
components with quantitative indicators structure.
7.2.1.3 In the stage of Second Order Confirmatory Factor Analysis with
720 samples who are third-year or fourth-year undergraduate students from 6 regions
whose border is adjacent to any of ASEAN neighbour or which are target destination
of ASEAN travellers. The samples are required to study in the following area: Cultural
Studies, Anthropology, Sociology, Humanities, Social Science, Arts, Communication
or Communication Arts, International Relations, and Southeast Asian Studies, or any
other fields with courses in Humanities and Social Sciences (Such as Man and
Society, Man and Culture, Man and Nature, Man and Self-learning, ASEAN History,
Khong Culture, etc. (Hair et al., 1995 cited in David Hemsworth, Christobal SanchezRodriguez, and Bruce Bidgood, 2 0 0 5 ; Comrey & Lee, 1 9 9 2 cited in Petchnoi
Singchungchai, 2006).
The analysis of this part aims to assess the congruence between
Structural Equation Model of ASEAN common cultural indicators and empirical data
with assumption that indicator variables developed from both earlier stages are
congruent with empirical data. The results show that the model of ASEAN common culture indicators for media is congruent with empirical data [(χ2/df = 1.761, GFI = .912,
AGFI = .895, NFI = .904, CFI = .956, RMSEA =.033 (PCLOSE = 1.00), RMR = .019)] in
accordance with established assumptions and criteria.

Besides, the Regression

weight/Path coefficient with Direct Effect of Sub-Components or Domains A-I is at
high level or between .7 2 6 - .9 4 0 , with Indirect Effect of 47 indicator variables
between .474 - .669, and with 52.7% -88.3% of Estimating Predicted Coefficients (R2
between .527 - .883). This indicates that ASEAN common cultural indices for media
model developed from this research is proper and passes concerned statiscal tests.
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Thus, it can be referred and applied as a cultural instrument in enumerating ASEAN
common culture for media with statistical significance.

7.2.2 Comparison between Regression Weight and Appearance
Frequency or Quantity of ASEAN Common Culture Appearing in
100 Selected Episodes on Television
The researcher finds incongruence of the appearance in Sub-Component I:
Cultural Costume.

From the analysis of Regression weight/ Path coefficient in

Structual Equation Model, it is found that this sub-component has the least Regression
Weight among all sub-components (Regression weight/Path coefficient = .726) , or it is
rated at the bottom rank which means that it represents ASEAN common culture the
least. However, from quantitative content analysis, its appearance frequency is at
maximal rate (Fe = 23-44), especially the appearance of I2 (ASEAN Fabric) (Fe = 24)
and I3 (ASEAN Original Cultural Dressing). Both of them have 24 appearance
frequencies. In the opinion of the researcher, the reason why the program producer
selects to present this sub-component quite a lot possibly because it is classified as
tangible culture which can distinguish physically ethnic differences and often is
presented as ASEAN identity signifier; thus, it is the component which also connects
with intangible culture which, in this study, is rated at the fourth highest rank with
Regression weight/ Path coefficient = . 884, possibly because it is the outcome of
wisdom, and involves with some beliefs, rituals, rites, and tradition of ASEAN.
Seemingly, it can reflect ASEAN culture which connects with other cultural
indicators.
Besides, from cultural communication perspective, this sub-component
(Cultural Costume) is a transformational medium which carries varying meanings.
From the study on meanings and dynamism of woven fabric from the culture owners’
perspective of Noppdol Charoensuk (2014), it indicates that fabric does not only
function as a part of clothing or decoration, but it also reflects meanings in various
dimensions; for intances, meaning associated with virtue (i. e. Endeavour and
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diligence), with sex (i.e. Weaving is a female work), with rituals and traditions (i.e. A
weaving loom is a respectable thing, fabric is offered as redeeming a vow to the god,
a belief on bad or unlucky days for weaving), with religion (i.e. A kind of cloth or
panung, woven by a mother to a son, used for ordained monks to indicate women’s
role and participation in religious inheritance, or woven fabric for covering the relic as
a sign of religious protection) and with power (i.e. Silk brocade or golden brocade as a
sign of ruling class fabric). Furthermore, one of the indicator variables of this subcomponent, namely I2: ASEAN Fabric, is a cultural product with economic value and
related with agriculture, a significant socio-cultural mechanism of ASEAN.
(Marketing Economy Group, Mulberry Technology Development and Transfer
Bureau, 2012). Thus, this might be reasons why cultural costume is presented in mass
media so regularly that it becomes habitual in the eyes of the receivers or audience. As
a result, this possibly induces the producer to contain information or pictures of this
sub-component in the program to respond to the receivers’ perception for wider
connectivity with various contexts rather than giving importance to only cultural
dimention.

7.3 Observation and Recommendations for Future Studies
The researcher offers three main recommendations and observation from this
study as following:

7.3.1 Implementation Recommendations
The variables studied in this research are concise comprehension variables, or
the variables created from cultural concepts on the basis of providing general
knowledge about ASEAN common culture through cultural components and indices,
which will help to give a scope and to initiate the presentation of common culture in
various kinds of media. However, they are not constant or ready-to-use variables
which can be used without prior studies and understanding of their meaning and
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scope. To use them without understanding the details of each variable or indicator
variable will lead to incomplete and distorted information
More than that, once each indicator variable is additionally studied, a lot more
details or in-depth details, including its variation according to cultural condition under
some circumstances are revealed. However, owing to some research limitations, the
variables are adjusted only within the concise scope for fundamental and simple
understanding. Nevertheless, in case that program producers or those interested in
applying this instrument for their use: media production, content design, or cultural
content measurement, at deeper level, it is recommended that prior additional research
be conducted with great care. Alternatively, tentative users may assign each person to
be responsible for each variable so that more detailed information of each variable can
be accessed, and more accurate indices can be ensured for use.

7.3.2 Academic Recommendations
For future research, the researcher proposes to study the statistical
relationships between indicator variables and other cultural variables found in the root
culture (or Traditional Culture in Classical Era) as they are initiative or starting culture
of ASEAN and are often embedded in cultural indicators.

Besides, from the

discussion of research findings with other studies, it indicates possible relations or
connections between cultural variables in each component with the root culture.
Consequently, this will help to construct Structual Equation Model which can display
the common relationship among variables and help to better understand the
connectivity between indicators of each domain or sub-components
In regard to 9 sub-components or domains and 47 indicator variables
developed from this study, the researcher proposes that one of these components can
be selected for an in-depth study in future to expand the findings gained from this
research by creating details for each indicator variable. Besides in Thai cultural
context, the study may be conducted in cultural context of other ASEAN nations
additionally in order to construct variable scopes more widely. Another proposed
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study is to compare cultural indices of this study with those of other ASEAN nations
to see the similarities and differences including a gap for future studies.
In studying patterns of ASEAN common culture, the researcher further
proposes to change the sample group to be general people or to be media producers to
study the perception of people with cultural capital, not academic capital of the
experts like this research. This new perspective may induce different cultural variables
and components.
In addition, another academic remarks from this research is that some ASEAN
common cultures are perceived as belonging to a particular country. This can be
explained that it might be caused by geographic territory which is divided into each
nation, especially indicator variables in the domain of cultural heritage and natural
heritage which is registered as world heritage of each country, national costume,
musical instruments, or national foods. However, if tracing back to the root of those
mentioned cultures, they are all constructed culture with same common culture, but
are raised up and stamped as belonging to a particular nation due to the influence of
media during Nationalism Era and outcome of a sense of strong nationalism after
World War II. Such influences lead each nation to establish and create their cultural
border to identify their unique identity for their nation and erase their shared historical
and cultural background since the ancient time.

7.3.3 Limitation
Although this applied instrument and indices constructed from this research
can be used as academically verified cultural meansurement and be preliminary
guidelines for content production for media efficiently, they are still depended on the
consideration of producers or creative directors due to the abstract nature of some
cultural variables. Despite the fact that they are adjusted to be more concrete, the
application of such variables in content creation can possibly face some difficulties.
Accordingly, some variables might be considered or be prioritized by producers
differently, and this can bring about some incongruence between academic
information and production procedure. Under this circumstance, it is suggested that
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the instrument and information from this study be also scrutinized with the
consideration of specialized experts and creative producers, or be discussed by a
working group prior to further application.
Time and budget is another limitation of this study which limits the sample
groups only in Thailand.

Though they represent demographic population with

properly selected criteria and can be analyzed and generalized creditably in terms of
statistics, the limited scope of study cannot cover all cultural perspectives of the
region. Future studies in other ASEAN member nations are thus recommended to
search for additional variables and to construct a more complete cultural instrument.
In addition, since culture by its own nature is dynamic and varies by sociocultural environment over time, cultural variables are thus affected by such nature.
Besides, cooperative policy of ASEAN community might also affect the expansion or
reduction of indicator variables, longitudinal study about changes and overall features
of cultural indices in every 5-10 years is thus recommended to ensure the modernity of
the indices or to keep them updated and in accordance with the chaning environment.
This enables the developed cultural indices and cultural measurement be accurate
continually.
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